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Abstract: Cultural Duality and Politicar SlS&bility in 
Independent Kenya, r9'63-1965

V .

The political stability of Kenya during the first two 
=^yBarff‘"'aTter the gra_Qting of internal self-rhle owed a siib- 

stantial debt to both the,indigenous and alien influences ■ 
which formed the national cultjire. The resolution of the 
issues'arrd problems which confronted the government of 

. PreBident Keriyatta depended oH the*' choice of policy alter
natives' conditioned by sensitivity to the traditional-tribal 
culture and the cultural orientations, introduced from the 
outside duSring the. colonial''period. This s,tudy delinSates 
the nature of each society and describes how each culture was 
important in providing a resource for policy making in the 
post-independence period. , - ^

.-

. To describe the national culture , a .single standard of'
. reference was desired.- The fram&wprk chosen was one which 

broke the broad concept of culture down into constituent, parts
■ of, skills, goals, and sentiments. This framework was used.

in the configuration analysis of both the -African and European 
■■ ■culjtures.' The growth .of African political consciousness game 

■ lindication of how the norms of traditional African society 
were, changed as indreasing nxambers of Africans accepted new 
behavioral cues from the Europeans until the Africans became 
politically competitive with their rulers. The learning' of

■ new skills, sentiments and goals, however, 'did not--dissipate '
' ' ■ the.-.importance of indigenous orientations. The ■utility, of

both sets of norms ip^seg.n, in the examination of, policy 
choices of.the Kenyatta government as it dealt with a series • 
of'economic deyelopne nt issues ', constitutional' questions'and 
•security problems, ,

-•. .1-:;... .

The methods employed for "cgllecting data to substantiate 
. . ,an ethnographic survey of the tribes in

Kenya, a historical survey of qjplonial rule,' and the European - 
jtommunity, a reading of the co.mpiete parliamentary record' for 
i9,6'3.-196,5, the: use of the subject'..file of the East Afridan 
Standard offices in>"Nairobi.,.: and a. series of field interviews. . 
witli'^'memberS 'O.f “the"^ Kenya House of Representatiwes-,J1..V:

•• V
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PRISFACE

The distance'between Jthe conception of an.idea and its 

realization in written.form is.traversed amidst everbroaden- 

ing recognition of how confined was the ihitial insight.

This.confinement is clearly revealed when seeking an“under- 

standing of the peoples and cultures in the non-Western world.

In the spring of 1963 as Kenya prepared for the last. elect(ions . -

p'riCr to. independence/ this study was planned to discover what 

elements■in the national culture of that state'fiad the greatest 

relevance to the operation of political lifef . Now, five 

have passed:., and Kenya "again prep'ares for a general parlia--

‘-t *■

mentary election.^ During that time,- the country has main-

Sorae restraintsta.ined its democratic institutions intact, 

on' individu'ais, have/been imposed, but the indiy'idnal freedoms
<“ ■■

set down, in the independence constitution Have been preserved. 

Because stability and democracy haveXnow. been maintained-fob 

half a decade, ■ the value of tails study may be .enhanced. Its 

---■primary purpose was to describe how and why the JCenyatta .a. .

. government was able to keep Kenya stabiTe- and democratic dur

ing the;'first“tv^year¥ irr“crf'fi'ceT "'In so doing, pefh^s the 

-basis of present day-stabiiltsr is more clearly understood, 

if Kenya continues as a peaceful democratic- republic in.'East- 

Africa,-. future .research may' find-a greaf debt is owed-to the -

■./
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who assumed -the responsibility far governing on June 1, 

This is their story? an account of forces shaping 

their lives, creating their problems; _and influencing their 

policy -choiqes during a crucial tiwo year'period in the history 

of a new nation

men

1963
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. CHAPTER ONE:

■a- INTRODUCTION: DIMENSIONS AND PROCEDURES

The years sThee the ’'wiiiHs b£'change" f irs't swep'E

African states f^om cglQji'ial rule to independence have been
T. ■

difficult^on'es'l^or both the peoples and goYerhrnenta of thbse 

The attempts to,, snaintain the forms of con

stitutional democracy installed in the last stages of ■ 

colonial rule"have not .succeeded'/ and Africa has experienced 

a^'^risis of confidence" for the leaders and followers .alike, •.

ne'W nations.

raising doubt as to whether democratic practice and political

stability can be practiced simultaneously in the hew states

This study represents an attempt tosouth of the Sahara.

discover some of the strengths which Africa does posgess- 

It is a study-of a single African state, the Republic of 

Kenya, •Which, during the first two year's afterr the granting 

of ' self-gov.ernment, so managed its resources as'to (i) pre-

its stability v'hile confronted'with a series pf potenti-
r . * '

■ ally ^disrupti've' issiies, and C2) 'maintain both constitutional 

democracy an’d an "open" style-of political pluralism.

serve
.V

K
This can be’considered a remarkable achievement when

the threa-ts that did confront the Kenya' goverri- 

Within two months of independence

one surveys

. merit during that.period.

...V: .
V.
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' ,oner-third.of th-e- Kenya, army-mutinied. -Throughout the first 

year of independence, former Mau Mgu Freedom Fighters turned 

outlaws-were a. threat .to the peace of Central Province.

The Northeastern Ptovince and .parts’ of the Eastern and Coastal 

Provinces were in turmoil from’the guerr.illa irredentism 

caused by the Somali shifta (outlaws). Thonsands of Africans - >• 

took to ‘'squatting"-on -European farms after independence, 

proving economically.-disruptive to those key. sectors of revenue 

production.

employment required government action.

cal party, q.ritici‘zed the, government .'severely. And always'’in 

■ _ the background was the force,.of tribalism, exacerbating the ’

severity, of nearly every political issue. In concert',those 

issues, could haW overthrown the government,'yet with skill

ful use of its resources, the government survived. ^ The fashion 

in which those issues were processed bespoke a maturity of 

problem analysis^ a.pragmatism and flexibility of, response, ,

L” and a political sophistication representative of more politi- 

cally developed- states.

- -. It is the thesis of this study that Kenya's political

st^abiaity "'reauTted .from the ,cultural pluralism'existent in 

' . the’national society.and the leadership's awareness, of the

power-of the-value of such' pluralism as a resource .in. the.' 

making -of policy decisions.

.1

t-

r -
L-"

' ■ • V-

In urban’ areas, massed labor* protest over un-

The opposition politi-

;

i
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Because of the sensitivity to cultural norms mani- 

fe'sted by the political leadership and the distinctive con- 

• tent of bioth the traditional''African culture and' European 

Icolonial culture, constitutional democracy was maintained.

'.r—

.-■r*

The, emotional sensitivities, life styles, and beliefs of,the 

Kenya African were combined with’the economic, social,
V •

political contributions of the colonial period to form an

’ observably manure level of political .discourse characterized 

by government responsiveness in policy-ftiaking, dependence on

popular sanction for legitimization of policy choices,- and-■
- > . •- •■•I?' .* •

the utilization of demp,cratic procedures for politicjil, action.

.Thus stated, the tliesis- suggests that there is ah pbserv- 

able causal relationship between the plurality of culture 

norms and the maintenance'of political stability in Kenya. 

Sihee-the crucial’ 'consideration is normative, the suggested

A '
.-t r

je,elatiohsh.iE)'is not a tightly structured re^arch question.

'■ Therefore,>-"'both the.subject and the methodology may be open . . 

to criticism To resolve the Critical issue rais.ed by the 

normative 'coritrent of the thesis, two key research consider- 

. ations had to-be satisfied. First, 'it had to be shown that— . -;- - - *“,™

normative orientations descriptive of both the African and the

European cultures do exist- and that these normative orientations

Secondly, evidenceinfluenced -the behavior of*the politicians.
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had ta,b'e compiled to indicate that the' decision-maker^ in 

the Kenya government chose to utilize those normative 

orientations in making policy choices. , '

To provide support for the first of the .research con- ‘ ;

ethnographic survey of Kenya tribes was made.^

One, it showed

siderations,.an

This survey was indexed"along two basic lines. 

t,ow Kenya's' cultures, despite differing ethnic origins, had

a high degree of similarity ; in terms.-, of actions, beliefs 

and ritual-behavior.,.. Formerly, this was an unsubstantiated 

characteristic found in there general texts. The. compilation 

. 'of. survey materials. resulted in- the s electiOn^f twenty
- ■ ■' ■ - ■ ■: -v-*-• .■

' characteristics descriptive of the.-comparative nature of 

tribal life in-termj of social,organization, political-

• - ■ • practice, - religious beliefs-and judicial procedure. The
.... r.. . . .

■ ■ eeconi' sn.d itvore 'general characteristic revealed by.the sur^ -

==^i=====v.e.y^was!=tho-- .interreiatednesB-of--tribal-life -through adherence-

■ to powerful communal norms that opposed individualism and_ 

supported social iategrattbn. The evidence on these communal 

.ties was vital to the analysis of ways in which the traditipnal

* norms continued to influence life in post-independence Kenya.

'• -

•t

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - :-rr-r^-- - ^

■-The survey included fifteen of the major tribes or tribal 
> .^tgroupings- in the country representing eighty percent of the 
- ■ population-;The groups investigated were drawn from three of 

the-four ethnic stocks in the country: the Bantu, the ,Nilo-
• Hamitic, .:and the Nilotic. /No dnvestig,ation ,was made of the 

. ' Hamitic groups who live fh the Northeastern Province-of.the
• country .and constitute less thah“five percent of the.total 

; - ' population .7- The tribes surveyed included: BANTU - Kikuyu',
■ : • Luhya, Kamba, Kisii, Meru, Emibu, Nyika,' Polomo, Taita; NILO- - ,-,

• / HAMITIC KipsigiaV -Turk'ana,.-Masai,' Nandi, Elgeyo, Suk;
" J'l and NILOTIC -: LUo.. :: ’ . . . -

i.-ii-'c;---',;'

■ *.
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, Paralleling the ethnogr^aphic survey o£ :tribal'was - 

a configurative analysis of the European enclave"in the 'former 

This analysis indicated how the influence ofBritish ^colony.

' European culture on African life came from .three .groups:

' the settlers., the Colonial Office personnel, and the mission- 

ari-es. Each of those archetypes for change .made demands, 

imposed conditions, contradicted the-traditional norms of 

tribal life,^or introduced alternative role structures and

sets of activities different from the activities practiced

? •

new

in the tribal environment. The examination, of'the European
it*

comniunity revealed the skills,,.goals, and sentiments of the 

alien intruders into Kenya and provided the basis for study- 

ing the process by which the cultural norms of African life • ■ 

were modified.

Supporting.these cultural surveys and reinforcing the 

contention-that norm's from both' cultural traditions bad -an
, t-

impact on post-independence politics are two bodies pf inform

ation: (1) the historical summary Of the growth'Of African

- political activity,in the-former colony, and (2) the data 

gathered from-an interview survey of nearly one-third of’the 

membership of the Kenya House’of Representatives.'

. ..ion of the House members as the., interview, sample Was based

The .select-

a'

*.
■ ‘on the following considerations : .. _

_
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A. There was a high degree'of overlapping betw^'' 
the House membership and. the top. officials in

•. bhe hierarchies'of the major political parties,

B. The House of Representatives held the legal. 
power for the making-and legitimating of rules

der~thB~Tprovisions-of the Kenya Constitution.

C. The House membershrp.was' elebied on single-member 
-constituency, basis in order to reflect the
dem.pgr^hic makeup of the society as divided ' 
among various tribal groups.

D. The .House men±)er'sh ip was a primary ^^communication
link„,between the government, and-the local levels,_ . 
permitting'research access' to the constituency ■'

. level for purposes of obserying. how nationM- 
decisions influenced local political life.,^

The conclusions'.on the legislative and constitu^cy behavior 

of the House ..membershlp provided ample, evidence of the in

fluence of cultural 4>lufali.sm on post-independence politics.- 

.The second major research consideration was dealt With

• through the analysis of a series"“bf"policy decisions taken by

.. the Kghya- acrvernmeat: during—its- f-i-ret-two- years ■ in"'offle-^.^

This approach was based on the belief that.though the minutiae ' .
* - ■ . * • -rf.; - ■

Of individual decisions may never be known, the analysis of 

a series of^decisions 

'cular style or pattern of leadership.

This final ■ reason for selecting the House membership 
considered particularly important as a. means for. resolv

ing'one of the crucial considerations in social science 
.methodology, the narrowing of the macro-micro'gap. See .
• • Lucien Pye and Sidney Verba, Political Culture and Political 

' Development, (Prince-ton; Princeton University Press,^ 1965)-- 
"chapter, one, ' .. . . , - - ■ •

a—consl-us ion ■abeufe—a—parti -qp 1

The process by which

. was: •

■i .

-u

—-t
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an. alternative is selected may never be known,., but .tfte.. -~- 

choice is an empirical fact that may•reveal much about the

decis.ion-maker -M-litself or about the . system' in:which his'

Ahd when the consequences.of a'choices must.be made.

decision-are'Observed along with the decision itself,, con- . 

elusions, can be drawn -about the' efficacy ■of "a particular . 

choice as it relates to the goals of the decision-maker and

the environment in which the decision must be implemented:

Utilizing parliamentary debates and newspaper accounts- 

along with supplementary comments offered by the politicians, 

.these issues are described"to show .the following consider

ations.; (a) how was the is-sue articulated,, Jb). how did...the 

government, move-to resolve ac mitigate the,impact of the. , 

issue , and (c) how did the, goyernment,';s 'pol icy reflect s'en- . . 

sitivity to and n s e... of—Keny-aT^—two-cui-tuiral~~-trradl't±ons'T"~A~ll  

issues arose after the'grant of self-government and touched 

on constitutionalism, domestic order, economic growth, publ:^..
, •.. t . . . . . . . . . . .

welfare, inter-natibnal diplomacy, and governmental,police 

pfowers. The'conclusions validated the original thesis that

_ _ ■the-man-i-puletlon'of diverse cultural orientations within a

reasonably open socie-ty-is- significant in preserving stability

amidst the l^k of adequate physical resource.s. This observance -
. . ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '' ' . . . ... ■

. of "strategies-of cultural management" was not considered.a
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new facet of social 'science inquiry.?

does-^o‘beyond the deser-iption of- basic strategies-to- seek

an understanding of why leadership practices are viable.

.r- By the selection of such a broad subject for investi- 

gation, it became necessary to. depart frOira a rigid depend

ence-on a single discipline, or form of inquiry-. This was 

intentional since it was never anticipated that the inquiry 

should compromise its scope by .^confining research- tb a 

. narrow vein.-^* It was intended that there should be no re-'

However, the study

ir

liance on a rigid "scientism" that might restrict the effort 

realize valuable insight‘eoricerning^the basts of political 

The behavicyral persuasion was used as

f.' ■

to
V;

Stability in Kenya.

. ' a basis for desigiyLng .the method of inquiry, however.

Was not considered imperative- to make that persuasion so

it ■ ■ .

complete as to exclude areas of investigation that,were 

.relevant to the topic though not precisely researchabl'e in a 

In choosing between political relevance and 

the preference was for relevance.^

‘T..'r
;.

rigorous manner.

scientific exactitude.

' 7 ^McKim Mar.y.iott:J>"Cultural Policy in the New States, "
r inJdliffprd 'Geertz, ,ed., Old Societies and New States: The

■ _ '_ Quest ..jEariLModerni.ty in- Asia -and ■ -Afr-ic-a^—^Gl-eneoe-,--•I-l-l-i-nois:
The Free Press-, 1963)-, pp. 27-56. Marriptt,.jases the term 

, . ' in quoting Lloyd Fallers, .".Ideqbbgy and Culture in Uganda 
Nationalism.." American Anthropologist; pp. 677-678, 19631 
Marriott describes, such strategies in India, Pakistan, Ceylon, 
Indonesia and sub-Saliarah Africa: ■ ... ' ‘

“^For a discussion of-this question of relevance versus^ .
■ .  exactitude see Christian Bay, '.'Politics ,,and Pseudopolitics: / .

of Some. Behavioral Literature, " in'. 
Charles A. McCoy and John'.Pi'ayfotd-, Apolitical, Politics; A 

-..r Critique of Behavioral ism,' (New York: Thomas Crowell, -1967), .
12-^38 and McCoy''s''ihtroduction, pp. 1-10. ' .

r-'-
r'.

r.i -
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The resiitt is a balancing of disciplines to produce a series.
/■

of conclusions .about political stability in one African state 

that have-not found similar treatment in other studies of .

Africa'.s new nations.
1

■ •• The organization of the study is based on a simple

framework constructed out of a reading of the general liter

ature on social change, cultU'ral reorientation and political 

development. This study states, that ..culture does play and 

must play a significant .role in the actions of political life.

The crucial point in the study of culture is' to accept that
‘ - • ■ . . . . ' - t

the term itself is diffuse in definition^ Accordingly, using'

a'division acceptable to the social science community, 'culture 

i^ defined as cor&isting of: (1) skills, (2)' motivations, and 

. (3) affective sentiments.5 This division permits recognition

‘ -of change of one'type, such as adoption of new skills, while
•

accounting., for lack of corresponding change in affec.tive

Having accepted such a simplisrsentiments or motivations, 

framework, I’ analyzed the skills, motivations and sentiments •

Both communities

_..'Lwere-..in:t-er.naily-homogeneous and tl^us available to- general!- 

zations. The analysis of the culture orientations .of the 

two'communities resulted in a list of supportive orientations^.

of the African and European communities.
- -i’

~ Lucien Pye, Politics-, Personality and Nationbuilding: 
Burma's Search for Identi-ty, (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1961), chapter one.
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that the government of' Kenya could employ to help maintain

it% authorliry'and preSorve-'national . stability .■

The constant reference, to two cultures was considered 

vital since the research rfevealed that the Kenya government
7

. t

had relied on both cultures in seeding solutions to national 

Indeed,- it had no choice. The continuing strength
•'!

problems.

of traditional ways d.emanded that the government' be respon-
%

fi'

sive to the trital environment. '.' At the same time there was
’v« • ^ .

an'apparent realization on the part of the government‘that
^ ' ' * ■ ' * •

the, use of new norms was necessary to build a strong modern 

nation.- If there was. to be a real- sense of nationhood, there 

could be no'returh to"the old ways; however, the old ways. , 

could- not ^e disa-vowed fof‘'SUch action would have created a 

.dangerous situation for the government.

“ There is no’guarantee that the Kenya nation Will always 

know the freedom from chaos and public disorder which; marked

tk'y

- the' first two years after the granting of internal self-rule. 

. Changes in‘attitudes, skiiis,. beliefs, and motivations as'• 

well as the'emergence of-new elites, may dissipate the

The-fact remains, however.

:

-j

S

abilities of the government.

- tha-t during the first .years of sovereignty, cultural tra-

provided useful supportindigeheous a'nd alien 

for- stability and democracy in the Kenya Republic.

ditibns •

:.V- -V--



-•' .CHAPTER TWO:

THE KENYA ■ SYSTEM - A FIIRMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

The development..of a methodology for investigating Kenya- 

politics is based on the prior construction of an acceptable, 

.framework for integrating the diverse empirical data and 

materials drawn from a variety of scholarly"disciplines. The

problems encountered in constructing such a framework for 

analysis center around -the reconciliation of two'culture 

traditions and the definition of criteria for concluding, that 

both-culture traditions'did effect,policy decisions taken by

The task of resolving those problems
i

the Kenya government.

is particularly fasCinabihg in the study of Kenya'because the
.

patt- ^d the preseri-t are ^o closely linked.' Long standing 

• tribal rituar'and'belief con-tinue to have an influence on the

. iguest for modernity. . New ideas are, fprced to defe.r to old

ways that still command the r;espect of so many of Kenya's

-. rural population. ' During -the lifetime of President Kenyatta,

.Kenya, . unde-r'-€he impact of colonial • rule, moved fpm total

..underdevelopment to the fringes, of modernity, and within the 
- . , . . . - . . 
rich nexus of cultural influences determining contemporary

the national-leadership, was able to harmonize diverse

■ cultural elements and rule... in peaceful fashion after the

. r

events.

.y

• •
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• grant of self government.'

A decade agd; the belief that Kenya would emerge as

one of Africa's more stable polities would Rave been criti-
. ■ '.r . ■ ' ■ ‘

cized as <a naive judgment on the future of lands south of

At that time the most violent period of thethe Sahara.

country's Mau Mau rebellion had been brought to an end, but 

fear* mistrust and suspicion were the core of interracial

To the world at large, the Kenyarelations in the colony.

conflict was distorted by sensationalist journalism and

florid prose which firmly imprinted an image _of the chaos 

, and violence perpetrated by "savage" Africans.

It-is unfortunate that Kenya suffered from such mis- 

interpret^iOn of the'Mau‘Mau Emergency, but this country 

.in East Africa where so much history had been compressed 

iinto-seventy odd’years has always been a focal point of 

controversy- -Since the beginning of the century, travelers, 

missionaries, naturalists, settlers, and officials have been

-- - ■ ^Perhaps no volume-on-Kenya is more widely read than
Robert Ruark's Something of Value, a novel dealing with Kenya 
during the Mau Mau rebellion., The_empirical b^sis for.this 

" ■ ' st'atement ,is derived from questionnaires administered to .
306 Peace Corps trainees at Syracuse University.

- -...fisults-'of those questionnaires showed the Ruark novel,
-Moorehead' s The White Nile, and Paton'■ s .Cry"the Beloved 
Country to be the most widely read books on Africa. See 

' - P.L. French, What a Peace Cbrpsman Believes (Syracuse Univer--
sity: unpublished monograph) and P.L. French, "The Nature 
of cross: Cultural studies," A Special Report oh the•Tanzania 
XII Training Program prepared for the Peace Corps.. ; '

The,
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overpowered 'by'their African experiences and.have felt - '

compelled to commit their adventures and observations to the
' ■ /■ ' " •

They have done-tli-i-s -of'ten and with an abandon that 

provides a voluminous commentary on the years of colonial 

A good portion of that commentary is inexpert,,, mis

informed, pervaded with personal or ideological bias, stated 

in polemics and. written out-of anger of frustration. None

theless, the results of such efforts have produced two .

sound conclusions. First, impressions.of Kenya .are multiple
^ .

and contradictory, and, two, few observers ha^e remained 
, . - -- - ... • • 

emotionally detached .from-the Kenya scene once they spent

any appreciable amount of time there.

Multiple images, cultural complexity and the,com

pression of ^ange .into a-relatively, short span-of time are' 

three of the most apparent characteristics of the East African 

nation. In introducing the,frameworb- for analysis these are 

considerations which -have instructed the collection of 

empirical data'. Basically,, Kenya ..has a political'system 

, . ^founded bh and guided by influence from both the tradi-tional

African culture and the cultural contribution of the European ■ 

intrusion. The foies which make up the structure of the 

■ system and the-functions carrieilon within.the.system reflect

page.

- rule.

:
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that,cultural ambivalence and heterogeneity. The exact

nature and significance of each of the cultural traditions 

requires more specific definition. The framework constructed

here performs that task.

THE ROLE OF-CULTURE In'KENYA .POLITICS

Nearly every author writing about Kenya has a cultural 

bias that colors'his perspective of the country. To African 

writers, the Colonial period was a composite of exploitation, 

—forced -subservience, victimization, and discrimination. To 

the European chroniclers, colonialism was a struggle to build
•t

something permanent .amidst staler, paganism, primitivism,, 

stupidity and the lassitude of untrustworthy Africans. Yet 

out of .the■depths of that mistrust and hatred-bas emerged a 

polity that gives evidence of becoming a viable national 

system;■ This phenomenon cannot be attributed to the "stoch

astic" element in political analysis'or the idea of chance 

convergence of circumstances.'^ Many variables affecting 

stability are identifiable. The state of physical resources, 

sth4. amount, of trained manpower, the'efficiency and compre

hensiveness of government institutions and the demands of

2 ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -■■-'■■■

Benjamin Rivlin, "The Concept-of Political System in 
the Study of the Developing Areas," Orb is., Vol.-.X, No. t, 
pp. 548^5.63 for a discussion of stoohasism in politics. ;

• -•
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the masses are all important conditioning •'factors shared 

’ in.common with the other*new states of Africa.^, The primary • .

■ independent verifies in the Kenya case are the nature of 

the traditional African life, the colonial experience under 

the charaeteristically distinct European community that, 

came to Kenya-, and.-, the manner in which the leadership of' 

the independence government used its distinct cultural 

her it age ■

The'tribal communities in .Kenya were- different from 

those found in many parts of Africa, in Kenya -there were

no great hierarchical patterns of tribal, relations linking . . .  '

. . clan arid sub-clan iri an intricate set of relationships that 

had control over-.wide areas of the countryside-. . Neither were 

there rigid pyramids of authority that controlled communi-ty 

action through the issuing- of•cpmmands by some paramount 

chie-f at the apex of the structure. Rather, the syateiris of 

-tribal organization in Kenya were collections of relatively

'*•»

v"-

independent clan lineages.which were segmentary or cut off 

jfrqmjone aho-feh'er though they might exist in close geogra-. 

phical -proximity. These small scale segmentary societies, 

had not the institutional or bureaucratic organization One

' 3 .
Gabriel Almond and G. 'Binghairi Powell, Comparative 

Politics:- A Developmental Approach, .(Boston: Little Brown 
1966), pp. 205-207 for -a discussion of the factors that: 
effec-t the capapi.litles of government operations.,'. - '

t. ■

•
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> associates with hierarchical or pyramidal.systems. Kenya

society consisted of-- a great number of relatively autonomous 

tribal units linked tenuously by'certain forms of prescribed 

behavior.^
35?

Colonial rule,, like tribal societies in Kenya, waS • 

different.though it established a state structure and economic 

framework similar to that set up in other dolonies.- Europeans 

.and European political behavior in Kenya left a special legacy 

in the style of political activities practiced.- The- absorption 

qf .this’European style by Kenya Africans combined with ..the,

• strength of African traditions to form the two culture'strains

that continued to influence both the institutions and activi-
■r

.. ties of'the^’ceuntry' s-political life after independence.

The. observance of. cultural duality in Kenya, recogniz

able in •numerous isolated'instances would have been of limited- 

use in political analysis if the empirical data could not 

have been integrated into...some general frame -of reference. 

Witnessing an African's continuing adherence to traditional 

habits or. eager acceptance of social innovation would have 

meant little if that behavior could not be fitted into some' 

general cultural pattern where it could be classified as

4
- David .Apter,[ The Politics of Modern iz at ion, (Chicago: 

University-of Chicago Press, 1965) , pp. 83^100 fo-r an analysis' 
of.tradition-using this foma of typology.
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either congruent with traditional norms or representative 

of new cultural orientations. That is to say, what was 

required was an analysis of the two cultures that wo\ili3" 

account for the dynamics of cultural change and provide a 

single frame of reference descriptive of both Sets of cul-. 

tuiral orientations. The definition of political culture as 

symbols, beliefs, values and skills was considered to be too 

,, broad to provide an adequate basis for analysis.. To achieve 

greater precision, three classes of culture characteristics

(ij technical skill, (2) moti-
■ ' ^

vational goals, and (3) associatiofial sehtiments'.^ The 

■ ’first of these, refers to the skills, knowledge,' and ideas

were ehosen. These are:

taught to. number's of society. The second refers to the types

■ of'goals and behavior which the socia-lization process reaches 

The third refers to beliefs and attitudes. are legitimate.

regarding the capacity of people to relate themselves .to

each other so as to facilitate collective action. Utiliz

ing such divisions, more clearly defined cultural' norms are'

more analytic.ally apparent..

The a priori understanding that generalizations about 

cultures can be-’raade on the basis, of the-three-fold classi-

-<

r

fication of skills, .motivations, and sentiments would have

.5 ' - . ■ ■ ■

. Lucien Pye, Politics, Personality, and Hationbuilding: -
- Burma's Search for .Identity , '(New Haven; 'Yale, 1961) ,};ch’apter 
one for'the division of culture into analytic categories. '. <
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been of little use in the study of Kenya, if the behavior 

. ' patterns of the various tr.ibal groups, had been very diverse. 

Correspondingly, if the. European immigrants to Kenya had
—if-'- ' ’ '■■--r'';.. • ‘

from all across Europe, general statements abo.ut colonial

Empirical

,

come

rule would have been of equ.ally’little value.

findings, summarized in Chapter Three, however, revealed 

a high degree of congruence in the behavior patterns of

The impact of- "cultural borrowing" amongstKenya Africans.

the several ethnic stocks resulted in a uniformity of outlook

which made tribal society -comparable.6 ■ Also^^ the European-.; ; 

culture in Kenya represented a distinct 'social, political 

and economic unity of norms that permitted egually valid 

generalizations abont the imped€».of colonial attitudes on the

°0n the concept:'.of cultural borroMlrig'/ Ruth Benedict,
Patterns 'of .Culture, (New yorkt,Mentor.Book, J934), Chapter: 
Integration■ of' Culture. Also see., Malinowski, The Dynamics 
of /Culture caianqe, . (New 'Haven: Yale University, 1.961), passim.

. Malinowski uses a five-colmnn approach to describe cultural 
borrowing.and change. The cultural ambivalence of the new 
nations presents problems for the investigator with regard 
to the development of a conceptual framework that harmoinizes 

-Tcultural differences. Riggs defines transitional socieities 
as "prismatic,", see his contribution in Joseph"tIjaPalombara,
-eidl Bureaucracy and Political Development.,. iPrincetont Prince
ton. Uniyers ity Press7T9‘65T,7 Fred Burke relies on a diffuse 
concept:..pf "sociation" to describe the process of culture 
and social change, see Fred G. Burke, Africa'-s. Quest for O.rder-, 
(Englewood Clib^fi-! Prentice Hall, 1964), chapter one.. Karl 

' Deutsch has 'used "configurative analysis" to account for the 
meshing, of radically different social. .phen.Q?>ena through the 
measurement of objective social criteria, but that•approach 
.does not account for subjective change, see Deutsch, .National-. 
ism and ’Social. Gommunication, (Cambridge: MIT Pressy 1953), 
passim. , ■ . :

i<>.
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^iues of Afric^' life
Thirdly, each of the two culture 

patterns wae distinct enough to permit conclusions
concerning

contradicted or reinforced its
counterpart in the political environment. ' - ’ . -

how each set of orientations

THE TRiBAL PATTERN

: =?-.5n mft tribe

they created
They were loyalties so strong -that 

refusal to evaluatei,nability or conscious 

issues in termsof- a level of.interest broader than that of 

■the tribal unit

an

This; intense loyal^ was ^tbstered by'

. - Within each tribe there

the

! goals and skills. 

wa^..a body-of. custom which was

Md which continues to iiifluenceaomprehehsively structured-

r ;thO;,behSviDr of: inditiduai

: of the tribal unit
skills associated with

Kenyaas. The basic'ipal was to

The

the practice of .ceremony, taboo, ritual
or beiiet were wvaH tegether to create ». intent, level of

£;«alls.„ .,pen„lttl„g th.: aurvival of non-acientlflo or non- 

'technoiogic al societies in unpredi^^abir^ii^onmental1 con
ditions

forced by :its environment 

as, ful iy as pos s ible"-; in 

individual;wad’ recruited,

V to cooperate . *■;

order to survive. The

relation- 

r toward the society.

into a series of dependent
: -ships thstr^
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SecUirity and survivsti^epended on individual fulfillment of 

obligations to the goroup. Rigorous maintenance of custom 

and corresponding intolerance of deviant behavior were funda

mental to the security of the whole tribal structure. In 

such fashion did- Kenya society increase the active role of 

each individual within the society while strengthening 

pardchial sentiments that alientated' tribal members from 

other tribal groups.'

-V-'

**3- ,

These societies -were most dependent on three key 

features which preseryed^sohesion of individual soetetal-' 

units and guaranteed survival beyond the-lifetime of any

single generation:,^ These three features were the basis 

•for (1)- 4he legitimizatibn of authority,' (2) the sanctioning

•“ of-social action," and (3) the- ordering of the individual's'

The basic feature of all Kenya 

tribes-,was the lineage tie' of Clan and kinship involving 

the requisite customary behavior of the extended family and

expectations, of the future.®

i : " ‘
For a definition of , society. I ha-ve relied on Levy,

■ The Structure of Society, (Princeton: Princeton University
, 'P^ss,^ 1952), pp. 116. This is a system of 'action involving ■,

a plurality of interacting individual's whose actions are 
primarily c^riented to':the-sy-stem, which is in, th'eory self-.

■ sufficient^a^^ is capable of existing longer than the
life span of the indi-vidual or individuals involved.

* 8 • ¥
Almond and Powell, op. .cit., pp. 24 and 49 in which

they discuss -the obligations of the system to the needs Q.f
the individual. ■ 7

'I ••
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all those descended from a common agn^e or other ancestpr. 

Such ties can be described as vertical for purposes of graphic 

representation, reflecting links Between succeeding gener

ations. The second feature which was-nearly universal was

the horizontal^ tie that linked individual segmentary clans

through the use of age-grades in which ,Ritual initiation -of

individualall people of"'"approximately the same age tied an 

peer group for life.^ 

with defined land areas was to insure that individuals re-

The association of lineage groupsto a

mained close to those toward whom they had ritual ol^ligations, 

"Thus, lineage obligations, age-grade responsibilities, and 

‘^association with defined land areas were the basis for the 

bulk of ritual and procedural customs in the society, 

phenomena of life which coUld.-not be explained by the body 

of custom related to family, clan, tribe, and peer group

thought to be the spiritual'or supernatural

Those

relations-were

nature and were accepted with resignation. ..

To minimize conflict within those societies that depended 

cooperation, a currency was needed to pay com-V"

, so,heavily on 

pensatofy judgments as well as to conform to the ritual

Of all Kenya tribes, only the Luo do not conduct 
■practices that could be interpreted as age grade initiations. 
However, Luo youth do" go through a ritual initiation that 
is accompanied by,,the extraction of the lower incisor teeth. a
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The use of such a currency orprescriptions of society, 

unit of exchange could avoid violent retributive action when

a family, clan,'or individual felt rights had been violated.

Since the, currency used was cattle, the whole Of Kenya has

s being’ inhabited by "catti'e cultures:"10 ^

Cattle* as currency were a transferable unit .for nearly all

To pay bride-wealth, initia-

.beeh defined. as

reguired societal interchanges, 

tion fees, compensations, and ritual penalties, cattle were

the capital and the currency of the society., * In nob-technical 

systems, cattle were a self-reproducing unit permitting growth 

of'exchange capital to meet any consequent growth pop-

By tying wealth to such a unit and strictly defin*--ulation.

ing the~pbligations regarding the use of the currency, the 

• tribal society .possessed a ..procedural mechanism that could 

work with tribal values and- reddoa the possibility of intra

community violence. ... ' ■

The.integration of social behavior within the "cattle 

cultures" was aimed 'at the realization of the primary goals

Each tribal unit was■ ■ of the society - security and survival.

' a small scale community. The ,gjrq.at weakness of those state

less societies (and the reason for the .European's easy 

dominance) was the fact that those communities had limited

■ Peter Mudrock, Africa, (Chi-eagos McGr'aw Hill, 1959),'
■ ppV 340-345. Also see Melville Herskovits, The Human Factor
■ in Changing Africa, (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1962):;; 'fob a 
discussion of East African societi.es. as "cattle cultures." 
The definition of currency is taken to.me^ other types of

., livestock as .well, such as goats. ■ • > •
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resources Taecause of their segmentary nature. Being small

' - .and with few resources, except communal cooperation they

maintained a rigidity of custom and an intolerance of

deviancy. "They were hot suited to the rapid assimilation 
. ■ ■ ' ■

of dynamic influences from the outside. Strict maintenance 

of custom with penalties for 'any transgressions were the 

basis for enforcing indiyidual social obligations, and in- 

■ ■ suring suryiyal when threatened by the physical environment.

In essence, a delicate "equilibrium" was established which 

caused tribal society in pre-colonial times to^e a sdries of ■

*•

k.

\

. t
s.cattered "small-scale e,quilibrial security communities"

'
oriented to the goal of self-preservation through the -social- 

‘■izatioh'of the individual into complete harmony with his 

communal environment. '

l: .

L

L

1

(,-■

THE EUROPEAN INTRUSION

Kenya tribal society could not absorb colonial rule 

without transformation, .The Kenya Africari, social systems •

so dependent on voluntary compliance to customary belief were 

not prepared to rebuff European intruders who so brazenly dis

dained both the. structu^ne and culture of indigenous society.

"r.. ■

'i'

nr-
■*'

11
Max Gluckman. ■Polities, Law .and Ritual in Tribal .

Society, .....(Chicaqd;. Aldine Publishing Company,-1965), pp. 279-. r 
280, 296-299 discusses the idea of tribal society as equilir- .

■ ial communities, but prefers.to describe tribal.society as 
passing tJirQugh a series of "repetitive equilibria" that • 
permit the absorption of limited amounts of change'.

r.'

t' ■

-V. .
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• The colonialists were more oriented-to the rational, empiri- . 

. .cal, and, analytical in t-heir decision-making than to
dependence on tdie rspiT^^ality o:^magicp-:7religious incan

tation. With an attitude that mixed self-aggrandizement

' with raoralism, the Europeans were inspired to political,'

economic, .and religious enterprise under the rationale that 

such efforts were communicating to backward peoples the bounty 

of Western-.^iulture. Technically advanced, innovative-} and • 

specialized, coloniarisin introduced into Kenya whole new

ways of thinking.

The basic sources for change in Africa have generally 

... been, recognized as the missionary, the administrator, the 

. ^’ttler, and the .entrepreneur- In Kenya, the entrepreneurial 

element consisted primarily of Asians who for historical and 

sociological reasons remained a closed enclave. Though the 

^Asians extensively colonized all regions of the country, they 

. ' did not accept the African into their culfure. They., taught 

Africans no languages and did not attempt to inculcate the 

• norms'and values of historic Indian culture.Attention is

thereby focused on the other three influences which were 

European. The most important of those was the settler in- 

The colonial administrator, playing largely a •J’;- ■- ' fluence.

12' - 
For a short, study of the Asian community see-: Gecar-ge

- ; Delf, The Asians in Africa. (London: Oxford -University Press,
- 1363).
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supporting role in culture change, was responsible for . _ 

establishing a national governmental framework in which 

African political consciousness could mature and social 

change occur. The missionary efforts can be viewed -as having 

been primarily catalytic in- shortening the time required for 

the transfer of new social and cultural norms through the* 

educative function performed by the mission schooll. Both 

those archetypes, the missionary and the administrator, .are 

also recognized as having provided the basis for alternative 

behavior. This threatened the high levels og, voluntary 

compliance that existed in tribal society, thereby contribut

ing to a weakening of the sources of cohesion in tribal , - 

. environments. The major force for change, however, was the 

settler community which was the chief antagonist, of tbe 

African community in the colonial period. It was from that 

group of immigrants that the .Africans learned new political 

skills, and it was that community with which the Africans

eventually competed.

' . .Collectively and in isolation, these major forces con

stituting the alien intrusion set about weakening the close 

unity of tribal life. -The missionaries brought traditional 

belief systems into question and condemned certain ritual 

- practices of family life that had previously been integral to
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family cohesiveness. The settlers w.ithVth.eir heeQ-for,
■ ^ .. .1-. -

‘ * clxeap labor designed schemes to "draw Africans away-from

traditional lands to work on European farms. -The-rcqlpnial

.:-r—

administration established tasks which the traditional

This-councils of elders were not capable of implementing.

. - - latter practice lowered the prestige of the age-grade system 

as-j^oiariger-men rejected the legitimacy of the t-raditional 

authorities. ..Generally, the colonial intrusion constituted
.... ^,5 ^ * *■- » _ •

an attack on all three of the supportive features of tribal

. cohesion-'arid thus initiated a process which transformed
, ■ - ..1^

skills, goals, and sentiments of Kenya Africans." 

ion of tha-tj^. transformation'was toward a perspective more 

congruent and more competitive with the cultural norms of 

the European community itself.

r J--

• Y' - •

■ The .direct- '

i V '

n-

TH^ DyNAMICS OF CULTURAL- CHANGE

These two distinct sets of culture norms are the sources 

of "the more parochial and the more modernist orientation 

which influenced the process .of- post-independence Kenya 

politics.■ "The colonial period saw the gradual absorption by 

Africans of new cultural cues drawn from the European culture. 

Beyond, the acceptance or rejection of new concepts of politi

cal behavior, the process of culture change involved a

>i.~ V.

Vi

.■
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reinterpretation of the whole range of social norms of the 

-“3Vtricah.‘ This process resulted in the ah'andonment of old. 

"preferences" for more suitable goal objects of a different

The empirical verification of the fact of cultural 

change is the numlser of new institutions and modes of action

culture.

which the Africans adopted.

It■is'difficult to establish a precise equation by which

perception of attachment to new culture norms can be measured.

for"as has been recognized, values and preferences.

change more, by the unconscious redifinition of
meaning than, by rational analysis. Every ^on-
tact and every procedure Which discloses new
facts has its repercussions upon the matrix of
partially verbalized experience wljicb is the
seeding ground of Conscious ideas3-4 • •

What is- apparent- is that cultural change in Kenya came about -

■ largely within the lifespan of the country's leader. In'-the

space of sixty-odd years, depending on when colonial rule

made its initial impact on a particular area of the Country,

13Referring back to footnote six, Malinowski, 0£. cdt., 
Malinowslci makes the most structured efforts to analyze 
culture change using five columns, the most important of

_ _ which are -labelled; (A) -European impact, (B) Processes of
■ ; culture change and contact, and (C) Surviving forms of

tradition. -Such a schemata cle‘ai:iy recognized the cultural _ .
determinism in both alien and indigenous cultures and ' ‘ 
emphasized the fact that the aims and intents of each were • 
not necessarily congruent.

14
Harold Lasswell, Psychopathology and Politics, (New York: 

The Viking Press", I960) , p. 184.
V
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Kenya's "stateless" societies became involved in a process

encouraging the repudiation of parochial loyalties and the 

adoption of attitudes oj support for the larger national

_ community. To bring about such_change, given the parochialism

of tribal life, required either intense communication between

the cultures or' ^ extended period of association to 

sate for fragmentary contact.

compen-

In Kenya, the timespan of

colonial intrusion ■vvfas insufficient to erase indigenous cul

tural oriental! Even under the best of' conditions, the
> *

practices and beliefs of those tribal societies could not

were

The contacts between Europeans and Africans were 

uneven in their intensity and extremely fragmentary in remote 

As towns grew and spread the ideas and instruments

ons.

have been eroded away so quickly, and the conditions 

never ideal.

areas
. 'it.

of ■'Western society, beyond the bright lights and paved 

streets, the "bush" swallowed up ma-^y such ideas and Kenya 

Africans preserved old-Ways 

northern-part of the Rift Valley Province, Turkana and Sambu.ru

In the semi-arid wastes of the

tribesmen cohtinue to live' in much the same fashion that they 

- did 'half a century ago. What has occurred in a single life'

time is a confrontation in which 'both cultural strains,re

mained s'trong and distinct.
fr'.- --i
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The. change occurring wh«re~crpss-cultural contacts were
f ■

intense has demonstrated the.- capacity of Africans for absorb

ing -technical innovation. In workshops in Nairobi, Africans 

display great skill at repairing electric typewriters andr' -
i .-

small desk computer^’'6r in operating keypunch machines and
I l5counter-sorters. But a capacity to ably operate and 

repair complex machinery is not indicative of a rejection of 

traditional culture norms.

r-'-

:
Rather, there has been, a.select- 

, ivity of acceptance of Western innovation, a.selectivity that 

'■ produces cultural pluralism in habit and action.

~
i

Africans

cross thresholds to modernity but with the door bhihind them 

always ajar, in -readiness for their retreat back into the

"bush" with its..GpiTTfd'rtable familiarity. The movement to a 

ehvifohftient typified by expanding urban complexes 

cannot be construed as a total separation from that narrow 

..world-of the tribe.

S-. - .

A more accurate description of the change 

occurring would be an' image of a broad zone of transition

■thro^h which individuals pass back and forth or in which ' 

they spend lengthy-periods .cf time.^®

?

r'

j^'^During field work, visits to the Olivetti office and. 
East-African Standard office supplies repair workshops.- faund 
Africans repairing complex typewriters and computers. .St 
Marco- Surveys, Afric^s perform all tasks related to "runnin'g''’'' 
of counter sorters and keypunch machines. ' ^ ■

r-^Karl Deutsch, et al.. Political Community and the 
North Atlantic Area, '(Princeton: Princeton University Pr.ess., .. 
1957) , ;pp. 31^33 for a discussion of thresholds of inte--. 
gration
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, Recognition that change in traditional beliefs can lag 

“ behind acceptance of technical innovation is basic- to ^ 

interpretation of modern Kenya, for there has not, been a 

•synchronization between the adoption of new value^ and the-.

Africansmore willing acceptance of .new technical devices

make’full use of the. teiephone in Nairobi, but often use-it

The change from subsistence to cash 'only'.as a.^noyelty.

' crop fanning may be charted as an indicator. of <jnodernity f ■

.,3DVit the consequent shift from barfc exch^ge and the ,

introduction pf credit systents has created difficulties since 

the Gredit oMigation;uh^ mortgages-and idahs is, greatly 

misunder^doa.l^ A Kikuyu Woman may.exchange shirt.S of 

• hides and-Skins for; bfight: colored cotton cloth, but. she ' ■

■'y*.

Stiilrlabbrs along the roaids 'bent under the heavy loads that 

canvcause,;a tilted Pelvis, difficulty in childbirth, and high

P7-
. .. ---ACGording. to ah official of the East African'-Posts and
Telegraphs Administration, the African really learned to use 
the phone:.in l964,--a -year of intensive Africanization of the ■ 
civil service, when the average'length of a telephone con
versation in Nairobi j draped from 3 to 9 minutes', an increase 

r-unprecedented-throughout the globe for a .single year'

Th'e'-'widespread'failure of Africans to repay loans 
was a political issue in Kenya during early 1965 bec.ause the 

■ loans given by-the Governinent to farmers worked on a'revolv- 
ing basis with ne.w loans being paid out of the revenues . 
under repa^Sht 'schedule.-,'. See. Government of Kenya,'Official 

t Report, The National'Assemibly House of Representatives, Vol. ,

; • '-IV, Paari: I. passim. .-5yr., •

45-

o
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infant mortality.A pastoralist who "sells" his cattle 

to "buy" shillings in order .to pay taxes is statistically . 

rr'part -of^^he^ecohi^c^tbc^ change introduced in Kenya,

but to interpret his tax receipt as^-indicative of cultural 

reorientation, is a distortion of reality

-Uneyenness' of contact, -seiectivity of acceptance, and'
_ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■

'■ iinilted'tim^^^^^ integration were, in the post-

independenee period, ..joined by a fourth factor'which was ^ 

..integral to; understanding the cult^^ baLanc,e.,ot,..inpdern'-

a;

20 •....

Kenya. This is th-e fact -that cultural 'Choices and prefer^ 

ences were now determined by the Africans .themselves. .With 

th'e eliiigiatibri of many of the European's,., the, choice of new 

norms has been left to the Africans who themselves possess 

strong ties. to.thei-r'trad‘itiQn.al environments. This con

tinued lihh witil,.traditional cu recognized by pne , .

.of'the most sophlstiGated of Kenya' s politicians when he 

-states-;- :- -  - - -- .. . . . .  -. . .  .  ' ^

. .•

To a large extent, even African leaders and heads
■ of State have not.succeeded in transforming themselves 
completely into individual personalities; they are

■ still to.;Is.ome:-degree. communal because .of- their back-:
ground and their relatives remain tribal,' so they 
themseives cannot afford-:to change at the risk of 
offending their family.21

’V •

This'fact was ■confirmed by the staffs of hospitals 
at Limuru,: Thika Tumu. Tumu and Kilimambogo. .

Q..IOt.chardson, '"Some Traits Among the Kipsigis 
in Relation to Their Contact with - Europeans-, " Africa, 

t -Vol. IV, 1931/ p. 468. _ •'

,. ^IrjiQjj, Freedom and After,

Brown, 1963);p; 64. V
(Boston: Little
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An awareness of continued obligation to the traditional 

culture still so strong among a politician's constituents 

can act as a brake on innovative policy and slow the pace

of change, emphasizing the selective naturfe of adoption 

and illuminating the.xole of culture pluralism in the

political life of a hew country.
•vr-f'.

CULTURAL DUALITY AND SOCIAL EPIGENESIS

■ The addition of a second culture to the indigenous.one

leaves the norms of neither unchanged and results in a 

combining, fusing and meshing of orientations^within 

individuals and within the whole s-ociety.22 Such a combin-
• --

ihg of ’Culture no.rms can be termed "social epigenesis" in -

as its biological referent implies, a hew socialwhich

system is introduced from the outside, the colonial system 

which overlaid,the tribal subcultures.Kenya's political

■culture can be described in this manner, using the concept

of epigenetical development to emphasize the fact that 

Kenya's present political culture does not represent an 

organic growth whereby tribal norms were merely expanded to

Rather, a separate and completeapply ..to a national context.

22
Pye and Verba, op. cit

23 • . ■ - ”Amitai Etzioni, -"The Epigenesis of Political Comifiuni- '
ties at the International Level," American Journal pf 

’Sociology., vbl. 48, .January 1963, for a discussion of the 
•concept of epigenetical development of a social system.

p, 20.,• i
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soci'o-rpolitical system was grafted on to the indigenous 

• system with the subsecjuent integration of the two.

emphasis on the interacting growth of new culture norms is 

used because it offers a richer descriptive framework' than

•

This

■vjT •
is'provided by trying to characterize transition in Kenya 

as a process of unilinear social, economic and political

The epigenetical description preserves cognizancechange.

of.the thresholds to be crossed and* recrossed before tra

ditional norms of .tribal life are overcome in favor of more

modern values,. In addition the concept suggests that the 

persistence of such traditionalism.ought not be classified 

as an aberrant form of behavior which only inhibits

• . S

political Change^

. . ..THE. POLITICAL- socialization OP THE AFRICAN

_____ The .epigenetiua-l^union--of African and European cbirahuni-

ties was createdvand maintained by British colonial rule.

A union that was often resented by African and Englishmen

■■- alike., "toe -Colonial administration stood between the two
- i.'.

antagonists. It steadfastly refused to abandon its trustee

ship of the African community, but often willingly supported

the lesser demands of the settlers toort of granting the

ultimate settler goal - self-government. _ The nature of the
.ii.-
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confrontation was clear, and the boundaries for action

The Africans could not- -gnd would not withdraw forfixed.

The Europeans werethey were fighting for their own land, 

prepared to endure as long as any likelihood remained that

Only when all hope 

lost' did the European community capitulate to the policies

-their ultimate goal might be realized.

^ was

of tlie Colonial”Office.

This dynamic, tension-filled balance of political antagon- 

ism was -eventually destroyed when Africans developed new 

political skills that permitted them to effectively compete 

■^itb their Europe'hn overlords. In the .early stages, the

.. ' Africans, though far superior numerically to the enclave

culture,' were unable to •control their physical and social

By contrast, the Europeans had the skills and 

the motiyation'.tp entirely dominate the whole of Kenya - - 

society, ..but they were restricted since final auth-ority for

The post-independence

environment.

African interests rested in London.

■period has revealed that peaceful pluralist politics among
•.r,.

the several ethnic and racial communities is possible; yet .

for six “decades through a rising tide of African protest,
- .-rr'- . , ■ . ■

those interests were viewed as irreconcilable.24

24
On the question of European acceptance of African rule, 

;.-only 356 Europeans 'left Kenya during the first six months of 
*1965 compared with 2326 in the same period of 196,4. A'fricaf 

- Report, ■ October 1965. •
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• The recognition of the ways in which colonialism’ affected 

the traditional culture and broke open the integrated relation

ships of lineage, age-grade and land tenure established the

fsct' that tribal society could become susceptible to
i *■ - ■

Also, the fact that culture.change 

has taken place is as undeniable as recognition that'such

new

pafterns of socialization^

» .

change has been uneven, unsynchronized, and generally uncon^r 

sciously achieved. The penetration of colonialism established 

the' lines of' communication by which European ideas might pass 

into the tribal environment. The configurative analysis of 

■ European culture shows what types of ideas flowed into those

disrupted African communities*. The' review of Kaiya's political • 

history will show what-new .ideas were accepted, by the Africans.

The deep impression made by the Europeans is revealed in the 

historical monographs that show the increasingly effectiye 

and imitative responses developed within the African community. 

These responses bespoke the emergence of Africans into national 

political- life through the demonstration of new political

Possessed of those new skills, the African community
•S ‘ tr *’ *

engaged in an increasing number of political confrontations 

with the Europeans in a process commonly referred to as the 

"rise of African n-ationalism."

skills
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A key factor helping to determine the success of African

nationalism was the self-destroying hfhture of .colonialism

in Kenya. The European community was distinctive for its

class orientation. The settlers were not. nieh -escaping to a 

new country to he free from oppression in the mother land. 

They'were men dra'wn'* from the upper claisses or conditioned
' w .. .. _

to’upper class sentiments who could see no reason why they 

shouldn’t control the'environment which they had come to

dominate,physically. In Kenya, all around them was a rep-
. >

resentation of the Hobhesian world, and they sought to over- 

come it by bringing order and peace. For themselves, they 

demanded-the "rights of-Englishmen" and for the African there

was to have been 'the b>enevolent protection of the "white 

, . man ’'s burden. " According to present political leaders in 

Eeny-a it was this inconsistency between egalitarian norms

on the one hand and authoritarian practices on the other that 

eventually proved intolerable to Kenya's indigenous people.

In recognizing the political characteristics of the 

European, community it -is not difficult to understand why the

community .should ha've envisioned a course of constitutional 

development in Kenya that would have paralleled Rhodesia.

In 1902,_wath barely a handful of Europeans in the country.

25:
This was sjjrepeatedly pointed out during the ii^terviews 

when African', politicians .sought to describe how the^- had 
suffered under colonialism.
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the first political group, the Colonists Association, was

formed and for sixty years thereafter the ■ Europeans sought^.

to control the country. They fought for official represent

ation, for•executive authority, for fiscal control, for

restrictions on non-Europeans, for special privilege, and

for cabinet government under their own dominance.- And always
* .

their victories were partial, onfes.

Former Governor, the late Sir Philip Mitchell, ade-

quately summarized settler politics when.he stated.

European politics in Kenya, ever since I can 
remember have been dominated - indeed bedevilled' 
is perhaps the word - by the pursuit of an unattain
able objective, s.omgt^i-mes avowed, sometimes implicit, 
sometimes maybe even subconscious? the attainment 
of a form of self-government based on a legislature 
in which the European ‘as such is to i>e entrenched 
in power by the terms of the Constitution and has. 
h majority over all races combined.26

Under the restraint of the enforced balance imposed by

Colonial Office control, the_ Europeans practiced a style of 

politics which developed in-to a, "habit, almost a tradition, 

of defiance and abuse of.the Government," where angry

settlers, ,

plo|:ted against the Government in club and 
hotel bars, mostly at the top.of their voices; 
passed resolutions affirming undying loyalty to 
the King and unshakabi’e- determination to resist 
the orders of his .Government. 27

26
Sir Philip Mitchell, African Afterthoughts, (London: 

Hutchinson and Co 
27

■is,--
1954), pp. 216-217.• t

Ibid., pp. 97 and. 101,.
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When the British Colonial Office would not grant settler

demands or responded to demands slowly, the Europeans in the

colony characterized their environment as a "miniature of 
an aWolute

dictatorship" where decisions were enforced by, 

"a separate caste of rulers, the officials, appointed by 

ajjd answerable to a distant .inaccessible authority. "2?

• The settlers' response to'arbitrary Colonial Office policy 

was to protest, boycott, resign, march on State House, bully 

Governors, and, in extremity, threaten revolution. Mitchell 

called such tactics a pity and wrote,

there is a large, silent, wondering, watching 
audience taking a good deal to-'heart and already 
begifihirig to put some of the conclusions it has , 
drawn -to dangerous uses, especially the con
clusion that governments can be -defied with ■ 
impunity.- . .

What the African audience saw v/as the game of politics, 

power, and influence played by European standards, though 

the period during which the Africans only watched was short 

indeed. .By 1920 the first stirrings of African political dis

content had been revealed, and throughout the twenties and

•^28
Elspeth Huxley, White Man'-s Country, (London: Hutchin

son and Co.*, 1954), Vol. I., pp. 180-182..
29 .
Mitchell, o£. cit., p. 218. Also see-MacGregor Ross, 

'Kenya from Within. (London; Allen and Unwin, 1927), Chapter 
XII, and Huxley, op. cit. p. 58, and Norman Leys', Kenya, 
(London: hogarth. Press, 1925), pp. 324-325, and Elspeth 
Huxley and Margery Perham, Race and Politics in Kenya. .7 
(London: Faber ^d Faber, 1944), p. 130 for referencds td- 

' what the Africans learned by observing European politics. -

V.
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'thirties it became increasingly apparent that Africans had

adopted a host of new political ideas. The proscribing

of tribal associations in 1940 demonstrated that in less

than four decades, the "primitive" Africans had. absorbed

enough of Western culture to.constitute a threat to the

European community. By such absorption, ..the balance created
* -

by European political superiority (as opposed to the African

physical majority) was destroyed. The Africans developed 

new skills while the Europeans were still tethered .to the 

pronouncements of the Colonial Office. The post-war period- - - - - -- .-

thus became the denouement in the political conflict 

between Ey.rope,an and African interests, 

a resolution of ■ iesvies'which helped shape the political 

cultu'fe'of the post-ih(3ependence period, 

teen post-war years of maneuvering the Africans sharpened 

and broadened their political skills, and the Europeans 

fought a rear guard action in defense.of their own interests.

What occurred was

In those seven-

CULTURAL duality AND POLITICAL STABILITY

Stimulated by the realization that traditional society 

had not the inner strength to guarantee the security of 

■ tribal life, ypung_Afrjeans emulate^' the political skills of 

•their European overlords and were drawn into the modern sphere
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of the country's political.life. Evidence of such change 

is,revealed in the actions taken, organizatigns created, 

individualism exerted, oral and journalistic opinions 

expressed, legal "Submissions drawn'up, and protests to 

London made. All such activity constituted evidence that 

a new African elite had accepted hew cultural cues and trans

lated their new-understanding into effective political action.

..Furthermore, the European values were not only accepted, but

>

the skills of boycott, debate, threatened resignation., and

demonstration were honed to a fine edge so that the Afyicans
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■' • «#»' ■•*
could be truly competitive with their European antagonists.

The determination of the European community to main- 

■tain its position caused the"'dispersion of new political

..undetstahding to a wider and wider sector of the African ,

population.

Council increased from one to four to. six to an elected

As African representation in the Legislative

eight to fourteen, thirty-three and then one hundred and

seventeen, more and more. Africans learned at leas-t rudi

mentary ideas about representative government and modern 

national poMtics. The extension'of the franchise and the

granting of permission to form African political parties

meant -that even in the remote areas of the country/; Africans

were- exposed to the basics of a modern political belief
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system with some understanding of the fact that elected

members of Parliamerit were obligated to be responsive to

, , expectatic^is and demands of the electorate.

Because of this development of political sophistication,

after independence African politicians were forced to turn

Jbheir attention more to the traditional tribal environment,

for they realized that their continued leadership depended

on how hew political skills and old tribal, appeals could be 
.«• * . ■» -

welded together to carry out successful social and political 

action.

the needs

The survival or maintenance of political systems is 

intimately bound up with the strength of support enjoyed 

by the rulers of the system. If the political system has 

relatively strong supports from the people and if the . 

authorities controlling the system are reasonably capable 

of meetihg the demands placed on the system, then the system 

should survive. In Kenya, the existent cultural dualism

meant that, demands on or supports for the system could

come out of. either of'the two.cultural traditions. And for

the Kenyatta government, the conversion of demands into

policy depended heavily on the support provided by the

interrelated cultural traditions Of both sets of norms.
». ■ . «•

Briefly stated, and expanded on in a later chapter, tribal
. i

-t. ...
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^ culture contributed to post-independence stability through 

its emphasis on the following norms of behavior:
^.

- A. Traditional decision-making emphasized the 
importance of consensus and equity.

B. Segmentary lineage systems resulted in direct 
decision-making rather than-in an indirect . 
process found in more stratified tribal

» societies.

C. Peer and lineage ties strongly bound individuals ' 
to their respective tribes and clans.

■ D. Consistently-legitimated decisions were accepted 
in order to prevent instability resulting from 
conflict-laden situations. • •

The supports for the national political , systenv^introduced 

■ by the colonial experience were as ■'follows: .

A. A'.consistent African perspective on European para-' 
•mountcy. ‘

B. A form of political activity characterized as -
secular,, pragmatic and rational and employing 
skills usually associated with Western-'pol
itical practice. .. .

C. A "national" set of institutions for the pro
cedural conversion of demands and supports into

•policy.

For Africans in post-independence Kenya, political activities 

“ - in'v^olved the use of both sets of supports since both the .
t-

demands,of the system and the processes of decision-making

were cast into the two cultural traditions.

<v-
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_ -

■ , The government's skill in manipulating those supports 

was shown during the first two years in office as it moyed 

to resolve issues and meet its goals of strengthening the 

sense of; nationality of each Kenyan, maintaining the 

democratic procedures of government, and securing the legitt.-, 

imacy of its own authority.

* * * *
/

This systematic framework for analysis, as it is summar

ized .here and elaborated in subsequent chapters, provides 

the scaffolding for evaluating governmental performance in 

the resolution of issues. In the discussion' of individual
I

. ■ cases, this framework is implicit at all times though specific

The collected-references have largely been eliminated, 

evidence presented confirms that .cultural, duality is a fact.
.1-

-—The use of that pluralism to design policy alternatives is

also supported by evidence. The form of Kenya's cultural 

. pluralism is considered as an individual case. However, the 

i '-insight derived from observing this case is seen to have 

' useful implications for all of independent...Africa be'cause 

the case involves the .co-joining of Western philosophical 

beliefs with an unfamiliar environment.'^th.-consequent insight 

.into the acceptance or rejection of those beliefs >v-
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CHAPTER THREE:

THE NATURE OP TRIBAL SOCIETY

The cultural pluralism in modern Kenya is apparent 

at all levels of the society. Among the ninety percent of 

the^population living in rural settings, the cultural balance 

weighs more heavily, at times almost' to the point of ex

clusivity, in favor of behavior patterns developed before 

the arrival of the European. By contrast, in those sectors

of the national society where exposure-to ,^he alien culture 

has been more extended and comprehensive, a .new cosmopolitan

manner often- masks traditional behavior, though the indigen

ous norms are' not' forgotten.

Kenya lies halfway down the east coast of Africa, 

its.225>000 square miles which border on the Indian Ocean 

- have the rough shape of a pentagon in which forty percent of 

the area starting from the center and spreading westward is 

rich and green with the remaining sixty percent being dry

and uncompromising to the-farmer.

■ land are morp^. than nine million Africans collected in patterns

Scattered across that
'X

which range in density from less than one per square mile -

in the vastness of the Northeastern Province to over seven

.♦hundred per square mile in Kisii District of Nyanza
•.:5V..-
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Province.^ They are people coiriposed of four ethnic types: 

, the Bantu, the Nilotic, the Nilo-Namitic' and the Hamitic.2

THE BASIS FOR CULTURAL FUSION AND SHARED PERSPECTIVES:

The present residents of Kenya were themselves intruders, 

displacing a.much earlier culture. It is believed those 

earlier inhabitants were a Caucasoid group spealting a Cush- 

itic language which as early ,as the first millenium B.C. had 

' pushed southward from Ethiopia as fat- as Lakes Manyara and 

Natron in Tanzania.3 This culture which spread throughout

Kenya was characterized by the domestication o:g^ .animals and 

intensive ag.riculture with .terraced fields, irrigation, and 

the use of aniraul manure for' fertilizer. To conduct such an

, Kenya Government, Ministry of Finance and Economic 
■ Planning, Kenya: Population Census, 1962: Advance Report, of 

' Volumes I and II, (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1964), p. 5. 
The 1962 census listed 8,.636,000 inhabitants. The estimate 
for 1968 was 9,650,000+. Early population estimates must 

.be considered educated guesses. Until 1949. populatioh was. 
’■ estimated on the basis of tax receipts. Thus, in 1945 it 

was believed there were 3.9 million Africans, yet in 1949 
the first census revealed 5,240,000. Also see Hailey, An 
African Survey. (London: Oxford University Press,' 1957), pp. 
129-30.-

^Population Census, -1962, Ibid p. 45.
^George'P. Murdock, Africa;'Its Peoples and Their Cul- 

-ture, (Chicago: McGraw Hill, 1959), pp. 200-203. Murdock 
states that the Konso cluster in southern Ethiopia appears 
to represent the remains'of the Cushitic incursion. On the 
pre-history of Kenya, also see G. Huntington, "The Peopling 
of East Africa by Its Modern Inhabitants," arid. Sonia Cole, . ■ 
"The Stone Age of East Africa," in Oliver and Mathew, History 
of East Africa, (Oxford; Clarendon Press, .1963), Vobv-X. 
also J. H. Greenberg, "The Languages of Africa,--". International 
Journal of American Linguistics, 29 (January 1963) for a 
criticism of the term Nilo-Hamitic.

.* f’■ .
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economy, those peoples clustered in the higher, heavy

rainfall area.s leaving the low-lying dry areas to Bush- 

The domestic sites of the culture havemanoid hunters, 

yielded up stone pestles, grindstones, and pottery in • 

stone-walled dwelling's approached by graded roads, in

dicating a degree of economic and social specialization 

that makes their total disappearance surprising.^

It is believed that Nilotic invaders pushing into

•t—V

Kenya from the Sudan isolated the earlier inhabitants by 

assuming control -over the low elevations and s^^seguehtly 

■ engulfed the indigenous culture through inter-marriage 

and fusion. The Nilo-Hamitic languages as well as the agri- 

. cultural practices still used by tribes in the central 

Rift Valley indicate such integration.^ The Bantu moved* 

into the country' from, the south, one group pushing along 

the coast as far as the Shabelle River in Somalia and 

another arm extending -into the central highlands around 

Mount Kenya and•westward. Those Bantu, like'the Nilotics, 

i- displaced and fused with the earlier culture, resulting in 

the disappearance of the latter.^

^Mur<3ock, ibid., pp. 193-211. 

^Ibid.,

®Ibid’.,
198. 

pp;. 34-2-347.
P-
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Although the early Caucasoid people appear to have

vanished, they were important in terms of the amount of cul

ture 'transmitted to their Nilotic and Bantu successors.

Certain features of the life of Kenya's earlier- inhabitants
• .... ......

were widely adopted, thus creating a cul-tural uniformity 

among the ethnic stocks.and'butressing.the conclusion that 

-• beneath imagined heterogeneity there existed and still exists 

a body of culture norms .and customary practice which made

the, diverse tribes. of. Kenya into ,a relatively homogeneous .

■ group. Murdock supports the idea of cultural borrowing by 

no.tirig. in particular six traits, ■ seemi'ngly derived from the 

vanished culture, which have been widely disseminated among 

Kenya's peoples-. Thes'e and'-other traits as well as a whole 

.body of normative orientations combined four ethnic groups•

\:

TABLE 3:1 TRAITS FOUND-WIDELY AMONG' THE TRIBAb GROUPS OF KBNYa'^

1. "' Systems of cyclical and hierarchical age grades. ■■
2. ̂  The drinking of blood from the .necks of animals.
3. Taboos oh the...eating of fish.
.4. • .The circumcision of both sexes.
5. The presence of a despised and endogamous caste of smiths. 

A relatively egalitarian social system.6

who are possessed of a great deal of cultural and societal 

uniformity in terms of goals, sentiments and skills.

^Ibid.,'
pp. 199-202, 343.

-.5
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Much- of that unifor.niity persists into the present since 

- basic demographic patterns .have not been destroyed, and gCenya 

remains .pre-dominately a rural country. More than nine-tenths 

.of the population still lives outside the urbun areas and with 

the^xception of such; centers as Nairobi, Mditibasa, ■ Nakuru ^d
■i.

Kisumu, there are few towns over MO, 000 in populatiou’; The 

basic organig'ation of' society remains the homestead or farm ' 

though urbanization, and land settleraen.t schemes are beginning .

to 'transfbrm'^'those links to the past, Traditionally, the_ _ _ _

societies of Kenya have followed two basic economic patterns: 

sUbsistenee- agriculture and .pastoraiim-. All^were cattle

- .
■»7;- -....

<

•keepers.

■Within their-communitig^ the tribes interrelated social, 

■polifeigal, ^econonric and religious functions to' insure the 

. Gohesiveness of tile tribal order , and the maintenance of -

stability. For the individual, the-social organization was so 

constructed a'^s to surround him with comprehensive societal 

■ responsibilities which were burdensome yet still.,acceptable 

since within those established., limit at ions there was as com- 

plete, a sense of security as th'Ut; style of existence could ,

r

.C-

■-:

- 5

provide. , Th.e man in the. tribe receded into the group, con-

stan-tly conscious of his obligations and place within the 

social context. Ah individual's whole existence from birth
■; v'

--..r

o
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to death became organically bound: up in a series of family, ' 

clan and lineage associations that gave meaning to his 

existence. - So complete was that sort of communality that 

■ it was once estimated that the women of-the central Bantu' , 

could pass out their lives in the high probability ot never 

in .their existence spending-more.than half an hour alone at

Growth fr.oni birth onwards waS a gradual initiation

i-nto the yaripus strata of the society, - an -intertwining of
.. . .

bonds of kinship, age, and sex and the establishment of patterns 

ot i standafdizecl behavior so: that each person was. aware of how 

to^ect:; toward^very -cd:hef 'm of his - sbcie%-. :

<-

• The ^bal of t . and’’rituals was the maintenance

of;:sbcial:cohesivenes&;in tho tribal unit. Elaborate patterns - 

■wfc-I?roeedurer:*eliSef'systemsfaiiaTnental ihS^'emotibnal "attitud 

.suppprted; the prg;anizatlofipf the society. ' Those societies 

depended, on a broad-gauged consensus of the members,. 

sensus ...Strstgthened by adherence to prescribed ritual. The 

generatipnal continuity of the society was insured by impart

ing law, belief, and traditipn with intensive, thoroughness 

during initiatory rites. But mpre, than any oth.er character

istic of tribal life, the pre-eminent trait-,.was the demand for

a con-

G.: St. Ji Orde-Browne, The Vanishinp Tribes of Kenya. 
(Londoni Seeley Service and,Co., 1925),.-p. 25-9;

■ ^ .

*-v
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the submergence of individuality to communal norms, since

individuality might threaten the delicate balance created

by voluntary-compliance in essentially fragile social 

structures.^ .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■. j . ■'

Initiatory rites were carried out in groups to build a 

strong sense pf unity and group ^cohesion, Among tjie Kisii 

there were elaborate sets of "joking" relationships in which

^ “ ,age-mates or those circumcised together fpiight-call each other
.

It is suggested that this- allowed the'the foulest of , names .

individual to ..more thoroughly' ibSe himself in the group through
■f'

the permission of personal insult.’ The,. Kikuyu did not alien

ate land ..from other tribes, Rather, a ceremony surrounded the

-This concept of the individual within tribal society-
- forms ra-theme discussed in much of the general literature.

^ Fpt- 'an eJccellent treatment of this idea, see piedrich Wester- 
mann. The African,; Today and Tomorrow, (London; International 
r^ftican Institute, 1949), pp. 65-70, For a more general

- 'statement on personal identification with the society in pre- 
. . ’technical-cx^tures, see Section IV of Chapter IV in Eric

■Erikson, Young' Man Luther; A. Study in Psychoanalysis and 
■ Histor-y, (New York: Norton and Co'.1958) ,' 'arid David Riesman,

; The-Lonely Crowd. (New gaven: Yale Uniyersity Pr-ess, 1961),
In the latter work, -there is reco’^nition that over

lapping can occur between the "Tradition-directed" and "Other- 
^directed" characterological type's (p.xxvii), thus the tra
ditional Kenyan society wl\ere an individual was so heavily 
socialized*'to groups norms had sdme' characteristics of-"other- 
directedn.ess." - ■ -

- r

• Iff. --

passim • t

■ s -■■■

E,-:(3oldthorpe7--~Ou-blr±nes iif-^ast African Society, ' 
(Kampala; Makerere, 1958), p. 94.-

^ Pais in <3usii Age-sets," . . 
■ African Studies. Vol. X. No. 1, March 1951, p-. 27. .

•'V-
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purchase in which the seller of the land was ritually taken

into the tribe to preserve-the buyer against future liti

gation over title.
o . . :

to certain set behavior toward each other, and^protest by

former 'ovmers- could'not be .condoned this protected‘the

cOmmuhi-ty from strife,‘Both the Kikuyu and the K^ba

ceremonies following hdmpcides brought the families of the

Since 'meiSberS bf “the 'tHbe"iea:e b5urid V .

slayer and.the victim together to remove the. threat of con

tinued vioiene6<-^J The Kipsigis would put the habitual
. ' , '. . . . . '. . . . , , “T ; ■

criminal to d.eath not for bis crimes but because he const.i^ 

tuted art; "unnatural thing, violation bf the established 

pattern„pf .intense .cooperative co'Wunalism.^^ The removal

"■ a

Of all thfeats to the. so.ai.al order through the use of 

■ ceremony'of j ih“extreiiie^ cases, ritual killing could be inter- 

preted:as. Consoiidating experiences designed to maintain the

communal nature, of. tribal life.^®*'

Mau Mau and Kikuyu, (London: Methuen
and Cp.;, 19^), p, 21.

^^Charles DUndas, "The Organization and Laws of some 
Bantu Tribes."Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 
(hereafter-JRAI)-Vol.XLV,p..-267. .

■y

\ ...
■ S '. . 14 brchardson, "Some’-Traits. of the Kipsigis in 

Relations to Their Contact with'Europeans, Africa, No. 4. 
p.;469.V

For a theoretical discussion of "viable" and "self- 
enhancing" systems, see Karl.Deutsch, The Nerves: of Government, 
(GlencpeT The Free Press, -1963), p. 249, By the definitions •: . 
given, trilDal society before the colonial era would be Refined 
;as "viable^'ibut not "self-.enhancing.-" ' ^ "

-
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THE ETHIC OF TRIBAL SOCIETY: THE PRESERVATION OF HARMONY

It was fundamental to Kenyan societies that they have a 

comprehensive body of ritual, taboos, and customary belief 

with which to control individual behavior. Tribal existence

in unpredictable climatic conditions forced each societal

uijit to make itself as secure- as possible/against an. environ

ment unresponsive to their physical capacities and unsub-
• '.u’-'v;

missive to their intellect. Ability’ to survive depended* on
.■C-

cooperation, and the. communalism of tribal life was the basis

for insuring such cooperation.
t '

The Individual Obligation, to Consent

Life in family, clan, or age group surrounded the 

individual with dependent relationships which imposed obli- 

- , gations ;;as well as .granted security.

vival depended on-the willingness of indiv^-duals to respond 

to those obligations, failure to carry out defined responsi

bilities posed a threat t<5 the security of the whole commun-

Since successful sur-

ity. Deviant behavior from the prescribed norms was therefore
a

not to be .tolerated. The individual who adhered closely to 

the behavior patterns' taught from infancy never was in danger 

of coming into, conflict with his society. The individual was 

not achievement-oriented and could not derive personal satis-
I

faction from the exercise of initiative. The individual as
•vV-
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arfindividual was afforded, little opportunity to gain any 

form of dominance over his fellows.' As one Kenya ethno

grapher has stated, "Africans never'experienced'the tyranny

of the despot,, but neither did they enjoy the power a despot
t

(.16 The respected and honored personagemight have given them.

^n the society was the man who assltitiously conformed to all

In a culture empfiasis-the ritual prescriptions of the tribe. <■

ing obedience to communal norms, an'd' concern for community

se(cufity as opposed to change or individualism, the esteem 

of the society focused on those most faithful in carrying put • 

the full body- of the tribal cus-tom

This, rlgprous maintenance bf custorn preserved the social 

orfjer 'but'severely-co'mproitirised individual expression. From 

- the ■perspective of hindsight, the enforced limitations^on 

• --ereativity, individuality, and innovative behavior can be 

seen .as having forestalled the African's ability to-.resist 

the incursions of the alien European culture. However, in the 

period before the coming of the European, such a restraint on 

change was. necessary. " It guaranteed that new ideas would be 

introduced largely by accident'or at an extremely slow pace, 

but it was necessary. Overruling creative impulses was the 

. willingness to consign unexplained events to the realm of

. -.

/

1

-■-.SI;;'

16„ V,
Dundas, Organization and Laws," op. c.it.. p^.. 259.It

•C •
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magic. Rolling stones might be. inhabited by spirits 

principle of the wheel.

African,

but
never provided the 

commented that to the

■s.

It has been

see the Whole of -a-man • and never
collides with a vast nu,;ief of ^ 
call unseen forces in action. 17 --

This willingness to 

^ natural refledted the'

escribe isolated events to the super- 

reasoning and a
»veUtio„„, eultut., ' „ ,„la„ce or

cues restricted the Africans 

problems Of a.technicai;nature, 

thins,-oft,„ condemned,..ma 

. ‘I'ins-to t,e-.,0iaM^e, e thrdit to the

e"difference between a

capaGity 'to solve 

The search for the

in their

cause of

innovative behavior 

society.

Was some-

The Judicial Impera^•,^,.-

The judicial imperative 

laden situations should,, be 

fore, when-an

of Avoiding Conf7i'd.4-

of tribal life
was thatconflict-

avoided if at all possible. There-
individual.failed 

06:the tribe,-procedures'were instituted

norms of harmony, to

to meet the proscribed 

to reinforce the 

Except in rare cases

appi-ctpriate 
compensation rather than.physical

norms
2

avoid conflict.

requiring ritual • 

payment of restitutive

execution, legal nomis demanded

17
PP. 43-5'^^ ' (London

: Hogarth Press, -<v-
1925),

. o..
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retributive punishment. That is to say, judgments were

■ - rendered in tenns of compensation to be_ paid the aggrieved 

party by the defendant. In considering disputes, the bulk 

of the deliberation centered-on-the size of the compensation

to be paid rather than on the. crime itself, 

giving of testimony at a txi^al was not of great concern to
‘h . ' •

VJhen contradictions between plaintiff and 

defendant became too extraordinary, trials, by ordeal were

Perjury in the

the judges.

performed in which the person suffering.most severely was

This latter procedureadjudged to have given false witness, 

for detennining truth was important because it helped remove 

the chance, .of potentially conflicting decisions'being handed

• 4*/.

down by the elders; ThXough-.reliance on the non-rational 

mechariism of testing human endurance as an indicator of good- 

"ness, the man embittered over a decision might blame the ritual 

^ of ordeal, but he could not blame his adversities on the court.

Truth having been magically ascertained, the court with clear

conscience could go about, the task of setting the-compensation

without haying to depend-on controversial information as the ■

critical variable in arriving at .a decision.

The compensation determined had the force of consensus

opinion behind it, and the defendant was obligated to pay or 

experience severe social ostracism. In tribal society, to be
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cast into such isolation would have produced emotional
■ -)

frustration bordering on the intoler^iSSle for the individual

whose very existence was bound up in the tribe. This fact

. accounts for the Use of banishment in pl^e of execution, as 

one of the more severe forms of, punishment by some tribal

Crimes or transgressions of the social order which ., 

were so severe as to demand execution of the offender^were 

potentially conflict-laden actions. . Therefore, to insure 

against conflict it was the practice to secure the agreement 

of the lineage members of the condemned who would then help- 

carry out the sentence of death in order to protect*”the society 

from subsequent recrimination on the part of the executed's

grotips

surviving relatives.^® ‘

As with more developed systems, the ethic of tribal >

societies is clearly seen as survival, but in the case of 

ritual obedience to custom was the primary 

device for emphasizing the community over the individual and 

guaranteeing the security of the group.

Kenya's tribes

As witnessed speci

fically in.the blocking off of new information, the restraints

. 18
This interpretation of social custom implicitly states 

the thesis that differing levels of'pei^prmance between cul
tures is environmental and not biological. In a modern context,

. -Africans have been confronted with widespread opportunities to 
learn 'and have demonstrated the extent of uncommitted learning 
resources. . See Bascom and Herskovits, Continuity amd Change 
in African Cultures. (Chicago: University of Chicago P^^ess,- 
1959), p. 10. On the role of magic in pre-technical cultures, 
see R. H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism, as quoted 
in' Erik'son, op. cit., pp. 55-56.
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innovative,'behavior, the dependence on magic, and the pro- 

cedures for achieving consensus in all potentially conflict- 

laden situations, tribal life sought to preserve a "s'ocietal

. _.equilibri\un'' delicately balanced on'the weak foundation'of . .

uncompromising ritual and unc^estioned individual obedience.

It was a fouhdation that required only the appearance of some
'h. * ■ ' . . . . ■„

powerfur-outside force lllce colonialism to weSc’en the social 

Nonetheless, prior to the arrival of the European, 

tribal society-was an integrated system’ that had the capacity 

of preserving itself for succeeding generations.

on

order.

••

THE STRUCTURE OF TRIBAL SOCIETY: INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF CON

FORMITY "

- The structure.: of: society has been defined ’as,

..19

"the"

Whereobservable activities which m.lke up the system.

• those activities ,qre performed with sufficient regularity

For those roles.they may be classified as defined roles, 

individuals are recruited„who then carry out the requisite

In traditioriai.activity associated with the particular role.

Kenya society, the "roles" and "activities" composing the

"structure" were oriented towards insuring "societal equil-

The system did not sharply differentiate its various

r.

ibrium."

19
'Gabriel Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Comparative- 

■ Politics: A Developmental Approach, (Boston:--Little Brown, 
1966) , p-,. 21.
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activities. Religious activities, economic patterns, pol

itical acts, and social, behavior were high^ interrelated.

There was no purely "political systdm-apart from the overall 

tribal "ehvirpnmOTtT ' LTfe it self " w politics of sur-

vival arid-political coririotatioris irivested almost every act 

within the society, down to the minutiae of taboos. Prom 

birth until death, life was organized or structured in patterns 

of activity displaying intensely strong and highly integrated 

cominunaiism

The organization Of these stateless societies was 

accomplished by reliance on three basic featur^,: (1) the 

association\of "the individual With fiarticular land areas 

which reduced'persOnaT:.mobility, (2) the Obligations Of' the - 

individual to his -family- and'Clan lineage, and'.{3) the 

. obligations of the individual to his peer group dr age-grade. 

Those phenomena of traditional life'Which could not be en-.

20 -

b .

compassed in that structure .were consigned to the spiritual 

Because there were so many unexplainedor supernatural.

aspects of life in magico-religious societies, Africans 

lived in constant communion with_spirits and unseen forces

20
- Ibid., p. 42. for a discussion of this.type of pol

itical system- which . is characterized by the authors as an 
int ermi tt en,t “, po 1 i t i c alsy st era.

. -•
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which had to he placated to make the burdens of life toler-

21able.

-Th e-Reli qAou s—Reem-i-rement-

itaiong many of Kenya's tribes, the individual could enter 

into a stat,e of jritual impurity'or ceremonial uncleanness

_ thr^gh3hel-VjLolation^leithe&-^GUstomary -belief-pr>^t±ie-tr^-s-

cendent spirit world, or frdm curses invoked by' living indi-.

viduals. This condition was eur-ed through a process of

<

3:2 RELIGIOUS PRACTICE AMONG SELECTED KENYA TRIBES2?TABLE
• i-

NILO HAMITIC NILOTICBANTU .

U)
fO•H. , «v.

001 §i& ■H•Hn3

I
nj(Q •rl

« ■■a
§

0 (0•■R3 Oi 0ft uioi •H 1^■§ 3ro &>1 •H0) o•ri•s: wK aa Eha a ft

Ancestor Worship D ■D DD D ND D A D D D DDD
Ceremonial
tincle^ness D* * D D DDD D AD D D D. D

Animist Worship 
and Taboos D DD DD D D DD D D DD. .^D D

Single
Piety D DjDD DD A A DD‘ D D D D'•D

■present 
N’- Absent - 
A - Assumed on the basis of related data 
* - No data ^available

.-v: -’D
S- ■.

" ^^Reiative to .Kenya see'^C. -W. Hobley, -Bantu Beliefs and 
■ "Magic, (Londoni Witherby, 19.22):., ppy 7-8,' 281,- also Leys, op... .

. cit., p-,-51 and'Leakey, Mau Mau and Kikuyu, op.. cit., p.:85.
on .the role of.magic for sthstaining 

' the ind.ividuai in society; see,-.Malinowski, The ■ Dyriamics of Cul- .
; : ture change^ (New Haven: Yale University.Press, 1962); pp. 48-49.
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Footnotes 11, 24, 28 and 29 denote sources for 

supporting the characteristics referred to in the tables.
‘ This evidence is found i-n a number of sources,' only a select

ion of which have been used for the,purposes of documenting 
the existencFi of Huch-^ha-i^&feeg-irat-i-car One-Treiig±ouS’TpractlceT 
P. G. Bostock, Peoples of Kenya; The Taita, (London; MacMillan, 
1950), pp. 15, 28-31, A.H.J. Prins, The Goastal Tribes of the 
Northeastern Bantu, (London; International African Institute, 
1952), pp. 21, 29, 87-88, 128." Gerhard Lindblom, The Akamba 
of British- East Africa, (Uppsala; Kt W. Appelbergs, 1916), 
p. 177, Leakey, Mau Mau and Kikuyu; op. cit., pp. 39-43, _

- - *‘Si~dKev~ahd~Tlil'degarde Hlnde, The Last of @e Mabai-, (London;
Heinemann, 1901), pp. 48, 99-101. G.W.B. Hunt'ingford,^ 
"Miscellaneous Records Relating to the Nandi and Kony," JRAI,
■Vol. LX,. 1930, pp. 418-419.- A. C. Hollis, The Nandi. Their . 
Language and Folklore. (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1909),; Eliot' s ' 
introduction^-- G.W.B. Hun-tingford, The Southern Nilo-Hamites, 
(London; International African Institute, 1953), pp. 127-131, 
136^138. G. W, Hobley,- "Further -Researches into Kikuyu and 
Kaitiba Religious'liliefs and Customs. " JTtAI. XL,^ 1910,
p. 427. Hobley, Bantu Beliefs, bp. ci-b., p, l27. - Juxon 
Barton, "Notes on the. Suk-of Kenya Colony," JRAI, Vol. LI,
1931, pp.,: .88-91. Orde-Browhe^ op] cit., pp. 181-182-. . ..
Gunter Wagner, The Bantu of North Kavirondo, (London;.Oxford

.  University Pres1:949).., .-.pp. 77, 93.' J. A. Mass am, The Cliff
■ Dwellere of Kenya, (London; Seeley Service and Co., 1927,),
P..-187:., J. Middletbn, The Central Tribes of the Northeastern 
Bantu, (Lohdoh; Ihterhational Africa Institute, 1953); p. 80.
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Press, 1915)^ p. 291. • Barton, "The .Turkana of -the Northern 
Kolosia District," JRAI, Vol. LVII, 1927, p. 193, and W.E.H. 
Barrett,. .I'Notes on the Customs and Beliefs of the Wa-Giriama, "

; -JRAI, Vol. XLI. 1911, pp. 21-25.
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lustration involving in some instances elaborate ceremony and

sacrifice.23 .Through this overwhelming concern for spiritual- 

magical phenomenon, the African was able to place in orderly
■■ . -■■j y

perspective that which hp could not comprehend, 

preserve the stability of hiTs' own personality as well" as

He could

operate a mechanism as importaijt, to communal security as 

'the !'cattie currency" or the fulfillment of, the obligations
«

entailed by lineage, age grades and the constant association 

with'one's peers and kinsmen within a defined land area.
-5

Family and Lineage Obligations ■

The basic societal unit was the nuclear family, consist- 

ing of the'head of the household, wife or wives, and the

The extended family included the married, sons; theirprogeny..

spouses-und; offspring. Descent was generally patrilineab, and

24TABLE 3:3 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OP SELECTED KENYA TRIBES

NILO HAMITie NILOTICBANTU
t

P.u CQ
Q) •f-i

o Cn 0to I (0 g •a•a ■ •a •a
>1'3 •a •a +> o rnw. (1)

Q) g•a 10 Cn
3- >1 O ID la PK Hi sa Pi 2! SOlans-'

■ • Segmentary
w w

D, 'D D D D D D D D D D D D D D
Association 
with defined, 
land areas

D D D ■D . D D D D D D D D D D D

Clans - 
patrilineal bD D D D D D D D D D D D DD

■ ‘T
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23
Leakey,vMauMau. op. oit

that the man leading the most *' 
would inadvertently.fall into 

__ness or thahu. during hi«
without the sacrifice of

fees^^nd estimate would include 
fees ^he fees obligato^^y for 
£ass^-of elderhood. ^

p. 108, once estimated 
exemplary life 
a state of among the Kikuyu 

ceremonial unclean- 
sa_tJralUfctfi_jazcmaicLjiotMfetime

■jsass----- ---- ^
more than one hundred 

the goats nsed fof initiation 
partying of the rites de

24:-r.--r-

ife-
P- 37. Fr.^agnolo,^Thel!ikf;vu^m ^ of C^etown, 1947)., 
School, 1933), p. 2l“~Hobriv^p/K^^f^Mission Printing 

last Af;ican T^iSf the end ^
'■ P- Huntil^tf^d Cambridge,

PP. 126-131. Goldth^pe"'^o^ jt .,
P. 6, Orde-Brbm^'of^lt^%f-?^^ Hollis, Sandi;..

Ptitehard, "Luo, « :op. cit ■' ' 59-70. Evans-
Emley, "rpurkana, " op. ^bit'' oP ' P* 281,; ,cit.. , pp. 34-37? i7SiLpfitcharr^^\^ ' Leakey, Mau

pfc;- ^ :i40. MiadietM, op^if^‘o/‘of • o£.
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Baringo District,inhabiting the 
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_ primogeniture 

Regarding-the'iattCT, 

hold, the wealth and effects of a"

was not practiced in inheritance patterns.

after.death of the head•.f ••

of the house- 

a polygymous family group
were divided among the mature sons of the various wives or
if the son^ were too

young, as- individual wife might be forced

1=0 a "leviratic" hoaband, uaaally

deceased, who would
b .

oversee the household. Life within the
family was communal and governed by ritual. Children, born
amidst ritual '-©nd often killed 

born twins),

if unfortunate 

were linked to alternative
enough. to be-

generations through 
ana :at ah:esrly:a^ became participants, in" the-- names given / —

aacncMc Ufa as aitbe. be.a boys of assist.„t.

of the; household Communal labor was a per- 

-often extending beyond thevasive ,feature of tribal life^.

niiclear family, and involving ' 

work7

such projects as agricultural .

tending irflgatioh networks,
or. building new homes.

Bvsn in the cloiaestlo sphere_, the Imprint of 

such things as the placrng 1„ the family oompound 

for a new wife and the

ceremony governed

of a hut

selection of the cooking stones, for
o,,.? her hearth in the making of decisions 

fare, such as the permission
affecting family wel- 

for a youth to undergo initiation 

joint consultation
.‘ot the setting of ,a bride price.

was re
quired Lengthy discussion between

the families of the
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proposed bridal partners bound 

actual majrtriage. 

separated from the 

relative remained in 

and sought .after for 

unity-centered in 

preserving ritual.

groups together prior to 

Even in death, the deceased
the

was not
family for the spirit

of a departed
fhe family circle, being 

The \^4^ole family 

communal activities and

propitiated-

advice.
was thus a

adhering to order-

The expansion of 

unit was

social
organization beyond the family

represented in clan lineages 

who traced their existence
composed of all people

to a common agnate or other **»

were segmentary, meaning relative
ancestor.

Gian groupings in Kenya 

equality was observed between lineages.
Large or extensive

lineages often divided to form 

ing their
sub-clans,

still

establish

own totems and taboos but
claiming the 

were under obligation

common
agnate. Members of the clan 

and aid their Ijinsmen.
to support 

extensively such obligations wereHow

observed cannot be 

always accurate indicator

sharply defined. but a

■was the limit to which 

compensation would be 

-- a relationship could be exercised to 

s kinsmen to help meet the terms of a 

award after a 'crime had been

convenient if not

the responsi
bility for payment of 

bow distaht a
accepted, that is

get a law-^
breaker

compensatory

committed.
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The framework of f^ily and clan ties was strengthened
. ■ ■ ■■

by the second method of organizing tribal life - the association

of social groups with distinct land areas resulting in the

restriction on mobility. This geographic limitation combined 

with obeisance to totem 'and taboo to bind segmentary units

into small "security communities," That is to say, depend

ing on population density and the.degree of inter-clan associ-

•ation, individual clans or even individual extended families
.0

with their ritual perspective and integrated social, economic, 

and political activity could form one of the series of"equili- 

, brial security communities" of tribal society.
t

Political Decisions and. Consensus

The binding together of the segmented lineages was 

accomplished through an age class system. Symbolized in 

initiation and circiimcision rites performed at agreed on calen

dar intervals, age-classes provided each African with a peer 

group that could be as broad as the tribe itself. Adolescents 

were catechized in the lore of the tribe during their recovery 

* in seclusiorx. from the physically and psychologically demanding 

ordeal of ritual initiatory ceremonies. Such pr^eduires 

insured the generational continuity of tribal ritual in those

• V,25
For a more general discussion, see Westermann, 0£. ■

cit., pp. 98-100.
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5
non-literate societies while developing a life long unity 

among young men initiated together. The subsequent combin

ing of age-classes into age-grades established the basis for 

the generational succession to the decision-making roles within 

the structure of tribal society. Jtound into peer groups,

h . . • . . ‘. . . . . .

- TABLE 3:4 " POLITICAL ORGANIZATION AMONG SELECTED KENYA TRIBES

BANTU NILO HAMITICS NILOTICS

-
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•H 0 (0 ro10•rl H

■WS!W 13 Eh CM aa m

...... Male;..,.
Circurocisibn 0 P D R D D D D N D D D D N
initiatory D ‘DD'A D DD D D D D D D D. D

r G^des ^

■ ■ SuGceissive &
“ Cyclical ages 

Handing over 
Ceremony •

P. DD DD D D P D P D D D D N

PD • N D PD P N D D D D P N N

N. P ■D D P P D D D D D D D ,N D

Chief N N N -N N D N D N N N N N N N
: War-

D P D D P D D P D D D D D D DLeader

,, vi ' 2e‘ - ;
■ 'S . Bostock, op. cit., pp. 4, 14, 15, 21, 35. Prins, Coastal 

Bantu, pp. 65, .■75-76, 21-23. Werner, o£^. cit., pp. 369-373. 
Pundas, "Organization and Laws,'" op. cit., pp. 2^-241. Orde- 

, Browne, og,. cit.. pp. 50-72, 77, 84-86, 93, 100, 114. K. R. 
Pundas, "Turkana," op. cit., pp. 61-66. Massam, op. cit., pp. 
67-69, 55. Wagner, 0£. cit., pp. 71, 340. Leakey. Mau Mau, 
op. cit., pp. ,2-2—26. LSB Leakey, "Some Notes'on the Masai of ■ 
Kenya Colony," JRAI.. Vol. LX, 1930, p. 190. Hollis, Nandi,

.. J
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procedural and patterned 

elder was nearly guaranteed
advance to the level of ruling 

as a matter of

tl„e interval, .,n,ea on l,y the i„o„ni>.„t
course. At

ruling
elders, ceremonies were 

and a new
convened in which older men retired 

This, procedure signaled 

groups,

group took their place, 

thet-acfvance in status
of succeeding peer

Thus, a;

young man could foresee his 

from adolescence to warriorhood to 

retirement. And at some point he would 

for judgment and decision

future as one of regular advance

elderhood and then to

assume responsibility

poli(^-ma]ciisgin a system where
resided in the elderhood Of the community. ’

j ■ V -Despite the staructured nature 

the tribes of Kenya wer^ basically egalitarian. 

Waking, Opportunity to

■of this advance, however,' ‘ 

In decision-- ....

present individual views was extended
to many members of the 

all proper ritual
group, often including 

was observed.

women, provided 

The actual rendering of a
fn. 26 contd. p£. Jit.,, pp. 12-13" 

0£. cit., p, 164. 
Huntingford, Southern Kilo 

Goldthorpe, Git., 
speakers, op, cit ”'
"£it.,“p. 28.

56.P. 87. 
P- 29. 
131.

Barton, op. cit 
"Bridewealth," 

Hamites. op. cit..

,• #Mayer,
op., cit..

... ;!'■

Fox, "Further Notes on the mISt' S-

H. A. Posbrooke, "The Masai Aae '- - - ' 450.
Chronology, " Africa Studies,
•^Hltu Beliefs, op. ci^ pp; 225/92!' '

pp. 93-96,

t- •
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decision was the domain of the senior elders meeting in coun-
- cil. or on more important issues, 

wider segment of the tribe.
in groups extending to a

of decisions dengn^^H 

The important policy issueson public support, 

included the decision 

the determination that 

and the decision of the

of tribal .life

to undertake extensive military 

initiatory ceremonies

effort, 

should be held.

senior elders to retire 

responsibility to, the junior elderhood.
and "hand-over"

. The latter, done with
ceremony, insured the orderly transfer of the controls of
deci^n-making. Consensual decision-making itself 

attended by the maximum possible 

ion whichcould arise if 

franchised by the lack of

r was #

debate to prevent disaffect- 

individuals felt thhy were’ disen-

opportunity to present their 

Individual decision-making or individual
views.

s exercising sole
authbrity in decisions

was, the exception. Only one tribal
group, the Wanga, a sub-group of the Bantu 

to have had hereditary chiefs^ 

some strong leaders

Abaluhya, were' known 

Among other'tribes there were

as the Masai laibon or the Nandi orkoivot
w^o were more'than magicians, 

hereditary leaders.
or divines but they 

During crisis periods.

were not

war leaders often 

a mandate for the duration of 

removal from office if judged to 

Thirdly, there

were chosen, and they exercised 

the crisis but were liable to 

have .exceeded their authority.
were the

: »
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magicians ajid medicine men who possessed the power, it was

thought, to^ivine the future by the casting of bones, examin

ation of entrails, or'the interpretation of dreams. The latter”

figures were important in tribal society since they could remove 

responsibility for particularly difficult decisions.through • 

appeals to the supernatural similar to the use of trials by
b

ordeal. This drew decision-making into conformity with the

rest of the tribal norms which were devoted to the avoidance

of conflict within each social unit.

TABLE 3:5 JUDICIAL PROCEDURE AMONG SELECTED KENYAfTRIBES27

.. NILO HAMlTlC NILOTICBANTU

3u Ui
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OI, o Cn G
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Evidence taken 
in disputes bD D D D •' D D D D D D D D D D

Compensatory
judgments D D- D D D A D D D D D D D D D

Retribution' • -■ 
in extreme 
cases '

D N D D D D D A D D D D D D N

p;ecisions
popularly
leqitimated
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THE PROCESS OF TRIBAL LIFE

The description of the-values and structure of tribal

life has_re^rred to many ofJbhe. recognisable -funet-i-ons-which

constitute the day-to-day processes of tribal society.

Those functions were based on previously discussed cultural

Brieflydeterminants of goals, skills and sentiments, 

summarized this discussion of tribal life shows that tribal

norms and activities constituted an integrated cultural per-

spective.,

TABLE 3:6, BASIC CULTURAL ORIENTATIONS OP KENYA TRIBES,.
if*

- To enforce intensive communal norms to 
insure societal survival.
To ,use_ritual, t^oos and magico-religious 
practices to guarantee, societal harmony. 

Sentiment - An intense‘level of parochialism strengthened 
, ' by ritual obligation and restricted mobility

.  limiting sentiments primarily to positive
concern for the tribe and more specifically 
the lineage.

Goals

. Skills' ‘

27 . . .
Bostock, 0£. cit., pp. 31-32. Dundas,

JRAI. Vol. LI, 1921, pp.'219-221, 234..
Bantu', op, cit., pp. 28-29. Lindblom, 0£. cit.. pp,. 141-146. 
Orde-Browne, op. cit., pp-. 50-56. Routledge, With a Pre
historic People, (London: E. Arnold, 1910), p. 218. Dundas,

pp. 260-262. Hinde,•
34, 108. Fosbrooke, 0£. cit., p. 189. Evans-

p. 256. Orchardson, op.
p. 469. Hollic, Nandi, 0£. cit., pp. 73-74, .K. R.

Dundas, "Baringo District," op. cit., pp. 60, 70. •"^ley, o£. 
cit., pp. 188-190.- Mervyn Beech, "Sketch of Elgeyo Law and 
Custom," Journal of the Africa Soc.., 'Vol. XX, p. 198. Massam, -■ 
Op. cit./ pp. 79-83. Mayer, "Bridewealth,." op,..cit., pp.
36- Wagner, op. cit.,' pp.'202, 215.

"History of Kitui," 
Prins, Northeastern

"Some Organization and Laws, op. cit 
i- op', .cit., pp.

Pritch,ard/- Nandi-speakers, op. cit-. 
cit.,

28,
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All the functions were carried out which made tribal

society comparable with other systems of greater complexity

'Th'en.ndividurarwas socialized toward and-and—sophistication 

recruited into an environment of family, clan, and age-grade. 

Within that social matrix his interests were articulated and

the legislative, executive and judicial functions carried out.

The survey of tribal life revealed that most of Kenya societies

were alike in that custom, ritual, taboo, totem, law, con-

sensual decision-malcing, belief in the supernatural and depaend-

ence on oracles all supported the same goal - the preservation 
. ■ . . . - - . - / ' ' 

of a society free from conflict to insure-the survival of the

m -society.

THE TRIBAL HERITAGE IN MODERN KENYA POLITICS ■

The tribes of modern Kenya have been significantly changed 

by colonial rule and now bear less.resemblance to the composite

form of life described above. Nevertheless, many of the cul

tural norms of that life remain very much in evidence though

time has attentuated their influence. This continued exist-

s ' 4nce of such orientations has a significant imp'act on the
? •

practices and procedures of post-independence poetical 

activity. The structural matrix of parochialism, lineage

28
Reference is, to the functions defined in Almond and 

Powell, op. cit.. Chapter .3 .and Chapter.8. ■-v
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ties, and age grades is still evident' in the distribution

of population and the strength of parochial loyalties of 

Kenya' s” peoples. THls“ ’'^rochialism"' or tribalism" can

TABLE 3:7 TRADITIONAL CULTURE NORMS GIVING POSITIVE SUPPORT 
TO THE KENYATTA GOVERNMENT, 1963-1965

A. Support for decisions rendered on the basis 
of consensus and equityi <

B. Segmentary lineages support direct d'ecision- 
. making rather than indirect decision-making 
■.a found in more stratified societies.

C. P^er and lineage ^ ties strongly bind indivi
duals to their respective clans and tribes.

.*■

D. Consistently .legitimated decisions-were 
acceptable in- order to prevent instability 

. resultant from conflifct-laden situations.

have severe inhibitory effg.ct^ on economic and social change. 

The hon-innovative orientation of tribal life works to reduce

the speed of economic development. The unwillingness to 

restructure'sentiments to permit the creation of a homogeneous

. national community is another negative factor. Contrasted

with the negative aspects of tribal life, however, are the

j supports which the tribal heritage provided for the modern
r ^ '

national system.
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Consensus and Equity in Decision-making

As stated above, Kenya society was essentially egalitarian. 

The^intense^communalism, the elders councils derived, from the 

cyclical age-grade system, the consensus nature of decisions, 

and the requirement of popular support for decisions were 

factors that aided in the acceptance of Western legal beliefs. 

For Kenya Africans there was no tradition of harsh authoritar- 

■ ' ian rule. A decision was the oUrcome of discussion in which
.4^

all people eligible to deliberate were given opportunity to

Simply, there was acceptance pf a
tf-

In establishing

express their opinions.

belief that an individual's opinion counted.

• a new political system, Kenya's traditional culture supported 

the''acceptanGe of debate, bargaining, consensus, and agree-

• merit amorig all parties as the basis for making rules.

Direct Decision-making in the Absence of Heavily Stratified
Society

The social organization of Kenya tribal society also makes 

a meaningful contribution' to present day politics'. As a 

series of ;segmented, lineages bound loosely together through 

the *age-gtade systems, Kenya's clans were relatively autonomous 

systems not bourid to higher authorities. Decision^were made 

within each unit. Within clans a premium was placed on the

> •
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face-to-face deliberation of issues. This highly personals^

ized'form of interest articulation has continued in the

present. Individual constituents demand to see their

representatives in order to personally articulate their-

The representatiyes, .in- turn, demand that theirinterests.

roie as rule makers be a real one. The result has been an

unusually strong link between the parochial constituency 

and the more sophisticated sphere of national politics, 

establishing a close association from the top leadership

dowi to the individual citizen.
t

The Obligations of Age-Grade and Linkage Ties
--.5- - ■■ r ■ ■ ■ -i —■ - . ■ ■■■ n-i rr* . m ^

Athird feature-of traditional life which plays a sig

nificant role in the operation of post-independence political 

action is the continuing association of the elected rep

resentative to his tribal area. The "old familial links and

age-grade associations are_weaker than in generations past.

but the ties are still of sufficient strength to insure that

the modern politician remains explicitly aware of where his 

* loyalties must be centered. It i^ not an issue of choice.

When a politician speaks of representing his peoplee-*.- 

interests, he speaks literally - they are his people.
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Acceptance of Consistently Legitimated Decisions to Prevent
Conflict

——-Einal-ly-j-the--tribal syatem-developed-highly intricate- 

procedures for resolving conflict-laden situations, 

dependence on massive bodies of ritual finds parallel in 

modern constitutionalism or coded law. The ambivalent 

nature of modern man is supposedly restrained by subjecting 

his passions^tp the rational restraints of a normative and 

contract made eyident in constitutions and in a 

dependence on legalism and the rule of law. By Western 

standards, the ritual procedures of tribal life may have 

seemed irra-^ional, yet they perfprmed’’a function similar to 

. . constitutionalism.- nAs in the.-West, this ritual remained an 

acceptable instrument of control as long as it was consist

ently and uniformly -applied.

The

unseen

* ★ ★

The great mass of the -Kenya population has been social

ized into a tribal environment in which there were .strong

and valu^le supports for ..the development of modern egal- 
■ '

itarian ^procedures.

itarianism in the making of decisions with a maximxim-pf

The people believe in consensus equal-

The introduction of representative democracypublic debate, 

is characterized by a style of operation in which the
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,constituent requires close contact with his legislator.

The decisions themselves receive popular sanction if they

consistently legitimated and applied through a structured 

This is the legacy of< tribal culture in modern '

are

process.

politics

.

9

(■

■V -\
t

->w--



CHAPTER POUR:"
•«

and the transformation op AFRICAN jLIFE:the colonial rulers

In 1963. at the time of its official
termination, British

control of Kenya was only slightly less than 

old,«i-having been instituted 

a responsibility that"the 

company could no longer maintain, 

first decade of the

seventy years

when the Foreign Office 

Imperial- British East African 

It was the end of the 

^^®5^eth^ ’lh^ver.„i.e£

assumed

or/a

actual imperial 

to Mount Elgon in the 

The colony itself

presence stretched from Mombasa at the Gpast

west and from Victoria Nyanza to Wajir.l 

was different from other

territories south of the Sahara because the settler 

that came to reside

European governed

community 

was unobtain-.

- or -Nigeria-,- nei-feher -o#- whieh_ _

there sought a goal which
- - - - abie^- Kenya-was- not-like- Ghana

1

John Middlato„rSni„tLI ““‘'y-
ao„ao„= IntornationS^iiH-oSrWtKuiSf

oxford UnLSig^pfSf afrvf?^ Kivirojfe,
aihjd i soolof

' S-aa ia-MaiaS St°;es.

see 
Bantu.

p-

passim., 
(London: 

St. j.
-c-. ■

and -
(Chicago:
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had a significant European enclave culture.

_ _  SQst African colony given the

Rhodesia or South Africa 

absolute dominance.

Sir Charles Eliot,

Britain was presented with

Nor was the

chance of becoming like 

where European minorities held

though 'tt?e first Protectorate 

envisioned a "white

Commissioner, 

man's country" where 

^ rasa to be inscribed as
the European should see fit.2 

riess- of colonial rule
Together, the factors of short-

and style of politicar domination are

crucial considerations in
understanding post-independence

politics.

The attitude Of the Europeans
was a mixture of self-

aggrandizement and rooralism inspiring 

arid religious enterprise 

bestowing on backward

political, economic.

under the rationale that they were

peoples the benefits of Western culture.
To the Europeans, the African 

"lacking in all the social 

homo sapiens from the brutes,"3 to a " 

"never reliable, but in the

was anything from a savage,

i graces which distinguish civilized ' 

curiously likeable 

grand manner sincere.
'child,"

' 2
.Sir.Charles Eliot, The East AfT-ir-=n 

(London: Edward Arnold, 1905)7^17^^^

Isak Dinesen, Out of Africa. - fMew 'TTJ.
Library., 1952) d on - 7— u'lew York. The Modern
Barbarism 3 Charles Townley Stoneham,
-r —, ^London: Museum Press, 1955)
Strange, KgSZa Today, (London: 
p. 71.

Protectorate,

Out of 
and Nora K. 

1933),

P. 76, 
Stanley Paul and' Co • /

4
Dinesen,' Out of Africa.' vV-

2E- oit., p. 23.
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Only a redeeming conscience 

- European^sentiments i ni-n a

forced the translation of

perjiasijve-patexn-alism,—-T-he-

colonial presence was considered a 

dough of Africa
yeast leavening the inert 

B indigsnous peoploB," building with “firu- 

and tact" a civllizition" "«.e„ ,ot„,etly b.tb.rian,
A

and nothing but barbarism had ever existed."5

y

,

Regarding the tenability of their
• t <?

ler3, in_Kenva seemed 

was nearing an end when they initiated

political position.

-Hnaware that the imp^ri al age

their efforts to
■ d*-

become the last white^ruled dominion of empire, "siind to 

that reality, they carried out half a century of furious, 

even violerft; political-^activity designed to institutional- 

■ize political, inequality as a natural and just condition for 

all the foreseeable future. In the

Europeans did build the foundations o 

technical society with institutions 

operation a national

process, however, the 

of a rational secular, 

necessary for„ the

government. As a result, -the ig^ 
_ dlgcpouB AtrlCBPB b,o„c..f,r better prepared to live In . 

world ■i:hev. did not make, 

trol established the

The seven decades of European con- 

2 outlines of the nationVstate framework.
5

Africa Commission Report of the T?.eo4- r,..  .(London; HMSO, •1927)r-;?.-T7#7l^

-y
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New values, skills,' beliefs and cognitions - a new culture -

___^were^jjxtroduced, - arid ^unassive structure of -roles was

established where it previously had not existed.

sequences recognized in "rule under law" and impleniented

The pro

cess

through legislative, executive, and judicial bodies -consti-

The establish-tuted a major element of that colonial legacy.

raept of these processes and their acceptance by the Africans
’ . . . . . - - ^ ^

meant Africans were given a capacity to deal with issues in

a manner that was procedurally.exempt from emotionally charged ,

if
The introduction of new legal' codes, 

police forces,- communications media and administrative hier^

. archies .enhanced- the dapac'ities-,of the Keriyatta government

tribal animosities.

to. capably respond to'the demands created by national inde-

Finally, the style of modern pol-pendehce -and nationhood, 

itical activity,' first practiced within the European community

and then between Europeans and Africans established patterns 

of socialization and recruitment into a national political

system that helped maintain and adapt IJenya to the responsi-

Thus, without the colonial encounter.
■

bilities ,of sovereignty.

Kenya would^have been much less prepared to operate as-^a

nation in the world community.6

This paragr^h contains a full range of references^ to 
the subst^tive ideas in Gabriel Almond and G. Bingham PoWeil, 

~~ Comparative Politics; A Developmental Approach, (Boston;
Little Brown, 1966), including reference to typologies for
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The' significance of the -attitudinal, procedural and 

structural dimensions of the Eurojsean legacy is recognized in 

the change that occurred within the African community as more 

and more Africans were drawn into the colonial sphere, 

the forms and institutions of colonial rule forced many young 

Kenyans to realize that only through the adoption of some 

aspects of the glien culture could there be any hope of re

claiming the Africans' political, social, and'economic dignity 

from the demeaned state into which it was cast by intruding 

Europeans, This the Africans proceeded to do', and'^the effect

iveness of their, efforts produced a grSnt of independence

First,

sooner than either they., or their European ■ antagonists had 

assumed possible.^ To understand how this change occurred

in Afrioan society, however, there must first be awareness

of the beliefs, attitudes, and values of the colonial'' rulers

who brought about change. Africans reacted to colonialism 

by adopting behavior patterns different from the norms of

traditional society. This .^chapter describes the ethic and
V ’

activi-ty of.-European society 

African community.

as they induco'.;- change in the

fn. 6 contd. structural-functional analysis .md levels 
of functional analysis; maintenance, and adaptation, conversion 
and capability.. This summary indicates the" comprehensiveness 
of the structure and the culture as well as the functional 
capacities introduced by the colonial regime. ‘

7
This opinion was recorded in numerous conversations in 

Eas.t Africa from Africans in all stations of society to the 
effect thAt indeoendence'had coma .■^oOnaT- than anv would haira
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THE ETHIC OF EUROPEAN SOCIETY

The European disda^ for the Africahs attested to 

their elitist interpretation of“the white man's role in 

At the same time, an evident but philoso

phically phlegmatic European, paternalism was testimony of 

a humanitarian impulse that assumed a distinguishable degree-

There

East Africa.-

of responsibility for the "less fortunate races.-

willing'^acceptance of a tutelary role over Kenya'swas a

indigenous poeplee; however, the Europeans demanded for 

themselves the guarantees of freedom presumed under the

■It was the firm beliefheading of "rights of Englishmen." 

of resident -Europeans that t^hose-rights could be most effect

ively 'secured if control of the colony were placed in their 

The settlers, and, to a lesser degree, the 

administrators and missionaries stated their'belief that 

the colony needed control-by those most capable of governing 

the European residents. Precarious logic overlooked the 

normative contradiction contained in the belief that the 

security of the Europeans was best guaranteed by a demand of
F i ■

democracy- for the rulers and dictatorship, benevolent or

own hands,

otherwise, over the indigenous masses.
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The pattern of ^European settlement was such that for 

several decades it was possib for the white enclave to 

' persist in a belief that such a political dichotomy could 

be indefinitely maintained.' They did not understand that 

when Europeans first began settling in substantial numbers
4- .

at the turn, of the century, they were already destined to
. »

be a twentieth century anachronism.

African Protectorate became Kenya Colony, the forces were T

By 1920 when the East

in motion that eventually brought imperial possessions

This .ability.to preservethroughout Africa to.independence.

Outmoded sQcial and political beliefs was strengthened by 

the immigration policies that turned Kenya into'a refuge 

for the .well-born or appropriately educated sons of England

who believed “empi.re" and "imperial responsibility" to be

obligations, not choices.

White Man's Country

The key figures in Kenya's European society were the • 

settlers." ■ They were a group of men and women, predominately 

Englis’h, who went out to Kenya to live in permanence. In
n-s.

actual numbers, the true Kenya "settlers" were a minority 

of the Europeans, but as landowners with the greatest personal

stake in the country, they dominated opinion and exej^cised
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8power disproportionate to their actual numbers, 

ity, they were aggressive and individualistic, the archetype 

of the upper class leader desirous of establishing control 

over the environment and the societies of East Africa, r

In personal

They sought insurance that Europeans would rule arid 

that TCenya would not,develop a "poor white class," inexperi

enced at giving commands. Individuals who lacked substantial
♦ C .

finance were discouraged from even considering going out to 

the'colony.® In 1903, a minimum of 6300 above passage was 

necessary to settle.^.® The required capital sodh rose to 

between £1^00 and £4000 and persons without such affluence 

were advised-, "on no adcounf.go to Kenya, 

literature directed at aristocratic English heads-of-household

nil Promotional

encouraged the development of a society made up of a large

8
The size of the settler community was small. In'-1921 

only 1346 of 9651 Europeans were landholders. Twenty-seven 
ye airs later, the number of landholders owning farms, not in
cluding farm managers, had risen to only 2087 while the^
Eufo'peari population had trebled to 29,660. See J. E. Gold- 

. thorpe. Outlines of East African Society, .(Kampala: Makerere, 
195.9) , pp.-129-133.

1’ . Q
Great Britain, Overseas Settlement Office, General 

Information as to Kenya Colony, (London: HMSO, 1924), passim 
'arso“H.OT WeTTer, Kenya Without Preiudice: A Balanced Per*- 
spective, (London: East Africa, 1931)’, pp. 73-75, Great Britain, 
East Africa Commission, 0£. cit 
op. cit., pp. 130-131, and, Huxley, op. cit.,

^*^Huxlev, ibid.. p. 121.

Overseas - Settlement Office, op. cit., passim.

• f

pp. 172-173, Goldthorpe,
p.,121. .

,• /

11 <?v--
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number of public school and university graduates.

Cranworth chronicled his delight over the people met in Kenya 

in the early daysi Lord Delemere, Lord Cardross, aad "that

Lord

genial old Etonian" James Elkington, "first Master of the 

Houijfls in the Colony, 

being in some respects, "a caste of landed proprietors - a

or, in less kindly fashion character-

The settlers were described as

.,14privileged class, 

ized as gentlemen adventurers, "more kinsman of Hawkins and

than of Wilburforce and Sharpe, " that is ex-officer ,, 

"who controlled the politics and

Clive. • •

and public school types,

had independent; indqmes, outside the colony.

friendly bibgraphery.Elspeth Huxley, confirmed the 

image when writing of sdttler belief in a doctrine of "bene- 

voleiit feudalism", which was in its best aspects "a rough 

and ready pre-socialist system for the protection of the 

weaker members of society,' "an acceptance of responsibility 

for their (the Africans) welfare by the baron instead of the

state. "16 ...

Even the

settlers

12
MacGregor Ross, Kenya from Within, (London: Allen and 

- Unwin,1927), p. 65.
^^Lord Cranworth, Kenya Chronicles, (London: MacMillan 

1939), pp. 7, 15.and Co • 9

14
Ross, op. cit 66.P-• i

^^Norman Leys, Kenya, (London: Hogarth Press-, 192£.),,..

p. 155.
^^Huxley, 0£. cit p. 188.,• /
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In the twenties and thirties when new settlers arrived

under retired soldier and ex-Colonial Service settlement 

schemes, the spirit was preserved through either a comple- 

' mentarity of military and elitist attitudes or the fusion 

of ijnperial mentalities developed in various parts of the 

empire,!^ Por those entering Kenya as ex-military or 

retired civil servants who did not represent England's upper 

classes, the temptation to adopt the colony's prevailing 

attitudes was an easy choice. Association with Kenya's yore ■ 

established elite created an upward psychic mobility for many
,r

Of the late 'arrivals who were given opportunity to enjoy a 

manifestly higher standard of‘living in Kenya than in England 

and'Who could be absorbed into a social class that would 

have-been denied them at home. From the descriptions of 

Kenya written before Woirld War II, there is little or no-thing •• 

to suggest that the settlers conceived of themselves as any

thing but a ruling class disposed to have patience with the

Arriving in EastAfrican but never consider him an equal.

Africa with" a superior attitude, the Europeans were confrpnted

with what seemed an apparently natural division of sSciety 

along racial lines that reinforced their beliefs. The

17
Kenya; White Man's Country?; Report to the Fabian 

Colonial Bureau(Eondon: Fabian Publications, 1944),, passim.

_>
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• Africans were allotted the role of serfs, and it had becoine

apparent by the early twenties that the middle class Was to 

be filled by the Asians who set about meeting the bulk of the 

^ commercial needs of the society despite the antagonism in- 

■ curred from the settlers. At the top were the Europeans

who controlled the country.

Isolated from changing currents of Western intellectual 

opinion philosophies of cultural and racial superiority were
j . . ...

discussed as "a natural fact made daily and hourly obvious,"
■

and amplified through constant debate and agreement."^®

The community became so narrow in its outlook that the settler 

, was described as suffering frdrn a "pervasive vitiation of 

faculties, a beclouding of his intellectual range. 

coJWfientators sympathetic to the Europeans recognized that 

the closely knit society possessed an "unquestioning adherence 

to a rigid code of behavior governing every action great and

..19 Even

small," a conformity that "led to a stagnation of social

development where no individual cared to diverge from the 

ancestral pattern, 

changing English thought and set down in a wild land7'"they

..20 Cut off from the maincurrents of

18
p. 145 and Huxley, ^£. cit.,Goldthorpe, op. cit »

p. 83.
. “ .19 A

ROSS, op. cit., p. 122,. .

Colin Wills, Who Killed Kenya?, (New York: Roy Publish
ers, 1953), p. '31.

20^
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drew themselves together and merely worked out to their 

full extent the ideas of their time and class which they

„21took to-Africa with them.

In Support of White Dominion

T?he position of the settlers was supported strongly

by the colonial administration and the missionaries in Kenya,

neither of the letter groups being so different in their

social perspectives as to establish in the minds of the

Africans a distinctly contradictory image of Europ|ans.

Colonial officials formed a complementary elite for the

settler community> albeit the administration had different

functions to' fulfi-11-and was not motivated by as blatant a-

self-interest as was the settler community. The missionaries

paternal regard for Africans was genuine enough, but with

rare exception 'they were men no less convinced that tra- 
jr

ditional African ways were..barbarism incarnate.

The obligation.of colonial administrators was to imple- 

m.ent ,a policy of- expressed concern for African interests 

that encouraged gradual development of the indigenous people. 

Prom as early as 1912, it was intended that the African 

should develop'a sense of political maturity through working

' t

21 •
, Leys, Q£. ,cit., p. 363. ■
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in basic administrative units in the colony administration.

However, the degree to which African interests were supported

- or ignored and settler claims acceded to or dismissed often 

depended on the personalities who filled the office of 

Secretary of state for-the Colonies or the governorship of.
«>.

the colony. Until 1929 and the advent of the second McDonald

government, the balance of sympathy often weighed heavily in 

favor of-the setti'ers.^- After World War' II with growing

support for self-determination of peoples, the Colonial Office
i'-

backed African demands more firmly and the balance ^wuhg

against the settlers and their supporters.

The rapport which developed between the settlers and 

the Go'lohial. administration stemmed .largely from the public 

school/university profile of the settler community that was 

complemented by the background of Coloniel Service personnel. 

The Service was distinctly elitist with cadets drawn from a

23

-. . designated strata of society and developed in a certain mold.

From 1910 until 1948 their selection was dominated by a con- 

' - fessed' unreconstructed Victorian gentleman. Sir Ralph Doligan

22
I^obert Gregory, Sidney Webb and East Africa: Lcfoouf' s 

Experiment wj-th the Doctrine of Native Paramountcy, (Berkeley: 
Uniyersity of California Press, 1962), Ch. III.

Ibid.', pp. 6 and 16, Marjorie Ruth Dilley, "British 
Policy in Kenya. Colony, (New York: Nolsen and Co., 1937), 
p. . 37, Edward G.rigg, Kenya' s Opportunity: Memories. Hope^ . " 
and Ideas, (London: Faber and Faber, 1955), p. 74.

•23
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Purse,24 Hte sought certain qualities in candidates; men

who combinedv

a high, though not necessarily the highest,
:■' intellectual standard with the desire and the 

stamina-to face adventurous life in strange,- 
distant, and sometimes dangerous conditions. - 
An unusual combination of qualities was needed - 
<t:ourage with adaptability, firmness with sympathy,' • 
enterprise with reliability, obedience with author
ity. 25

Wh'en trained the^ were sent out with a spirit of aloofness

. . . from. the people ruled. - They were, inbred with the attitude

that the masses were inscrutable and the only sensible course 

was to follow intuition in the.making of polity. This failure
.r-

to understand the African "point of view" drew criticism from 

those sensitive to -African interests.2^ In summary, the- 

Cblpnial Service administrators ware often sympathetic toward 

Europeans, disdainful of African intellectual capacities, 

convinced of the superiority of the culture England imparted, 

and reluctant to recognize the complexity of the indigenous

environment over which they governed.
-4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ■

24 . - -
s '.The exclusivity of the service is revealed in the 
success of university graduates in dominating the yearly 
appointments. In 1926, "Oxbridge" alone supplied 54 of 
107 cadets. The following year 79 of'83 were from ufTT^er- 
sities,.and in 1928, 84 of 88. For 1937, "Oxbridge" pro
vided a phenomenal 123 of 157 cadets. Heussler, o£. cit 
pp'.' l4 and 50. -

2^Ibid., From Margery Perham's introduction.
26j;;i3j_,^^ ^ ,pp^, 43^ 97 and 101 and Sir Philip Mitchell, ' 

African Afterthoughts, (London: Hutchinson and Co., 1954), 
p. 45. Also, L.S.B. Leakey, Kenya: Contrasts and Problems,

• t
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Colonial Service disdain, however, was not necessarily

malicious in intent. It merely represented the logical out-’ 

come of the socialization patterns to which those Englishmen

In translating attitudeshad been exposed from youth onwards, 

into policy, the Colonial Officer did not seek the destruction
4* ■

of the' societies over which he had come to rule. His mandate

He was to maintain order and peace.was specific and limited.

_psrmit(.,no_-practices that contravened his Western sense of 

justice, and collect enough revenue to finance his endeavors-.,

If in“the process'African life suffered, then it must be

considered an unfortunate casualty of'the march of civilization.

^ By contrast, .the missionaries consciously sought to re

mold ..African belief systems into acceptance of a highly

The sincerity ofstylized version of.the Christian message, 

mission efforts .cannot be .questioned." The fortitude and

strength of character required to, penetrate the isolated

areas of Kenya indicated the willingness to endure -adversity

for a belief that cannot but inspire admiration from even the

At the same time.most vehement critic of mission doctrines.
F “

however, the theological "fundamentalism" and the Anglicized

biblical interpretations seriously impaired the impact of

fn. 26 contd. 
ff. and appendix.

" prac-tice of .impermanence of postings whereby officers had 
. little opportunity to'contact or understand the people they 
ruled. A random sample of careers of 15 officers (1925- 
1935) showed accumulated service of 89 yrs. with"'104 shifts 
of post, representing an average of ten months in one place'.

(London: Methuen and Co 
Leakey was especially critical, of tjie

1936), pp. 6.3• t
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missionary efforts. Basically, the missionaries were not

- - - - disposed to engage in syncretistie exercises that would have

made their message more relevant to the African context.

Because of that inflexibility,‘there was little inclination

to attempt hermarieutical interpretations of local belief
«•

A desire to preach a "fundamentalism" that condemned 

both Western social ills and African belief systems pre

systems .

determined the fotm of missionary teaching. Also, the various'

denominations were jealously contemptous of other missionary

efforts, resulting in a form of "sacred parochialisfti" that
r . . *

V reinforced the antipathies of indigenous tribalism. In their
V-

earnest efforts, to preach a stylized religion that condemned
tv.

other" dengminations, discounted traditional b^^-ief systems; 

and denigrated Western social practices which oversensitive 

religious conscience arbitrarily condemned as evil, the

missionaries forced themselves to mistranslate the Bible in 

order to support their pwn beliefs..

S. B. Leakey, Kenya Contrasts, op. cit p. 86
he,avily* criticizes the churches for their lack of sensitivity 
in looking at African belief systems^ while Leys, 0£. cit., 
pp. 238-24i, recognized that had any missionary dared to . 
preach as unreservedly as Paul regarding the inequities^-visited 
upon Afric^s, he would have been forced out of the colony by .• 
the settlers. ""As it was., there was little attempt on" the part 
of missionaries to. discover the nature of the Bantu ngai, 
the Nilo-Hamito asista or the Nilotic nyasaye, all indicative 
of a kind of monotheism suitable to syncretistie and herjnan- 
outical interpretations. For an excellent general interpre
tation of the ^problem see John V. Taylor, The Primal Vision;

,• r
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This combination o£ rigid biblical interpretation. (

denominational parochialism, and espousal of a^^^fa^h so 

encrusted with Western social custom as to constitute 

Anglo-Imperial Christianity* allowed missionary preaching 

to support attitudes of white dominion endorsed by settlers 

and colonial civil servants. The condemnation of African
«•

beliefs carried the concomitant belief that the European way

The determination to impart only the "consideredwas better.

best" of European culture attested to the sincere humanism 

of the missionaries as well as the paternalism that sought

By fairing, to seek an under-to "save Africa's peoples." 

standing of African-belief systems, missionaries demonstrated

they felt there-^-was-little in' such systems to excite their

intellectual curiosity.

In summarizing on the nature of'Europeah culture, it is 

apparent that the intruders into East Africa were a^s .intent 

as the Africans on making,themselves secure as possible, and

they introduced a set of. symbols, cognitions, beliefs, and

fn. 27 contd. The Christian Presence Amidst African 
Religion, (London:; SCM Press, 1964). As to the parochialism 
of the various missions, only the Catholic Church arS; ubiquit
ous in Kenya. Mission distribution for major mission groups ^s 
'as follows: South Nyanza - Seventh Day Adventist? Central - '

, Scottish Mission; Central Nyanza - Anglican; Meru - Methodist; 
Western - Quaker; Embu - Anglican; Rift Valley - African In
land Mission and Church of God; Ukambani - African Inl^d 
Mssipn and-.Anglican*; Coast - Anglican and Baptist.
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skills designed to support the concepts of religion, economics.

law, politics, and social status taken from England. To that

end, the aliens said to the Africans, believe in my gods.

obey my laws, labor at the tSsks I designate as useful to

earn the currency that I say is of value, and pay the taxes
.

that I say are necessary to strengthen my dominion over you.

TABLE 4:1 BASIC CULTURE ORIENTATIONS OF THE KENYA EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITY •

Goals - To secure the European position of dominion .
and control.

- To employ the rational, legal, iechnolbgical, 
scientific, and economic processes of the 
West to realize its ^goals.

Sentiments - To maintain ethnic and social exclusivity to 
the point of restricting immigration and 
proscribing‘racial equality in the colony.

Skills

For half a centry this cultural perspective dominated the ' 

operation_of;a society that may have-differed on policy

choices, but which was homogeneous in its interpretation of

the superiority Of its own culture, it's view of the African

and.the techniques for guaranteeing its own survival.

• -i

COLONIAL PENETRATION OP AFRICAN LIFE

The analysis of tribal society emphasized how Stability

was achieved by dependence on limited mobility/- lineage 

obligations, and peer group associations. They ritual
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surrounding that interrelated set of factois provided a 

cohesiveness to that life while the unexplained was consigned 

to the supernatural, and, thereby, all life's contingencies

However,might be resolved and community security preserved.

static condition of tribal life could not encompass the

.Traditional

the
■r: ■

pressures placed upon it by colonial rule, 

society was not conditioned to absorb such vast change nor 

adequate''defense against the power of the colonial - 

The result was a pervasive penetration of tribal

and

offer

intruders.

life, that seriously effected the procedures, beUefs, 

organization previously utilized to preserve tribal harmony.

The society .was opened up to new alternatives of behavio.r.

benefit from such, alternatives first required. Howevep, to

the development of new and previously unknown concepts of

self-interest and a consequent alienation frpm the attitudes 

of communal obligation.

Ag-these ideas of "individualism developed, old reference 

points were brought into question for the value of ritual 

s conformity was increasingly difficult to sustain. More

importantly for political study, rudimentary Western edu-
understkffding

cation when combined with even the most tenuous 

of Western democracy caused the African to qU.estion why an
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individual ^hould be subjected to a subordinate place in
• V-

society.

Politics is said to begin only when a people who are

emotionally bound together, "achieve a syrtODolic definition
II28

of themselves in relation to the demands of the world.

Thus,when Kenya Africans became aware of their subjugation, 

they had the basis for forming a symbolic definition of 

themselves whichcwas broader than the tribe and could justify.

collective action.against the colonial rulers. Coloniaiism 

forced two basic changes in the African community.^ First'; 

the-development of new self-concepts b;^ which an individual
•V- • "

couTd\.question his relation to his traditional group and his

subservient position to the European. And secondly, the . .

growing awareness of assigned subservience based on race which 

could bring together all those similarly bound, enlarging 

loyalties beyond the parochial groups and creating the basis 

for political action through inter-tribal cooperation. The 

remainder of this chapter discusses those two basic outcomes 

Qif coidriial rule.

28
Harold D. Lasswell. Psychopathology and Politics, 

(New York: The Viking Press, 1960), pp. 185-186.

.. •
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The Administration of African Affairs

The basic concern of the colonial administration did

not extend much beyond maintenance of peace and order and 

the implementation of British standards of justice, 

return for the service, the administration sought sufficient

In

,
revenue to cover its costs. Welfare endeavors were the almost

exclusive province of the missions and remained so until after 

Operating at minimal expenditure, the admini- - 

stration controlled vast land areas by recruiting indigenous

World War II.

«• O Q
Africans to maintain order, collect .taxes, and sit s« judges.

In establishing local tribunals, chiefs, headmen, and local 

councils, the Colonial Admir^stration overlayed Western
. tv..

govemmental norms on .the norms of ..tribal society..

Africans were first involved under the Village Headmen 

In 1907 the Native Q.ourts Ordinance firstOrdinance of 1902.

defined the role of traditional courts as judicial bodies, a
_ _ _

role that was expanded unde'r the Native Tribunal Rules of

1912 and 1913. The Native Authorities Ordinance of 1912

•'29s
Tl^e number of colonial personnel serving in Kenya 

varied during the first five decades of settlement:
1939 - 1211909,- 82
1949 - 170 
Source: Heussler, 0£. cit., p. 13.

1919 - 118 
1929 - 125

. ..

.. .
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superseded the 1902 Ordinance and remained in force until

further revised in 1937. It was the second Native Authorities

Ordinance of 1924 that gave real structure to administration 

of the Native areas.

• ; -

Organized under a Chief Native Com-

t -•
missioner, first appointed in 1918, the ordinance created

. Local Native Councils (LNC's) to "provide an avenue to check

disloyal organizations and a means for instilling responsi-

..31bility- in financial matters. 

missioners presiding over these councils directed the African's 

power to raise money, levy taxes, and pass .laws oh certain

The European Oistrict Corn-

local matters. An expansion of the council functions came 

after World War li, -The 1945 ..amended Native Authorities 

Ordinance created a Standing Advisory Committee for Local
32

African Councils, seating five Africans among its membership. 

-Five years later, twenty-six African District Councils (ADC's) 

were created to replace the.LNC's "with powers and responsi

bilities similar to those possessed in European Local Authori-

The'bodies were corporate in powers, could..33ties in Kenya.

'30
Kenya Colony, African Affairs Department, Report on 

Native Affairs, 1927, (London: HMS), 1928), p. 3.

H. Fontaine, Local Government •’in Kenya; Its Or:^gins 
and Development, (Nairobi: Eagle Press, 1955), pp. 15-18.

32
Kenya-Colony, African Affairs Department,' Report on 

Native Affairs, 1939-1945, (London: HMSO, 1948), p_. 4.
'-.-33.. .

Kenya Government, Some Aspects of the Development of 
Kenya Government.Services for the Benefit of Africans from 1946
Onwards, (Nairobi; Government Printer, 1953), p. _.8.
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^ sue and be sued, raise loans, and exercise wide functions 

including those formerly held by the chiefs and headmen.

Subsequent amendments to the ADC's Ordinance gave power to

levy general and specific taxes, required submission of

written minutes of meetings, defined communal labor laws.

In' the nineteen-and permitted the ADC's to recruit labor.

fifties colonial authorities were of the opinion that the 

system had served its purpose of developing political maturity 

among Afric^s.

While not pre-meditated, colonial administration helped

weaken traditional society. 'The creation of administration
V •

which appointed "headmen", and "chiefs" were the executive'

arm'of goIonial rule- at the lowest levels constituted a

threat to traditional tribal councils. Chiefs symbolized an

alternative in decision-making. In the early years, the

choice of chiefs was made without reference to the deference

due the elders of the.tribe. This insensitive procedure was

a social irritant to Africans. The discovery that the

’ -34 
35‘

2
Ibid., pp. 8-9.
Mitchell, 0£. cit.. pp. '134-135, Also, Dilley, op. cit., 

p. 28, and for an excellent summary see John Middleton, "^enya:
' Administrative Changes in African Life, 1912-1945," in Har^w 

and Cliver, op. cit., pp. 333-392.
^^Eor a discussion of the work of the chieif, see Kasina 

Ndoo, Life Story of ^ Kenya Chief. (London: Evans Brot^^^ers,, • 
1958), passim. Also, H. E. Lambert, The Use of Indigenous 
Authorities in Tribal Administration. (Capetown: Capetown 
University , 1947), passim.
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indiscriminately appointed official was outside th,e opinion '

matrix of the tribe led to more careful selection of the 

respected members of tribal society. 

dicating colonial administration's impact on traditional life

A second factor in-

was the policy of appointing younger men to sit on the Local 

Native Councils and the African District Councils.^® Thirdly,

colonial authorities gave the local councils tasks which the

traditional elderhood would have been hardpressed to carry

out, since.

one of the more effective ways of breaking down ' 
self-contained parochialism when it persists"as -a 
barrier to nation-building is to ovep^helm the 
capacity, of local political systems to procure 
or to fedistribute the resources required to cope
with the -altered' situation.39

' The combination oi individual decision-making, reject. 

• ion pf traditional deference patterns and the creation of 

technical tasks beyond tribal capabilities made traditional

decision-making procedures non-competitive with the colonial

system and removed much of the inner logic for maintaining the

37
• Dilley, o£. cit., pp. 28-31, and A. St. J. J. Hannigan, 

What is* Local Government? A Study of Local Government in Kenya 
and England, (Nairobi: Eagle Press, 1948), p. 29.

38
Of the 103 members of the Kenya House of Representa^yes, 

1963, for whom biographical data was ayailable, 39 had ser-v^ 
with their local ADC, meaning 30% of the House had experience 
a-t ^ age when traditionally they would have been-top young for 
such service, the average of the House in 1963 was 35,2 years.

39
Fred G. Burke, "Local Governance in East Africa: A 

Functional Analysis," Occasional Paper, Eastern African Studies 
Program, Syracuse University, 1964, p. 5.

53-..

-.1
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It was not surpris-customary ritual surrounding that system, 

ihg that before many yeairs had passed, young Africans realized

their elders were unable to guarantee the security of the tribe. 

Though ritual age-classes continued, the cohesion of patterned 

orderly transfer of political power was greatly weakened.

It is important to recognize, however> that the defer- 

patterns did not pass out of existence when procedures 

Local government was a social institution.

ence

changed. Defer-

patterns have strong normative connotations, and respect

Elders are still th^ repOdi-

ence

for age still is basic in Kenya.

tories of the lore of various tribes, still guide the cere

monies that remain in use and still are. entitled to respect. 

Basically, the ‘‘cultural" preferences of the Africans have ' 

been detached from the social institutions of the tribe, and

sufficient time has not elapsed for the old preferences to pass 

out of existence. The persistence of the age-deference pattern 

is most notable in the person of Kenyatta himself who is a 

link to, the world of traditional African norms. His title of 

’‘Mzee,"^the old one, is descriptive of such deference and means 

more than old man.

'• »

Rather, it has the connotation of "he whose 

wisdom comes from broad experience gathered over many years.

40 ....*•
For this interpretation I am indebted to John C. Kamau,. 

■■ General Secretary of the Christian Council of Kenya. . ^ -
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The Force of the Christian Presence

Missionary efforts in Kenya were often frustrated by 

the refusal of the missionaries to attempt a reconciliation

Whileof Christian doctrine with tribal custom and belief.

seeking converts, the missions' condemned local practice,

■ suy^h as multiple marriages, ritual initiation of girls,

drinking Of alcohol and dancing-. Church opposition to polygy- 

noiis marriage struck at a basic feature of the extended family.

.gystem, nppnRition to female circumscision condemned ritual_

required of young women before they could be consic^red 

- marriageable. Criticism of drinking and dancing opposed 

primary forms of recreation and relaxation for the tribal 

CQWmunity. And accompanying these indictments of African 

conutiunal practices was the propagation of a faith designed to 

cast into doubt the belief in ancestral spirits, totems, and 

taboos. In combination, the missionary undermined many of the

the

basic beliefs and practices .which bound the extended family

unit together, and he failed to replace it with forms of wor-

sh,ip that- showed human charity for the non-believer.

African was confronted with intense denominationalism and a

The

confusing arre^y^of doctrinal imperatives, many of which were 

either destructive to the African sense of security, irrele

vant, misunderstood, or contradictory to the African ways,pf ,

life.
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The eventual response of the African, as he became

increasingly educated, was to search for his own synthesis in 

the creation of separatist and independent churches. The

formation of such churches is first recorded in reports of

' African Affairs in 1930, a year after the question of ending

female circumcision was politicized by mission protests to

the colonial government. In 1929 pressure was put on the

local Native Councils in Central Province to prohibit cliter-

idectomy, and the following year, five churche.s_di.s^s.sQglate-d..

themselves from the major mission groups and organized in

Kiambu district under such names as the African Orthodox
42

cfiurGh and the K-ikuyu Independent Pentecostal Church.

The outcome’of the controversy was the crystallization, of a 

number of sects with their own code of ethics and ritual.

,r-

■•41
For a study of the independent .phurches. in East Africa, 

see F, B. Welbourn, East African Rebels, (London: SCM Press, 
1961), part III, passim, and Roland Oliver, The Missionary 
Factor in East Africa, (London: Longmans and Green, 1952), 
passim. During the course of fieldwork, a close relation
ship was established with the African Brotherhood Church,
(ABC) an offshoot of the Anglicans in Ukambani. As indication 
of the magnitude of new church organization, the ABC has 
established its own bishopric, sisterhood, elderhood, and 
program for 'the training of clergy! Its operations were 
highly solvent and widely spread among the Kamba people.

^^Louisyg. Leakey, Mau Mau and Kikuyu, (London: Methuen, 
1952), pp. 8^0. and the Native Affairs department. Annual 
Report, 1930, (London: HMSO, 1931), p. 9. The text of the

"First land was taken from us and how they takeprotest ran,
our most sacred customs? -what will they take next?"

: -43
John Middleton, 0£. cit pp.. 362-383.

■'*. . . . . . . .
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Accompanying the growth of independent churches was

the African demand that the government provide schools to

overlap mission schools since it was nearly impossible to

obtain secular education. . Colonial authorities voiced fear

that independent schools would be built, and their fears 

were realized when Mbiyu Koinange returned from studying in

the United States and assumed leadership of the Kikuyu

Independent Uchools centered in the 'educational complex 

establiahed_at_Gi.thuHgagi-Y^------- ------------- -
-

The political significance of such action^ is summarized

in the remark of early nationalist,^ Bildad Kaggia, "I realized

while in England that we could never found a successful-

nationalist movement until the educated people were weaned 

away from the churches.Thus, the Christian presence

played the dual role of weakening the cohesiveness of the

family and invited criticisms from the Africans leading in

cipient political movements.'^® More positively, the churches

44
Mbiyu Koinange, The People of Kenya Speak for Them

selves, (Detroit: Kenya Publication Fund, 1955), passim., for 
a discussion of the problems of .collecting funds to run the 
schools. Also, John C. Kamau, loc. cit., who was born- at 
Githunguri and was circumcised there as a member Q^f^ the 
1935 age group.

45
Bildad Kaggia, personal interview with the author.

^^On the impact of Christianity, see J. e'. Goldthorpe, 
Outlines of Bast African Society, op. cit., pp. 210-211, the 
Chris'WOT Council of Kenya,’ Annual Report. 1964 (Nairobi;
The Christian Council, 1964), p. 24. and Kenya Government, 
Statistical Abstract, 1964, (Nairobi: Government Printer,
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did,provide education, both primary and secondary, until 

after World War II when the-government took a more active 

-role.47 interviev^s with members of the House of Representa

tives showed that, thirty-eight of forty had received.their' 

education at mission schools; where they reluctantly accepted 

the,imposed missionary teachings.4? in the latter role, the 

missionary contribution was an uncritical plus in terms of 

the colonial legacy for without missionary education, Kenya 

at independence would have suffered from shortages of personnel 

so necessary for the operation of^an efficient and effective ,

fn. :A6 contd. 1965).; p. 11. The l&62; iis4d 55% of
'the African population as Protestant or Gathplic, but the 
fample was based on total enumeration of urban areas and a .

; v M of rural areas "rated" up to the whole population.
The Christian- Gounci-1 estimated that the true figure was no 
more than io% down from'the 15% estimated by Goldthorpe in ,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■■ ■■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘

^-fn 1912 there were 40 mission schools in the country.
By 1930 there were 90 mission schools and 2000 out-schools, 
the latter meaning bush schools with "some tie' to a main 
center. At that time there were 85,000 children attending 
those schools, but the figure would have been much higher 
if the government had no.t in that year closed a number of the 
independent schools' in Kikuyu areas. See Middleton, o£. cit., 
p. 385. Before 1911 there were no records of African edu
cation. In 1911 the Government gave grants of land to the 
^missions wishing; to set up schools.
’ordinance laid down the rules governing, grants in aid to 
mission schools. Even in 1954, despite post-war changes,
87% of African children received education in missipg. schools. 
See Kenya Cplony, Education Department, Triennial Survey of 
Education, 1^8-1960, (Nairobi: Government Printer, I960),, p. 5.

W. Hoblev, Bantu Beliefs and Magic, (bondon: H. F. 
and G.Witherby, 1922), p. 35 and L.S.B. Leakey, Kenya: Gon- 
trasts and Problems, (London: Methuen.and Go., 1935),a-p. 60.
The twd'~hbn-missidnary educated interviewees were J. Tipis 
and A. K. Soi who were picked for Government school education 
because they, "appeared the right age," and the Government was 
interested in Upgrading the Masai and Kipsigis.-.

In 1924 the Education
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civil service. Furthermore, the early educational oppor

tunities meant that when overseas scholarships did become

available in the forties and fifties, there were qualified 

persons to accept them. As a result, twenty-one of the
•*

' thirty-nine members of the House.serving.as ministers and

assistant ministers in June of 1965 had formal education

49beyond the secondary level. The missionary influence is 

considered as one of initiation of socip-politioal change 

and a catalyst for the development of mature leadership needed

to help stabilize independent Kenya. • e-

The Pattern of European Settlement

The third-, feature of-tribal life, limited mobility, was 

weakened-by the economic changes ’wrought by the settlers. 

These changes were precipitated by the desire of the British

government that its colonies be self-sufficient. In East

Africa there was a commitment to maintain control of the

Uganda Protectorate guarding the headwaters of the Hile. At

and unanticipated cost, a railway was constructed across 

Kenya from Mombasa to Lake Victoria. This route was designed 

to guarantee supplies for the administrators of Uganda. The

49
Based on interviews, Marco Survey Ltd. (Nairobi,

Who's Who in East Africa. (Nairobi; East Africans-'Printers, 
1964), and the-newsfile of the East African Standard, Nairdbi.
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cost of the railway was deemed so great as to make nec-

■ essary the promotion of settlement along the line-of-rail

to provide revenue producing farms. With this policy

rationalizing the alienation of lands, settlers with the .

' support of the British government obtained control over 

vast tracts and gave small regard to the people they dis

placed from traditional if ill-defined holdings.^® Not until

1926 did the tribes of Kenya have a'legal right to their

Prior to that time, "encroachment might be effectedland.

by any Governor who could advance sufficiently plausible
t

excuses for it to elicit concurrence from a Secretary of 

State for the Golonies in London.
V

When the Foreign Office 

took over the protectorate, leases of as much as 20,000 acres

were renewed if given under the old British East African

Company charter. Forcible alienation of land was authorized

under the 1901-Order in Council and a 1902 Amendment eliminated

the earlier proviso against the alienation of land where the 

interests of Africans might be adversely affected, stating 

only,that land could not be taken where Africans were actually

50
Ross, 0£. cit 

cit.,
51. Leys, o£. cit.,

P-. 17. A summary of British lan'd policy 
nd'in Harlow and Chilver, 0£. cit., Vol. Ill,

282,P- P-
Goldthorpe, op. 
in Kenya is 
pp. 673-689.

51
Ross,. 0£. cit Also see R. K. Pankhurst, 

Kenya; The History of Two Nations, (London; Indepehdenl?' 
Publishing'Co., 1954), p. 30,

p. 48.
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resident. Under such regulations, the Elgeyo were forced 

■ off the Mau Escarpment in 1904-05 to make way for the Grogan 

Forest Concession. The Kamba were moved out of the Lukenia 

A 1904 agreemfnt with the Masai was abrogated 

and they were moved from the Laikipia. "Between 1905 and 1915, 

nearly 4.4 million acres of land were alienated.^2

Hills in.1907.

Self-

criticism by the British was voiced in 1925 but that did not 

prevent the Closgr Settlement Schemes of 1926 or the Indian

Civil Servants Scheme of 1933-36, though admittedly the size 

of the holdings was much reduced from earlier days^53

To make farming viable, a labor force was needed, 

the African was the candidate.

and

The rationale used by the 

settlers was utilitarian in nature while being justified in 

terms that would sooth Victorian conscience. Thus evolved '

the theory of "interpenetration" that stated how direct con

tact with the white was good because it providedrace a more

rapid advance in civilization than if the Africans- remained 

in the reserves. The means of bringing the African out of 

traditional lands were taxation, binding contracts and pro

hibitions against the growing by Africans of the valuable ■ 

cash-crop, Are^ca coffee, which would have, freed them of the

. 52
Pankhurst, ibid 

2jfa^ian Burea, o£. cit 
"^DilTey, ££. cit., p. 214.

pp. 28-33.,• $
pp. 7-10.• / ^ .

54

■W
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The British governmentneed to work on European farms.

assessment of the labor needsacquiesced in the settlors 

of the community, and public reports evidenced "resentment

For a tribe to be content withat tribal self-sufficiency.

its own produce was referred to almost as if it Was wicked. 

There was criticism of the system Of enforced labor but the 

system was not discontinued until 1926 when it was discovered 

■that the practice contravened the.Geneva Convention.

The importance of the system of getting cheap labor lay 

in the.numbers of Africans who were introduced to new ways of

1.56

acting and thinking. How many Africans were affected is

the Ormsby-Gore Report of 1925 stated-difficult to estimate.

there were approximate'ly 400‘,'000 able-bodied African men 

between the ages of fifteen and forty, 

hundred farmers had employed 87,000 Africans on their farms, 

or about 50 Africans per farm.58 Knowing that in 1905-.there 

600 settlers and cognizant of all the farming ventures 

that failed in the intervening nineteen years, it'is still

In 1924, seventeen

were

55
The taxation rate for 1912-1920 was 12 to 16 shillings 

a year which, represented a month''S wages, see Middleton, 0£. 
cit., p. 356. '

*-r^-

Ley|^0£. cit., p. 185. Also, Margery Perh™ and Elspeth 
Huxley, Ra^and Politics in Kenya, (London: Faber and Faber,

. 1.944), p. 77.
5^Gregory, 0£..£it

56

p. 29 and Muga Gicharu, Land and 
Sunshine: Scenes of Kenya Before Mau Mau, (London: L^rence 

r^and Wishart, 195,8), p. 58. For a review of labor laws/ see 
C. R. Buxton, The Exploitation of the Coloured Man,(London: 
The Anti-Slavery and Aborigines-Protection Society, 1925),

• t

-Hit.
^®Ross; 0£.' cit

PP
Chapter VI.• /
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reasonable to project an increase of fifty new farms a year 

over the period. Assuming a base labor force of 30,000 in

1905 and annual increases of 2500 per year, there was in'the 

period considered an aggregate pf over a million Africans ' 

employed on the farms. ' W^th even only a 25% yearly turnover 

rate. some 265,000 Africans or 10% of the total estimated

African population who had worked on the farms in the first 

two' decades of settlement.

Thus, in order to establish the new alien economy, the 

Europeans acquainted thousands of Africans with the ,^udimerfts ' 

of the technical/innovative culture of the West while
V'

tributing to personal African mobility that weakened 

questioning adherence to traditional ritual and increased 

the practice of behavior not tolerated in the traditional 

environment.

con

un-

59
Leys criticizes the idea that there were available 

400,000 men for work in the,farms. He felt that the figure 
was closer to half of that since men over 30 were not.useful. 
In addition to'men on the farms, the 1927 African Affairs 
Report listed 20,000, African men in Nairobi. Assuming the 
Nairobi figure-was only 13,000 three years earlier in 1924, 
it, means that the combined total of m,en outside their tra
ditional areas for some part of the year totalled 100,000 or 
25% o-f all those that,..could conceivably have been availrable 
even discountii^^Leys' beliefs.
in such a labor force, in 1948 in Nairobi there was 52% 
annual turnover. Assuming a rate of permancy of 75% which 
is generously high, one achieves an understanding 'of the 
tremendous number of Africans who had worked outside the 
reserves by,1924. .

As to the yearly turnover
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THE POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION OF THE AFRICAN

The penetration 

society served to
of colonialist influences 

make that
into tribal

society more amenable 

learning and behavior.®® 

were established along which 

To the African

to new
patterns of social

Lines of
communication

hew cultural
orientations could flow.

Was communicated
awareness of the threat 

The African could
to the old social 

see how alien belief •

order of the tribe.

systems, condemnation- 

imposition of
of traditional 

taxes, forced labor, 

ties with

customs, alienation of lands,

and replacement of traditional auth&ri-

Golonial appointees-
des^troying societal harmony 

attack on all that

were

and security, 

ful in traditional 

alien control

To combat that
Was meaning-

.grpups of Africans challenged 

a redress of grievances.

life, small

and demanded

To do this the Africans 

different from
learned from the Europeans skills 

previously used to maintainones
the tribal 

learning of those

The style of

in the European community 

First, it envisioned 

le perspective, giving the colony

Secondly, the European, .institutions

society; and the' environment for the le
skills

was the European dominated political system.

poli-tibal discourse developed within 

was important for 

in a countryljjq.de 

focus as

two reasons,
Kenya

a political
a nation-state.

'60
v''"' ' ■(Ca..brlaJ^^ ^ C»n«unlcatir,„
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. were an integrated whole for converting demands into policy.

Unlike the Native Affairs administration, European institutions

consisted of both input and output mechanisms.' Whereas Africans 

, were dependent on a Native Affairs Commissioner, Europeans 

employed a varie-ty of agencies to insure that their interests 

were heard by British authorities. The model for rule-making

was Westminister. Politics was played by English rules with 

reliance on parliamentary procedure, established law, and a

pragmatic-bargaining style in articulation of issues.

The basic organ of settler opinion was the Corfyention of

Association, a federation of a number of district associations

formed in 1910 -as a successor to the old Colonists Association. ■ 

The policy of the Convention was-the refusal to accept on any 

grounds that the government had a right to decide colonial

When dis-issues in a way prejudicial to settler interests.

agreement between settlers and the Colonial Office did 'arise, 

the settlers were convinced that their knowledge of the

"native problem" granted them a higher capacity for judgment. 

Is^O’La'ted as they were in the colony, their views were tightly 

reasoned and firmly held. The degree to which their opinions 

influenced the”^olonial Office at any given point in time 

was a barometric reading of -the settler community'fe attitude 

toward the "home" government. Pronouncements favorable'“to
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« the settlers heartened 

its ultimate goal of self

the community into believing 

-government was to be realized.

that

nnf,votsMe fron, London lowerod enthuoiann,

brought forth.streams

Throughout the first

and

of vituperative condemnation, 

two decades of political association.

the Europeans gained 

tion. “

a reputation for protest ard 

Influence on Commissioner Charles
remonstra-

Eliot resulted in the
granting-of land concessions without Foreign Office 

Settler outrage was in part responsible for 

of the colony as

concurrence".

the denial of parts

a homeland for the Zionists.®^ Eufbpeans,

over government restrictions on the practicesangered in 1908 - 

to be used in the 

Governor James Haues Sadler

th, L.lki,l. Which the settlers coveted '

for themselves.

e recruitment of African labor. bullied

unmereif-ully, saw the removal of

and resigned from the Legislative
Council in

1913 when elected representation was not 

By 1920, the Africans had been
granted on request.

exposed to more than a
decade' and a half of European politics.

In the years that
foflowed-, the Africans

developed their own political organi- 

continuing to learn from thezations while
European community.

K 61
a African Zion:
^ Jewish Colony in the
(New.York: New York 
dissertation.

- -
passim.

in.

of
The

passim.
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In the 1920's there was the
settler protest 

be paramount,

reached-a-point-where

over whether
African interests should 

so vehement that it
a protest that was

armed-rebel-lion. . .

actively considered by the 

In the 1930-s there 

financial structure

was
Convention of Associations'.

was demand for greater control of the

of the colony.

was a demand for ministerial
And in the 1940 s there

government, In the latter
demand, the settiers 

first African

were successful, but not before the 

was already sitting in the
Legislative Council.

jbe Politics of Subser,.--^».s,.- 

The earliest

1920-1940

recorded evidence that penetration of
African culture by European political 

communication links strong 

cipation in

norms had established

enough to permit African parti-

appeared in the early 

Kikuyu Association,

colonial political life
1920's. In 1920, 

largely of chiefs

the "moderate"
composed

and headme'n, 

surrounding expropriation of land.63
sought redress of issues 

A year later, the Young

consideration of labor
Kikuyu Association

was formed to demand 

The significancegrievances.
of such change was not lost on

observers even at that early date, 

of a Young Kikuyu Association
as is seen in 

meeting at Dagoretti

a d^cription

near
Nairobi in 1921 where 

9®'^®nce over their
young men in Western dress 

elders and demanded higher
took pre-

wages, gurantees
63 .

Middleton,- 0£. cit.. p.- 357.
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J
of African land titles, and more educational facilities.

There was in that meeting.

the genesis of revolution. Subjects putting
_ j;ueBtions^tp_^ to . Government; . questions-.which ought

to have remained unframeable. Government slightly 
resenting the challenge; unwilling to concede 
remedies too rapidly. .Assurances of early con
sideration and ultimate improvement. Just a tinge 

• of excuse by toe Government; even a counter charge.

The "unfathomable ill-feeling" sewn with the passage of the 

,,1913 Labo'r Circulars, nourished with the Masters and Servants

Ordinance and the "criminal" Kipandi (registration and identity

card) system, and matured by Africans having to "pay rents 

and taxes fof remaining in a state of captivity-on a fraction 

.of what was■at one time their own land," resulted in the new 

political .associations- in the colony,

' The Young Kikuyu Association, led and inspired by a 

government telephorie operator, Harry Thuku, expanded its

protests.into a general condemnation of European imposed

"slavery" with the,result'that Thuku and two others were

arrested and exiled to Kismayu. The African response was a

series of disturbances eventuating in police fire on crowds,
. 4 * ■

which killed.more than twenty Africans,®® The organization

64
Ross^ep. cit., p. 226.

®®.Parmenas Mockerie, ^ African Speaks for His People, . 
(London: Hogarth Press 1934), pp. 44-47, and 81. Also,
Gicaru, op. cit., pp. 16-17, 57-59, 60,,76.

®®Mockerie, ibid., p. 37 states that though-officially - 
^only 25 were killed, "leaders of the demonstration collected 
200 names of persons who received bullets and died in their 
homes, in addition to®^® were many who although,wounded, suffered 
permanent injury because they were afraid to go to hospitals to 
have btiTlfatn "
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itself, however, did not die and reformed under the banner 

■ of the Kikuyu Central Association, With early nationalists

Joseph Kangethe and Jesse Kariuki at the helm,, it demanded 

CL) Thuku's release, (2) African representation in the Legis

lative Council, (3) permission for Africans to grow Arabics

coffee, (4) publication of laws in Kikuyu, and (5) return of 

African land. By 1925, these aims were supported in a verna

cular newspaper under the editorship of Jomo Kehyatta.

Elsehwere in the colony, the twenties saw the birth of 

a Young Kavirondo Association in Nyanza which,in 1^3 bec&ne 

the Kavirondo Taxpayers and Welfare Association under the 

guiding hand of Archdeacon Owen.®^ This association, like, 

its Kikuyu counterpart, submitted testimony to the. Orinsby- 

Gore Commission of 1925 and the Hilton-Young Commission of

1927, and it also offered written submissions to the Joint

Outside the Bantu and Nilotic68Select Committee of 1931.

areas, agitation among the Nilo-Hamitics centered primarily 

around demands that colonial rule permit the preservation of, 

t.raditi'onal magico-religious authority figures and was only" 

nominally concerned about issues of modernization.^®

In the I-Stao's, the political development of Africans 

was largely over-looked in official reports on African affairs.

•• »

®^Wagner, o£. cit., pp. 34-39.

Colonial Office, African Affairs Department, Annual 
Report of Native Affairs 1927, (London: HMSO, 1928), p. 4.

■®®Middleton, op. cit

68

pp, 377ff.,• i
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African protest was dismissed as "serai-articulate agitation" 

among the Kikuyu; "probably inevitable among half-awakened

The fledgling nationalist movements were rather 

prosaically described as representative of "sturdy independ-

i

..70peoples.

ence," illustrating the "cumulative process of exposure to 

civilization. To prevent such "comtose agitation" from 

erupting into anything serious, the chiefs were told to be 

more diligent in their duties of countering "ill-informed 

political and anti-government propaganda in the ,,72reserves.

The government based its judgment of the compara-y.ve quiet ' 

in the thirties by contrasting the decade to the turbulence 

<3f the twenties. It also believed there was a.steady decline 

of the KCA due to a quarrel within the leadership, such as 

the split between Kangethe and Thuku who had returned from'

exile.73

The quiet was misleading, however, 

unheeded in those early days while around the European

and the warnings were

community, ..the raw material of sedition (was) present in 

abundance, grievances about labour and wages, and taxes and

70
Native Affairs, 1927, 0£. cit., p. 2.

71
Colonial Office, African Affairs Department, Annual 

Report on Native Affairs 1930. (London: HMSO, 1931), p. 4. 
72 .
Koinage, op. cit., passim, and Leakey, cit..

pp. 91-93.
73 - .,-
Colonial Office, African Affairs Department, Annual 

Report.on Native Affairs 1933, (London: HMSO, 1935), p. 6.

N iT,
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insecurity of land tenure, and tribal police and quaran-

■.74 Bitterly described bytine regulations and so forth.

Parmenas-Mockerie, "naked tyranny (was) covered from the 

world with the figleaf;, development and creation of a 

Christian democracy based on'the English way of lifei 

Africans were forced to witness the continued alienation

..75

of land for settlement schemes, legalized in legislation

Tike the Native^, Lands Trust Ordinance and its subsequent

amendments for which there was little redress. Even when

the Africans appealed to the Carter Land- Commission, govern- 

ment authorities failed to read meaning into the changing 

African attitudesThe Kavirondo Taxpayers and Welfare 

Association' split along ^Bantu and Nilotic lines resulting 

in the establishment of the North Kavirondo Taxpayers and ' 

Welfare Association.^^ In Ukambani and the Taita Hills, 

associatiohs allied to the KCA were formed, and all thre'e

groups were proscribed as- subversive in 1940 on a justifi

cation by the government that the imminent entry of Italian 

Somaliland into the second World War justified the action.78

... 74-
Koinage, o£. cit 

^^Mockerie, 0£. cit
25ff.pp.

71.P-,• i
76Perham and Huxley, 0£. cit
^^Wagner, 0£. cit,

78 -
Gicaru, o^.- cit',

pp. 42761.

pp. 77-78. 

p. 92.

• #

• /
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The nature of this early political activity demonstrated

how rapidly the Africans became aware that the Europeans were

not the final arbiters of policy. The basic control rested

in London, and it was to London that the Africans' made

representation. In the submission of testimony to the

various commissions and the sending of advocates of African

interests to London, the acceptance of Western legal and

In the formation of newa-jirocedural practices was evident, 

papers for the presentation of particular opinions was

manifested nontraditional skills in the manipulation of =■

symbols and attitudes.
. . . ■ " ■

articulate interests through, delegated representatives was
' • . ..

yet another departure from the consensualism and conservative 

ritual-Of the parochial tribal culture.

d?he formation of associations to

The Politics of Defiance, 1944-1956

The post-war years were an era when the European farmer

was shaken in all his preconceived notions and forced to 

concede demands which only a few years before he would have 

'entertained as nonsense. It was an era when the effectiveness 

of settler control over politics was weakened by a Qaionial 

Office that was less susceptible to the blandishments of 

the settler. The years after the war witnessed'unprecedented 

social upheaval in the. African community as the impact of
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Western culture brought tremendous social change among

, thousands of Kenya Africans. That mobilization of social

attitudes helped create a population more attentive to the

appeals of nationalism and served to differentiate more

sharply the desires of the African from the intransigent

social attitudes of the European.

The Magnitude of Social Change: Most characteristic

of the post-war 'i^eriod was the way in which structures for

social transformation first laid down by those archetypes

of change: .the settler, the missionary, and the adifrinistrator, 

were enlarged in number to form a comprehensive and inte

grated framework for the growth of a national social structure.-

TABLE '4:2 OBJECTIVE GROWTH STATISTICS IN KENYA, 1947-1960

Electricity 
Usage in 

Kilowatt' hours

Cement 
Consumption 

in tons .

Posts in 
Millions of 
Letters

Motor
Vehicles
Licensed

1947

1950 116,412

34,458,000 
75,833,000 

223,118,000 

1958 ■ ..174,il2 ' 301,145,000

31.2

42.0

20,215

35,408

1955' 192,319 73.8 56,861

66.7 73,358 

89,505 .1960 182,076 356,947,000 74.1

Source: Annual Reports and Kenya Statistical Abstracts
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In particular, this change is reflected in the expansion

of the wage-labor economy and trade union growth that gave 

evidence of an African minority community within the mass of 

African population that had absorbed the requisite skills to.

effectively champion the interests of the whole African

community by becoming competitive with the Europeans, 

importance of new skills is indicated by the fact that not 

■until' 1940 did the African p'rotest become effective, suggest-

The

ing that a critical stage or threshold had been reached - a

threshold created by the population density jji the reserves.

the growth of mobility of individuals and the movement into 

the-cities, the inflationary rises in living costs, the ex

pansion of demand schedules; and,‘most importantly, the 

presence of the minority with the capacity to initiate social ,

By the same token that "critical79 •and economic' protest.

mass." or population cluster within Kenya society had to remain

79
Chalmers Johnson, On RevoIntionairy Change, (Boston-' 

Little Brown and Co., 1966), Chapter V. Johnson develops a 
thesis that loss of authority by the ruler will not occur in 
society until th;e deviants in that society can influence the 

. rion-devian’ts or law abiding citizens. When the non-deviants 
or law abiders begin to question "the Iheongruence between 
reality and the stated values of the system, the authority of 
the rulers is brought into question. This is the essen-tial 
role of stimulation to a new realization of reality brought 
about by the political activists in Kenya.

" I
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strongly tied to the traditional culture in order that 

political protest would eventually be able to be widespread 

enough to be effective in the struggle against the colonial- 

government and the settlers.

Contrasting to the acceptance of new skills and senti

ments by Africans, the Europeans sought to preserve and en

hance their position on the basis of a balance between their

TABLE 4:2 TEADE UNION.-ACTIVITY IN THE WAGE LABOR ECONOMY, 1946-1959

Labor 
force 
in ‘000

Applications Registered 
to the Labor Unions/ 
JExchanges*. . Membership

Men
Disputes Striking/ 

. . .  ^Man days lost

1946 248

1947 ' 281

1951-

50,000 
■ '9,000 
-28,454. - **-12/-.-

***17/40,000 
25/25,960

2/-' 60 15000/165,000

9/- 80

■ 57 - / 9,671

9,597/ 5,718

17,852/ 81,870 
5,170/ 28,230 

21,395/. 59,096 

42,124/431,973

1952 438

1955

33,109 -

85,205 
91,500 ■

84

35
.1956 49-2 38
1958 93,300

82,122

4-2/30,000 
52y ****

96

1959 537 67

*The labor exchanges were originally established.for the 
purpose of finding employment for demobilized African 
soldiers. By 1948, the Demobilization and Re-absorption 
Board had been dissolved. On the average, 23 exchanges 

* were active yearly throughout the period.

**Represents 9 employees and 3 employer's unions.

***The membership represents only that of 13 employees
unions; African trade unions were affiliated to a Kenya 
Federation of. Registered Trade Unions Which'was in turn 
affiliated to the ICFTU.

****The Kenya Federation of Labor (KFL) sponsored the
formation of nine new unions'and concentrated efforts 
on agricultural workers for the first time. -Seven- 

unions were for other rages or multi-racial.
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minority dominance and African, subservience which has ceased

to be operative. In the post-war period they sought, "to

live a fantasy...obsessed by a memory which was of.no further

,.80 Continuing to talk in tetms of gradualuse to them.

development of the African for roles in government, they had

a supremely false confidence in the future.

Why indeed should we have doubted? For one 
' thing we were much too busy to have doubts. We 
were working twelve hours a day. . .at a minimum 
of six days a week, and probably five hours on 
Sundays as well,'and if we had time to sit down 
and read on a Sunday afternoon, our literature was 
almost certainly agricultural. . . . Moreover,^, 
all this time our enthusiasm was being reinforced 
by new settlers whose enthusiasm wa's equal to our 
own.®l

The Royal Commission investigated the colony in the fifties 

reiterated the obliviousness of such isolated viewpoints 

when it noted that Europeans had little time for the African 

and when pressed- would claim that African protests were un

justified,®^ Thus, in the post-war years, the Europeans were

80
Sir Philip Mitchell, African Afterthoughts. (London: 

Hutchinson and;Co. 1954), p.'lOl. Also see. Colonial Office, 
Royal' Commission Report, Report of the Royal Commission, 
1953-1955), pp. 194 and 380, J. F. Lipscomb, We Built a 
Country, (London: Faber and Faber, 1956), p. 106 
Huxley, Kenya Today,
C. T. Stoneham, Out of Barbarism, 
pp. 187-190.

Elspeth
(LondonV Butterworth Press, 1954)T~^'. 126, 

(London: Museum Press, 1955),

• /

■81
Lipscomb, op. cit

82
Royal Commission Report, op. cit

p. 107.

p. 380.
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witnesses to change among the Africans, indeed, they had

-helped precipitate it, but they failed to interpret its 

meaning and accommodate themselves to it.

The impact of■ The Achievement of Political Recognition: 

social change in Kenya colony did not of itself constitute

political change, but the result of social change provided 

a new environment in which the politics of African anti- 

colonialism cOuld° flourish. The prescription of tribal

associations in 1940 indicated that the "primitive" Africans 

had absorbed enough of Western skill techniques to Constitute

By"such absorption, thea threat to the European community,

■ .static dynamism, of enforced equilibrium was destroyed. The'

African developed newskills while the European was still

tethered to the pronouncements of the colonial Office,

Indeed, the settler position deteriorated in the post-war

period as a series of influences strengthened the African 

• 'Claims for political recognition.

Many of the external forces influencing change in Kenya 

• -9are well documented since they were the general pressures 

'—tlTat had impact on all or much of Africa.

»

The adventthe

Labour government in 1945 resulted in greater concern being

83expressed toward the colonies. While-the grantihg of wide

®^See John Parker's-. Labour Marches On, (New York: 
Penguin Books, 1947), passim, and Rita HLnden, Empire and 
After; A Study of British Imperial Attitudes, (London: 
Essential Books,.1949)V passim.
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ranging freedoms was not anticipated, Africans did have a

fairer hearing. Forcing the pace of change were the United

States, the Soviet Union, and the United Nations Trustee

ship Council. Internally, 75,000 Kenyans returned from 

military service with considerably changed views on what 

was obtainable in their society. 84 The forties saw the

growth of vernacular press which the colonial administration

continued to disnfiss as "semi-sophisticated ignorance" while

lamenting that Africans, suspicious of even the best-intentioned

efforts of the government, manifested an "increasee^disinclin

ation, to accept advice that is bred of .self-assurance induced 

by a lack of experience in world affairs."®^ Local association^

84
. Kenya Colony, Report on Native Affairs, 1939-1945,

(London: HMSO, 1948), p. 59, Also, personal interviews with the 
H6h, ipildad Kaggia, loo. cit., J. K. Tipis, loc. cit 
Hon. J. D. Kali. In all only 9 of 117 constituent Members of , 
the Kenya Parli^ent elected in 1963 served in the Kings African 
Rifles.

and the• f

85
Report on Native Affairs. 1939-1945■ Ibid.. p. 72. and 

“ -Annual'-reports -for 1946 to 1960. The expansion of the ver- 
nacular press was accompanied by a general expansion of all 
communication media. A centralized service for information 
was created in 1946. .Fourteen district newspapers later 
consolidated to eight regional papers were established. In 
1957 four vernacular monthly magazines had a combined monthly 
circulation of 136,000. Between 1947 and 1959, wirel^^ 
broadcast* hours increased 700% and public listening posts 
were established to reach a wider sector of the African pop
ulation.

I'l
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proliferated as centers for aggregation of African opinion. 

The Kenya African Study Union (KASU) was formed to advise

Eliud Mathu, who in 1944 was appointed the first sitting. .

African member of the Legislative Council.®®

It was not the intention of the aettlers, however, to

reclaim any of the legacy of mistrust extended to the Africans

over the previous four and a half decades of colonial rule. 

The European community, or substantial portions of it, still - 

continued to think its security could only be guaranteed in

Some even envisipned ^ Eastwhite-dominated self-rule.

African dominion under its leadership .as the responsibility

of "a democratic people with a highly developed sense of 

justice*' which would , assume the. decisive role in creating a 

"corttehted prosperous and progressive African community by

concentrating on the African’s mental,...moral, and material 

improvement.®^ But even as that plan was put forward, the

unity of the -community was beginning to crack under the

pressure of new ideas and its great strength of cohesiveness 

was-increasingly dissipated.

86
The Hon. Anderson Wamuthenya, an original member of 

KASU and now Member of Parliament for Mathira, personal inter
view with the author.

87
The Elector's Union, The Kenya Plan,- (Nairbbi: East 

African Standard, 1949), passim. :
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The settlers, however, were not dispos^id to give in

With pressures building up both within Kenya andeasily.

from England for expanded recognition of African interests.

the Europeans, a community that never equalled as much as 

cent of the total African population, employed aone per

full range of political and legal skills to pursue a highly 

successful policy of minority politics, giving ground only

grudgingly and ‘exacting concessions from England with every

While this retreat was underway, the Africansabandoned hope.

provided with opportunity to mature.not only^as national

ists but as responsible politicians who recognized that in

were

order to win concessions .from the competitive and inspired 

European minority, they as African leaders would have to be 

proficient at the craft of politics as their antagonists. 

To conclude the Africans would not have demanded their 

freedom so quickly had the European community been more 

flexible in its outlook would be only to infer a different

The granting of freedom to colonial 

'dependencies in Africa has followed a basic pattern with 

regard to the implementation of various constitutional pro- 

These have started with the introduction of un

official representation, expansion of that representation, 

creation of an executive council, transformation of tWe^

es

time sequence to events.

visions.
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executive council into a cabinet.responsible to the legis

lature, extension of the franchise, extension of more min

isterial posts to unqff^icials, settling.on final consti-. 

tutional instruments, final elections, and the grant of

independence. With flexibility dictated by particular

■ national situations and a fistful of differing time tables.

this is a summary of British rule in Africa from 1945 onwards.

In Kenya, the inflexibility of settler opinion guaranteed 

that the time sequence would be stretched out as long as
I.

possible so that other nations such as Ghana, Nigeria, Somalia, 

Tanzania, and Uganda would precede the country to independence.
,r

' The presence of Eliud Mathu in the Legislative Council 

■ was the beginning. Two years later, in February of 1946,

the' Kenya African Union (KAU) was founded with James Gichuru-

as president until Kenyatta returned from England and took

the post in September of that year. Seeking membership in

the-Legislative Council, Kenyatta was rebuffed,.though 

Mathu warned the Europeans that Africans would develop their

griev^ces separately if they were denied a hearing through

At the time of the European electipns 

the Legislative 

After the Colonial Secretary

88official channels.

'inin 1948, nominated African membership

Council was increased to four.

Griffiths visited the colony in 1951, the number soon grew

88_
- George Bennett, Kenya, A Political History; The

Colonial Period, (Londons Oxford Uniyersity Press.,, 1963), 
pp. 103-119. i
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to six, but the European conmiunity was hostile to such 

representation and remained antagonistic to both the ex

ternal and internal' press^fes^eing brought to bear on the 

colony and themselves in particular. There was still no 

direct franchise for Africans and the Europeans continued 

to hold parity with all other racial communities combined.

The slow pace of change and the unremitting European deter

mination to preserve its influence was intolerable to portions . 

of an increasingly embittered African community. In 1952, 

there occurred a bre^down in security, and the ensuing 

violence forced Governor Evelyn -Baring to decla're a state of 

emergency in which kenyatta and 97 others were immediately 

placed under arrest.

89

'The inspiration for the Mau Mau rebellion has been

It has been called a "tragicattributed to many sources, 

revulsion against the new and a reversion to the old" and

Dr. J. C. Carothers has characterized the movement as the

"development of an anxious cpnflictual situation in a people

from contact with an alien culture, had lost the support- •■who.

ive and constraining influences of their culture, yet had not

lost the magical modes of thinking.^ L.S.B. Leakey saw the

.89
G. F. Enghplm, "African Elections in Kenya*-March 

1957,“ in W. J. M. McKenzie and Kenneth Robinson, Five 
-Elections in Africa, (London: Oxford University Press, 1960), 
ppr 394-396 .'

C. Carothers, The Psychology of Mau Mau, (Nairobi: 
1954),'p. 15.
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movement as a religion to which it owed its success. For

the Kikuyu Africans, the rebellion is recalled as a revolt

sparked by a need for human dignify.

It is around this .fund.amental indignity, this 
degradation of human relations, this basic threat 
to security at th'e core of his personal (and 
therefore spiritual) being, that all the other 
grievances - whether real or imaginary - cling and 
foster til they issue in revolt.92

And, to the non-Kikuyu African:

Mau Mau was the child of economic and social 
problems which accumulated over the years and 
which had not found solutions through constitu
tional channels. They were all problems of die- 
crimination against Africans in different.forms.93

A,return to the old, a loss of cultural constraint, a

. religion, a revolt to achieve human dignity and a complex

socio-economic political problem - the Mau Mau rebellion

could,have been all those things to different observers.®^

What is most evident from the tragedy that was Mau Mau

was the response resulting from the blunting of the synchroni

zation of change that was occurring in much of British Africa.

In 1945, when the Manchester- Conference on Pan-Africanism had

• 91,
L. S. B. Leakey, Defeating Mdu Mau, (London: Methuen

and Co., 1954), p. 41. I92
Around Mount Kenya; Comment on the Corfield Report. 

(Kampala; Makerere College Kikuyu Eiribu and Meru Students 
Association, 1960), p. 16. ,

93
. . .  Tom Mboya, Freedom and After, (Boston; Little and

Brovm, 1963), p. 40.
. 94„ , ■

.

'Carl G. Rosberg and John Nottingham, The Myth of Mau 
(New York: Praeger, 1966), passim.Mauj
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gathered, Africans from all of English speaking Africa were

on more or less the same footing. By 1952, however, Kwame

Nkrumah.was a "prison graduate" come forth to be the Chief 

Minister of the Gold Coast's Legislative Assembly while •' 

Kenyatta was still a teacher at Githunguri. Kenya, one of 

the few African territories with an entrenched European

minority had interrupted the time sequence of development to 

the frustration? of burgeoning African political consciousness. 

Settler politics represented a vehement "no" to the working 

out of the self-liquidating principles that inspired post-war 

imperial policy. In 1952 the frustration among Africans 

caused by such a negative European response resulted in the 

temporary collapse of the system and of security..

The violence was organized on traditional lines employ

ing age-grade ties and ritual appeals__ similar to those found, 

throughout Kikuyu custom. Its proclaimed goals were those 

that had agitated the Africans for years: reclaiming of 

lands and ending of government restrictions leading to the 

. .-end^'of Eur6|iean‘contro.1.. In the integration of traditional
■n ■ - _ j;—.. ^

and modern orientations both with respect to ends and means,. 

the rebellion obtained an image of cultural duality reflect

ing norms found in both cultures.
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Attacked by a force of technical superiority, the

rebellion came apart under pressure so that by 1953 the

situation was in the control of the colonial government.

Contacts in the cities were cut off, supplies to the acti- 

vists in the forests dwindled, British regiments shuttled

back and forth to the colony, and the process of releasing

95 The storm subsided and wasthose interned was begun.
f- declared over in J5959, but it left the political landscape

Even before the violence

r

much changed from the early fifties.
L

ceased, investigations were calling for wider recru:y:ment of
■5-

Africans into the government, abolition of discriminatory
V

legislation and wider dissemination of information looking

A new constitutionto creation of a multi-racial society, 

was'promulgated in 1954 which created a council of ministers - 

as "the principal instrument in the government of the Colony;

S: ,

Further,with one African'among the six unofficial ministers.

a study was instituted which resulted in the introduction of 

a limited franchise for.some 360,000 Africans, becoming law 

in'March.of 1956.®® Referring to the catalytic effect of 

the Mau Mau rebellion, Tom Mboya has written that anyone must

[
,*•

r
r ■

95
Kenya Colony, Annual Reports, 1954-1957, passim., and 

Great Britain,. Colonial Office, Kenya: Proposals for a Re
construction of the Government, (London: HMSO, 1954'), pp, 4-14.

■ 9Aproposals, ibid.,~ passim., Kenya Colony," Report of the
Commissioner Appointed- to Inquire into Methods for the Select
ion of African Representatiyes to the Legislatjye Council, 
(Nairobi: Goyernment Printer, 1955), pp. 34-38 and Engholm, 
op. cit., pp. 466-407. ■ • • -
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be led to believe "that had it not been for Man Mau, perhaps

these changes would never have taken place, at any rate, they
,,97

would never have come as quickly as they did.

The' Politics of Victory,. 1957-1963

- , Political activity in the colony between 1957 and the

granting of independence in 1963 constituted the ingredients 

, of the African success story. The ultimate outcome was never 

in doubt since by the time of the first direct elections of 

Africans to the Legislature, Ghana had already been an independv 

ent nation for, two jiidnths. The catalogue of - events'occurring 

during those seven years, however, provide a commentary on 

the increasing political sophistication of African politicians 

they manipulated th'e same political instruments which theas

settlers bad once used to badger the Colonial Office and the

government in London. Twelve years of political tutelage.

starting in 1944 had brought-the Africans to a point where they

could effectively compete with the Europeans. Then, from 1957

onwards, Africans increasingly dominated political issues as

the Europeans fought what can best be described as a magnificent

rear ,guard„action .in favor of a los^^iause.

97
Mboya, op. cit., pp. 44.
It should be noted that the Mboya book, serves as a 

pafticuTafly valuable memoir of, a crucial period in Kenya., 
history. Th-e requirement for field wprk stems from the fact 
that other memoirs similar to the Mboya book are not avaddable 
and the only source of information is contact with the l^ders

98

themselves
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With regard to the Africans, they began to realize that
f-

they had made great gains toward their goal of national inde

pendence by demanding representation, franchise, ministerial 

posts and in the process had been forced to accept the polit

ical belief system of British culture as distinct from and

The-in addition to the political beliefs Of tribal culture.

time factor created by slowness of colonial withdrawal resulted 

in an ever-broadening penetration of this alien political

belief system into the remote areas of the country.

The proposed franchise was a reality in May 1^51 when 37 

candidates stood for eight seats- Restrictions on political 

activity were eased in order to allow the candidates to make

their case to the constituencies before electorates largely . .

unversed in the procedural aspects of Western democracy.

Refusing to consider the granting of the franchise as a

victory, however, newly elected African Members of the

Legislative Council demanded seven more seats. Following

. a visit by the Colonial Secretary Lennox-Boyd to the colony 

- ib 1957, "siJt more seatk were and filled in March of

1958. Following those elections, Oginga Odinga began preach-

' ing for the release of Kenyatta from detention where the KAU

In December of 1.958, Africanpresident had been since 1953.

99
pp. 412-413, 423, 426-428.Engholm, op. cit • #
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member-s boycotted the Legislative Council until new con- 

^stitutional talks should be called. These were finally con

vened after the 1959 Conservative victory in the British

parliamentary elections.* Called to order at Lancaster House

under the chairmanship of Colonial Secretary Ian McLeod during

■January and February of 1960, the talks resulted in agreement

on an elected African majority for the Legislative Council

with half of eight unofficial ministerial posts reserved for' 

100Africans. Thus, the future of Kenya was determined though 

it required nearly another four years to determin# the dis

pensations to be made regarding Europeans who could not abide

the prospect of living in, an African ruled country.

The adoption'Af- 'a political belief system along with

the broader socio/cultural norms of Western society was evident 

■ in the political history of those final years of colonial rule;
. -r

most notably it was revealed by the emergence of a competitive 

two-party system that shaped the political life until the 

granting of independence.

representing the amalgamation of a number of small district 

organizations, the two parties, the/Kenya African National

Formed on a national basis and

1'
100

p. 121, also Carl G. Rosberg and 
George Bennett, The Kenyatta Election. Kenya. 1960.r-1961. (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1961), passim, and Colonial Office, 
Report of the Kenya Constitutional Conference, 1960, (iondori: 
HMSO, I960), passim.

Mboya, opi cit.* *
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Union (KANU) and the Kenya African Democratic Union (KADU)

represented in their organizational strength and policy

commitments the interrelation of both parts of Kenya's

"mixed" political culture articulated through "democratic"

norms.

The growth of the two parties resulted from an early

dissolution of the cohesiveness that had won the victories of

Lancaster House. ‘°in the spring of 1960 the ban on country

wide parties, imposed since the Mau Mau rebellion, was lifted 

and the Kiambu meetings were held which created KANT^. James 

Gichuru became president, ready to step-down when Kenyatta 

should be released from prison. Oginga Odinga was elected • 

Vice President and TomMboya was Secretary General. To dissi

dents, the party represented a Kikuyu-Luo alliance of the 

country's two largest tribes bent on nat-ional domination.

and in June these dissidents^coalesced under the leadership 

of Ronald Ngala to form the Kenya Africa Democratic Union

(KADU)' composed primarily of coastal Bantu tribes, Nilo- 

Hafnit'es 'and' Luhya.

Thus divided, the country faced i^e general election of 

1961 in which KANU won a majority of the seats but refused to

form a government because of a campaign pledge of"rton-cooper- 

atipn until Kenyatta should be freed. A minority KADU
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government assumed responsibility for four months until 

Kenyatta was released in August of 1961, after which a 

coalition government was created. The uneasy alliance was

maintained amidst bitter recrimination between KANU and KADU 

through twenty-one months until the election of May, 1963

which was the last appeal to the electorate before the graht-

101ing of self-government and independence.

At the constitutional conference in-early 1962, KANU

opted for a strong central government while KADU espoused 

the principle of majimbo, or decentralization of magor 

governmental powers to the several provinces,This issue 

of majimbb begame the besic policy difference between the

partiesi KANU was the more modern of the two. Its. program 

of fiscally sound concentration of government at the center,' 

a program of national welfare, and an internationalist 

association all supported the image of a dynamic, progressive.

nationalist party aware of the real obligations that must be 

accepted in service to the nation over more parochial interests.
103

101'
- = —--The-best-discussion of the election is to be found in
Bennett and Rosberg, 0£. cit., passim;

Colonial Office, Report of -thj^ Kenya Constitutional 
Conference, 1962, (London: HMSO, 1962), passim.

For a discussion of the election see Clyde Sanger 
and John Nottingham, "The Kenya General Election, '1963" in 
the Journal of Modern African Studies, Vol. II, No. 1, March , 
1964, pp. 15-16 and the KANU manifesto. What ^ KANU Govern
ment. Offers You, (Nairobi; KANU, 1963), passim.

..... '.V.—.
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By contrast, KADU presented an image of rural parochialism 

as it campaigned on a policy supporting fragmentation of 

government to allay tribal fears of Kikuyu-Luo domination. 

KADU lacked the financial resources of KANU, failed to pro

duce a broad ranging party program, was unsure of what powers

it wanted delegated'to the regions, and was wary of extra-

104 Most aptly described, the 1963 

election brought the confrontation between a more sophis

ticated KANU and a KADU which still had extremely strong

national associations.

parochial orientations and a lack of the requisite skills to 

successfully-compete against a more politically adept antagon

ist. ... • ■

Six monbJiSjiprior to the election there had been serious 

question as to whether KANU would be able to win a majority 

Disputes within the party caused Paul Ngei to 

leave KANU and form the African People's Party (APP) which 

made efforts to establish a national base but in the end was

of the poll.

confined almost exclusively to the Kamba tribe for support,

?w£nni‘ng-eight of-nine. electoral seats from KANU in the

Ukamba^ regionNgei's APP formed an alliance with KADU 

and agreed not to contest seats where KADU candidates had 

filed. Realizing in December of 1962 that it confronted a

104
Sanger'and Nottingham, o£. cit passim.• t
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vigorous campaign which resulted in winning slightly less

than 54% of the total vote of 1.8 million and 72 of 112 con-

105tested seats.

THE COLONIAL LEGACY IN KENYA'POLITICS

When internal .self-rule was granted to Kenya after the

1963 elections, the country was far better prepared for African

control ,than would have been the case if independence had been 

suddenly thrust'^upon the country when Ghana was granted its 

freedom in 1957, Much of the basis for such preparation lay 

in the legacy of colonialism-bequeathed in its characteristic 

styleb““^of^ actibn“and IrTstithtions. Prom a review 

. of the- forms and procedures of colonial rule, three dis-tin'ct 

elemeii-ts. can be identified as having made a significant con- “ 

tribution to order and stability in the post-independence 

period. Although other colonies may have had the same

- - attitud'es.

features, the Kenya case ig unique because of the thorough

ness that marked the inculcation of those factors into the

Kenya system.. The three factors were not introduced as an

-afterthought"in'"the last stages of colonial rule.

Kenya history for six decades, they thereby became a. part

A part of

of the national, system", ingrained into the political environ-

ment. The result.of such intensive inculcation bt those

105
' • ibid.
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TABLE 4:4 EUROPEAN CULTURE NORMS GIVING POSITIVE SUPPORT TO 
■ THE KENYATTA GOVERNMENT, 1963-1965

- A.. A Consistent African Perspective on European 
Paramountcy.

B,.....A Form of Pragmatic Activity Characterized 
. . as-Secular, Pragmatic and Rational and

Employing Skills Usually Associated with 
Western Political Practice-; ’ , ■

C, A "National“ Set of Institutions for the 
Procedural Conversion of Demands into Policy.

. •

features was the contribution of a unified political system

where culture, and structure became identifiably congruent or
■ , ■ . . , ■■ . - ' _ . . . . . . . , ‘

"synchronized" under African control. The figidity of the

Europeans who'forced Africans to, contest for their freedom

using skills of the European Ctrlture strengthened, the . . . .

•• V -■

operationar viability of.the national system and enhanced ^ 

the means -for holding structure and culture in harmonious 

relationship against the potentially fragmenting force of 

tribal parochialism.. "

A Consistent African Perspective on European Paramountcy

-i --~lT-he-homogeneity-of-European culture created an image of 

the colonial ruler that suffered a minimal amount of distortion.

The colonial administrator and the settler were frankly elitist

in their attitudes concerning themselves in-relation to the

i!
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African population. The proclamations of European religious 

beliefs as a superior religious dogma supported those elite

attitudes. The individual European might have been benign or
»»

malevolent, paternal or abusive,. benevolent or persecutory, •'

Whateyer might have been feltbut he was not equaiitarian.

for the African by the most sensitive spirits, there was in 

the European community, .little to intimate a belief in the need

for equity among ail the races of.the colony. The European

was the privileged member of the society and the African was

the pawn of prevailing standard of social justice.

The consistency of European attitude^ toward the African 

produced a unified image of the European and European para-

mountcy in the eyea of the African,. . A man might feel, many 

emotions toward his master, but affection was not one of them.

Respect, tolerance, or patience might be p.art of that relation

ship, but not love. The refusal of Europeans to change their

attitudes even after World War II mean the African's image of

his rulers remained intact down to the last days of colonial

ism.r .The ,values.of such an image are shown in the fact that

separation of the ruler and ruled prevented the African from ■

ever deserting his own tradition. No matter how educated.

how wise, how perceptive a man became, he was still..an African.

He was,not going to be an evolue. He was not going to merige
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into European society. No matter how brilliant his intellect, 

how keen his insight, or how sound his judgment, he was still 

separated from the alien culture by bars of prejudice and 

forced to recognize that.he, remained an African whether in ' 

the "bush" or in the city. When he learned new political 

skills, they became skills to be employed in the service of

his people, and not techniques to gain entry to the alien 

environment, When.canti-colonialism grew i-n intensity, those 

new skills became the instruments for prying out colonial 

rule rather than the tools to help colonial authorities con

tinue political dominance. The sharpness of the negative 

image of those rulers helped sustain the anti-colonialist

struggle. Thus, the object of African disfavor and rep

resenting a social perspective- that resented Africans, the

Europeans, forced a long drawn out ^ti-colonialist struggle, 

never admitting Africans to the precincts of equity and never
a

accepting the belief that supposedly inferior races had 

learned rapidly and well the skills of political manipulation.

Political Activity Characterized as Secular, Pragmatic and
Rational, and Employing Skills Usually Associated with Western
Political Practice.

While Africans were denied social integration, they were

not excluded from learning the beliefs and values that governed
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the activities of European society. In increasing numbers.

Africans were exposed to a style of government in which

decisions based on secular rationality were made by indi

viduals rather than by councils that appealed to magico- 

religious criteria. These Africans.had contact with a world 

'that accepted little as absolute and inviolable. No belief 

' was sacred to the degree that compromise was impossible.

When'the time arriypd for Africans to play.a role in political 

life at the national level, they too adopted the style of 

action used by their colonial rulers. The series of compro

mises hammered'but with the Colonial Office from 1957 onwards 

' showed a new style of political discourse, a more pragmatic 

and flexible approach that eventuated in the achievement of 

all desired goals - African rule and national independence,

■ The country’s leaders had achieved a secularity of orientation 

that outweighed more narrow emotions when making decisions. 

They had absorbed what the Europeans had offered over so many

r
-I:;

-

■/ ':
. ^

. •
years and had agreed to operate on the basis of European

The example was provided by- standards -of political life, 

the settler community in which that enclave used every con- , pi
f ^ceivable form to articulate its interests.

The articulation of issues can be accomplished using a

These include: demonstrat:^ons; - ,11

I

variety of channels of access.
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petitions, violence, personal contacts, or formal insti-

-tutional channels like the mass media. As to styles of

interest articulation, it may be manifest or latent, specific

or diffuse, general' or particular, instrumental or affective.

The Europeans used every one o£ these in providing examples
' i?.-'

• ■ for the Africans to follow.

The demonstrative boisterousness of European politics 

is'perhaps one of the most recognized ch.aracteristics. 

marching on the governor's residence, humiliation of governors 

in public, the demand that governors meet biennially with the . 

Convention of Associations, the, protest over piroposed Zionist
V

.settlement, aiiiS the resignation from the Legislative Council 

when demands -wejre not met’'■ 

demonstrative quality of European politics.

violence over the "native paramountcy" question showed how men
*»•

used to living under law were willing to abandon it,
* a

elite or.personal connections, no community ever made better 

use of personal ties to the Colonial Office or the British

The .

all those actions showed the

The threatened >

As to

-——-—.J’arli^ent-,—.The-nature-of- British- society as the upper -levels 

, constituted an interlocking elite bound by family, school and

university associations. Finally,, the settlers sought to use 

the East African Standard and the Convention of Associations

as their forum for voicing demands.
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Styles of interest articulation were equally varied.

' Manifest displeasure and outspokenness tended to prevail

. over latent discontent. Demands were both specific and

diffuse, at timep. voicing only the general desire for greater 

control of the colony while at others designating specific 

' ■ goals such as elected representation, parity with other races,^ 

precise definition Of.land policy, and representation on the 

Executive Council. The threats* that accompanied such demands-

were sometimes merely vituperative commentary on the colonial

authorities or direct pressure through the design^ion of

specific actions that would be-taken if demands were not met.

The constant use of those skills for the manipulation, 

of interests', the use of boycott^ petition, protest, debate,-: 

condemnation, editorial critique, definition of specific 

grievance, threat of armed rebellion, and enlistment of

parliamentary support in Britain - all those techniques were

copied by the Africans and-used before independence was granted.

National Institutions for the Procedural Conversion of Demands
into ,Policv:i.i /

Of all the elements of the colonial legacy, none is of

greater importance than the national political role structure 

created by the Europeans. The establishment of interest
B
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groups such as the Convention of Associations provided 

models for later African political organization, 

development of new nations is hindered by the radical im-

The

balance between lack of interest groups and expansive

Colonial regimes throughoutgovernment bureaucracies.

Africa built up administrative frameworks for implementing

laws or policies but discouraged the establishment of

political parties-.until the last stages of colonial rule.

There, the input sectorIn Kenya/ such was not the case,

of the political system was more fully formed by European
"»>

Europeans articulated their interests in .aactivities.

The colonial government wasmost sophisticated fashion.

'obligated to be responsive to those groups who fully under

stood the rights of Englishmen as more than a remote concept.- 

The institutions created by colonial rule also included 

mechanisms for procedural resolution of demands once the 

specific demand had been brought to the attention of the 

The Legislative Council was not an after- 

thpught:-backed bn to the' colonial system after World War II; 

it was an operational fact for forty years before the end of 

It was a center for debate and decision-making,

Its procedures were well established, and during the eighteen 

years before independence when more and more Africans toc^k

government.

the war.
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their places in the Legislative Council Chamber, they 

absorbed both the procedural skills and the understanding

of Western parliaments as appropriate rule-ymaking bodies.

interestThe two parts of the colonial structure - 

groups and government Institutions - were bound together by 

■ a consistent of values which accepted such institutions as 

The values of European society were dominatedlegitimate.

by 'a belief in individual freedom and prpcedural legal 

guarantees to insure that freedom was preserved. Unlike

other colonies, Kenya had the political structure t^ give

Rule of law.operational viability to snch sentiments, 

self-determinatioh of peoples, universal manhood suffrage

The struggle for self government 

elected representation in the Legislative Council and demand- 

■for consistent policy all enlivened abstract principles to

wefe not empty phrases.
. -

the point where'their meaning could be understood by a ne-W
a- ,

African elite anxious to present their own grievances to the

This integration of

-'n

controlling authority in the colony.

Values' and structure gave the national political system a

a harmony or a sense of synchronization of partscongruence,

which has been denied other former colonies because their

structures were incomplete.

f. ...



CHAPTER FIVE:

THE KENYA POLITICIAN

The period of.colonial fule has meaning in the post

independence period only if the experiences generated by

European control had manifest impact on those responsible 

for governing Kenya after the grant of sovereignty, 

available evidence shows that the European impact was sig~ .

Each of the politicians elected to the Parliament 

in May of 1963 had passed through the period of, intense.

The

nificant.

socialization to new political perspectives that followed 

World War 11. Their life.histories were a voluminous

commentary on the weakening of tribal ties, the development 

of new modes of individual behavior, and the .acquisition of 

new political skills. These men, one-hundred and fifty-one

in number, were successful in their appeal to the electorate 

and entered the House of Representatives and the Senate 

charged with governing the new state of Kenya.^

. success in" politics depended on their abilities to associate

Their

themselves with- the cultural perspectives of their constit

uents while exeit^^^ng certain acquired political skills.

^Pive House seats .and two Senate seats were unfilled in 
May of 1963 because the people of the Northeastern Province, 
boycotted the■elections. Elected were 112 Representatives 
and 39 Senators.

.,.-4
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It is most apparent that they were men of two worlds. None 

'of the elected parliamentarians were exclusively raised and 

nurtured in a European environment, and if the demands of

the Europeanized society became embarrassing or uncomfortable.

that alien world could be deserted for the more relaxing and

familiar cosmos of the tribal environment. Eyery one of

those politicians were men who.had adopted the pattern of

norms, beliefs, habits and modes of action in .Western, mores,

order to comtjete successfully in a new environment that

But no man„was bound to that^orId.

Bach politician knew how to let go his Western styles of 

living by the uttering of a phrase or a small action that 

could be pregnant with every nuance traditional tribal culture 

could impart to it.

colonialism created.

The conclusions about Kenya' politicians are based- on a 

survey of forty members of the House of Representatives. 

-Supplementary information was collected'on sixty-three more

members of the House, providing data on 101 of 112 constit

uency* -elected’ mertibers and 2 of the 12 national members elected

Three of the constituent seats. ’from the House membership, 

were filled by Asians, meaning data was available on 101 of 

the 109 Africans elected to the House as constituent members.^

. information on the members of the Housfe-of
Repfesentatives was collected from three sources: The East 
African Standard Newsfile, Ronald Segal’s Political Africa 
(New York: Praeger, 1961)_ and Marco Surveys Ltd.. Who's Who 
in East Africa, (Nairobi: East African Press, 1965).
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The sample of House Members was random but resulted in 

ah acceptable level of tribal, geographical and status (i.e. 

ministers, assistant ministers and backbenchers) distribution. 

Included in the sample were,seven ministers, eleven assistant 

ministers and twenty-two backbenchers, representing every

province except the Northeastern and ten of Kenya's fourteen 

Distortion of the sample did occur in thelargest tribes.

TABLE 5:1 PROVINCIAL AND NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
INTERVIEW SAMPLE

2 'of 12 
2 of 12

5 of 13 Coast
National 

4 of 7 Northeastern 0 of 5

Nyanza 10 of 20 Western 
Eastern 6 of 21 Rift Valley 5 of 24 
Central 6 of 15 - ■ Nairobi

over-repr.esentatibn of the Nairobi constituencies and the 

imbalance between Bantu-(31), Nilotic (5) and Nilo-Hamitic

This is partially the"result of the(4) interviewees.^

intention to include as many' ministers and assistant ministers 

as possible in order to satisfy another research aim of achiev

ing a more complete understanding of how decisions were arrived
• ‘ ' ' ■ .... ■ ■ '

at within'W . ■
s ■

^The Bantu;Nilo Hamitic: Nilotic ratio in Kenya- is 
approximately 4:1:1, based on the 1962 census, Kenya Govern
ment, Statistical Abstract, 1964 (Nairobi: Government 
Printer, 1965), p. 10. VI
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TABLE 5:2 DISTRIBUTION OF INTERVIEW SAMPLE WITH REGARD TO 
TRIBAL SIZESrf -3

Number of
Tribes Ranked According to Size* Interviewees

1. Kikuyu'....
2. Luo. . . .
3. Luhyg.....
4. Kamba.....

■ 5. Kisii.....
6. Meru. . . .
7. Mijikenda.
8. Kipsigis..
9. Turkana...

10. Nandi. . .
11. Masai. . .
12. Ogaden....
13. Tugen......
14. Elgeyo....
15. All Others

...ten 

...five 

...six

...three 

...five 

...three

..1,642,065. . .

..1,148,335...

..1,086,409...
- - 933,219.". .
....538,343...
.. . .439,921.... 
....414,887...
.. . '.341,771.. .
... .181,381,.. .
.. . .170,085...
. .. .154,079...
. . . .121,645.. .
.. . .109,691...
. . . .100,871... 
_ _ 983,234...

one. V

one
one

•<»
one

.*■

..two Erabu, one 
Taita, one 
Taveta.

*Statistical Abstract, 1964, op. cjt p. 10.

The choice of the House of Representatives as the source 

of the interview sample was determined by four considerations.

These were as follows:

Overlapping of Party and House of Representative Member

ship:. Ind^penderice meant that men previously engaged in the 

politics of opposition to the colonial regime became respon- ■

sible for the conduct of the affairs of state. Filling of

the ministerial roles was accomplished by taking mei\^ from the

top leadership positions in Kenyatta's Kenya African Natioijial

. -Vv:' ^
SP5
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Union (KANU). The interviewing of men intimately bound up 

with the duties of government and policy-making as well as 

performing the role of party leader provided data on the 

difficulties of making the transition from minority politi

cian to government leader.

TABLE 5:3" GOVERNMENT POSITIONS PILLED BY KANU LEADERSHIP, 
MAY 1963

Government,.KANU

Prime Minister 
Minister of Home Affairs 

General Secretary Minister for Justice and
Constitutional Affairs 

Treasurer Minister of State ^
Executive Officer’ Assistant Minister of

. Finance
Past President Minister''of Finance

Pre^sident
Vice-President

.Jomo Kdnyatta 
Oginga Odinga 
Tom Mboya

Joseph Murumbi 
Mwai Kibaki

James Gichuru

The House of Representatives as a Rule Maker: The actual

inile making (as well as rule legitimizing power) was to a con- , 

-siderable-degree resident in the House of Representatives. 

Cabinet decisions were debated at length and resolved 'in the

House while the Senate played a secondary role. All House

members interviewed agreed that election as a Senator was 

considerably less :prestigious tfian being a representative in 

-the House,, since the Senate had the duties usually associated 

with Parliamentary upper houses, primarily powers of legis

lative delay.

j?-
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The House of ReDre.qani-.;:>-H-.^e
as a Population Sample;

The House Membership 

the major tribal groupings in 

seats were allocated 

districts restricted from

was made up of representatives from all

the country since constituency 

on a population basis with electoral : 

crossirig tribal lines.

The House of Representati..»o 

Between Government and thp 

of the members linked the 

politics, the modern and 

societies, raised in tribal

Members Provided a T.inV

Constituency: The daily activities 

national and the' local spheres of

the tribal. Born in small scale

environments and represe^ing

those environments in Parliament,' 

crossing and recrossing the dividing 

areas and tiie more modern capital 

mediaries transmitting national 

channeling local interests 

the members

the members were constantly
■)

line between the rural .

■ The members were inter-' 

aims to the local levels and

to the top. In the latter role, 

particularly important since they couldwere

attach cultural nuance to the information they 

Both as
were called

upon to transmit.
an object for observation and a

means for gaining access to the 

members were
constituencies, the House

unusually well-suited.

early years: LEARNING

The present generation 

already being changed by colonial

AND LABORING

of leaders was born into a world

rule. They never experienced
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a pre—colonial era, and their whole existence has been one

In listening to eachof confrontation with Western culture, 

man's history of his early years one sees the ways 

solidarity was weakened by the incursions of colonial rule. 

All representatives interviewed originally came from' rural 

Their biographies provided ample evidence of how 

individual mobility increased, of increasingly secular house

holds where the father was a government employee rather than 

a traditional farmer and of increased association with 

customs divergent from those of the tribe ahd the linkage.

that tribal

■ areas.

Nevertheless, the future parliamentarians-'were instructed 

in. the lore of the tribe, had been herd boys, and had been

ritually initiated amidst all the proper ceremony. ‘Every

"Maina. The' Kalen j inKikuyu knew whether he was "Mwangi" or 

could recount in detail the experiences of- initiation. The

mere absence of a man's incisor, teeth was enough to show 

Luo he had been properly initiated.^ 

they were exposed to those old ways, these men were beginning

But even asthat as a

*' 4
to the ‘right and left hand 

-division-of circumcision groups whereby Kikuyu age-grades 
were divided. ^ ■

^As indicated in Chapter II, the Luo do not have group 
initiations, but the lower incisor teeth of a youth., are re- 

' moved, signifying the beginning of young adulthood.

This distinction refers
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to experience new cultural innovations that one day brought

■ them to the floor of the House Chamber.

Adolescence was marked by opportunities for advance in

the’ world. For nearly all,_ there was a mission school where

the rudiments of education could be obtained. Those schools

were often attended with great difficulty and the interviewees 

told incidents of walking ten and twelve miles to school or 

of being forced tq«withdraw when even the.dozen shillings 

required for a year's schooling were.not available.® The mere

size of African families meant all the children coul^ not be
' ■ ■»'

educated. Of those interviewees-coming from monogamous house-

holds, the average nximber of brothers and sisters was six.

In poiygynous households, the number was greater, with three 

of the interviewees having more than thirty brothers and

When money was available, parents were not always 

convinced that education of their young sons was the best

sisters.

investment. National member-Thomas Malinda's father looked

upon another wife as a better use of his money than his son's 

education.^ If an interviewee's father had a_p.Qsdtion_ with^ 

the government, there seemed a better chance of getting an .

education because the value of schooling was more clearly

6
Interviews with Abraham Gacciatta, Makone Omtodse, 

Samuel Omweri and Edward Khasakhala.
^Interview with Thomas Malinda.t, '
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understood. 

headman, judge,

interviewees raised in families where the father 

farmer were forced td' labor much harder to

Such government positions might
include chief.

court interpreter or policeman.® Those

was a peasant

get to a school
The opportunity for achogiing.introduced 

" element into the life

placed on individual achievement, 

posure to the

a whole new

of Kenya's future leaders. Value was-

Schooling permitted ex- 

com^gtitive life of the 'Eurppean. Diligent

study was rewarded by the
passing of the required examinations, 

could lead toHard work and sacrifice
a coveted place in one-0

table 5:4 educational background
OF THp KENYA HOUSE OF OF ONE HUNDRED THREE MEMBERS 

representatives, 1963
Primary Education
Hrima^: Education through standard -Vlli 
Secondary Education 

; SpecialTVoeational Courses in Kenya 
Teacher paining College Certificate' 
University Degreed 
Overseas Training, either

103.
. . 90. .

sa
23
34 ^ 
34

Vocational or University 22

of the few 

automatic guarantee, 

chances, Elijah. Omolo-Agar went
_______■ 'Jr." ' ... .

master of Kings College Budo 

Agar, was a prince of a tribe in Kenya

®lnt.rview„s prorided the.d responses: Pathefr

secondary schools.' Hard work, however. 

Occasionally, guile could

was no

promote one's 

to Uganda and told the head-

(Secondary School) he. Omolo-

and,thereby won'

pation s occu- 
. 1 head- 

, 2 teachers.
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admission.^ Admission could depend on little things such 

as'what mission had provided the primary schooling. For

example, missionary parochialism could prevent a bright

student from a Seventh Day Adventist School from attending 

a high school run by the Anglicans.^® For the fortunate 

few, a high school certificate offered opportunity to apply 

for university education overseas.

The more likely; consequence of application to secondary

school was rejection and a search for other alternatives.

A year or two at a teacher training college produced (^rti- 

ficates enabling a man to teaCh tbe lower grades as a "T-1" 

teacher. While teaching in the mud and wattle, tinropfed

buildings that often served as primary Schools, the desire

for more education could be pursued through correspondence "

. courses.

For those who chose not to be teachers there was the

government Service. Justus ole Tipis went into the Vetrinary 

Department for four years before going off to serve in the 

Kings; Africans Rifles where he achieved the rmk of Sargent

11 • Harry Onamu trained as a medical assistant for five' 

years and Jesse Gachago spent three years studying as a health

Major.

9
Interview with Elijah Omolo-Agar.

10^.Interview with the Assistant Minister of State, James
Nyamweya.

^^Interview with Justus ole Tipis.
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•inspector after being unable to get a place in secondary 

school and being considered too short for the police,

John dkwanyo finished high school and then trained as_ a radio-

Others received their training13 'grapher for three years.

^ while v^orking for the East African Railways and Harbors

Administratioh or the East African Posts and Telegraphe 

Administration, took courses at the Jeanes School of Social 

Welfare or were trained in the police.

OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF ONE HUNDRED ^D THREE 
•MEMBERS OF THE■KENYA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
COMPOSITE OF ALL JOBS'LISTED.

TABLE 5:5

CIVIL SERVICE:
55 ' - E.Ai Railways and Harbors 5

E.Aj, Posts and Telegraphs 4 
Clerks 
Police 
Chiefs
Administrative Officers

,EDDCATION;
Teachers 
Headmasters 
Education Officers 8

23
7
2
3BUSINESS: • 

Traders 
Co-operatiye 

Officers 
Businessmen 
Clerks

28

SOCIAL SERVICES:
' ' Medical Assistants 

■ Vetrinary Assistants
Public Health Inspector - 
Social Service Director

22
57
16
4
4PROFESSIONS:

Journalists 
Lawyers'

-'Doctors 
.Uni-versity Lecturers 4 
Authors

8
8MILITARY:5

. 2
■42 ■TRADE UNIONS:

2

12
Interviews with Harry Onamu and Jesse Gachago.

13
Interview with John Okwapyo.
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As.is shown, teaching was the most popular career for 

the Africans since it was one of the few occupations where

The other, mostan African could have professional status.

likely source of employment was with the government as a

, with some training, as a minor officialclerk .or messenger, or 

such as a health inspector or policeman. . The East African

Railways and Harbors and Posts and Telegraphs Administrations

For the rest, there wasemployed large numbers of Africans.

employment on the farms, work in private firms, trading, or
*•

a return to their traditional areas to become farmers.

Government- jobs were usually the pface. for those seeking

a job when further schooling was..prevented for a variety of 

reasons; a bad result bn the Kenya Primary Examination,

lack of fees.refusal of-a place in a secondary school, 

requirement to work to earn fees for a younger brother, 

general dislike for school -discipline.

, or

A man entering

government service with few qualifications might expect to be 

Good at his job, he could advance to "registrya messenger.
^ _ _ .. ........

clerk'"^meahing he would file folios and. direct files to

Before the days of rapidmessengers junior to himself.

"Africanization" there was little chance of going beyond that

^"^These reasons listed were all standard reasons revealed 
Especially prominent is the conditionof ,in the interviews., 

having to leave school to earn money so that a younger brother, 
could get some education.
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level as the higher grades of the civil service were filled

In the police there was a chance to 

Work in the railways were line

by Asians and Europeans.

be a constable and corporal.

The bulkjobs,- menial and at the bottom Of the pay scale, 

of the active trade unionists were, drawn from those latter

Of the forty interviewees, four-areas of the work force, 

tedn pursued active careers in the unions prior to "joining 

politics"'on a full-time basis.

These influences in the lives of the politicians rep

resented a complex set of conditions common to many &d the

routes into politics for these men was di-fferent in detail,
-4.

but each route had a certain,uniformity, 

feature was. that none of the successfully elected politicians 

had just stepped off of their shamba or farm in order to . 

become a national leader. All had been doing something which 

linked them to the more sophisticated aspects of colonial 

life, and invariably those links produced the confrontations,,., 

with the Europeans that were frustrating and demeaning. Drawn 

• intd a-world -t}ieoretically based on achievement criteria, 

the Africans found progress inhibited by factors totally 

irrelevant to a man's capacity to achieve.

The most common

r ■

E

i:
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THE AWAKENING OF POLITICAL INTEREST

The majority of the present members of the House of

Based on theRepresentatives were adolescents in the 1940's. 

survey, of one hundred and three members, the average age of 

the House membership in 1963 was 35.2 years. If the seventeen

cabinet ministers are excluded from that number, the average 

age of the membership was lowered to 33.6 years, 

that when Kenyatta made his first trip to London to protest 

to the British Parliament over native policy in Kenya, the 

present assist^t ministers and the backbenchers of th©

This means

Kenya House of Representatives were only ig their infancy.

as the normal age for initiation intoUsihg fifteen years 

manhood, many of Kenya's present parliamentarians were just

coming to adult status when Kenyatta returned from England 

and political ferment was on the increase. ...They were ado

lescents susceptible to enlistment in inspirational causes at 

a time when the whole society was rapidly changing.

Prom their personal histories, it is apparent that the 

events oi the, 194.0's” made a deep impression on the forty

The growing strength of African nationalism 

provided a source of identification at a time when new loci 

of identity were useful for a traditional society pressured

- interviewees.

15;
See Appendix III
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, by educated younger men who had less and less sympathy for 

the old ways. For many young Kenyans, the new source of 

identity was post-war politics. By the forties there was a 

legacy of political development; a legacy of hut and poll 

taKes, of land alienation, of the kipandi or identity card. 

To that legacy was added the fresh inspiration of Africans 

actually sitting in the Legislative Council, of the returned 

Kenyatta assuming the’leadership of KAU -a hero who had 

triumphed in the European's world on the European's terms - 

and of the growth of new political, associations like KAT#:and 

the trade unions.

■ Each of the forty interviewees was asked to name the
tv ,

person vho' had,the most significant influence on their personal 

Of the sixteen who felt they had been specifically 

influenced by a single man, six named Kenyatta and five named

Joseph Gataguta

, careers.

Gichuru, the first two presidents of KAU.

-recalled vividly how every schoolboy wanted to be like

Kenyatta when the mzee returned to Kenya.

'"suspendbd^from Mangu High School for running a political club 

•that was carrying on clandestine correspondence with a similar 

group at Alliance High School.

Mwai Kibaki was

In the high schools and

16
Interview with Joseph Gataguta and other interviews.

loc. cit. .

^-^Interview with Mwai Kibaki.
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teacher training colleges, the debate clubs became forums

for the discussion of the political ferment increasing

18 Such youthful activity derived from 

The,young men influenced were not in

volved in the political turmoil, but they were emulators of 

that turmoil, indicating the strength of political social-

throughout Kenya.

the events around it.

ization that existed in Kenya after the war.

Of particular significance is the fact that this strong

identification with Kenyatta appears to have prevented the

growth of a generational cleavage in the leadership in I^nya.

Kenyatta who became the object of loyalty in the forties

'tizee, baba ya taifa" - the old one,
■ . - •

The leader in the establishment of

remained the revered

father of the nation.:

the Kikuyu Independent Schools Association in the 1930's, 

Mbiyu Koinange, was Minister for Pan-African Affairs in 1963, 

pnd James Gichuru, first president of KAU, was the Minister

They had become wazee, people to whom deferenceof Finance.

was paid because they should be the objects of traditional 

Yburigef‘politicians emulated the achievements ofrespect.

■ the older ones while continuing to defer to them because

the latter combined both secular achievement and traditional

18 •
Interviews with Samuel Omweri, Johnathan Masinde', 

Elijah Omolo-Agar, and Jeremiah Nyagah.
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1 Q
qualities worthy of respect.

Formal education also played a role in stimulating 

youthful political sentiments, 

history, sociology, and current affairs provided an undeir-

A reading of philosophy.

standing of the concepts of civil equality that contrasted 

with the Africans' subordinate role in Kenya, 

reading tastes of the interviewees focused heavily on biog

raphy. ' Asked to name a single biography that was most ’ 

stimulating to personal career aims, twenty-one responses

Lincoln-7, Churchill-5, Nehru-3,

Private

were given as follows:

Ghandi-2, Nkruman-2, Stalin and Tom Paine. ' Lincoln's 

'popularity stenmed from a sense of identification based
, *v..

oh the humble origins of the sixteenth American president..

The association of interest and emotional orientation to 

■ persons who often had humble origins yet accomplished great
“o'

deeds and the desire to emulate the accomplishments of

Kenyatta emphasized the development of strong personal 

achievement orientations among the future politicians.

who were eventually to win election: — -7—Thus:/ the young men
.. i’ . ' ' e • *

. -to the Kenya Parliament werd socialized into an environment

\o test the reasons for Kenyatta's current popularity, 
a survey was conducted among ten Kenyan students studying at 
Syracuse University in 1966: 3 Kikuyu (tribe of Kenyatta),
3 Luo, 2 Kisii, 1 Luhya and 1 Kamba. Asked individually, all 
supplied virtually the same answer, Kenyatta is popular because • 
he knows the modern world While not having forgotten the old ■

- ways o
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that made politics a worthwhile vocation. They grew up at a

time when there was frustration with the artificial and legal

barriers set up by the colonialists. They were subjected 

to hundreds of slights, prejudices and criticisms that made

And when thethem hate and mistrust the old colonial system.

time came, nearly everyone of the interviewees could recall

in detail the day that they "joined politics."
\c *

The joining of politics brought a reverse in the trend

of life that had led to the decision to actively fight the
■t

colonial system. Until the present members of the House 

got into politics, their lives had been journeys that took 

them away from their traditjLdnal homes. They were drawn 

away to the'scientific/technological environment of the 

Europeans.. .They observed the institutions of government set

down by the British, and they.learned the'pragmatic-bargaining

In schools, in unions.skills of Western political practice.

in civil service, in the welfare services, as business -men.

and as cash crop farmers, they first were witness and then

participants-in a process that elaborated personal perspect

ives condemning colonialism and desiring change. Those- per-

■ spectives eventuated in nationalist political sentiments and 

involvement in political life. Once fully involved in

. <a - .
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political life, however, 

the necessity to go back and 

traditional societies in 

Parliament.

the politicians found there

re-establish ties with their 

order to win election to

was

the

..C

■P

.. 's
■ S'



CHAPTER SIX

CONSTITUENCY POLITICS

■The style of political* 

stituency level 

carried on prior to the 

and African District 

teacher of

life conducted at the con-

was based on the local
government politics

1963 elections. Municipal, county '

Council political activity was a valuable
new political.skills and ideas,' but it was in 1963 '

that such experiences 

ing on the national
and skills began to have 

political system.
a direct bear- 

In that last Section
before independence, constituencies

■ai^e so that the- candidat
were greatly reduced in

es campaigned and were elected by 

knowledge of thevoters who had some
man they were selecting, 

only thirty-one African constituencies, 

approximately 1:200,OOO^between-

In 1961 there had been 

giving a ratio of 

and electors.
elected

Three

teen African seats in 

direct election 

had,"come only in 1957. c

years e^arlier there had been 

the Legislative Council

only four-

and the first
of eight Africans to the Legislative Council

Constituency politics 

new phenomenon in Kenya life, 

present generation of House 

during the latter stages

was therefore.
a relatively

Most of the 

"joined politics"
representatives

of colorti'al rule.^

phrase ."joining politics- 
used to denote that 
in politics. = ».n.s
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OF ONE HUNDRED AND THREEPOLITICAL SERVICE RECORDS 
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, MAY 1963

TABLE 6:1

PARTY EXPERIENCE
*=!

KADUKANU
7IJational.. Officer 

Branch Officer
7

424

ELECTORAL EXPERIENCE 
(both PARTIES)-

Pre-1961 Service in 
the Legislative Council 9

,C

Successful 25 
Unsuccessful 6

1961 ELECTION

CliBINET EXPERIENCE
V .

9Assistant Ministers6' Ministers

By 1963', many of fhe politicians who were successfully

elected had already served in the Legislative Council or had .

national seat and losing.the experience of contesting for a 

Others had acquired a degree jof political finesse while serving

as officers in the local branches of the national parties.

test of those skillsThe pre-independence elections,, provided a 

in the transformed political system where, local constituen

cies had become truly local.

appealing to the VOTERS . .

The one hundred and seventeen single member electoral 

districts for the House of Representatives were set up as a
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result of a directive issued by the Secretary of State for

The terms of reference were:the Colonies in 1962.

To divide Kenya into not substantially more or 
.fewer than 100 Parliamentary constituencies for 
the election of Members to the Lower House of the 
Kenya Legislature. In accordance with the. Report 
of-:the Kenya Constitutional Conference, 1962.,..5

The Commission gave consideration to such factors as population 

density, communication, community of interest,
.C

of existing administrative areas, and the need to insure ade- 

’ quate representation of urban and sparsely populated rural

No constituency was to form part of more than one

the boundaries

sections.
-4''

Province.® The Constituency Commission was thus charged at 

the outset to pay‘particular attehtion to clan and lineage 

links in/'the establishment of the boundaries.

Constituency Boundaries and the Electorate-

Constituencies rarely cut across tribal boundaries. In 

heavily populated areas where district boundaries were used 

to delineate constituencies, the electoral units became 

comp'act'and often included only several large clans, 

resulted in the' establishment of an even closer link between'

This

5
Great Britain, Colonial Office, Kenya; Report of the 

Constituencies Delimitation Commission, (London: HMSQ, 1963), 
Gmnd'i 1921, p. 11. .

. ®Ibid.
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the electorate and the candidates. Except for candidates 

running in racially or •tribally mixed urban areas, a man did

not consider running outside his own tribal area'since

association with one's own people was a key legitimator of a 

man's cancSidacy. This fact was recognized by both the can

didates and the national parties. Contributing to the peace 

and order of the 1963 elections was the fact that KANU and

KADU did not directly contest, many of the constituency seats„. 

Where one party was strong, the other saw little value of 

wasting financial resources.- Except in the cities, and in 

■ Western Province where no party had cleat dominance, con

stituency elections' were fought between the official candidates 

or one.of the major parties and independents who may have been 

. in the same party but had'failed to get the official party 

endorsement. KADU contested only fifty-seven of the one 

hundred and twelve seats and KANU contested only 88 of the 

one hundred and twelve.^

Being nominated in the traditional home area was only the 

beginning of the campaign. .Candidates then had to justify 

their personal belief or the party's endorsement as the-raan' 

best qualified to represent the interests of the people in the 

constituency. For some candidates, that was not a difficult -

:• '.T-
Clyde Sanger and John Nottingham, "Kenya General 

Elections, 1963," Journal of Modern African Studies. Vol. II, 
No., 2, March 1964, passim.- -
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**’ task- for they had always been in the constituency as traders, 

teachers, fanners, or shopkeepers and had access to many of

8 Others who had been overseas for schooling- foundthe voters.

it necessary to reestablish themselves in the community and

renew ties to family and clan that had' become attenuated
Q

during long absences.

The Role of Tribal Structure

How successfully a candidate was able to associate 

himself with his prospective electors often depended on -l^e

All the politicians appeared to 

^' have phenomehal membries.They could remember social 

relationships, events, and conversations with detailed

At any time, members of the House seemed capable 

of exploring a whole series of relationships involving 

hundreds of people with apparent information about nearly

This ability is common in non-

strength of his memory.

accuracy.

all of those individuals, 

literate society and is an exceptional asset in the conduct 

campaign.'b^r the handling of constituency affairs, 

recall with facility all one's schoolmates and what they 

are doing, all the children of the constituency who are

ToQt a

8
Interviews, loc. cat., in particular A. K. Soi and'

John okwanyo.
^Interviews with Joseph Gataguta and James Nyamweya.

.-r'
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studying overseas, and the lives and family condition of

hundreds of the local electorate is a source of amazement to

This art of seeming to know everyone isthe Westerner.

reminiscent of the ward-heeler in American politics, except 

in Africa the scale is larger, often involving thousands of 

people ranged over tens and hundreds of square miles.

Close observation of this phenomenon reveals that each

politician's social relationships have a structure to them

which permit rapid recall. As the politicians indicate, 

their languages are rich in terminology defining social
V

relationships within the clan, family and tribe. A man need 

only .give his full name and home location and already much

has been said' about his family, his peer group, the year of 

' his initiation into manhood ‘and such related data. For the

politicians themselves., the association with their own peer 

group provided a structured conununity of acquaintances not 

difficult to recall. This community overlapped with contem-

Also,' a great number of theporaries met in missipn schools.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■'. . . . . . . . . . . . .

candidates were teachers who formed contacts with many students

Within a politician's family, relatives^-and their parents, 

of other age groups provided links to yet other members of

the constituency electorate, and, in combination, all these

associations were 'arranged so a man could easily keep track
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of vast numbers of his friends and acquaintances.

The Importance of r.i
and Age Requirements fnr 

.for candidacy

Candidacy

Two of the prerequisites 

with spoken and written
were facility 

n English and being over twenty-five 

that drewyears of age, legal requirements
a sharp distinction'

between potential members of Parliament and the mass of the
population. . The composition of the Parliament was pre

determined to be largely
composed of people from- that minority

who had received mission. school education and been born„.before
1938. Men born much earlier than the

mid-1930's had few 

therefore, the candidatesopportunities for education

did not include large numbers 

exception of such people 

Odinga, and Arap Moi, 

would have a

of wazee or old men. With the

as Kenyatta, Gichuru, Koinange, 

the electoral law ordained 

"young man Parliament."

that Kenya 

and, thereby, criteria
. established for becoming 

normal deference patterns existing 

Age was no longer the

' . in

a candidate for office changed

in the tmbal societies.

the

established benchmark!:' 

an earlier time would hav4 been
Young men who

only bachelor warriors
were permitted to compete for the

ing their people in Parliament, 

that new and

responsibility of represent- 

The laws on candidacy,insured

more secular criteria had to be applied in the'

1
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selection of candidates and the choice of Representatives.

The young men eligible for candidacy had to provide their 

electors with tangible’evidence that they were best qualified

to be the representatives.

The Candidate's Record of Public Service

The more secular criteria for jhdging a candidate's

merits were developed-‘by reference to service' with the colonial

administration. As indicated above, after World War II, there 

was increasing localization of administration.^® Aifricms

sat on African District Councils, Municipal ,^nd.Urban Councils,

and'District Education Boards.A partial listing of public

bodies on which successful.candidates, had served included:

Muranga Education Society 
Kikuyu Welfare Association 
Taita Land Board 
Nakuru Liquor Licencing Boa.rd 
Lake Victoria Water Board 
Coast Province Cotton 

Committee
Mijikenda Language Committee 
Machakos District Probation 

Committee
Machakos Joint Loan Board

Elgon District Agriculture Board 
Jlift Valley Water Board 
Kalenjin Language Committee 
Rural Wages Commlssipn 
Naivasha African Advisory Board 
Eldama Ravine African Advisory 

Board
National Forest Authority 
Kenya Meat Commission 
African Livestock and Marke'ting " 

Orgahizatioh
Nairobi African Advisory Council

. This service to local government agencies was _.of parti

cular value in those densely populated areas where district

10
Cf. Chapter IV above, p. 99.
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boundaries and constituency directly coincided„ This over

lapping meant that an African District Council member who was

TABLE 6:2 PUBLIC SERVICE RECORDS OF ONE HUNDRED AND THREE 
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 1963

African District Councils ' 39
Urban District Councils 
County Councils 
District Education Boards

3
9

18

a candidate, had a sound perspective on the needs of his area

and could speak convincingly on what he felt should be done

for the electorate. A member of a District Education goard

knew exactly how many children were being educated in the 

cohstitueiicy and the schools available or needed, 

situation was not unlike the American electoral process where

The

men who have worked at lower levels and know conditions

intimately are put forward or put themselves forward as 

persons who best know local conditions and therefore can

By-contrast, the situation didbest represent the people.

-not conform to the Westminister model where a candidate did

not need to' fulfill residency reguirements and could be

, ' selected for the constituency by his party. Tribal loyalties ■

guaranteed that the man had to come from the home area, and

restrictions on candidacy imposed by language and age .require

ments meant secular criteria had a distinct significance in
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shaping the composite profile 

It would be 

the elections

of House membership„ 

wrong to assume, however, that success in

exclusively pre-determined by reference to 

for judging candidates, in 

on the chance element in

teacher whose students 

on their Kenya Primary Examina- 

and grateful

was

new and more secular criteria

reaiity,..j,?inning often depended

K. Soi was a well knownpolitics. A.

had experienced 

tion during the 

parents were convinced that

great success
.c

year prior to the elections.

Soi would represent them well.
Ombese Makone and Alexander 

constituency lines 

not have to contest

Dingiria were successful because 

were drawn in such a way that they did 

against the older and more seasoned 

and Lawrence Sagini.politicians, Dawson Mwanyumba 

. Tuwei had, the fortunate
Justin

Experience of stepping into

created by the departure of 
of the Europeahs. Luke Obok won in Alego district 

izing On his father

a polit

ical vacuum,in Uasin-GiShu
most .

by capital-

s reputation as the greatest wrestler in
the area. . Harry ;Onamu was 

_ outside his tribal
an unusual winner because he 

area and. won because of the

■ • -s- ran

high regard

among the Tugen people by operating,.his 

Eldama Ravine,

up while in the Kenya National

he had earned
own

maternity clinic in 

ing built
John Osogo used a follow- 

Union of Teachers in
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Bildad Kaggia and Fred Kubai faced theorder to be elected.

less happy prospect of beating back challenges of younger men 

who resented the return to prominence of Kaggia and Kubai

after eight years in jail with Kenyatta. "

What'was characteristic of the successfully elected

politicians was their effectiveness in operating within the

pluralistic cultural, milieu. The skills of modern political

discourse were combined with more traditional skills used to

maintain one's position in the tribe.

ity in handling the procedures and practices of a Westernized 

state, men preserved loyalty to the tribe or clan where a 

_ _ man's position-depended on hi's wiliingness to give obeisance

While acquiring facil-

to traditional norms and modes of behavior.

CONSTITUENCY POLITICS •

For the individual representative, his association with

- his constituency meant sacrifice and the need to respond to 

voluminous electoral demands. Nearly every weekend was the 

time tor each representative to personally be in his constit-

Fortunately, the site of the capital near the centeruency.

of the country and the accessible routes to even the remote

electoral areas meant that six to eight hours of hard‘driving

could take nearly every elected member to his "home" area.
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The emphasis is placed oh "hard driving" since the roads 

were difficult and in the first eighteen months after the 

elections four members lost their lives in road accidents 

while traveling between Nairobi and their home areas.

Prom the economic standpoint, the weekend safaris between the 

constituencies and Nairobi should have been more prohibitive 

than the,driving hazards. Those members who secured election 

without substantial private funds or a continuing source of

income were, during the first year in office when monthly
if*

salaries were under $140.00 per month, under such -acute " ■ 

financial pressure that protest finally called for the halving 

of minister's salaries and the -doubling of the salaries of'.r-
I

the backbenchers.^^

Cost and physical hazards notwithstanding, the members

Abraham Gacciatta, astill went home nearly every weekend, 

quiet spoken arriviste of the 1963 elections, claimed with

11
The importance of spatial location is recognized in <~ 

the fact that Nairobi's central positioning in the country
This is. enabled,;evet.j^ member to get home with relative ease. - -

contrasted to neighboring Tanzania where the capital Dar es 
■ Salaam is on the eastern border and as a consequence some 
members of' that parliament were,prevented from visiting their, 
home constituencies during the entire life of the parliamentary
session, five years.

^^Election to the House worked particular hardship .on 
those men who had been in relatively low paying positions 
before the elections. 'The need to purchase a car and the 
cost of making a found trip Of 1000 miles or more each week
end was nearly financially ruinous.
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pride that during the first year in office he spent only two 

weekends in NairobiThe standard pattern for all members

to dep'a'rt the capital after the Friday noontime recesswas

of Parliament and return in time for the reconvening of

Those weekend journies wereParliament, on Tuesday afternoon,, 

considered by the parliamentarians and the electorate to be

of greatest necessity™ The African population prefers the

For the bulk of thetraditional face-to-face coirmiunication =

electorate, 1963 marked the first time they had participated 

in the procedures of representative democracy when the con- ■ 

stituencies were compact enough so the person elected could 

be well-known to a large-majority ofc the voters. The feel

ing of association with the representative meant that even 

though authority rested in--Nairobi, individual citizens 

wanted their views heard by the man responsi'b^e for their

t

interests. Under such an obligation, the locally elected

member “mended his fences" on a w.eek-to-week basis. Even-

for the ministers whose time was more heavily committed to

the affairs of state that could only be dealt with in Nairobi,
- h .

constituents still preferred personal confrontation-and voters 

traveled long hours to the capital and sat daily in outer

offices until permitted to see their high-ranking kinsmen.

13 •-
Interview with Gaciatta.
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Because of the demands on their time, ministers and assistant

ministers hired people to maintain formal administrative

liaison with the constituency while the backbenchers depended

more on .continual presence-and ►week-to-week ad hoc assess-

' 14ments of the home areas.

The value of"the weekend tours lay in the political

substance they gave to the concepts of government contained

in the constitution. •'Representative, democracy was a new

phenomenon and the centralization of authotity in the capital

meant traditional .styles of discussion among the kiaroa

The weekend bajraza provided 

the alternative, permitting individuals to state their 

positions and emphasize the issues they thought should be

council had been superseded.

brought to the attention of the government decision-makers.

The performance in parliament by the backbenchers showed

■the weekend tours to be an important feature of the political

-system, well suited to the support of the principle of rep- 

resenta-tive responsibility. The second function of the

14
Field work gave opportunity to visit.in the constituency 

■ ;and observe the style of contacts used. Of the forty inter
viewees, only ten maintained a permanent liaison of .any sort. 
Kenyatta sought to insure close contact with the population 
by requiring that even his cabinet ministers be in their home 
areas at least once every two weeks. Interview with G.M.G. 
Argwings-Kodhek.

r. -*•
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• weekend baraza or meeting was it allowed dissemination of

The constancy of week-to-government policy to the masses, 

week consultation provided opportunity for the continual

reinforcement of messages on the*aims and intents of the

Kenyatta government.

TWO CONSTITUENCIES: CONTRASTING POLITICAL STYLES

The similarities in constituent hehavior emphasized 

the continued strength of tribal ties and the activities

supporting the form of representative democracy established

under the constitution. However, each constituency had a

character of its own, and the styles of constituency politics

To describe these differences.often" differed significantly

two constituencies were selected to show variations in

performance by the two members of the House and the disparate
-I.-

forms of pressure placedon the representatives by their con

stituents. These constituencies are Taveta-Voi, represented 

by Alexander Dingiria, and Nyaribari, represented by James 

Nyamweya, Assistant-Minister to the President in 1964 and 

1965.

■I

Dingiria's Taveta-Voi constituency was a vast ex-^anse 

of ill-watered scrub bush country in the southeastern section 

-Of Kenya that included all of the western half of the extensive

i



—

I
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By contrast, Nyaribari was a slender strip• Tsavo Game Park.

of land in the southern part of Nyanza Province, a well-

watered highland area with rolling hills quilted by neat 

fields of maize, tea, pyrethrum, coffee and passion fruit.

The representatives thems.elves were as contrasting as their

home areas. Dingiria, a forty year old Taveta tribesman

was one of the most reticent of backbenchers.. Having done

primary and intermediate schooling, he was prevented from

completing secondary school for lack of school fees. Nyamweyaj

a thirty-seven year old Kisli tribesman, was rebuffed in efforts 

to get a place in secondary school but finally''passed both 

school certificate and'^higher-school e^_^inations, the latter

equivalent of „two years of college, through correspondence

-courses. Dingiria returned .to his home area from school to

work as a bank clerk and later opened a provisi'bns shop.

trading across the border into Tanzania. Nyamweya became a

teacher while doing correspondence study and, after complet-.

Passing hising high school work, commenced- legal studies.

intermediate law exam by correspondence and. overcoming govern

ment resistance, Nyamweya finished legal study in London and.

was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn. Retui^ning to Kenya, 

he worked briefly in the Registrar General's office before

going into private daw practice.
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i An active political career for Dingiria began in 1952 

• when he joined the Taveta African Association, an unregistered

He became a member of the KAUand therefore illegal society.

and his.house was searched after the declaration of the Mau

He was not proscribed, however, and during theMau Emergency.

fifties served on the African District Council, the District

Education Board and the Local Land Board. Dingiria did not 

attend the founding of KAlJU at Kianibu but joined soon after

wards, becoming Secretary of the Taveta-Voi Branch of KANU 

and, in 1964, Was elected Secretary of KANU for the Coast ^ 

Province. To Dingiria, participation in politics was a way 

of organizing against discrimination. In Parliament he con

tinued" asa” loyal .defender of the government and its policies

■ and a diffident spokesman of his people's interests.

Nyamweya's entry into politics was a hesitant one, • In

1958 only local parties were allowed. Nyamweya was reluctant

to -join either of two in his home area since one was ex

clusively composed of Kisii and he feared being labelled a 

"tribalistj" while the other was a more inclusive South

Nyanza party, membership in which would have cut him off
r.--

from tribal support. Attending the Kiambu meeting, Nyamweya 

was on the Committee of Ten that drew up the party constitution.
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■ Returning home he helped organize the South Nyanza Branch

The official partyof KANU and served as Vice-Chairman.

candidate in the 1961 elections, Nyamweya was defeated by 

Lawrence Sagini, an independent. 'During 1962 and 1963 he 

continued to practice law arid became Chairman of a newly

Again in 1963 he was theformed Kisii Branch'of KANU.

official party candidate and won in a difficult .campaign 

against three i-ndepertderi€s. Appointed as Assistant Minister 

for Justice and Constitutional Affairs he helped write the 

revised Constitution before becoming Assistant Minister to^*

President Kenyatta. A firm supporter of Kenyafeta and the 

Kenyatta Government, Nyamweya .was .one of the most articulate 

members of the Parliament, answering queries with a thorough- 

_ness that discouraged further questioning.

In terms of comparative demands from constituents,- 

Dingiria was placed under much less pressure than Nyamweya. 

The constituency of Taveta-Voi contained only two areas that 

could be considered peri-urban - the small collections of 

buildings"and stores at railroad junctions which lend their 

names to the title of the constituency. Excepting Taveta 

on the Tanzania border and Voi, one hundred miles up the

railroad from Mombasa, the whole area is sparsely settled.'

m
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4 Major resources were sisal concessions formerly owned by

a European and the few watered areas created by the run off

Touring by car along.thefrom the snows of Kilimanjaro, 

dusty tracks that served as roads and across the dry stream 

beds, there was often the necessity of having the underside 

of the ear sprayed to prevent the spread of hoof-and-mouth

When Dingiria stopped to talk to his constituents.disease.

he had to encourage them to accept new ways, 

remained unconvinced that land consolidation might help

Two Kikuyus ran a bar in the town of Taveta, groszy 

overcharging the local people, but Dingiria dj.d not criticize

the practice since he hoped such enterpreneurship would be
* . - *■ ' - ■*

example for his people, perhaps inspiring them to be . 

more self-sufficient themselves.

The reluctance of Dingiria's people to build their own 

future aggravated tha Member's task of explaining Why the 

promises made prior to independence had not materialized.

His people failed to understand that there were not the

children could be educated for free or medical

The Taveta

them.

an

resources so

Dingiria was worried about the 

KANU Youth wingers in his area who had worked hard for his 

election but became idle and troublesome after independence.

services indreased greatly.
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He appointed, as did many of his colleagues, numbers of the

troublemakers to the National Youth Service. He regretted •

the inequitable distribution of wealth that left his con

stituency without formal land S’ettlement schemes or real

development plans. He was aware that.the situation would not

change rapidly with so few students getting secondary school

ing and only three overseas doing university courses, 

to change those conditions would have required more forceful

But

■ exercise of his position in Nairobi, which he did not do.

Nor did his people push strongly and thus little prospecSt for 

change seemed to permeate the dryness and aridity of Taveta- 

Voi'.

For Nyamweya the pressure was great-, and his people

demanded much from him. When he was at home in Kisii town .

he could expect no holiday. People would begin to gather 

early if the word had spread that the assistant minister had-

Surrounded by constituents in the living-come from Nairobi.

room of the house, questions were asked and information given 

on:the -state-of the constituency since the previous visit.

15
In sitting in on such sessions during the co^se of- 

some six weekends spent in Nyaribari, no distinguishable 
pattern .emerged as to who was entitled to participate in such 
discussions. Tax collectors, storekeepers, traders, crafts
men and local magistrates were all involved, seeming to arrive 
by invitation or appearing indiscriminately.
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TABLE 6:3 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NYARIBARI AND TAVETA-VOI 
CONSTITUENCIES

Nyaribari Taveta-Voi

Location
Size
Population" 
Registered voters

Nyanza Province 
120+ sq. miles 
85,000 est.* 
26,790

Coast Province 
3200+ sq, miles 
48,000 est. 
9,759

Voting (1963) Dingiria (KANU) 6962 
Kilelu (KADU) 731

Nyamweya (KANU) 7839** 
Mogaka 
Ogoti
Nyabogo (Ind.) 1161***

(Ind.) 4694 
(Ind.) 2196

* Based on population density for all of Kisii district 
** Failed absolute majority 

*** 59.2% of those ^^irolled voting in Nyaribari and 79.6% 
of those enrolled voting in Taveta-Voi

Source:■ Constituencies Delimitation Commission, op. cit.,
passim.. and Kenya Government, Statistical Abstradt, 
1964,,p. 8, and Standard, May 28, 1963.

Even an early breakfast might include as many as ten people, 

early arrivals wanting to get the Minister's ear first. When

a moment permitted, a phone call to the District Commissioner

supplied more information.

"Has the new ,s:ub-chief been 'appointed?"
n ' V

"How is the other working out?"

"Are the -permits in order for the rallies to be held 
during the next ministerial tour?"

The pace of involvement at the residence, however, served

as only a prelude to the constituency tour itself, the^'ajor
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preoccupation of Saturday and Sunday.

In each place Nyantweya's car stopped, the constituents

were soon placing their grievances.

"We have so many grade cattle now. When is the 
government going to build us a creamery?"

"Whafc is the government doing to keep the Kipsigis 
from stealing our cattle?"

"1 didn't receive fair payment from the government 
for my shamba (f-irm) when the land was bought up 
for consolidation!" •

"Why didn't Kisii boys get more places in the 
secondary schools?"

"Why was Chief Musa sacked by the Minist-ry of Home 
Affairs?"

"Why won't the government'allow‘Us to brew Nubian 
gin?'^ , . .

"If the government is raising school fees and taxes, 
why must we sell our maize to government agents for 
thirty shillings a bag when elsewhere it would be

II16worth fortyrreight?

Nyaraweya would either answer the question on the spot or 

write down the queries. The same questions were repeated over

and over on .each tour - at Kiamokama and Koroka, at Masimba
■ s

and Inchuni, at Ibeno and in Kisii town -‘and always received 

Though he was an assistant minister^^with the 

power of constituted authority and broad education support

ing him, Nyamweya had to submit to the questioning of his

with patience.

16
These questions were recorded on tour and translated 

by Mr. Benson Sigombe, the Minister's permanent liaison in 
Kisii town during 1964-1965, -
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' unlettered elders, leaning on their sticks, wrapped in 

blankets, arguing, remonstrating, jabbing the air to give 

emphasis to their points. He had to greet everyone he 

knew, thought he knew, or who seemed to know him. 

milieu of the constituency there was a broad-based equality 

which Western institutionalism had not dissipated.

Because Nyamweya had status in top government circles, 

he could respond to the pressures from his' people in a way

Nyamweya could obtain funds for 

the Kisii primary school, support cooperative development ' 

in Nyaguta, promise a.secondary school at Qesusu, and 

recommend with a view '• to success'the expansion of the

.  Inchuni Girl‘s Sfecoridary Sehooi.

•and encourage the people to work for their own welfare, 

he could promise a ministerial tour that would bring cabinet 

ministers to look at the constituency and get their support 

for local projects.^®

stituents would appear before the visiting ministers and

In the

17

that Dingiria could not.

To inaugurate such plans

When the tour took place, the con-

. ■<:

^^These descriptions-drew on material recorded during 
visits to Nyaribari during June and July of 1964 and February, 
March, April, May, and June of 1965. Visits were ma^'to 
Taveta-Voi during July of 1964 and January, May, June, and 
July of 1965. Constituent activities are also described' in: 
"How a Backbencher Sees Himself," East African Standardy. - 
October 28, 1964, by Luke Obok.

^®See the description of a ministerial tour of Nyaribari,; 
Appendix I.
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•present prepared mimeographed petitions telling the ministers

what they had done to help themselves and what they would like

Dingiria could only lament the factthe government to do. 

that in the first year after independence only one minister

The weekendhad been enticed to set foot in his constituency.

ministerial tour through a whole province became a standard

part of constituency politics during the first year of inde- 

A mah like Ny^weya used such tours to respond topendence.

electorate demands, planning projects carefully over the whole 

constituency so that his image would remain strong among al^L

'the voters for the next elections. V

* • **

Constituency behavior attested to the strength of the 

tribal legacy in Kenya politics during the inimediate post

independence period.
s» ■

The ties of clan, peer group and

traditional land areas were a strong bond binding members of 

the Parliament to their electors.

of behavior when parliamentarians met with constituents

Such -v

The observance of traditional

norms

■ showed the deference which-is given to one'-s kinsmen.

practices strengthened the procedural nature of representative 

The strength of local opinion provided the membersdemocracy.

with a sense of support in demanding that the government
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.respond to local conditions. The review of constituency

behavior in two constituencies shows that the patterns were

not stable- and could be subject to future change.

V

;<t ...

■ A’

::



CHAPTER SEVEN;

LEGISLATIVE POLITICS

The first two years of the Kenyatta regime 

dynamic years that reshaped both the institutions and style 

of Kenya political life to more adequately reflect the 

colonial legacy and the continuing- strength of traditional

The only fixed points amidst that'change were 

the existence of tribes as the primary focus of individual

were

tribal norms.

loyalty and the institutional grouping, of those tribes intq^

Evidence of this dynamic quality 

revealed.in the influence of. Western .

a sovereign nation state.

of political life was 

prpCe^ ihstitutionsr, and ■skills- on-“the criteria for

political efficacy used in the rural constituencies, 

importance-of the tribe remained undiminished, but the style

Equally significant changes

As the legiti-

The

of politics was transformed, 

took place in the House of Representatives.

mate rule-maker of the state, the House was a national insti 

tutibh prSvid’irig a forum for diverse tribal groups to 

ar-ticulate political interests in peaceful fashion, 

of the openness of that forum, the changing nature of the 

indicative of larger changes taking place within

■r

Because

House was

the whole.Kenya political system.
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■THE KENYA INTERPRETATION OP THE WESTMINSTER MODEL

The Kenya constitution provided for responsible govern

ment within a parliamentary framework that included a bi

cameral legislature with lower house dominance and cabinet

responsibility. The patterns and procedures of the House 

of Representatives were strictly based on the Westminister 

The arrangement of the House chamber, the decorum 

to be observed by the reptesentatives, the rules'governing 

debate, and the deference accorded the Speaker were all - 

indicators of how closely the parliamentary institution wasf

model.

a copy of the British House of Commons.' Like its English 

model,-the Kenya system, seemed ideal for the introduction 

"caM?e:t .g-6yernme_nt." . in which the Kenyatta cabinet would 

make the decisions and the House membership would legitimate 

those decisions by huge majorities.

Indeed, both the cabinet and the House membership 

seemed ideally suited to such roles. At an average age of 

44 years when appointed in 1963, the cabinet members’had a 

broader experience with government procedures than their 

colleagues on the backbenches. Fourteen of the sixteen 

ministers had received education beyond the secondary"school 

level. Included in the cabinet were Asians and Europeans--

■- '
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■Seven of the Africans represented'who had no tribal bias, 

urban constituencies, and they, therefore, did not have the ;■II
■

I
!

I

‘tie to their electors as existed for the men represent- 

ing rural areas.

the five men who had been.elected as national members in 

the House and therefore had no constituency.'^

same

Even less tied’to the electorate were m
I
II
■

ii

a
f--s

By contrast.r;
p

the backbenchers' credentials generally consisted of at 

least primary education and some procedural experience gained 

from service at the local levels of government or in the

a

■li
ligi

I

i
i administrative agencies.

■ 

■a

I
I However, there were basic flaws in supposing, the
i ill
I. ;■ British-system could be so easily and conveniently intro-

(1) tight'
SM

li#British p-arliament ary ■politics assumes :duced.

■
party discipline,.(2) weak attachment of the representative 

to his constituents, and (3) acquiesance by the"’government

The activities'

iims
s

S ■ 

IIs iiparty to the dominant position of the cabinet, 

of' the House of Representatives evidenced the acceptance of , ■ii
1
I

Iinone of those assumptions. Tight party discipline did not

■
I

;•
^Ministers and Assistant Ministers Oneko, Kibaki, 

Muhgai, Murumbi, Waiyaki, and De Souza.
2
Ministers and Assistant Ministers Marrian, Moh'amed, 

McKenzie, Singh and Bomett.

'I

ii'

B
iia
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GKist. Representatives were closely tied to their constitu

ents. House members did not accept that the government had 

an unimpeachable right or privilege of ruling without close

and adequate- consultation with the J)opularly elected rep

resentatives of the electorate.

The Principle-of Cabinet Government

The members of the House resented the implication that

their role might be that of' a rubber stamp for government 

policies.^ They were incensed that the government should 

think of its huge KANU majority as a guarantee against •

parliamentary defeat and' a release from any obligation to 

maintain close contact with the backbenchers Generally

-the individual was largely excluded from policy making.

The flow of legislation bore little of the imprint of the 

House. Pew members were -selected to sit on the House Sessional 

or Finance Committees.'^ The backbenchers might question the

government, seek action on specific grievances through private 

member's motions,, but,, initially, the'ir exercise of authority 

was minimal.

This was a commonly expressed grievance articulated 
by the backbenchers interviewed.

4 -
Kenya Government, The National Assembly, The House of 

Representatives, Official Report. (Nairobi: Government Printer, 
Part I, corrigenda (hereafter referred to as1964), Vol. I 

the Hansard).
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. This parliamentary resentment over cabinet dominance

was increased by the frustrations faced on the constituency 

tours and weekly barazas that the backbenchers conducted.

During the first year in office, they continued to tour their 

home areas, collect grievances, and experience the difficulty 

of trying to reconcile the promises of pre-independence with 

the government actions of the post^ndependence period. Ex

cluded from policy making-’but forced to confront their electors.

the House members felt isol-ated from the national government 

and frustrated among "their people." ■As stated by one member.

There is a triangle here. There is the- 
government at one' point. The local party and 
the voters are at.another. We are in the middle.
We have no contact with Kenyatta &d the govern
ments OurP,eople demand-that we fulfill the '
KANU manifestos We are caught. Our people reject 
us and the government will not listen.^

After enduring a year of such isolation, the KANU backbenchers 

were instrumental in bringing about the first defeat of the 

In discussing that defeat, a leading government 

critic summed up the basis of voting against his party 

leaders by-saying.

government.

s own

We wanted to find out if we were a debating 
society or not and to make the old man (KenyattaJ/ 
listen to us.6

5
Interview with Thomas Malinda.

6
Interview with Zephaniah Anyieni.
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In response to backbencher 

gave increased status
unrest, the government 

group which more fully 

to their introduction

to a caucus I
discussed policy aims prior 

floor of the House, 

not

on the

Theoretically, such 

necessary, since every member
a new group was 

of the House was entitled 

committees where 

However, backbenchers

to sit in on the
meetings of ministerial 

proposed legislation was discussed, 

did not avail themselves'^ of that

government.7 The failure of the
opportunity yet still criti

cized the
backbenchers to

attend ministerial
committee meetings and their continued

from the decision-making process 

government to take its reme'dial

complaint about exclusion

forced the
step.

'pariiamentary group"
Enhanced status for the " 

nature pf the
was the

government
s response to member demands, 

members only, the "group". Ijecme a 

after the dissolution

Originally for KANU

committee-of-the-whole

served as
of KADU and

a forum for discussion 

•ment policy.. After the first 

met on a .weekly basis.®

and criticism of all 

year in office, the

govern-

"group"

The government's action did not
7

W,s ihat";iTsL" ^ ■
in ministerial committee meetings oasual' interest
their greatest interest was in th^ indicated

STh,. . agricultural committee.
Tile impoartance of the t =.ivi 4.

was impressed on me while tourfnf m !?^''^ group" meetings 
with Alexander DingiSf a Taveta-Voi constituency
Pingiria to Nairobi with all nr, radio message summoned
immediate preparatioS L
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•.entirely mitigate the feelings of resentlnent within the

House membership, but it did relieve much of the pressure.

That the backbenchers continued to harbor antagonism toward
t-

the government was demonstrated in- selective legislative 

defeats of the government both before and after the activat-
f

ion of the "parliamentary group."

Legislative- Behavior and Party Control
.-3

(■

Logically, it would have been unlikely for the Kenyatta

government to lose on any issue that came before the House.

The KANU majority was first large and then,
V' • '

Yet thtee times during the first two ‘years.

! ■ after Novembert
of 1964, absolute.

the government was defeated.'

development plan by a single vote.® 

More shrewdly-,- on the issue of increased pay for the House
“i.-

membership,‘the government capitulated to the pressure of

On anothet occasion, the govern-

the legislature and had the motion withdrawn while authoriz

ing the pay raises by executive action.^®

The first defeat of the government was on the issue
X .

of signing accords of federation.with Tanzania by August 15,

The original motion offered by KADU called only^for1964.

11I the signing of accords at the earliest possible date.
j;

^Hansard, op. cit 
vote.col. 3602.

Vol. Ill, Part III, Col. 3572-3602,• t

^°Nation, June 21, 1964.
^^Hansard, o£. cit Vol.. Ill, Part I., Cols. 254 ff. -• $
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' Once debate was opened, KANU backbenchers amended the motion 

by inserting the August 15th deadline, a date clearly un

acceptable to the government as evidenced by the speeches 

of Kenyatta, Mobya and Odinga. Then the.dissidents demonstra

ted their pique with the government by a two to one majority 

vote against Kenyatta and his.cabinet

The second and third defeats of the government came in 

February of 1965.13 The first of these two issues involved 

a motion for legislative concurrence to supplementary estimates 

for the 1964/65 budget in order to permit the government to- 

finish out the fiscal, .year. The question that ""defeated the 

motion, however. Was backbencher.resentment over ministerial

toursof theaonabituenciesih which ministers promisedlarge

sums of money that seemed to be private gifts. Backbenchers 

complained that the people were losing interest' in their

parliamentary■representatives and awaiting the arrival of

the more affluent cabinet ministers.. After the defeat of

the supplementary estimates, the government agreed to change
S ' • V* ' '

its style in touring the constituencies and. the motion was 

then passed. The other defeat came when the backbenchers 

thought there were too many of Vice-Presid ent'Odinga's

12
Ibid., Cols. 326. The division was 59-28 against the

government. 
13 '
Nation, February 2, 4, 1965.
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political allies nominated to the 1965 Sessional Committee.

The membership'of the committee was not approved, 

of nominees was changed and the motion then carried.During

The list

the first two years, the Kenyatta ■government was never threat-

15ened by the loss of a confidence motion, 

the defeats of the government were not administered by the

This was because

backbenchers in order to change the ruling hierarchy. 

Rather, the Kenyatta regifte was pushed by the House so that

the government would have regard for the role of the legis

lature and consult the membership in a manner more congruenrt

.with the established pattern of African'life.

The reason that no threat to the Kenyatta government
. ■ <v..

was raised was thg concern of the House membership tl^t with

out Kenyatta, the country would be severely threatened by 

disruptive tribalism. The feeling among the interviewees

was that Kenyatta provided the symbolic strength to hold the

As stated by one member, "without that oldcountry together.

..16man we would be lost. The result of such concern that

the government be maintained wa^ a form of procedure where

the cabinet consulted more extensively with the legislature 

than would have been expected in a British-based model. •

14
Hansard,- Vol, IV, Part I, passim.

^Confidence motion called, October 1, 19.64, defeated 
without a division vote, Hansard, col. 3018.

"interview with James Nyamweya.
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Party Discipline and Representative Responsibility

The defeat of the government deppite a huge KANU 

majority resulted from the ineffective discipline maintained 

On the first defeat^of the government, evenin the House.

the party whip, J. D. Kali, voted against the government.

KADU had even less control oyer its parliamentarians as more 

and more of its backbenchers and shadow ministers "crossed

Eighteen monthsthe carpet" to join the government benches, 

after the election, opposition leader Ronald Ngala formally

dissolved the opposition and, "KADU joined the Government t

nl8• under the leadership of Mzee Kenyatta.

The dissolution of I<ADU was based on a‘ realization that 

also apparent,,tQ.individlia representatives in the

■ There was no national party capable of dominating the political 

That Ngala could dissolve his party -with such

■ equanimity was the result of his belief that he could derive

V

House.was

situation.

greater benefits for his supporters by joining KANU than by

He was willing to do so since thecontinuing to resist it.

Kiknyu-Luo"'alliance of KANU leadership had lost control of

the- party at the local levels and could not command the kind 

of loyalty that it had at the time of the 196-3 elections.

17
Hansard, Vol. Ill, Part I, col. 326.

18
Hansard, Vol, III, Part II, Cols. 4415-4416.-

19 'Interview with Ronald Ngala.
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I*Ti the same fashion, backbenchers also realized that there

less need to be apprehensive over the possibility ofwas

KANU dominance, and parliamentary representatives became

virtually free agents, speaking their own minds on all issues. 

In the legislature, the significance of becoming a 

state .with no effective party organization was crystallized

in the rapid appearance of tribal groups all collected under 

the KANU bau^^f-and professing varying degrees of'loyalty to

In the House chamber, athe leadership of Mzee Kenyatta.

No one could behuge kiama or council had been created.

condemned as an opponent of the government, Allvmembers could.

foster their own personal or tribal .interests within the party

and the government.

The decline of the party and the inability of party

leadership .in maintaining control over its elected representa

tives showed how clearly the Kenya House of Representatives 

had-,diverged from the Westminister model, 

developmental rather than institutional, 

mass-based'party"with strong local branch organization.

After the election, the top leadership deserted the party 

hierarchy for their responsibilities in the cabinet, and the

local branch organization was permitted to atrophy. ■ Burgeon-
• ■ '

ing resen-tment by the backbenchers toward the top party

The changes were

KANU had been a

. 1
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i leadership qua the cabinet contributed to the fragmentation 

process. As the controlling capacities of KANU declined,

KADU no longer feared its antagonist and the’1atter abandoned 

its opposition. The country became a "no party" state in the 

sense that there was no effective party agency to guide and 

direct political energies inside or outside the House. The 

government response was to create a "caucus party" on the 

American model-, highly decentralized in terms o'f local organi

zation and dependent on the "parliamentary group" to provide 

cohesiveness for effective government leadership.20 The ^

. procedures Of the parliament remained intact; .pnly the form, 

of the party had been changed, but the consequences were far 

reaching in’ternis of the organizational, .framework of effect

ive rule^making.

INTEREST AGGREGATION IN THE HOUSE:’ THE TRIBAL CAUCUS

Following the dissolution of KADU, a further change

Freed from tight party'control and - 

attached by strong loyalties to their tribal groups.

occurred in the House.

the House

20 ■ .
• ■ ;Maurice Duverger, Poli-tical Parties, (New York; John
Wiley & Sons, 1966), passim. The reference above to rnass.
based branch parties and caucus parties' draws on a -tropology
developed by Duverger. The intensity of tribalist feelings
and the lack of effective party control were the basis for
the convenient shift to a party model characteristic of'
Duverger's description of American"parties. This suggests an

■ interesting consideration of the efficacy of branch party
organization for parochial societies of great size in Africa.
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members sought to strengthen those latter ties, 

weeks after the end of KADU, all Western Province members 

gathered to elect Masinde Muliro, former KADU Vice-President, 

as their spokesman for all the Luhya tribesmen, KANU and KADU 

Three months after that, the Coast members elected 

Ngala as spokesman for all Mijikenda tribesmen.22 with ■ 

Daniel arap Moi as the leader of the Kalenjin tribes of the 

Rift Valley Province and former APP leader Paul Ngei leading 

the Kamba peoples of Eastern Province, four of Kenya's-seven 

provinces had grouped on tribal bases and elected as their 

spokemen men formerly opposed to KANU. Acknowledging that

Three

alike.

Kenyatta. Obilld speak for Cehtfal Province, only Nyanza remained 

* ■ ^deeply split; South Nyanza was a Luo-Kisii .alliance siding 

with J&oya and Central Nyanza was an Odinga stronghold.23 

In the parliament building, daily notices indicated 

that certain rooms were reserved for the meeting of members 

from a particular province or an individual tribe. These 

sessions were used to discuss every conceivable issue of 

interest to i;he ‘assembled group; discussion ranged over issues 

of overseas bursaries and scholarships for children of the 

tribal area, aid for development projects, the placing o'^f the

s

5

f;:
1

21
Nation, November 24, 1964,

March 4, 1965.
^^The seventh province was the Northeastern, 

by Somali tribesmen born in Kenya.

22 =
Ibid L*'

,• 9

Icontrolled
r
s
■
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tribe's recent university graduates in the civil service.

and the types of pressure that could be used to get money 

from the government^hierarchy.

INTEREST AGG^GATION IN THE HOUSE: "NEW NATIONALISTS VS. 
IDEOLOGUES"

The dissolution of the opposition also aggravated V
existing divisions within the ruling KANU party. The first

anniversary of independence^was used by Kenyatta td consoli

date his own strength against the internal opposition in

This was done by taking former opposition members-KANU. t
Daniel arap Moi and Paul Ngei into the cabinet wi-yiou.t drop-

25 ,ping any-of the incumbents. Kenyatta's cabinet then combined
---tv,- -

TABLE 7:1 COALITION^SHIFTS IN THE HOUSE OF .REPRESENTATIVES, 
19&3-1965,' -

UlMay 1963
KANU/Independenfs APP KADU

September 1963
KANU/Independents/APP" KADU

November 1964
KANU

I 1March 1965
Kalenjin-Kamba-Kikuyu-M'kenda-Luo-Luhya-Others

IMay 1965
"New Nationalists" "Ideologues'-

o/a
During the field work I had opportunity to attend a

These werenumber of meetings of the Kisii tribal caucus, 
often held in a private home or the-office of Assistant Min
ister Nyamweya, ranking Kisii representative. ■ ■
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the.acknowledged leaders of certain tribal areas with a few

younger men to provide technical competence to certain areas

of development planning.

The basis for the cabinet reorganization stemmed from 

disagreement within KANU over the most viable strategies for

By early 1965, the government had morenational development.

than a year and a half of experience in the affairs of state.

It had a clear understanding-""of what could be accomplished, but 

some' of the key figures in KANU continued to advocate

programs beyond the government's means. The refusal of the

government to respond to such demands only drew further criti

cism from the disaffected, and displeasure over the conservat

ive approach to fiscal matters was not concealed.2®

This division within KANU I have Categorized as a split

between the . "new nationalists" and the "ideologues.-" The

former were led by Kenyatta and espoused the conservative view

-25
The appointment of arap Moi rather than Ngala had 

value in that it .gave Kenyatta contact with the people of the 
Rift Valley. This was useful to counteract the possibility 
of chaos if there'w,ere ah outbreak of trouble on the far side 
of the Rift among the. Luo, tribe of Odinga. Moi's appoint
ment ga-ve Kenyatta an unbroken stretch of territory leading 
to Nyanza that could be used if necessary. Ng.ala was appointed . • 
to the lucrative post of chairman of the Maize M^keting "Board.

26
Some of these men were the ones who had engineered 

earlier government defeats. Most notably, they were the same ' 
ones who withdrew from KANU in early 1966 to form a new 
opposition party, the Kenya People's Union (KPU). These men . 
included Kali, Anyieni, Kaggia,' and Obok, all of whom were 
interviewed in the field.
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This caution of the "new nationalists"on development.

was frustrating to the latter group, the "ideologues," who

were spearheaded by Vice-President Odinga and sought the 

fulfillment, of pre-independence profnises contained in the 

The "ideologues" were unwilling to recon^r- 

cile themselves to the disparity between a simplistic pre

independence ideology and a post-independence reality, 

demands for increased state control of the economy regardless 

of its effectp, on investmentnor.the European dominated agri

culture sector were directly opposed to Kenyatta's position 

that had guaranteed the stability of the economy-to various 

communities who contributed to the growth of the. nation..

The socialist nature of the "ideologue" demands created

KANU manifesto.

Their

•the impression that they were communist influenced. Their 

speeches did little to dispel the image. During-the first 

five months of 1965, the "ideologues" stated their position

in terms that drew massive counter criticism from the "new

nationalists." This verbal battle culminated in Oginga

Odinga's "Cbmmunism is food for me" speech and the counter
■ 27

demand that he resign both his national and party offices.

By contrast, the nationalists continued to promote nation

building by seeking to shift loyalties from the tribal to the

27
Nation, May 27, 1965.

J"'
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national level, all in the spirit of "Harambee" or helping

Thus at the end of two years time, the Housetogether.

membership was divided into tribal caucuses and contending

espousing different views of development philosophies.camps

POLICY AND POLITICAL INTEREST

The re-emergence of the tribal caucus and the splits 

within KANU demonstrated that the KANU party .solidarity of 

the pre-independence period was only a facade hiding the 

basic division within the political environment, 

ally defeating the government programs but not the government 

' and in the realignments of tribal interest groups or political

. . . coalitions, the .members of the House.:.may have appeared , as

■ shrewd Machiavellians exercising consumate political skill. 

However, to believe that was the case would be as basic a 

distortion of what happened as to believe that men with only 

eighth grade educations would be totally ineffective elected 

In reality, the members of the House were

In occasion-

representatives.

Concerned about securing their political positions by the
i ‘ ■*

they personally deemed most efficacious. In terms ofmeans

parliamentary procedure, all that happened was that thB House 

clearly reflected the political realities of Kenya and 

thereby gave greater integrity to its operations.

more
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Unlike their colleagues in the cahinet, few back

benchers could articulate a comprehensive philosophy of

government. Their reasons for becoming politicians were 

inchoate except for a hatred of the discrimination they had 

experienced at the hands of the colonialists.28 Their person

al philosophies consisted of a primary concern for the interests 

of their electorateAinsmen, a desire to see the elimination 

of the vestiges ‘of colonialism, and a hope to have substantial 

economic development and social progress consistent with ex

pectations held prior to independence. 

interviewed, only the former KAU leader, Bildad-'Kaggia, appear

ed to have a clearly thpught out political perspective.
f,.

Kaggia was also one of the few backbenchers- who researched 

and formally prepared the remarks he intended to deliver in 

the House chamber.29 Among the majority of the-backbenchers, 

the lack of preparation in readying speeches and the failure 

to-try and understand all the complexities of legislation 

saved the government even more criticism in debate because the 

backbenchers just did not have the intormation to analyze all 

the matters brought to the House. In lieu of detailed know- 

ledge, the backbenchers held to the three benehmarks of

Of all the backbenciaers

28 :: •" 
cit.Interviews with twenty-two backbenchers, loc.

29
Interview with Bildad Kaggia.
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TABLE 7:2 MEMBERS QUESTIONS ON LOCAL DEVELOPMENT, HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES, JUNE - DECEMBER, 1964*

**382 Additional Post-office, Kisumu
672 Government Improvement of Lake Victoria as a 

Tourist Attraction
502 Telephone Extension for Kabarnet^
430 Tarmac Uasin/Gishu Road 
501 Tarmac Nakuru/Mariegat Road 

■ 746 Improvement of Bridges: Isiolo/Marsabit Road 
421 Electric Power for Eldama Ravine 
511 Railway Line for Machakos/Kitui 
519 Tea Planting fob Kipsigis Farmers

* Excerpted from Appendix II 
** Numbers refer to assignation made prior to the 

question's appearance on the daily order paper. t-

V

■' TABLE "7:3 MEMBERS"QUBSTIONE ON TRIBALISM, HOUSE OF REP
RESENTATIVES, JUNE - DECEMBER, 1964.*

**1-28 Nyanza Luos in the Forces: Police, Prisons, Military 
246 Racial Breakdown of Police Force 
313 Favoritism: Entry in National Secondary Schools 
316 Composition.of Military Appointment Board 
441 Trustees of Land Bank: Racial and Tribal Breakdown

* Excerpted from Appendix II.
** Numbers refer to assignment made prior to the question's 

appearance, on the. daily order pape^r.
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political orthodoxy^: condemn colonialism, demand more social 

development projects from the government, and protect the 

interests of the tribe.

Of the three concerns of the a;epresentatives, the 

greatest was tribal loyalty and the potentially disruptive 

effect of "tribalism." Each interviewee was asked to dis

cuss Kenya's greatest problems, and fear of the divisiveness 

of tribal animosities was expressed by all members-of the 

interview sample. The debates recorded in the House Official 

Report emphasized that concern over tribalism. Representati-\^s 

constantly raised the point that Kenya must not 'be allowed to 

become another Congo.30
^ . .  ... .. .. ,

' . - The basis- for such fear was the realization that during

the months after the grant of self-government, the unity 

within the community of African political leaders__was becpm- 

ing unglued. Evidence of this was both positive and negative. 

Demands by members of the House that-government look after 

local issues such as compensation for cattle raids, the 

t armacing of cert.ain roads, building o& schools, settlement 

schemes for certain tribes, and the allocation of development

funds to certain constituencies was the working_out of the

30
Hansard, Vol.I, Part I, passim, particularly during 

the budget debate.
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representative process whereby tribally homogeneous elector

ates placed pressure on their spokesmen to better local 

conditions.

The negative aspects of tribalism were apparent in 

criticism voiced that certain tribes were being favored in 

the allocation of jobs, scholarships, overseas bursaries.

and the distribution of industries. Before independence.

these claims had been made bh a pattisan basis as KADU charged

KANU with operating a spoils system in the use of appointive 

powers. The post-independence period brought criticism of' 

tribal favoritism from both KADU and the KANU backbenchers. 

The house members wanted tribal breakdowns on men taken into

-t

the military, the police, sent overseas or admitted to the 

secondary schools,^ 2

Officially, the government took little notice of this

type of criticism,' stating only that prescribed procedures

33 Privately,had been used in the selection of personnel.

this attitude was dismissed by the members as a joke, 

ever the government position, no one could refute the fact 

that nine of sixteen ministers, the attorney general, and

What-

^^See questions listed in Appendix II.

Hansard, Vol. II, Part I, cols. 213-246.
cols. 875-879, 1003-1006, Also Nation, June 26, 

. .1964, Sept. 28,’ 1964, October 7, 1964, January 27, 29, 1965.

32„.

33iMd
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seyen of sixteen assistant ministers originally appointed 

to the Kenyatta cabinet were Luo' or Kikuyu, 

representing 33+% of the population held 51% of the top ■ 

leadership posts 

was the split within the top leadership. Had the leaders of 

KANU remained united, it is unlikely that KADU would have

Two tribes.

The mitigating factor of such domination'

become ineffectual so rapidly. However, though KANU may have

weakened and the threat of -Kikuyu-Luo domination fe'lt to be

less immediate, the members still evaluated issues in tribal 

terms and criticized the manner of government operations in

which the leadership seemed to serve its own ends vthrough the 

appointment of a disproportionate number of people from the

Kikuyu and LUO tribes.

This issue of tribalism had further ramifications when

members commented on other problems facing the country.

Jealousy of ownership of tribal lands prevented optimum 

utilization of the country's productive areas and encouraged

the landless to go to the cities or become squatters on the 

European farms.

vinced that jobs were given only on a tribal-basis. 

public but nonetheless important because it was,-such a widely 

held opinion was the private fears of many politicians that:-. -

In urban areas, the unemployed seemed con-

XjGSS

^'^Hansard, Vol. T, Par I, corrigenda. Abstract 1964,

op. cit., p. 10.
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tribalism could be used by foreign powers to subvert the 

stability of the government. A single comment speaks for

many as sximmed up by Minister of Natural Resources and

Tourism, Lawrence Sagini,

I do not fear communism for I don't believe 
we could ever become communist. What 1 fear for 
is our democracy. I fear that outsiders may put 
such pressure bn us that we will be forced to take 
action that would compromise our democracy.35

In articulating his concern;^, the Minister was questioning 

whether tribal devisiveness might become so great as to 

force the abandonment of the constitutional guarantees

e'stablished before independence.

■ The balancing of cohcefri between fear of what tribal-
V'

ism could’do and.a desire to secure benefits for one's own

tribe demonstrated the humanity of the politicians. They 

were not idealists only concerned with strengthening the

state and enhancing loyalty to the nation; nor were they

- unaware of the dangers the country faced. They were elected

representatives who were assessing the best ways for remain

ing in power.., As .described by Dr. Munyu,^ Waiyaki, "politics 

is heady stuff."36 They liked being in office, and they 

were concerned about issues that might threaten their
1
I

35
Interview with Lawrence Sagini. 

interview with Munyua Waiyaki.
36
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incnmbency: tribal strife, social disruption over unemploy

ment, and mass disaffection among growing numbers of rural

Issues dealing with development such as more 

schools and hospitals and the hiring 6f more technical staff

landless.

for better developmental planning were of lesser concern • 

during that first year in office. The sound political logic 

of first securing one's position and then worrying about

development guided their actions and informed their comments

on major issues facing the nation. At the time of independ

ence, the best way of preserving personal- political security 

seemed to be through a strong tie to the tribal coiwhunity, 

and the volume of available, data supports that view.

e ■

THE INEQUITIES'IN LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATION

Th-e description of constituency politics emphasized 

general patterns while describing variations in political 

style. These variations were evident in the analysis of 

Nyaribari and Taveta-Voi. Within the House of Represent- 

certain general patterns of beha-vior were also 

apparent. The consistency of backbencher opinion, the

atives.

dominance of tribalism as a source of discussion, the

determination of the {tiembers to have a more vital role in

national affairs, the search for consensus through the

*See Appendix V.
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"pariiamentary group" caucus, and eventually the emergence 

of the split between the "new nationalists" and the "ideo- 

But, as in constituency politics, there werelogues."

differences- in, style and performance o^ the members, 

representatives were heavily involved, some attached great 

importance to tribal caucuses, some had experience born of

Some

service in the old Legislative Council, and some had neither 

experience nor apparent enthusiasm for the tasks of Being

effective parliamentarians.

The differences in the personalities,- skills, and moti

vations of the House members contributed to'qualitatively

This inequity was closely tied toUnequal representation 

the style of constituency politics-.

Nyaribari, the representative was placed under great pressure

In some areas, like

by his constituents and therefore had greater incentive to 

push his political interests in the House, 

like Taveta-Voi did not generate such pressure, and the 

representative was not so obligated to involve himself in 

the bargaining’’ for meager resources that took place at the

Constituencies

national level.

These differences do not suggest that one style of

Nyamweya, running inpolitics was better than another.

Nyaribari, used a style of political discourse that-was
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effective with his electorate, and Dingiria used a different

but equally effective style. The qualitative difference in

performance arose when both men went to Nairobi. At the 

capital, a single standard for effective performance applied. 

While traditional norms may have had some influence on the 

procedures of the House, the institution itself was basically 

Western. The man who had the greater skill in the manipulation 

of that institution thus had ,an advantage over less skillful 

colleagues-. Because of those differences, the fears of some

politicians concerning tribal dominance were not unfounded

as the following-discussion points out,

' It-has tieeh propose a means for determining
. . *v .

political change that moves toward a more Western model is

V

the analysis of three factors: (1) cultural secularity,

(2) an increase in role differentiation or the division of

labor, and (3) an increase in individual or group autonomy. 

Emile Durkheim developed a theory that.division of labor 

increases in direct proportion to the density of population.^® 

Applying this ,theory to Kenya, the greatest division of labor

37 -
‘Gabriel Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Comparative 

Politics: A Developmental Approach, (Boston: Little Brown.,/ 
1966), chapter ten.

38
Emile Durkheim, Division of Labor in Society, (Glencoe: 

The Free Press, 1962), passim.
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should occur among the Kikuyu, Luo and Luhya, Kenya's

Population figures show that density inlargest tribes, 

the traditional land areas of those three tribes ranged

from five to eight times greater than in the country as a

This density was also evident in the urban migration 

patterns' which showed more people from those overcroy/ded

had moved to the city than was the case for the country 

The accompan.^ing table clearly shows how the 

Kikuyu, Luo and Luhya had moved more precipitiously to the 

cities suggesting a higher degree of role differentiation 

than existed for those tribes from less densely populated-

whole.

areas

39-as a whole.

areas.

TABLE 7:4' CONTRASTING PATTERNS OP POPULATION DENSITY AND
URBAN MIGRATION ' ' '

National Population Density = 38.persons per square mile
LUO:

■ Central Prov. Nyanza Prov. Western Prov'-.

LUHYA:KIKUYU:

Traditional home area: 
Population density per 

■ sq'iaJ^e mile:
Total" number (3 tribes): 
Percent, of population 
3 tribes:

Number working in Mombasa 
Number working in "Nairobi

272272174
3,877,000-

46%-
7,27 2 
26,332

10,875
24,870

8,094
65,560

ALL MIJIKENDA:

- Coastal Province
ALL NILO-HAMITICS:

Rift Valley Prov.Traditional home area: 
Population density per 
sq. mile:

Total number (all tribes) 
Percent.of population 
(3 tribes);

N\imber working in Mombasa 
Number working in Nairobi

.. -2861
1,283,000

22%-
66,360
2,164

668
2,428
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■» ' Extending the significance of these disparities in den

sity and urban migration to the other two criteria for

political change, one would expect to find increased sub

system autonomy among the same tribes. To test for the exist

ence of such autonomy, political competitiveness in contest

ing elections was used. This correlation was first suggested

when contrasting results of the elec^^ipns in Nyaribari and

Relating this to fifteen constituencies represented'Taveta-Voi.

TABLE 7:5 ELECTION RESULTS FROM NYARIBARI AND TAVETA-VOI, 
1963 ELECTIONS.

NYARIBARI: Nyamweya (KANU) 7839 TAVETA-VOI: Dingiria (KANU) 696'2-
(Ind.) 4694 
(Ind.) 2196

Mogaka 
Ogoti

--NYabogo (Ind.) 1161

■Kilelu ^ (KADU) 731

Registered voters:- 26,790 9,795

by members included in -the interview sample and picked for 

highest and lowest degrees of competitiveness, it was" found

that in four where candidates won by taking more than 97% of

the poll, the average density of population was 112 per square

mile while in the other eleven characterized by high competitive-

ness, the average density was 361 per square mile-. In the

39
It should be noted that the 1962 census report of urban 

population contained a tribal breakdown of residents only for 
Mombasa and Nairobi. Also, the numbers of Kikuyu in Nairobi 
and Mijikenda in Mombasa were conditioned by the location of 
those respective towns within the tribal areas of those two 
tribes

,4——
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lat-|;er eleven, the winners took an average of only 54.2% of 

All of the latter eleven constituencies were in 

Nyanza, Western and Central ProvincesAssessing the 

elections for the whole country, it was found that winning 

candidates took an average of 75.5% of the poll in their 

constituencies, yet in areas of greater population density - 

Nairobi, Nyanza Province and Western Province - winning

the poll.

candidates took 67%,- 72.3% and 65.1% of the polls respect

ively. Only in Central Province, home of the Kikuyu was 

there a serious deviation with winning candidates taking 88.8% f 

of the poll, but in that latter province, Kenyatta was the 

Kikuyu eldep Whose.. fMotsement.,i either a "modernist v or - 

traditional sense'was,sufficient to nearly guarantee election.

This concept of sub-system autonomy and political com

petitiveness has historical precedent when it is recalled 

that the earliest political activity approximating in organi

zation, and style that of the Europeans "appeared in those

areas which were supposed to entertain the greatest division

of labor. Tho'se early associations were the Kavirondo Tax

payer's and Welfare Association (Luo and Luhya) and the Kikuyu
.X

Central Association.

40
The analysis of election returns is based on the 

Standard, May 28-29, 1963 and the Statistical Abstract. 1964, 
• •0£. cit pp. 10-11.,• t
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The evidence of greater cultural secularity among■i

Kikuyu, Luo and Luhya is established by surveying the

educational attainments and experiences of the members of

the House. Admittedly, much of the-basis for high educational

achievement can be attributed to the fact that the mission

aries preferred to prosylyte in densely populated areas and

therefore established their mission and schools among the

sedentary societies. Also;'"'those people in densely populated

areas had more contact with administration, since admini

stration had to concentrate where the needs were the greatest^:

Nonetheless, the general validity of the thesis is preserved.

- -TABLE 7- :'6 . TJIGHBST • BDUGAT-IGNAL LEVELS ATTAINED AMONG - ONE 
HUND^P AND -THREE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REP
RESENTATIVES, 1963. -

0th er
KIKUYU,. Bantu 
LUO,

LUHYA
support- MIJIK- NILO- 
ing KANU ENDA -HAMITES•

TOTAL

Primary schooling 
Standard VIIX 
Vocational Training 
Teacher Training College 
Secondary School 
Foreign training . 
University degree'
TOTAL

0 1 0 0 1
1 4 1 2

1 4
8

3 1 9
4 8 2 7 21

11 3 3 4 21
-3 3 2 1 9

'> a
21 10 9 3 34
43- ' 30 9 21 103

The conclusion drawn from the data is Central Province,

Nyanza Province, and Western Province contained more people

living closer together with more education and a historic and
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current- level of political involvement that was greater

than the peoples living in the Coast or Rift Valley provinces.

Using the typology of cultural secularity, role specificity.

and sub-system autonomy, the people of the Central, Western 

and Nyanza Provinces were considered most politically changed 

and more adept at the use of. Western political skills-. And,

in terms of representative inequity, there was a very real 

aspect to the charge that thecKikuyu-Luo could dominate the 

rest of the society.

** *
*■

As emphasized in the opening passage of this chapter, 

Kenya politics during the first two years of the Kenyatta 

regime were dynamic. The government confronted policy 

questions and institutional change at the same time, 

actions "of the House of Representatives seemed directed

.

The

toward establishing a congruence between the norms of the

society, and the role of the legislature.. After two years.

the House membership had collected into incipient interest

aggregating girpupsi on a tribal basis while cutting across

those groupings were the divisions created by "ideologues"

and the "new nationalists." Both tribal and ideological

differences- were-discussed within the legislative chamber.

the kiama. Thus the integrity of that House and the strength
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of the Kenyatta government were supported by men born of a
«

tradition that sought to avoid conflict through the search

for consensus and the popular legitimation of decisions by

representatives responsible to. their kinsmen. It was all 

there. The tribal legacy had been suffused into the life of

the national rule-making body.

V'

s



CHAPTER EIGHT:

TWO YEARS OF CHALLENGE

During its first two years in office', the Kenyatta

government successfully responded to a series of critical

political issues. The nature of the government's responses 

was conditioned by at least six distinguishable factors.

The reality of those limita'tions and the severity of the issues 

■ confronted suggest that the government’s success.in maintain

ing stability while preserving democracy cannot be attributed 

entirely to coincidental convergence pf circumstailces op 

the "stochastic" element in politics.. The available evidence

suggests that success was significantly conditioned by

government planning. This evidence comes from the analysis 

•of issues confronted during that period. Most notable in •

that planning process was the manner in which problems were

handled in consecutive fashion, emphasizing that the govern

ment directed its energies by choice rather than being forced 

to deal with'problems that had already built up intolerable 

pressures and threatened disruption. Beginning in June of

1963, the government focused attention ad seriatum on KANU

vs. KADU/APP, "majimboism," the shifta, military mutiny.
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Labor unrest, party disunity, parli^entary discontent.

constitutional reform, increased intra-party strife, and 

economic development. Throughout that period, new alliances ' 

emerged as old ones dissolved, and in eaGh case, the govern

ment was able to exhibit support for each action taken though 

the personnel in the coalitions kept shifting. First the 

APP "crossed the carpet" permitting in mid-1964 greater 

pressure to be brought' on KADU liy the KANU majority in the 

House. Bi-partisan support from both sides of the House was

. forthcoming in dealing with the mutiny and the shifta.

Governmental responsiveness reduced the threat of potential 

destabilization in KANU and unrest among the backbenchers.

The complete dissolution of KADU and*its incorporation into

KANU-provided a powerful base for the "new nationalists" 

in repudiating the claims of the "ideologues." With the

single exception of the use of British troops in quelling

the mutiny, all issues handled were dealt with by relying 

on the resources availa!^le within the Kenya political 

i community. K

y-- ■
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TABLE 8:1 MAJOR FACTORS CONDITIONING GOVERNMENT POLICY 
RESPONSES IN KENYA, 1963-1965.

A. Insufficiency of physical and monetary resources 
to meet popular demands.

B, Constituency politics that strengthened incipient 
pluralist democracy among competing tribal interest 
groups.

C. Independent legislative behavior that was in
creasingly reserved toward government entreaty for 
acceptance of policies;^

D. The decline of the capability of the national party 
to elicit strong support for national solidarity.

tE. The pledge by the national leadership to maintain 
the guarantees of democratic practice, written into 
the constitution. .

F. The growth of the split within the nafeional party 
leadership over the most viable strategies for 
development. , '

The political pragmatism evident in all those situations

emphasized the supremely human quality of the political game

in Kenya, and the political skills of the politicians were

exceedingly important since the task of maintaining national 

stability, was beset >by many of the same obsJ:acles that have 

confronted other African states. In the four years pre-

ceding independence, the economic growth rate only modestly-- 

exceeded the growth in population.^ In an economy where

1" • ■
Kenya Government, Ministry of Finance and Economic 

planning. Statistical Abstract, 1964, (Nairobi: Government 
Printer, 1965), p. 100.
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export earnings from coffee, sisal, tea, and pyrethrum 

accounted for two-thirds of export revenues, there was in

the year of independence an unfavorable balance of trade of .

nearly Ei25 million on a total trade-of £124 .million. 2

Urban population was expanding at a rate of six per cent

per annum, outstripping the capacity of urban planners to

provide adequate housing or urban services. During the first
•/

year of independencelack of educational facilities forced

nearly 100,000 children to discontinue their education at •

the eighth grade level. The rate of increase in the employed 

labor force had averaged less than one percent per ye^r 

. during the bast" decade of colonial rule, and during the

t

independence year there was a drastic decrease.in the total

number of employed wage earners, 

sistently down after 1958.^ ,

Capital formation was con-

Coincident with the magnitude of social demands and

the limitations on resources was the appearance of a style

of politics different from the colonial period, a style 

that changed constantly within the first two years of

. 2 •
Ibid., pp. 25-26.

3
Kenya Government, Ministry of Economic Planning and 

Development, Six Year Plan, 1965-1970, (Nairobi: Government 
Printer, 1965), pp. 11, 20, 103, 134-35. :: .*
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The Westminister parliamentary model under-Kenyatfca rule.

went small but significant modifications in order to more

Closely reflect the style of African life found throughout 

The increase in the number of constituenciesthe country.

brought an increase in the number of significant political

personnel representing all the» tribes in the new nation, men 

with widely disparate levels of education and experience who 

made up a new political elite. -Electoral laws determined 

that new criteria be used in the composition of that new

and the.infusion of the new political - personnel dis

rupted any elite stratification that might have been cpalesc- 

ing-_among^-the-African political leadership of the pre

independence period.' The expansion of electoral districts 

to moxe adequately represent all tribes helped inspire the 

realignment of old political coalitions. Universal man

hood suffrage and election manifestos seeking to 

support of those newly enfranchised helped to stimulate an 

increase in popular demands for social change.

,personal equations in the political process Emphasized the 

dynamic nature of the political system as Kenya began to 

elaborate a new political style.

the traditional culture and the impact- of colonial rule, but ,, 

distinctly'modified by the interaction of the two traditions.

i*>

elite.

enlist the

All these

That new style was-born of

was
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Amidsti that cultural pluralism, the Kenyatta government

charged with the responsibility of ruling, maintaining 

the peace, and holding to its pledge to preserve the demo

cratic practices that accompanied independence.

o

was

FROM SELF-GOVERNMENT TO INDEPENDENCE: JUNE 1963 - DECEMBER 1963 

The responsibility for those tasks was given to Kenyatta 

and his party on .the night of May 27, 1963 when word was
^ .4 *

received that Kuria constituency in the remote southwest 

of the country had returned a KANU candidate, assuring Ken

yatta' s party of an absolute majority in the House of Rep-’ 

Responding to Governor Malcolm MacDonald’s

-. invitation'to "form a government.' MzeO Kenyatta accepted the

Obligation of being the country's first prime minister, and 

on June'1. 1963 led -the nation into .‘the final stage of

e

4resentatives.

colonial rule.

Several distinct problems had to be resolved or miti- 

. gated before independence could be gralited.-

"Madaraka Day," Kenya was something-of an imprecise 

geographic_al expression operating interim constitutional

On that June 1,

1963,

4
East African Standard, May 28, 1963, (hereafter 

Standard), and personal interview with Mwai Kibaki describ- 
■ ing the elation felt by the party leaders who had gathered 

at the home of Joseph Mummbi in Nairobi.
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instruments amidst political controversy aroused by the

split between governing KANU and the opposition KADU/APP

coalition. The Kenyatta government sought to enhance

harmony, give, firm substance to the cbnstitutional base of

its authority, and establish guarantees of territorial

integrity of the state. Less than five weeks after the in

ception of self-government, it was announced that solutions
.C

would have to be found in less than six months because the 

date of independence ^ad been set for December 12, 1963.^

Building Public Confidence

The government was faced with a population which harbored

much mistrust and some outright fear about the future. For

his alleged complicity in the Mau Mau rebellion, Kenyatta

had onoe been cdrtdemned by Europeans as the leader of dark

ness and death. Businessmen were apprehensive over the KANU 

manifesto and its indictments of capitalism.® The election

campaign had produced an image of KANU as the more militantly 

anti-colonialist of, the contending parties. The Asian

5 -. . . . . . . . . • ■
Kenya Government, The National Assembly, House of Rep

resentatives, OfficiaT Report. (Nairobi: Government Printe^f, 
1963), Vol. I, Part I, Col. 526, (hereafter referred to as 
Hansard).

^Kenya African National Union, What a KANU Government 
Offers You. (Nairobi: Printing and Packaging Corporation, 

.1963)., pp. 8, 22ff.
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coiranuliity which controlled so many of the civil service 

jobs feared for their tenure.^ 

coalition feared domination by the Kikuyu—Luo alliance that 

the keystone- of KANU party strength’, 

were relieved, the Kenyatta government stood a less likely 

chance of securing the cooperation from all groups in society

The tribes of the KADU-APP

Uhless those fearswas

to work to Kenya's advantage in the task of development. 

Recognizing that fact, the public image of the government 

embodied the spirit of moderation and inter-racial harmony

Following his in-^^during the months before independence, 

stall-ation as prime minister, Kertyatta addressed the-'hation 

in terms that, clearly indicated np threats to .public order

-V .

would be tolerated.

I must point out that the Government now in
is the Government of the whole of Kenya. It

We shall
power
is not just for those who elected us.

equally for those people who gave us their 
votes, and those who did not. 
not agree with us have proper ways for making their 

The Opposition is formally recognized

care
All those who did

views known.
^ in our national Constitution, and can play a con

structive role in nation-building. On the other 
hand, we shall, be as firm as any other Government in 
dealing with ^yone who turns to subversive action.

We shall not permit our plans'to be sabotaged 
by those self-seekers who encourage strife and 
division.
people of Kenya have for their independence will 
not be dashed by anyone who seeks cheap notoriety 
by playing upon negative tribalism. We have the 
task of leading Kenya to prosperity and to do

- * •

The hopes and aspirations which the

’ibid.. 10.p-
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this, we must foster the spirit of national 
unity, transcending divisions of party, trihe, 
community or region.®

Implicit in those statements was a balancing of two appeals.' 

There was a call for voluntary cooperation and support of

At the same time, it was made- clear that.the government,

coercion would be applied should it be required.

Meaningful assurances of’ the government's good will 

were given to the European community, 

ary representation. Cabinet representation, guaranteed in

dividual rights, adherence to the rule'of law, the mainten-

These were Parliament-

ance-of the existing economic structures, and avoidance of

Three Europeans wereadventurism in new econoniic policies, 

elected among the twelve national members of the House of 

One,- Bruce McKenzie, was given the agri-Repr-esentatives. 

culture portfolio in the Cabinet, and Peter Marrian was

Assistant Minister (Parliamentary Secretary) for Lands and 

Former Nairobi mayor, R. S. Alexander was 

surprisingly elected to the Opposition benches, thereby 

; defeating a KANU candidate.®

Settlement.

The fourth European was Humphrey

8
Jomo Kenyatta, Harambee; The Prime Minister's Speeches,' 

1963-1964, (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 8 
and Kenya Digest, No. 308, June 14, 1963, p. 7.

^Alexander's election was significant since he was a 
KADU candidate. Normally, all of KANU's candidates for 
national members would have been elected because of KANU's 
huge majority, but KANU members elected instead a European 
who it knew would sit on the opposition benches and criti
cize the government. . -
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Slade who was elected unanimously and unopposed as the

Within the House chamber, speeches constantlySpeaker.

emphasized the need for unity and cooperation, 

ing the date of independence, Kenyatta stated,

...1 call upon the whole nation to cooperate 
and work vigorously with the Government for smooth 
and peaceful fulfillment of our objective.. The 
future lies in that cooperation and acceptance of 
responsibility.

responsibilities, but that is not enough unless 
the spirit in the Government is supported by a 
similar spirit and resolution on the part of all 
Members of this House and the public at large...we 
have recognized the right of the Opposition..,we 
must agree that negative and destructive opposition 
can only do harm...We will accept.fair and con
structive criticism in any quarter...Let-us move 
forward in the spirit qf unity, cooperation' and flard 
work. 10,

In announc-

We in the Government fully accept
our

e

- - - - The debdte oh the shaPed responsibilities of the central

government and the regional governments under the "majimbp" 

Constitution emphasized the parallel themes of the need for 

constitutionality in procedure and dependence on constitutional

ism as a guide for action.H By pointing- to the fact that 

cooperation and unity must be supported by the belief in

the equity of the individual, the government helped reassure 

various members of the minority communities.

given tO them in the economic sphere with the govern

ment ' s promise that its prime concern was efficiency and

Further assur-
y ■

ance was

10. 529.Hansard, Vol.I, Part I, Col. 
Ibid., Cols. 584-612.11
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"Kenyanization"

rather than "Africanization."12 

the final constitutional
As independ- 

instruments provided
ence neared.

personal guarantees, 

visions

entrenched rights, 

regarding citizenship.13
and explicit pro-

T.o reinforce his public 

assurances, Kenyatta met
statements and parliamentary 

ally with members of the European 

policy and help relieve doubt.14

person- 

community to support his

Apprehension in the 

Minister of Finance
business community abated'when 

Gichuru presented a new budget that was
a model of

conservative economic fiscal 

a restructuring of the

responsibility, 

economy tg encompass

The
:t ■fear: of

a more
socialist outlook was not realized as the government intro- 

Speaking on the document.■auced the budget fo.r 1963-64. 

Gichuru emphasized that 

not bleak". 15
the picture was somewhat harsh but 

same time the Ministry of Commerce 

there were bright

At about the 

Industry announced thatand
prospects for 

The trade
fallen consistently before the elections

secondary industry in the 

index which had
second half of..1963.16

12
Ifaia., Cols."837-846;
Great Britain, Colonial 

ence Order in Council. 1963) 
Sections 1-30. ■

1003-1012, 1144-1145.
Office,- The Kenya 

, (London: HMSO,
Independ- 

1063), No. 1968.
14
Standard. Nov. 15, 
Hansard, Vo’l. i, 

^^Kenva Digest.

1963.

Part I, Cols. 
309, May 31,

18-46.

1963, p. 7.No. i
s
I
I
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recovered vigorously until six weeks after Kenya became 

self-governing it achieved a level not obtained since before 

the Lancaster House conference of 1960.1"^

Perhaps the most comforting feature, of government per

formance was the continuity that surrounded the change-over 

The government functioned at a brisk pace..to independence.

The budget was fully and openly debated; major fiscal legis-

A .new criminal procedure bill received 

the considered attention of the African lawyers in the House.

lation was passed.

In all, twenty-six pieces of major legislation were passed

As the last days-of colonial

■

in the first five months.^® 

rule ran out., very favorable press conSnent attended the birth

of the new nation.-®

Establishing the CohstitU-tion

The assurances offered to Kenya's minority groups 

through the government's moderate economic policies, the 

..constitutional guarantees, and the personal, statements of 

support for all of Kenya's peoples only partially offset the

^^Ibid-* and Kenya Digest, No. 313, August 30, 1964.

cols. 2181-2182.. ^^Hansard, Vol. I, Part II,
^^Kenva Digest, Nos. 316 and 317, These issues contained 

summary comment from the London Times, the New Statesman, 
Manchester Guardian, Financial Times and the Tribune.
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uneasiness experienced because o£ continuing political con

troversy between governing KANU and the opposition KADU-APP

alliance. The central issue was the distribution of powers

under the internal,self-government constitution and the final 

constitutional forms to be agreed on before independence.

Prior to the 1963 elections, when KANU and KADU were bound

together in the precarious coalition government, a conference

in London established- the .constitutional instruments for

internal self-rule. Those instruments represented a triumph

for KADU since they divided the country into six regions ■

and called for the election of regional assemblies witlv de

volution of certain powers from the central government to ,
- tv.,

the exclusive control of the regional .governments-. Since

the KMTU position was never to accept a "majimboist" or 

modified federal constitution, Kenya had a government bound 

by a constitution it was determined to repudiate. Kenyatta

and KANU were not anxious to implement the''regional arrange

ments, condemning them as technologically and administratively

pnworkable and prohibitively expensive. The ‘exorbitant costs 

of federation for Kenya's limited resources were spelled out
/ ■

20
Hansard, Vol. I, Part II, col. 1866. Duties included 

land administration,- local government, education, police, 
health, agriculture, probation, and .fisheries. For a list 
of duties under the independence act, see Order in Council, 
No. - 1968,- 0£. cit,, Schedule I, Article 66.
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• in the budget debate. Finance Minister Gichuru stated

that regionalism would force tax rises, result in uneven

economic development, and have significantly disadvantageous

effects on the Coast'and Rift Valley Provinfces,'KADU strong

holds , Calling on the opposition KMU-APP to join the

Government in the spirit of "harambee," the."majimboists"

were condemned for engaging in "cheap, negative, tribalist 

politics. ..22 . C

Answering the government, KADU and APP spokeraen

emphasized that ,"majimboism‘' was a fact and not- debatable.

— After a month of self-government, KADU brought a motion in 

the House condemning the government fgr not informing the

country as to the provisions of the constitution, 2-2. Defeated

in that - effort, KADU tried again in September by introducing

, a motion calling on the government to fully implement the-- 

constitution.24 The force of KADU's argument, however.

was weakened- by the desertion of its ally. On September 13,

Paul Ngei, leader of the APP, declaring it the desire of the 

party to support thi national government, cross’ed the floor

with his six'Kamba followers, thereby reducing KADU opposition 

to twenty-three.25 Defeated by parliamentary tactics and

21
Hansard, Vol. I, Part I, col. 3,3.^ 

^^Ibid cols. .350-351, 354.

^^Ibid., cols. 584-612.
24Han3ard, Vol. I, Part II, cols. 1866-1896.

:-25ibid cols. 1919-1920.
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the overwhelming KANU majority, opposition leader Ngala

went to the London conference determined to make one more

effort to secure "majimbo" conditions in independent Kenya, 

His effort, emphasizng the tribal division^, was a proposal 

for the splitting of the country into two separate republics. 

Though it aroused considerable press commentary, it 

weak proposal.

was a

When the London conferees returned to Nairobi, 

they came with a document that detailed a form of federal

structure, though the central government had almost unlimited

■ tpower to overrule the regions. Furthermore, the KANU major-, 

ity was sufficiently large to provide the three-quarters' 

majority needed for constitutional amendment.27^ The KANU 

dominance having been firmly established, KAPU stalwarts 

Murgor,- Seroney, Towett, and Khasakhala left the opposition 

benches. KADU was reduced to the role of public conscience 

while Kenyatta continued his attempts to fashion a broad 

based consensus so useful in the new nation.^®

Insuring Territorial Integrity-

The boundary question involved' two issues that required 

resolution in order 'to develop Kenya from an imprecise 

geographical expression to a demarcated national area.

-r

^^Standard, October. 1963, passim. 
•^^Independence Order in Council, op. cit., 
^®Hansard,

passim.

Vol. I,j,. Part II, corrigenda.
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Since 189^, the coastal strip on the Indian Ocean had 

been administered by Kenya though remaining technically

part of the Zanzibar protectorate. The decision on the

coastal area was, in the end, a procedural one. It was 

agreed that the area would be ceded to Kenya by Zanzibar

That occurredat the time of Zanzibar's independence.

several days in advance of Kenya's independence which avoided

any major problem. The-issue of''“separate existence for the

strip was raised but never seriously considered.^® The

second boundary question was much more complex, and though

Kenya had an internationally recognized boundary at the.'time

of independence, -the area encompassed by that northeastern.
■ .. .

border became the scene of continuing-and increasingly

1#"

bloody guerrilla warfare,

Kenya's Northeastern Province or the Northern Frontier 

District, as it was previously called, is populated by

Somalis and Hamitic tribes who had inter-married with and

been Islamized by the Somalis, 

inter-penetration®has occurred in this centufy, and through

out the period the Somalis and Somali sympathizers have

Most of this process of

resented the even tenuous control exercised by the Kenya

authorities. In the late 1940's, the politically emergent-

Somali Youth League extended its activities into the area

29oStandard, August, 1963, passim.
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and created a quasi-government until the 

proscribed by the British.3°
Youth League was

When the British and the 

areas were united to create independent 

Somalia in 1960, a base was established to

Italian Trustee

promote irredent-
ism in the Province with 

in order to join the
a view toward causing secession 

Somali Republic. Rival political
factions in the 

Somalia.

area supported union with either Kenya or 

Anti-secessionist
groups warned that unless' 

measures were taken, the situation would 

In December of 1962, a 

investigated opinion in the

drastic development 

become increasingly dangerous, 

special commission 

concluded there 

'secesbionidtrwere

area and

was abundant opinion on both sides, but the

better organized. 3'2 . . . ■

In^l963, the issue was internationalized as Somalia
said she was prepared to take the issue to the World Court.

that the Somali point of view 

.would be beard before a final settlement was made, Somali

Despite British guarantees

criticism of Britain continued to mount. ^en Britain
30
Great Britain, Colonial Office, ^ual Reports.

.—.—. (London; HMSO, 1948-1950)^ ^- -

SECESSIONIST PARTIES

1947-.1950, passim.
31

Union,
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rejected turning the issue over to international inquiry.

Somalia broke diplomatic relations, within the Northeastern

Province, Somali secessionists agreed to boycott the elections 

that brought W^NU .to power. As a result th-e Province was

unrepresented in the Parliament at the time of independence.

The declaration of self-government in Kenya found Somalia

seeking international support in the Arab world and military

support from socialist countries”, while in the province'it-

34self there was non-cooperation, violence and numerous arrests.

Early in August, with Kenyatta's government adamantly opposed f 

to surrendering an inch of territory, Somalia agreed tp talks

that resulted- in the three day. Rome Conference at the end of

. . . the-month.- —No communique- was issued :;since agreement. was. . .

impossible. With Somalia continuing to threaten reprisals, 

Kenyatta and Governor MacDonald personally met with the.

Somali chiefs of the region to assure them of the Government's

.good will-and to initiate a program to inform the people of

both their constitutional rights and government plans for

^development.35 ns tHe-date of independence approached, when 

the province -as a sovereign part of Kenya would become a

reality, border raids and violence.increased resulting in

33 :v •'
standard, January 4,10,17,18,20, Peb. 7,23,25,26,

March 7-26.
■ ■ ^"^Ibid., April 5,12,16, May 3,9,16,23, June 11,14,17,18,
July 9,10,13.

August 3,6,17,19,22,26,29,-Sept. 2,4,17,24..• t
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the murder of the District Cominissioner of Wajir. Two

weeks before independence, a motion was introduced in the

Parliament calling for stronger security measures on the

border. At that time Kenyatta noted the Somali government 

refused any responsibility for border incidents, and Kenya 

did not want to damage Kenya-Somali relations. He did 

emphasize that security would be maintained.^6 within a
\‘3- '

month it was necessary to declare a state of emergency.

Nonetheless, with one boundary issue settled and another 

legally established but emotionally unresolved, the terri- ,

torial shape of Kenya was defined. V

KENYA'S UHURU: DECEMBER 1963'- JUNE 1964

Impressive ceremony attended the proceedings at Nairobi's

Langata Stadium on the night of December 12, 1963 when at 

midnight there was the lowering of the British ensign and 

the unfurling of the red, green, black, and white flag of 

'the new East African nation. ' At the ‘joint session of Parlia

ment, Senate Speaker .Chokwe read the Letters^of Patent from 

Queen Elizabeth and heard the address from the throne delivered

by the Duke of Edinburgh.The change in Kenya's status. / ■

not marred by any unpleasantness, was a tribute to the efforts
i

^Sansard, Vol. I, Part II, cols. 2400ff. 

Vol. II, Part I, cols. 1-6.
•
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The■ of the government during the previous six months.

European community had begun to express 

in Kenyatta and his Cabinet.

at least momentarily maske^ by the swelling of the

increased confidence

The divisive power of tribal

ism was

KANU ranks. The economy had recovered its balance as the 

government did nothing to irritate private finance, 

rule of law was the established guideline for action.

of the government that all must cooperate had been 

at least momentarily' accepted by a significant majority

The

The

message

Henceforth, any person or personsthroughout the land, 

seeking to disrupt the fragile.existing consensus stood"in.

danger of having his actions condemned-as., a violation of the 

"spirib-Qf Har^bee, " Kendra's national motto meahirig "puir 

together.'"

The value of the government's policy emphasizing sdcial

and racial harmony was quickly realized in the first three

During that period the governmentmonths of independence.

severely challenged by three issues that demanded hard 

decisions which would have been difficult if “the Keriyatta

was

leadership had not felt confident of at least the tacit 

support of all racial communities, 

independence, the Somali-Northeastern Province dispute bec^e 

acute. Within six weeks of "Uhuru" one of the three battal-

Thirdly, the public

Almost immediately after

lions of the Kenya army had mutinied.
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pressure exerted by the unemployed built to a fever pitch

Each of those issues was handledin the streets of Nairobi, 

in turn, all in different fashion, and in each case resulted

in a solution or acceptable holding action.

State of Emergency

On the 25th of December, thirteen days after independ-

, Kenyatta proclaimed a "state^of emergency" in the 

Northeastern Province and six days later sought -Parliament-

Stating that his hopes and

ence

ary approval of his action, 

expectations were exhausted, the prime minister revealed,-

that in the previous six weeks there had been thirty-three

"well organized,incidents by "shifta gangsters" who 

demonstrating great ruthlessness, good tactics and strategy."

were

The shifta were believed to number 2700, of which 700 were 

operating in the Northeast Province and the remainder were

In moving the motion Kenyatta declaredbased in Somalia.

his dislike for emergencies and said it would be ended as

3® It was notnormal conditions were restored.

• realized then that the emergency would continue for years 

to come, being periodically extended by parliamentary pro

vision. 39 With minor criticism from the opposition, the

soon as

./ ■

3B
Ibid., cols. 8-11.

^®lbid. cols. 142-184, Division vote 101-0.
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original emergency motion was approved.40 

The Northeastern Province became
a restricted area

and the Kenya army took increasing punitive 

the shifta outlaws, 

conducted in the province 

the Parliament.41

measures against

Despite this violence. elections were 

and representatives selected to

.After two months of the 

extended in a bipartisan action
emergency, it was

of the Parliament. During

on extention, the Somali government w.as openlythe debate

<=o„a.™.a tor it. role in Inciting irred.nti™, 

Kenya government noted 

of the charter of the

and the
Somalia - rs behavior was in violation 

Organization of African Unity. •‘The
government, while listening to

creased security, measure's,

would have declared war on Somalia, 

noted that it

commentary- oallrng for in- 

cautioned those in the House who 

•Also, the government

was attempting to win the confidence of the
people in the province.42 

, throughout 1964 and 1965

The state of emergency continued

with increasingly bitter relations

between Kdnya and a Somali government which 

•attempt to hide its involvement.43
made little

• W'
Only the isolation of

40
IMd 

^^Ibid.. 

“^^Ibid

col.s 8-47, Division vote 
cols.

,• 9 87-13.

93 and 601, 603-604, 
cols. 142-183,

Nation. May 7,

750.

807, 812.

1964. (hereafter Nation)

,• /
43_
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the disputed area and other more pressing issues restrained 

demands for war againkt Somalia while the Kenyatta govern

ment continued to fight a holding action.

Army. Mutiny '

One month after the declaration of the state of emergency,

To callon January 24, 1964, part of Kenya's army mutinied, 

for assistance from British troops of the so recently departed 

colonial ruler was a blow to national pride, but the decision

In the space of a fewmade .in the interest of stability. ' -t■ was

'hours, the 3rd Horse Artillery of Royal Engineers was Ijrought

In seekingto Lanet Camp-, a hundred miles.west of Nairobi.

to calm public fears'and allay the impression that. Kenya coUld ^
■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " .

not handle its -internal problems, Kenyatta publicly stated

that the action by the British troops was not a blemish., on

the nation's prestige since the troops were already in the

Withcountry at Kahawa Camp, twelye miles north'of Nairobi, 

the mutiny quelled, the 11th Battalion was disbanded and

Onereformed as the L-st Battalion of the Kenya Rifles.

and a court martialhundred and seyenty men were cashiered, 

sent fourteen men to prison.

44
Standard,- January 27-30, 1964, February 8,11,13-16, 

21-22, March 7-12, April 30, and May 1.
II,- Part- I, cols... 666,672 for a tribal breakdown of men 
serying in the army.

Also, Hansard, Vol.

' '
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Land and La'hr^T-

A more critical problem 

both the shifta and the mutiny 

of questions regarding land 

blend of the traditional 

not provide ah easy solution, 

tribal land

overshadowing the issues of 

was the interrelated complex

The problem Was a 

and modern in Kenya life.

Overcrowding in traditional

and labor.

and did

areas encouraged young people to leave the land
. ■?

for the rapidly expanding urban
centers. With only 31% of 

square miles receiving rainfallKenya's 225,000
consistently 

and being otherwise suitableabove thirty inches annually 

for intensive livestock
and crop production, good land had 

A projection-on population 

Central Province indicated 

an average density of 275

always been at-a premium.45

growth- in crowded Nyanza and 

by 1975 there would be 

square mile.46 

"Uhuru,"

abundantly available.

that

people per 
*«•

anticipated

a new day when land would be 

Many sought to realize this

To the landless African who had 

freedom had implied

new era
by "squatting" o„ the land-of European

farmers. To. the urban African, deprived.of returning to the 

was anticipated

the beginning, of a better life.

rural areas by lack of land, "Uhuru"
as-"an

end to unemployment and

•45
International Bank for 

The Economic Development 
1963), pp. 64—65.

.^^' 46

bl KeS/SSL™ b-lopne„t.

: Johns Hopkins,

Statistical ^stract. o£. cit 
: ;^Plan, o£. p. 68. - - pp. 8-9, and Six Year• /
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In February, 1964, complaints from Europeans forced 

the government to make a choice on land policy, and the 

result was forceable removal of "sguatters" from the European 

farms in order to prevent disruption of a key sector of the 

difficult to make such a decision, sinceIf waseconomy.

land and its’possession was a fixed point in the Africans

constellation of values. ^Responding to criticism of its 

policy from the backbenchers in the Parliament,
H

spokesman stated that there was 

on illegal "slatting, " and the government wag not interested-

a government

no intention of being "soft"

V

in "short term popularity" if it would result in disruption

The members were tol'd to stopof the national economy

blaming the government and go to their constituencies as 

spokesmen -for the government policy, warning the people that

The people were to under-difficult decisions v/ere necessary, 

stand that the government meant business after many warnings

47 ■'about illegal squatting had been ignored.

The difficulty of. solving the long ruin problems of land 

settlement-lay in the strength of'tribalism and the refusal 

of Africans to support settlement of their traditional-elands

The Masai did not want other 

The Kikuyu were

by others not of their tribe, 

tribes encroaching on their land reserve.

47 Part II, cols. 1006, 1015.Hansard, Vol. BI,

'■ V-'
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resented for their efforts to expand into the Rift Valley.48 

Since 1954, comprehensive plans for development and 

solidation of African land holdings had been carried out 

under the Swynnertori Plan, but by the end of 1963, only 

2:75 million ac.res had been consolidated and three'million

The capacity of the Six Year

con

acres remained to be done.

Plan was only 150,000 acres a year meaning 2 million acres

49 Outside the Africanwould remain unconsolidated in 1970,
■e.

reserves which were the foci for consolidation projects.

the Government Central band Board had purchased 115,000 

and resold 74,000 of that, to Africans.
i

685,000 acres remained to be settled by'Africans,, and 100,000 

acres had been sold to Africans in private transactions, 

all since 1961,^® the continuing obstacles to land con- 

' solidation and settlement, however, were the time required, 

the number of people desiring land, and the prohibitively 

expensive costs of land purchase on settlement, schemes. 

Finally, with those obstacles forcing poor people into the

An additionalacres

48
Information from a series of interviews with G. Michael 

Low, founder and secretary of the Narrosurra Farm Co-operative 
Settlement Scheme, Sabatia, Kenya, European who used part 
of his farm in an inter-tribal experiment.

49
Statistical Abstract, op. cit., pp. 8-9. 

^°Hansard, Vol. I, Part I, cols. 497-500.

■ ,/
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cities, the growth in the "cash-wage" economy was not
I

rapid enough to allow for absorption of the population 

"spill-over" from the rural to the urban areas.

In the cities, urban unemployment was an outgrowth 

of change in the whole’social system of traditional life. 

Expanding rural population and the weakening of the social 

structure of African life released indiyiduals from their 

rustic environment and encouraged their movement to the

cities and towns. There they entered a milieu even less
t-

secure than the one they had left behind. There were just 

not enough jobs to absorb all the hew arrivals from the
V

51 . Before independence, the s'ocial cbinbusti-rural areas.

bility of thb urban-idle was a source of restless activity 

that was channelled into support for nationalist demands. 

After independence, the same unemployed became a liability.

squeezed into the teeming quarters of Pumwani, Ziwani,

Ofafa Jericho, Kariakor, and Bahati, the urban districts

of Nairobi. From those, overcrowded centers the message was

clear: "Tell .the Old Mm (Kenyatta) ■ we do- not want to hurt

..5 2his government, but tell him we are hungry. The recog

nition that, "Those people would be susceptible to any

51
Great Britain, Colonial Office, Annual Reports on. 

Comm'unitv Development. 1951-1959, (London: HMSO), passim.
52.

Interview with the Hon. Munyua Waiyaki quoted
directly.
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foreign influence that put food in their.liellies," emphasized 

the seriousness of the land/labor problem'.^^ 

of free land and food would have been enough to enlist the

Any promises

support of thousands upon thousands of Africans. A relatively 

little amount q.f money.carefully distributed could have filled 

the streets of Nairobi with people demanding things that the

A series of con-government was not qspable of supplying.
. C “

tinuing demonstrations by the hungry of the city could have

While lessshaken the confidence of the Kenyatta government, 

overt or clearly defined than either the mutiny or the shifts
. . , “ -f'' . -

outlawry, the,demands of the landless and the unemployed were 

infinitely more.critical to the stability of the-country and 

. ±he-.survlval-of-the government.

The uhemployment p.roblein did not develop with the grant 

■of self-government.' In January of 1964 when hundreds of" 

demonstrators marched on the Ministry of Labor demanding 

official action for Kenya's "forgotten thousands" there 

ended a long-period when no remedial action was taken against 

a'continually worsening condition. .From 1954 to 1962-, the 

employed labor force grow at. the rate of only .8% a yeat.^ 

and in 1963 there was an 8% drop in the total number of wage

54earners.

^^Interview with the Hon. Fred Kubai, then Assistant
Minister for Labor.

' ^^Statistical Abstract, op. cit 
Weekly News, January 22, 1965, p. 3l.

pp. '23-26, and Kenya• /
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Over the years there had been minor attempts to deal 

with the problem, but it was only ^fter the marches on 

the Ministry that the Minister of Labor Eliud Mwendwa,

"^as chairman of a Cabinet Committee on Unemployment, initiated 

series of meetings between the Kenya Federation of Employers 

and the Kenya Federation of Labor. During the first week

of February, the Kenya National Unemployment Plan of 1964 

(Tripartite Agreement) was worked but. It called for the 

expansion of the private sector work force by 10% and the

Labor, as its contribution, agreed 'government sector by 15%. 

to refrain from strikes and making wage demands throughout
V

the year.^^ Labor recruitment centers were set up with the

in succeedingchronically unemployed given job priority, 

months, employers held to their part of the bargain, though

lack of centralized control of the labor movement prevented 

the Kenya Federation of Labor from stopping.all strikes.- At

55
Kenya Colony and Protectorate, A. G. Dalgleish,

Survey of Unemployment, (Nairobi: Government- Printer, 1960), 
passim, and- the Standard, passim, from the Standard offices 
news files, 1958-1964, For information on the creation of 
the Cabinet-committee, January 24 and Feb. 5, 8-10,

^®During the year major strikes were called or threatened 
by the National Union of Teachers, the Agricultural Workers 
Union, the Commercial Workers Union in Kisumu, the Local 
Government Workers in Nairobi, the East African Posts and 
Telegraphs Union, the Electrical Trade Workers Union, and the 
East African Railway Workers Union. For further information 
on the Tripartite Agreement and the Labor Disputes Court, see 
Hansard, Vol. II, Parts I, cols. 881, 939.

1964.
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the end of a year's time, the pact was extended for an 

additional two months.

A second major action was the formation in June of 1964

of the National Youth Service. Selection was entirely

political in that recruits from each province were chosen

by the local members of the House of Representatives and

the Senate for two years of service, first at a field train-

ing camp and then at work on development, projects. Members

of Parliament interviewed did not hide the fact that in

making their choices, they sought to rid their constituencies

of politically troublesome former Youth Winger types and de

fuse the socially unstable conditions that-existed in the 

country where-the .image 'and reality of "uhuru" had diverged.58 

Both"'the unemployment plans and the Youth Service program 

were security measures taken to alleviate immediate pressure. 

The first was never des'igned to solve the bulk unemployment

problem, and the latter was openly a political maneuver to

57
On Aj^ril 7, .1965, • amidst protest from the Kenya Federa

tion of Labor,"the "government announced new legislation would 
be introduced to effectively control strikes. On April 6,
1965 the Tripartite Agreement was ended. Nation, April 7-8, 
1965.

58
This information was confided in a number of inter

views and confirmed by the Hon. J. M. Kariuki, Director of . 
the National YQuth Service. Also, see Hansard, Vol. II,
Part I, Gols. 826-827 on assignments of the National Youth 
Service.
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They combined toresolve local threats to public order, 

represent astute moves by shrewd politicians who sought to 

remain in power in order to carry out their programs for
i .

the country.

Anniversary of Self-Government

The first anniversary of internal self-government found

Racial and tribal divisions •Kenya a much changed nation, 

which seemed so prominent in mid-1963 had not developed into

Splits within the ruling party were more 

The issue of "majimbo" had receded from political

major problems.

apparent.

view as the KADU opposition dwindled to a few critical voices.

It was known that the government was working on a .revised 

constitution, and that republic status*was probably to be 

the climax of the "Uhuru" anniversary celebrations in 

December.^® The shifts problem remained a constant but 

localized concern, and confidence in the Kenyatta government 

had risen among the minority communities despite increasing 

demands froiij members of parli^ent that the airways, public 

service commission, engineering posts, the police, and 

immigration posts be Africanized rather than Kenyanized,.

59
Interview with Simon Kamunde; then Assistant Minister 

for Justice and Constitutional Affairs.
Hansard, Vol. II, Part'l, Cols. 740-743, 818-820, 

879-888, 962-966. Also see questions on Africanization in 
Appendix II.

-C--

.60
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During consideration of the amended deportation and immi

gration bill, however, the government sought to give assurance

that the measures would only be invoked in the interest of

national security, and, in debate, the bill was supported - 

by members of the Asian and European communities.®^ Con

stitutionality of government operations remained a guide to 

action, and the rigHts of the individual were not inftinged. 

The army mutiny was only a memory, and pressures from the

unemployed had been at least temporarily relieved though by

no means resolved by the Tripartite Agreement and the National ’
V

Youth Service.

PREPARING FOR REPJJBLIC STATUS.; . JUNE 1964 DECEMBER 1964 - - ...... -5^-.

As the anniversary of.self-government passed, the govern- 

■ ment was more concerned with divisions in its own ranks and 

in the country at large. During the last six months of 1964,

effort was made to overcome those divisions through two

First, the party was given attention it had not 

received since the'May l’963 elections.

programs.

Secondly, a greater 

sense of national unity was established through the enact

ment of constitutional amendments replacing the "majimboist"

articles of the ind.ependenee constitution. The latter was

. .61
Hansard, Vol. I, Part I, cols. 283-301.
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completed after the uniting of the government and the

opposition into a single national front, 

confronted, the antagonisms within 

able to solution while the

Of the two issues 

KANU were the least
k

changing of the constitution 

open manner that seemed to satisfy the

amen-

was

handled in an
elected

fepresentatives.

The Role of the Party ^ter the Grant of Self-Gov6rnm.=n<- .

The decline of KANU. had two causes. First, after self- .

government was granted, the role of the 

changed.

party was drastically

KANU had developed as an instrument of■ mass protest

to support claims for independence.^Strong and sometimes 

uncontrollable commitment from 

members, had a basic utility, 

government and the establishment

Youth Wingers and party 

After the granting of self-

"peace and hard work"
-V*

governmental structure designed for de-

I
i
i
ft

of the

Ipolicy, this extrg-

stabilizing-outburst
rather than reasoned control «of emotion ibecame a liability. Also,

abandonment .by..top :party;ieadership 

in order to -fill top

self-government resulted in ifthe
1!of the.local machinery 11
ligovernment positions. In abandoning K

the party structure. lihowever, the top leadership 

a mobilized, politically aroused cadre
lineglected Si
Si

of Youth Wingers andI i

ill

party loyalists who on the local levels did not reap the

-- - 'ft-. ' . ....” . I ' '’ft'" ■'. 'ft J. . . . . :
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•ii.
rewards of "Uhuru" commensurate with their expectations.

i
s:The second factor in party decline was the lack of I:'t-
Icohesiveness in the national leadership. The Kikuyu-Luo 

alliance was, at best, an uneasy union, and the political 

contention between the Luo tribesmen KANU Vice-President

5;

s
IOdinga and KANU General Secretary Mboya was a matter of

The party-constitution had not been adhered .to 

since its promulgation as leaders refused to hold the annual 

elections of national officers for fear of not being returned. 

This "tempering of democracy" in party affairs continued 

throughout the first year of self-government and independ- 

So great was the deterioration that twelve''month3 

after‘the elections, the'^ Assistant Executive Officer of KANU

62record.

S
I
g
I
i
I

I
Ience.

i-
y

I
IIcould say in more than jest, "Without being organized, an

,i64 ielection could be held tomorrow and we would be out. Si
iiTo meet the tide of increasing criticism, a series of 

provincial party meetings were held.- Meeting in Machakos, 

Mombasa, Nyeri, Nakuru, Kakamega, and^'Kisumu, “the meetings

hr:

Is
I
i
I
3

r

62
George Bennett arid Carl Rosberg, The Kenyatta Election, 

Kenya 1960-1961, (London: Oxford University Press, 19.62).,— 
for a discussion of the^iVtooya-Odinga split.

^^This was a widely voiced complaint among the back

benchers interviewed.

passim I
I
i
S
I■i

^^Interview with J^ohn O'Washika. ISi
S
S
5
I
I
I

“...................................................... ......................................................................................-..

g;:
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proposed that new provincial conunittees 

middle level in the 

ling information between the 

party branches.

be elected as a

party hierarchy responsible for channel- 

top leadership and the local 

once such committees 

be held.®5

It was promised that

were in operation a national convention would 

effort was ineffectual.
The committees remained 

Seven months later, in January 1S65, KANU
unformed.

Organizing Secretary
John Keen announced 

members, Mboya again promised to 

party, and the KANU House

a drive to enroll three million new KANU

overhaul and strengthen the 

representatives affirmed the 

The determination to repudiate 

factionalism was reiterated throughout March and April of

supi^emacy of the party. 66

TMlE Sa TOWW ffiSPOHSlS BV THiSTY OBE KMD M.P.'s TO

™ “JO** problem
KANU?", MAy-JUNE, 1964. FACING

1. Need for reorganization 
Party factionalism 

3. Need for closer party/government 
co-ordination

62.
5

24. Need to educate party officials 
working at the local: levels 

5. failure to adhere to the 
tution

2
consti-

1
6. NO problem facing KANU 
7• No opinion 2

14*
*Miniaters and assistant ministers 
to answer the above question. were extremely reluctant

Interview with O'Washika and 
meeting held in Kisumu 

66.

I attended the provincial
on June 13, 1964.. 

Daily Nation, January 7-9, 1965.

.  . '." '
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The Kenya Constitution (Amendment) Bill
which was

presented sought to insure three primary aims: (1) that 

national leadership be visible 

there be guaranteed collective 

dent and cabinet to the

to all the. people, (2) that

responsibility of the presi- 

Parliament, . and (3) .that the Parlia- ■

ment be recognized as the source of law in the 

A presidential regime meant, the head-.<of 

would be a single

country.

state and government.

man rather than having a head of state 

a far-off queen represented inwho was
Kenya by a governor 

of the president with
r

Parliament was an effort to

general. The continued association 

the elected members.in the
avoid

1egis1ative and executive
separation such as existed in the

nnltea state.; rinally, tha of P.rli™a„t to

be guaranteed by withdrawing
the powers of the provinces 

constitution.granted under the earlier 

commissions were to be
The civil service 

consolidated, the financial 

streamlined, and clauses previously subject only to 

stit^tional an^en^ent* were wiQidrawn from the constitution 

become matters, of administrative

procedures

con-

procedure. In essence, the 

of authority and 

an unwieldy, inflexible 

a more workable series of enactments.^9

amendments called for centralization 

solidation of provisions to reduce 

document to

con-

69
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government strategy for passage was simple but

The intro-

The

effective - be as open and legal as possible, 

auction of the amendment bill could not have been considered 

a surprise move. It had been anticipated from mid^August 

until its actual appearance on the order paper of the House

In moving the bill. Constitutional 

Affairs Minister Mboya made every Effort to detail the govern- 

reasons for each provision. . He emphasized that the 

KADU opposition, which was two weets away from voluntary

on October 27, 1964.

ment' s

dissolution, was a divisive force, and he showed the need_^ for

The ensuing debate, as Mboya latergreater centralization.

. —noted,- centered not so much on the new provisions

impugning the motives of the government for carrying out

In thirteen hours of debate, speeches favor-

as on

7'0the changes.

ing the government bill were twice as numerous as opposition 

remarks.By not-restricting any speaker' s-remarks. the

opposition was given full and fair opportunity to convince 

the members pf .the House and, hopefully, for KADU' s purposes.

Accompanying the debate, the government 

sought popular support by bringing traditional elders to

force a referendum.

cols. 3380-3392, 4012-4054, 4084-4134, 4186-4232.
These: refer to remarks by

Speaker Slade about.his unwillingness to close debate until 
all had a chance to speak.. .

70lbid
• f

71, cols. 3934, 4012.Ibid • t

- %
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meet Kenyatta in order to get their 

were brought from their rural 

and talk with Kenyatta and give their 

constitution and the idea of becoming 

the government conducted

outside the Parliament,^2

endorsement. These old
men

areas to Nairobi to sit

blessing to the 

a republic, 

its own informal

new

By such

referendum

The strategy was successful, 

called during the voting on November 3,' 

by the necessary seventy-five 

end of "majimboism" 

of political ineffectuality, 

dissolution

complete passage of the

anp when a division was
/

the amendments carried

per cent, 101-17. With the

confirmed, and confronted by the prospect 

KADU presented its statement of

Final votes on procedural matters delayed 

new provisions for several 

when passed they came without a dissenting vote 

the legal authority to become 

1964.74

weeks, but

and Kenya had 

a republic on December 12,

BEYOND REPUBLIC DAY: DECEMBER 

■■ "Jamhuri"

1964 - JUNE 1965,.

republic status 

pomp and not a little sadness.

- was celebrated amidst much 

People gathered from across

72
^^Standard, and Nation. September and 
Hansard, Vol. iii.

October, passim. 

4230, 4636, 4656-,Part 111, cols.
4743.

^^Ibid
;

cols. 4769-4772.• /
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nation to dance and perform the old ceremonial chants

there was the

the

For Europeansfor noting significant events.

of seeing the last British troops bo.ard the plane for 

last visions of empire were exchanged for republic

Officially, the change was 

The popular

sadness

Aden as the

status withih the Commonwealth.

the most amicable of terms.accomplished on

the .General MacDonald remainedcin the country as

Kenyatta became the head of state as

Governor

queen's commissioner.

president and former Home Affairs Minister Odinga was
i

Reviewing the first year of inde- 

for some satisfaction.

the

appointed vice-president, 

pendehce, there was cause 

the opposition had qeasM.tp exist, 

and strong constitution.

The policy against the shifts constituted an __

Officially,

The country had a new 

The army mutiny had been quickly1

J resolved.1
J Labor unrest still demanded moreeffective holding action.

detailed consideration, and former Mau Mau freedom fighters

Of all the problems confronting the

!

had to be dealt with, 

government, intra-party’s.trife 'was the most intractable.
E

i

5

Development and the Spirit of Harambee

The concentration of government attention on issues 

threatening to its authority, the. achievement of 

political consensus and the establishment of a viable and

3

:■

5

I
most

5

-

5
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fiscally sound governmental structure meant that the second 

year of independence could permit greater attention to be 

focused on economic issues neglected during the previous 

In the first six months of 1965, it wastwelve months.

' " evident that the g6vernmerit, strengthened by new consti

tutional powers and the abatement of other security issues, 

sought to give greater Concern to deve^lopment and economic

progress.

The Kenyatta government came to power with a party

platform that stated it was the intent of KANU tb build a

75 There were policydemocratic African socialist state, 

statements of intended free medical treatment,' land develop

ment, a minimum of sevefi years of free education, and to the

landless and unemployed, a'promise of expansion of industry. 

It was soon apparent that certain welfare aims could not

Yet, despite the fiscal 

Less sophisticated'Members 

of the House of Representatives toured their constituencies 

uninformed as to-how to deal with the queries of their

be implemented in a short time.

obstacles, demands increased-.

electorate and many joined with the voters in demanding the

To meet this protest, aimplementation of the manifesto.

and more restrained statement of government policy.new

^^KANU Manifesto, op. cit., passim.

.
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"African Socialism and Its Application 

Emphasizing the desire

Sessional Paper No; 10,

to Planning in Kenya," was produced.

African traditions of "political democracy andto coordinate

mutual social responsibility" with a pra^natic blending of 

capitalist and welfare principles, the paper criticized 

scientific socialism and established the closest expression 

official ideology that Kenya as had."^®
4

to an

In practical political terms, the statement was designed 

the government by emphasizing thatto relieve pressure on 

the people must help themselves in the spirit of "Harambee"

- the country's national motto.
; ?

The statement gave every

reference point for react- -

it was not a real ideology, but a symbol

parilament ary representative a 

ing to his electors, 

of practical elucidation of a political problem soundly met

by a comprehensive statement of intent within the limitations

It was a cJLnb against ex-imposed by the lack of resources.

self-aggrandizement and the pursuit of narrow competi

tive goals. ^In that, sense the statement conformed to the

communal’ commitment to 

and condemned transgression of commuffdlism

cess.

African heritage by calling for a 

national development

76
Kenya Government, Ministry of Economic Planning and 

Development, Sessional Paper 10: African Socialism and 
Its.Application to Planning in KetiYa, (Nairobi: Government 
printer, 1965), passim.
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as not in the spirit of "Harambee.

Accompanying the government’s statement of its policy 

aims on development

resources must be used Wisely.

were firm declarations that existing

The government wanted its 

promises matched by integrity in the use of local
resources

by local groups. Warnings were issued to local government

bodies in Nyahza, Central, 

^en fiscal
Western, and Rift Valley Provinces, 

cease, the government 

a county Council and 

The combination of promoting 

progress and maintaining firm civil

irresponsibility did not 

finally was forced to dissolve
assume

interim responsibility.

economic
control was

also evident in the operation of the Deyeiopmeht FinShce 

Corporation- to support new industry and
expand the job

market while passing tighter legislative controls over labor 

unions to replace the Tripartite Agreement of 1964.”^9 Thus

areas and the cities, the theme was one of 

concern balanced by efficiency and

in both the rural 

publi'c responsibility and 

good management, all under, the banner
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. ,V ■’ ,

Of "Harambee. ■■
77
Sessional -Paper No. 10 was described by Assistant 

iritten Planning Mwai Kibaki as "a protestant l,ihle
exDloiter^ catholics in conjunction with American -
exploiters," meaning it was a statement of the protestaS
a^^err "" Catholics Mboya and Kibaki with the help of 

• the1:SSy! - advisor L

^ ^ ^^Standard, October 24, 1964, January 1 3 13 25 20 
February 24, March 4, April 4, Ma^ 24,25 Ju^^l ' 
warnings and action of the government!

Part I.,
April'-June 1965, passim.

1965

passim, and Standard
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The Dissident Freedom Fighters

The security threat posed by the former Mau Mau freedom

fighters required the exercise of diplomacy not needed in

determining how to deal with the shifta. The Somali out

laws were virtual■strangers to many of the Africans and the 

initiation of strong punitive measures was an easy choice.

The former freedom fighters were a different case. They were

men who had aided in the struggle for independence but, fail

ing to moderate anti-social behavior, had become a political 

and economic liability with the end-Of colonial rule, 

centrated among the Kikuyu in Central Province, those m^h had 

become outlaws whose depredations could not"be tolerated.

-t
Con-

Pit independence, an amnesty was declared, encouraging many 

to come out of the forests and join in the celebration of

Those who did come out soon discovered that "Uhuru""Uhuru."

would be hard work and the only reward might be a hoe for

cultivation. Dismayed over such a prospect, many returned

to the forests, and the government soon realis'ed that it had

a problem that, was not so easy to resolve..

A month after independence, the amnesty was declared-cver

and freedom fighters became fully liable to criminal punish

ment. Throughout 1964, however, the threat of punitive 

action was not carried out,since the outlaws continued to
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To act in a ruth-enjoy the respect of the local people.

less manner against tribesmen so recently called heroes

would have made it difficult to keep the sUppgrt of the law-

abiding people. On the first anniversary of independence, 

a second one-month amnesty was declared. During that period, 

prominent leaders appealed to the outlaws to give up, and 

Defense Minister Mungai went into the forests to try and 

persuade the outlaws to come out peacefully, 

of the second amnesty and amidst clear statements of how the

With the end

men were then enemies of the nation,, a security action re- 

suited in the killing of a number of the fugitives, includ-

Fol-lowing* thoseing-the 'Iself-styled General Ba-imungi." 

actions the forest outlaws ceased to be a security issue as

the people supported the government policy. -*•

Nationalists. Ideologues, and Foreign Influence

,,The action against the former freedom fighters, the 

warning of the county councils, the reinterpretation of the 

KANU manifesto,_and the restrictions on the ,trade unions 

showed that the government had an appreciation of the limit§_ 

on its resources. It also showed that there was determination

to resist any threats to civil order that might threaten the

positidn.-of the government. Consistent with this interest

80 ■
Standard. 1964, passim, and January 6,'9,12 and 25,

1965. "
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in dealing with threats to its position, the government 

focused its attention on a problem that had been neglected

This .was the sig-during the first yeat .of independence, 

nificatice of foreign influence in the. country, 

the problem had to be ignored when other problems faced the

Realistically,

country since to raise the issue meant that a deeper division

At independence it-.would be made-within the ranks of KASIU.

■had been valuable to preserve KANU solidarity -at all costs, 

including overlooking the fact that some of the party members 

have been amenable to foreign associations designed to^.... may

promote personal rather than national self-interest.

the declaration of the republic with a strong new consti

tution under the control of the central government, KANU 

solidarity seemed more a liability than an asset, and the 

issue of foreign influence was directly raised.

Foreign j.nfluence, covert foreign influence, is virtually 

impossible to research or discover,'' but the controversy 

aroused by sujspected;influence was widely reported and dis-

D^t should be

After

rupted the political activity of the country, 

emphasized that the source of such influence was thought to

The Unitedexist exclusively in the socialist countries.

States had been widely condemned for its role in the Congo

in November of 1964, but seven months after that incident
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Kenyatta sent warm congratulations to President Johnson on

Other countries such as West Germany,the 4th of July.S^

Japan, Italy, Scandinavia and Britain had extensile interests

in Kenya, but were not accused of doing anything improper.

considered to be socialistic influence.Foreign influence was

as reported in the press, it was seen to center in theand,

activities of Vice-President Oginga Odinga.

Within KANU, the "nationalists" condemned the "ideo

logues" as corrupters of the "Harambee" spirit and warned 

'Of the dangers of foreign influence.The real contfoverSy ■ 

centered in the question of who was or was npt in the pay of ■

.C

In May of 1965, there was complaint that 

Odinga was buying support in South Nyanza with money supplied

As one member of the House of Rep-=''

foreign powers.

by Socialist countries, 

resentatives put it, "My constituency is being bought put

To strengthen his hold on South.i83from underneath me.

Nyanza, Kenyatta made a personal tour to the remote corners 

province, including': in his entourage'his loyal min- 

Other suspicions were aroused that the labor

of the

isters.®^

81 1965.Standard, July 4,
^^Nation and Standard, January -. May, 1965, passim. 
®^Interview with Elijah Omolo-Agar.

■ S'^The impact Of the tour was 
Odinga invited himself along, 
developed in talking to politicians while I attended a part 
of the three day tour.

somewhat .negated when 
This is a personal insight
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unions had been subverted by foreign money. The unions it

was recognized constituted one of the few cohesive forces

in the country capable of pressuring the government. If 

the unions were to respond to the leadership of acknowledged 

Odinga supporter, Makanyango, nationalist stability and the 

position of the government could have been endangered.

It was rumored that foreign influence had a role to . 

play in the army mutiny and that the Ghanian High Commissioner, 

was a source for the distribution of funds from socialist 

countries. Members of Parliament agreed that Kenyatta ad- 

jou-rned Parliament and took a large delegation of ministers, 

-including”Odinga, to London for' the Commonwealth Conference 

in 1964 because there was talk of a coup.^^ It was fact

that Odinga was given a largely ceremonial role as Vice -

President.87 It was a fact that Odinga arranged for the

building of the Lumumba Institute with socialist country

funds. The Institute opened in December of 1964 to teach

85 y ■ ' ■ ‘ .
^ A conclusion based-on discussion with Minister of

Defense Njoroge Mungai, and also with Mr. Russell Heater.;- - -  _ - -  ■
- Polit-ical—Attache', Embassy 6’f”€he United States in Kenya, 1965.

86
This was a particularly widespread 'rumor in June of'"

1964, and the fact so many politicians were sent to the 
Malawi independence celebrations or were taken to London did 
little to dispel the idea, though the threat never materialized.

87
The Office- of the Vice-President had responsibility for 

arranging all ceremonies and drawing up a new report on the 
constituencies with the possible recommendation for expanding 
the number of seats.
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party officials the principles of socialism and the life

, 88 It was admitted by the government that itof Kenyatta.

had confiscated arms from the basement of th.e Vice-President's 

Office in Nairobi in April of 1965.®®

British Government support, that there had been any threat

It was denied, with

of an Easter Weekend coup in 1965 in which Kenyatta had

asked the British to stani^ by in Aden should they be needed.

It was a fact that Russian arms coming into the country in 

April of 1965 on short notice were refused by the government 

and accompanying Russian weapons experts were asked to leave 

the country.®®

Russian and Chinese arms coming from Tanzania were seized 

in South Nyanza in May of 1965, and only the most abject 

apologies of Prime Minister Obote of Uganda permitted them 

to pass on into Uganda. 

compelled to remove Odinga from the leadership of the Common

wealth Conference delegation in 1965.®2

It was a fact that seventy-five tons of

It was a fact that Kenyatta felt

88 . <
Natiort, Deceniber 13-16, 1964. In Match 1965, the ^ 

HO'nfU'VTi^'s'. g-aye*"notice'of *"a motion asking,that the govern
ment take over the Institute under the Ministry of Education. 
Nation, March 26, 1965. The government merely had the ' 
institute register as an educational facility and lack of 
finance eventually forced it to close. Nation, May-July, 1965.

^%ation, April 13, ,1965.
Interview with Njoroge Mungai, Minister of Defense- 
Nation, May 17, 1965.

QO
Interview with' Mungai, loc. cit.

90

■ 91
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The role of Uganda and Tanzania in the seizure of arms 

in South Nyanza brought an angry outburst from Kenyatta 

such a blatant violation of sovereignty by Kenya'.s East

The vehemence with which the government 

condemned such unwarranted intrusion demonstrated the deter

mination of the nationalists to preserve the integrity of 

the state.and hot tolerate.any threat to its position, 

than two years before, in June of 1963, Kenyatta had amicably 

met with Nyerere of Tanzania and Obote of Uganda to affiiun

over

African neighbors.

Less

their joint desire for union of the three states by the end 

To. achieve that ideal would have meant theof that year.

sacrifices of sovereignty and personal position, for.it was 

clear that not all the ministers in the Kenyatta Cabinet

would find piiaces in the federation Cabinet. The mixture of 

personal and national self-interest delayed the prospect of 

union and the.next two years saw the deterioration of unity

A month afteramidst recrimination aetq who was to blame, 

the arms seizure, Tanzania.'announced that it, would have its 

own currency and introduce restrictions on goods coming

In such fashion didinto the country from Kenya and Uganda.

"nationalism" weaken the proposed unity of East Africa.

The collapse of immediate hopes for union emphasized 

the commitment of the Kenyatta government to its own survival
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Theand the maintenance of the integrity of the state.

who had led the anti-colonialist struggle were not 

prepared to let authority he weakened by shifts guerrillas, 

former freedom fighters, socialist fellow travelers, army 

' '■ mutineers, rebellious backbenchers, unrealistic party

ideologues, squatters, the unemployed or the 3trural land- 

Using constitutional instruments, police power, 

nomic inducement, and the call for national solidarity under 

the banner of "Harambee," the government leaders sought to 

insure greater loyalty to the nation, and consolidate their 

hold on the legitimate instruments of authority, 

doing, they prepared to face the continuing problems "of

men

eco-less.

V

In so
. ..

leadership despite the success in the confronting the problems

Much still remained to beof the first two-years in power.

On the streets of Nairobi, the unemployed were surroundeddone.

by all the opulence of Western society while they lacked even

Throughout the country, eagerthe bare necessities of life, 

adolescents faced the disappointment of riot being able to 

continue their education due to lack of facilities. Behind

every rural dispensary and hospital were huge common'graves;■ “

In thebleak symbols of the high infant mortality rate.

rural areas, men still complained because land settlement 

schemes did not move fast enough to satisfy the hopes of the
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And in the remote areas, many Kenyans went aboutlandless.

the tasks of, just getting enough to survive each day, 

concerned that Kenya was a nation in a continent of new

un

nations.

t-

V'

y



CHAPTER NINE:

CULTURAL PLURALISM IN THE MAINTENANCE AND ADAPTION OF THE

KENYA SYSTEM

This study ot. Kenya politics has described a causal

relationship between the culture norms adhered to in Kenya

society and the maintenance of stability during the first two

In so doing, however, the study hasyears of independence.

been careful to point out that such a relationship was

critically dependent on the conscious manipulation of those

•' -divergent culture orientations present in the populace at 

The verif icatibn of such a relationship'was -made 

difficult because of the multiplicity of factors influencing

large

political performance, factors that can overwhelm attempts

at'rigorous empirical analysis. This was particularly the

case since causality was predicated on normative variables

that.Were difficult to isolate.

As an investigation of the role of political culture

and"strategy of culture management," the research had to-

depend on a collection of methodological tools, primarily _ _

history, enthnology, survey research and field observations.!

None of those techniques provided data that was contradictory

1: ■

McKim Marriott, loc. cit Chapter one above.,• $
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to the thesis of conflicting in an interdisciplinary sense. 

That is to say, ethnography, history, and survey data con

firmed the thesis in a fashion which mutually reinforced 

evidence gathered from several scholarly disciplines.

Based on the collected evidence, the. interpretation of the 

research work touched a number of areas considered the pro-

political science: elite stu4y, legislative and 

party behavior, structural/functional analysis, decision-

As with the method-

vince of

making, and theory of law and democracy, 

ology, the different interpretations are internally con-

Based on such consistent and supportive of the thesis 

sistency, the causal relationship between culture norms,

"strategies of culture management" is affirmed, 

following analysis of the data addresses itself to^ 

several fields of political inquiry useful in validating

The first dis-

in which the two culture legacies supported

stability, and

The

the

This is done in five sections.the thesis.

cusses the manner

the concept of^representative democracy as the basis for

A second section deals with the adaptive

institutions and the procedural'

state operations', 

process undergone by both the 

forms of political life.. The third section emphasizes the 

capacities, of the Kenyatta government by reviewingsecular

...n. -■
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the manner in which crises of societal integration and

legitimacy were "managed" by the leaders. A fourth section

discusses some basic considerations regarding political

demands, policy formation, and limits on government response. 

Finally, a fifth section reviews how culture played a part in 

the resolution of major problems.

Before turning to those individual areas,, certain general
.C

comments should be offered. First, this study of political

culture in a former colonial nation emphasizes the critical

relevance of the two culture patterns inv’olved. When Kenyatta 

' ~ actions of his.

... government were conditioned by the-country's pa'st; bo‘th the 

tribal heritage and the more recent colonial legacy.

V

Through an understanding of that past comes’the realization

that the policy choices were not random, the character of the

politicians not unfathomable, and the behavior of the elector

ate not unintelligible. Rather, there is coherence to Kenya's

past and post-independence present,; The habits, beliefs, 

behavior and. institutions of the traditional tribal environ

ment are bound up with the hopes, dreams, frustrations, and - - -

accomplishments of the European community to provide a basis 

for understanding why, certain actions were taken.
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TABLE 9:1 SUMMARY OP CHARACTERISTICS CONSTITUTING THE AFRICAN 
AND EUROPEAN LEGACIES IN MODERN KENYA POLITICS, 
1963-1965

From African Society:

A. Support for decisions rendered on the basis 
of consensus and equity.

B. Segmentary lineages supporting direct decision
making rather than indirect decision-making 
found in more stratified societies.

C. Peer and lineage ties that-Strongly bound
individuals to their respective elans and tribes.

D. Concern for consistent legitimation of 
decisions in order to prevent instability 
that could result from conflict-laden 
situations. V

.. ?

From-Europeeh-Society:-

A. A consistent Africap perspective on European . 
-parampuntcy. ■

B. A form of political activity characterized as 
secular, pragmatic and rational, and employ
ing- skills usually associated with Western 
political practice.

C. A "national" set of institutions for the
procedural conversion of demands into policy.

s
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The second consideration is the 

between culture and stability.

general relationship 

This relationship is not new

to the discussion of political systems, 

has been given to the importance

Much consideration

of synchronisation or con-

. gruenoe between culture and.society as the key to system 
maintenance.2

independence stability would 

between a

With reference to this study, Kenya s post-

appear to rest on a congruence

normatively pluralist culture -and 

ally Western set of political structures. '

an institution-

Those Western

structures, democratic in character, 

out the period studied.

were preservedrbhrough- 

Each subsequent section of the 

chapter, therefore, accounts for how culture 'and culture

management" preserved,,stability'within a democratic frame- 

In the context of that analysis, 

ations must be born in mind.

work.
two further consider-

One, neither culture'tradition

was of such strength to dominate the other, 

traditional culture prevented political 

centralizing into 

Western-norms provided a i

That is to say.

functions from

a secular national_dictatorship 'while

means of resisting the centrifugal

■ Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture, "'"
(Boston: Little Brown, 1965), Chapter ll for a discussion of
SvoSS^ Chalmerra^s^n,
fevolutionary Chanae, (Boston: Little Brown, 1966),

importance of synchronization between 
values and division of labor_in society.

passim.

m
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The last consideration isforce of tribal parochialism.

.preservation of democratic character and does not imply

As shown in earlier chapters.institutional rigidity, 

post-independence politics was a dynamic experience notable 

for significant role redefination within the political

structure.

THE CULTURAL LEGACIES AND TflE PRESERVATION OF DEMOCRATIC NORMS

The pre-independence pledge by the Kenyatta government
V

democratic institutions and procedures was similar

The

to preserve

pledges given by the leaders of many new nations, 

difference between Kenya and other -.states was the successful

-to

maintenance of that pledge. In' the previous chapters, it has 

been revealed that success was influenced.by the support of 

the two cultural traditions in the country, 

those traditions, there are certain concepts emphasized:

When looking at

equity, consensus and procedural resolution of conflict,

legitimation of’decisions, and representative responsi- 

These" terms hlso Help constitute an operational

as observable features of Kenya's

con

sistent

bility.

definition of democracy, and,

•culture milieu, they provided support for the pledge by Kenya's

leaders.
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Ecpiity

Tribal society concerned itself with equity in the 

decisions taken and in insuring that appropriate restitution

The behavior of

**>•

made in considering legal disputes.was

desire' to see equity prevailelected politicians revealed a

in the making of policy, though that concern for equity was

tribal self-interest and coridemnation 

Related to this African

often phrased in terms- of 

of nepotism or tribal domination.

the legal procedures and secular norma

for operationalizing the concern for

perspective were

that permitted a means 

equal treatments
■y

and Procedural Resolution of ConflictConsensus

the achieve-Tribal society also placed heavy emphasis on 

ment of consensus in the making ‘of decisions.

followed for insuring that conflict would

Elaborate

procedures were

The institution of parliament "also provided 

for resolving conflict in peaceful fashion.

were - all the tech-

not break out^

procedures

■ Added to those parliamentery procedures 

niques of Western political practice that provided numerous.

strategies of negotiation to aid peaceful resolution of dis- 

The value of Western institutions and procedures layputes.

in their utility as mediatory tools between tribal groups
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since the traditional,tribal procedures were generally used 

only within individual tribal societies. Thus, traditional

culture provided the normative base, and Western culture

added skills to operationalize norms in a nation-state system.

Consistent Legitimation of Decisions

Tribal societies opposed the making of decisions in an 

arbitrary manner. The segmentary line&ges of Kenya's state

less societies depended on direct decision-making procedures

as a guarantee decisions would be made in a manner accept- 

.able to those.affected by the decision. Tribal society had 

no tradition of accepting decisions handed down hy fiat from

V

^a higher authority. The basis for the parliament as the ■ 

source of law was the belief that the people should be rep

resented in the making of policy. The attitude of the members-

of the House of Representatives was that their role should

be an active one-, and they protested vigorously any attempt

to weaken their mandate. In such fashion did the two tra

ditions preserve^the inlfegrity of the legislative branch of

government as part of Kenya's democratic system,.

Representative Responsibility

The inclusion of the popularly elected representatives 

in the decision-making process was tied to the obligations
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of those representatives to actively consult with their con

stituents. The strength of peer-group and lineage ties 

forced the maintenance of liaison with the constituency.'

This tie remained strong because Africans had never been

permitted to desert such associations. Africans never became

evolues who disavowed their ties to the tribe. When-pplitical
■i'l .

change occurred after the war, the European was contested-

against on European terms - representative democracy. To

defeat the European, Africans used European skills, driven

forward in their efforts by the consistent perspective of 

.alien paramountcy maintained throughout the colonial period. 

In promoting the conditions of representative‘democracy 

among the mass of the people, the politicians insured that 

they could not take themselves' away from the people without 

violating both the norms of traditional culture 'and European 

culture.

'Taken together, the four concepts illustrate'how Kenya's 

cultural heritage supported the pledge of maintehance of

fo have exchanged democracy for 

authoritarian methods would have been a repudiation of the-- - -

democratic institutions.

two cultural traditions and contributed to increased "dis-
r

synchronization" of culture and structure. As a result of
!

I
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ithe integration of-the two sets of culture norms, the

much enhanced whether it was
isilpossibility of democracy was 

the result of a legitimate choice of the leadership or a
Irl

political response to the current realities of the national. -

culture. s
I
ICULTURAL LEGACIES: EPIGENESIS,IN STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION 

The synchronization between cultural norms and the

THE

ISiS
institutions of the system was also a^ded by the changes in

These changes 'worked to

8
1

political structure and function, 

make the Western governmental institutions more acceptable
m
i,V'

i; ? aBi
to Kenya's tradition-rbound. masses while stimulating a degree • 

of pplitAcal sdphistication that permitted parochial'societies 

to more effeotively work within a nation-state framework.

The quality which distinguished these changes from the poli'cy 

choices of the government was that these changes were develop

mental or "epigenetical" rather than anticipated by the 

leaders as the possible or probable outcomes of sovereignty. 

Allhthese chahges (summarized’in Table 9:2) testify to,the 

dynamic nature of the Kenya political system. ^

Earlier discussion has indicated how the parliament was 

transformed into a kiama-like council by the dissolution

i

I
Ii
I
i
ss
i

P

f
i
I'i
1
11

: V is
of the.opposition and the importance given to the "parlia-

committee-of-the-whol-e for the discussion
5
IImentary group" as a- I

0
I
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9:2 STRUCTURAL/FUNCTIONAL ADAPTATIONS OF THE KENYA 
POLITICAL SYSTEM, 1963-1965

TABLE

STRUCTURALFUNCTIONAL

1. Decline of KANU as 
the mass-based 
"branch" party and 
the emergence of the 
"caucus" party.

1. Modification of 
Westminister model 
as ••representatives 
maintain close ties 
to constituencies.

TRIBAL
INFLUENCE 2. ~Kiama-li-ke quality ,2. Emergence of the •

tribal caucus as an 
incipient interest 
group.

of parliament after 
dissolution of the
opposition.

3. Modification of the 
Westminister model 
of "cabinet govern
ment ."

3. Importance of the
"parliamentary group" 
over ministerial 
committees.

i. Expansion o‘f'the
parliamentary - ■ 
membership breaks up 
elite stratification 
and coalescence of 
those politicians 
prominent before 1963.

1. Secular sentiments 
that dominate the 
parochial when 
nationalist vs, ideo
logue splits cut 
across tribal lines.

WESTERN
INFLUENCE

2. Government skill in 
"crises management." 2. Population exposed to 

the institutions of
representative demo
cracy encouraging the

3. Requirements for 
candidacy introduce 
secular criteria to the growth of popular 
►constituency level for demands articulated 
the elections. through the representa

tive process.
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These changes came after the members of the Houseof policy.
i

had demonstrated they wouldn't be satisfied with the legiti

mating role often given to lower houses in "cabinet govern

ment" systems. Outside the House chambef, the "epigenetical" 

process resulted in" the atrophy of the mass-based KANU party 

and the appearance of a "caucus" party giving reference to 

incipient tribal interest groups builtjon close ties between . 

elected representatives and constituents.

The changes brought by Western norms were evident in

secular criteria that penetrated the traditional environ-

ment as well as in the continued use of procedures associated

with the Western institutions introduced by colonial rule.

At the local, levels, qualifications for candidacy introduced 

new criteria of p'olitical efficacy for judging the respect

ive merits of the candidates. The expansion of the parlia-.

mentary membership for the 1963 elections brought into public -

■ life a new generation of leaders to at least temporarily

break up any potential coalescence of the pre-independence

elite into a dominant political class. Also, the exposure

of the masses to the procedures of representative democracy

stimulated popular demands, for increased government welfare

This level of popular demands encouraged the splitprograms.
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between the "new nationalists" and the'"ideologues," demon

strated by. the.jway—secular-cons^derations began to -oj^errule 

prime loyalties to the .tribal group, 

changes in the system was an increase in pressure on the 

government to use its resources carefully in managing crises.

The outcome of such structural and functional "epi-

The result, of those

I

I
i
1

genesis" in the form and style of government was a system 

that more adequately reflected the prevailing values of the 

The changes provided greater integrity to thesociety.

institutions of the national system by transforming them

into role structures-that were predicated on the norms 

representative of the pluralist political culture.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE MANAGEMENT OF -CRISES

' The developmental changes in the Kenya political system

were valuable in bringing about a greater degree of syn- 

.chronization between culture and structure, but they also

Developmentalcontributed to new-pressures on the -government.
■ ■ ■ ^ ^ ^ J

change'forced on an ideal model can bring strain on those-in

authority who are charged with maintaining the ideal nature _— 

of the model. In this case, the ideal was the nation-state 

system which the Europeans had laid over the traditional 

societies of Kenya. The Kenyatta government was empowered
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to maintain constitutional order and the integrity of the

For the people of Kenya, the nation-state concept

In support of its right to act, the govern

ment had the constitutional instruments provided by the 

colonial rulers and'the. mandate signified by KANU's electoral 

Countering' that power was the reality of Kenyans

state.

•was unfamiliar.

victory.

in the Northeastern Province who totally disavowed the legit-

Also, there was the fragmentationimacy of the government, 

of the national party after election that weakened a major

Other evidence of social frag-source of regime strength.

mentation within the country was provided by the emergence

and the racial fears of Europeans andof the tribal caucus'

Asians just prior to independence. The critical nature of

recognized by the government in its 

the backbenchers.

these weaknesses was

responses to the lower party echelons, 

and the mass of voters; responses designed to encourage

participation, societal integration and mass invol'vement. 

The need of the Kenya government to give critical

A typologyto societal integration is not unique, 

suggesting this as the task of all new nations has been 

referred to in other studies.^

concern

What is unique about Kenya

^The typology of "crises" referred to is in Lucien Pye, 
Aspects' of Political Development, (Boston: Little Brown, 
1966), pp. 62-67. Pye lists six crises in political develop
ment: legitimacy of authority, identity by the people with
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■ was the way government responded to questions of legiti

macy and integration through the managertient of each issue

It would be diffi- •or crisis with a variety of policies, 

cult to say thai: a separate policy-approach termed "crises 

management" was adopted within the cabinet, but the accompany

ing table shows that no attempt was made to solve all prob

lems at once, and that certain priorities seemed evident. 

Nearly all issues were apparent and awaiting govern-
x .

ment consideration when the Kenyatta regime took office.

During the first sixThe response, however, was selective.

months, attention concentrated on issues of racial harmony

The fears of ethnic minori-ahd constitutional legitimacy.

ties were calmed and emphasis placed on law as a necessary

base for building stability. The Government refused to con

sider the surrender of any part of the Northeastern Province,

saying- its sovereignty would not be compromised. .On tribal 

issues,'KADU was encouraged to give up "negative tribalism"

and join with the Governm^ent ,for the'good of the country.
► « V - ; '

fn. 3 contd.- the government, penetration of the national 
government to all levels of society, encouragement of parti
cipation of the society in government, integration of all 
people under one government, and distribution of resources 

■ to the society. This "crises" approach is to be the basis 
for a forthcoming study in the Princeton Comparative Poli
tics series and will be authored by Leonard Binder, James 
Coleman, Jw LaPalonibara, Myron Weiner and L,ucien Pye.
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ig
In contrast to the six months before independence. III

1
iithe -first six months after "Uhuru" were crucial because the I
i!
ift

government had less flexibility in deciding, where to concen

trate its attention. Its authority was threatened by the
1

mutiny which required immediate and decisive action. The I
Iunemployed and the squatters also posed threats where

Iresponse could not be delayed. While those issues were 

being handled, backbencher and KANU party unrest matured 

to a point^where greater sensitivity to participation in
1
1

I
fti:

government had to be considered. The pressing nature of
V

those demands distracted attention from the more- basic

iquestion of tribalism with the result that KANU party i
.functionaries and the backbenchers turned more and more to 1

their tribal caucuses.
1
1The distraction may have been an unwitting oversight
ssa
■or a conscious choice. So pressured was the government that 

the distraction from issues of societal integration had to 1 
81

I
li

be tolerated. Nevertheless, during'that six month period, 

a pattern began to emerge that showed the government con-
ti
3Sicentrating its energies in certain areas rather than

ig1
i®dissipating them by seeking to resolve all issues at once. a:siThe mutiny was dealt.with quickly. The amnesty for freedom saiflifighters was rescinded but no other action taken for at
ill

Ig'l
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I§ «least a year since the weakened military position would 

have made coercive action against the outlaws considerably

The move against the "squatters".wag.token

ism and abandoned when other issues arose.

with those immediate security threats, nothing was done about

S

I
1?

more difficult.
I;

While dealing-

s
constitutional reform or the KADU opposition. Issues of

foreign influence and demands for more public welfare were
?.

permitted to exist v*ithout direct attention. However, when 

the questions of backbencher and party unrest arose, the 

government realized that its power base was directly threat

ened* and its responses were more rapid.

The first six months of indeiJendence seemingly inter- 

rupted the government's agenda for action. Certainly, the 

mutiny was not anticipated. The blossoming of unrest among 

the unemployed to intolerable proportions also-represented

The same can be said of the

s
V

4

V j.

I

J
I

I
.1
I
I
Is
Ia crisis that was-not expected.
&
I
I

need to discipline the "squatters" who had moved on to

During the last six months of 1964, the aEuropean farms,

government appeared to return to the pursuit of goals of its f
I
i3o-wn choice, the primary one being consolidation of- its author

ity through constitutional reform. This was accompanied by 

the campaign to convince the opposition to join the govern

ment . Notably, the government pursued neither of those

ft

I
12

I

I

%
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goals until it had mitigated the question of backbencher 

unrest and effected a temporary rapprochement among the

Then after obtaining,its goals of 

constitutional reform and reconciliation with the opposition, 

the issues of forest outlaws and party factionalism were 

taken up more vigorously.

After becoming a republic, the counjiry's government turned, 

attention to problems that had previously been neglected. 

Concern was focused on issues of welfare and the distribution 

Also, the government led by the "new national

ists" under Kenyatta strongly challenged the dissident factions

factions within KANU.

of resources.
f*

»-r ,

of KANtF without endangering, the legitimacy and authority of 

a situation far different from conditionsthe government; 

that had existed only a year before.

The management of crises showed that.the leaders were

skillful politicians adept at meeting challenges...and remain- - 

The pragmatic performance of the governmenting in power.

demonstrated its astuteness.in recognizing the fundamental

"crises" in the politics of new. states and in moving to

During a two yearconfront and solve those challenges.

directed-to the nation-building properiod, attention -was

through penetration of government personnel into thecess
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society, the identification of loyalties with the Harambee 

pirit, the responsiveness shown to the backbenchers, 

repudiation of threats to leg-itimacy. ^

and
s

THE CULTURAL LEGACIES: POLITICAL DEMANDS AND POLICY PORTION 

Of the two cultures also provided a framework 

(Table 9:4) in which the leaders of the government could

alternatives to solve the problems it 

Its actions, however, were bound by limitations

The norms

select from numerous

confronted.

on resources, by the need to deal with the fundamental

legitimacy and societal integration, and by the

This - section

First', it analyzes law as the founda-: 

Than, a framework is elaborated for the

V

--"crises" of 

pledge to maintain democratic procedures, 

examines two questions. s

tion of the state.-

discussion of the limitations on policy alternatives in

decision-making.

and the Foundation of the StateCultural Pluralism

intoThe basis for the separation of government responses 

appeals for voluntary compliance based

institutionalized procedures including coer-” 

Give force .{Axis CD, Table 9:4) is illustrative of the norm

ative differences in the two cultures regarding the role of

on consensus as dis

tinct from more
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■ TABIiE 9:4 DIAGHAMMAOIC EXPRESSION SHOWING THE USE OF CUIffURAL SUPPORTS 
AS AN AID IN ISSUES RESOEUTION BY THE KENYATTA GOVERNMENT,
1963-1965.

- issues that Originate 
from modem orientation 
to politics & the nation

Issues that Originate 
from traditional/trihal 

orientations

ASUPPORTS:
Demand; Control of the 
freedom fij^ter outlaws, 
shifta, squatters, and 
administrative financial 
irregularities.

Jemand: Threat of intra- 
party conflict, Back- 
jencher restiveness, un- 
anployed labor, army . 
mitiny, race relations, 
md foreign influence.

Issues in 
which the use 
of modem ori
entations to 
political in
fluence and 
power inoved 
more effective 
in resolving 

^- the problem

Resnii&se: Broad use of 
police powers and pro
cedures to Justify acts 
as constitutionally 
legitimate.

lesnonse; Broad use of 
police power,'labor- 
nanagement arbitration, 
political appointment, 
constitutionalism, and, 
mass media- support.

V ■ i

D0

Demand; implementation of 
the KAHU manifesto, in
crease in both fm-al 
and urban welfare.

Demand: Need for effic- ' 
lent constitutional 
instruments, a reduct
ion in opposition ■ 
obstructionism, contain
ment of the devlslve- 
ness of tribalism

Issues in 
which appeals 
to tradition 
or the tribe 
proved useful 
in resolving 
the problem

Response: Promotion of 
"Harambee" and the 
restatement of the mani
festo in terms of African 
Socialism and applica
tion to planning.

Response; Appeals to 
Consensus, involvement 
of all tribes in decis
ion-making, consistent 
legitlmatiop of issues.

. V

B

' Axis AB! This vertical axis separates demands of a more local character 
from those that touched on the whole nation. Those demands listed to the 
left of the axis are of national significance and more serious in terms of 
national stability. Those listed to the rl^t are considered serious 

■ but not likely to have had the power to bring down the government.
Axis CD; Wteireas axis AB related to demands. Axis CD draws a distinction 
between responses. Those responses listed above the axis indicate 

• the use Of mcwe formal institutional procedures, including coercive
with the norms of European society. Those 

responses listed below the axis enoihasized voluntsry compliance congruent 
-with the consensual norms of tribal life.
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The purpose of the distinction 

value for describing how the two cul-

law in the state and society, 

lies in its analytical 

tural traditions were

provide support for the Kenyatta government as
« . . 

mate power within the state.

Previous discussion has emphasized the consensual form

/ ■

different and yet bound together to

the legiti-

of tribal government where dependence orj spirits, oracles,

used to avoid inter-personal con-oaths, and ordeals were

To reduce the need for such "instruments” of justice.flict.

codes of behavior defined how a man must act toward his

Xn the post-independence period.
V

kinsmen and peer group.

.  those codes were still valid as evidenced by the obligations

felt by the members of the House of Representatives.

have weakened' the acceptance of every 

of tribal custom, but the men still felt they were bound

o’f behavior toward kinsmen and clan. ...

By'contrast, the European culture emphasized individual

ism and respected ingenuity,< inventiveness and entrepreneur- 

literature describing,the European settler 

is filled with descriptions of this type of relatiOh-

The Europeans expended

and their energies in seeking to secure their 

place in East Africa, but they acted as individuals.

The

nuance
modern era may

to general forms

- ial skills. The-

community

and his environment.ship between man

their fortunes

They
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free agents and as such, made alliances with other

to thwart the interests of the Africans and the

Europeans might feel 

obligated to other members of the community because of old 

school ties and class loyalties, but they were not kinsmen 

ritually bound by a code of obligatory 

At the risk of’employing an -Qver-used illustration, .

were

Europeans

Asians or the Colonial Office.

to whom a man was

behavior.

this individuality of settlers was summed up by Churchill in 

1907, "Every white man in Nairobi is a politician; and most 

of them are leaders of parties. In a society that en

couraged the practice of a man's self-interest, unbound from

the social constraints found in the'tribe, a more formal.

standard of legal behavior was required than the personal 

behavior patterns 'used in the African social setting.

V

; T

Thus, the distinction between the two societies can be 

All societies recognize the'need to... regulate

The rigid .

a legal one.

behavior in order for the society to survive, 

behavior patterns with their, intensive socialization prac

tices provided tribal security through a code of obligatory 

human conduct, a law of men or a lus gentium.

I

European

^George Bennett, Kenya, A Political History. ^ Colonial . 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1963), pp. 32, ■Period,

quoted from Churchill's. My African Journey, p. 21.
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• society which had already passed through multiple philo-

the role of man in the state •sbphical revelations on 

depended more heavily on institutions and codes of law

within which the domain of individual action was broad.

but the standards of justice 'were explicitly set for all

Taken together.a codified procedure, or a lus civile.

socio/legal perspectives harmonized with each other • 

institutions of the state to enhance the cultural

men.

the two

and the

and societal "congruence" so valuable to the maintenance

of stability in the system.

•The great majority of the population still felt obligated: *

by the traditional modes of behavior, but they were norms

Outside the individualthat operated only within the tribe, 

tribe, the obligations did not apply and a more secular

needed for all the tribes and communities of 

The government had a need for a legal standard that 

accepted the use of force as a valid legitimate prerogative 

of the state.

former.colonial rulers was a valuable support, 

hold-of traditional law also had a role to play. Legal 

standards legitimizing the use of coercive force gave the 

government the right -to exercise great power.

standard was

Kenya.

Because of that-need;'the civil law of the
k- •* '■

The continued

The fact that
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so many of Kenya's peoples still clung to traditional

of behavior meant they were more willing to accept 

an authority that gave reference to_ popular consensus. 

Because this attitude had a hold on a majority of the 

population, the performance of the Kenyatta government 

supported by the right to exercise coercive power while
\c

being tempered by a need to be responsive to the humane 

tradition of tribal law and custom.

norms

was

cultural Pluralism and Policy Formulation

No issue faced by the leaders was exclusively modern

All were amalgams, though thedr solely traditional, 

origin and content of some issues stamped them as more

modern or traditional, depending on the nature of the

in the same fashion, the policy 

of the government were not developed exclusively 

■ out of either modern or traditional understandings of the

question addressed.

responses

It has already been made clear in discuss- 

ing democracy and culture, "crises management," and socio/ 

legal perspectives that the government could not be a free

The content.of each

environment.

agent in making its policy choices, 

issue built in its own set of .limitations, 

ing table (9:5) suggests how limitations were placed on

The accompany-
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At the outergovernment as it designed its policies, 

limits are restraints- imposed by the lack of phy^sical power, 

the size of the population to be controlled, and the promise 

to maintain a democratic regime.

The table illustrates that a movement from the modern

to the traditional in terms of the issua origin forced a 

change in the options available for consideration as policy.

For example, race relations was dealt with by the use of 

constitutional guarantees, proclamation of government in

tent to maintain equality, options on becoming Kenya citizens,
. i ■■■

The same alternativesand guarantees of economic security, 

were not available when dealing with the forest outlaws who

twice rejected the concept of amnesty and forced the govern

ment to use its limited coercive powers.

This continiium is maintained in looking at responses

to other issues that more clearly originated in the tra

ditional norms Ijecame dpminant, but modern norms were not 

totally abandoned since complete dependence on tradition 

would not have been sufficient to-resolve the c[uestions 

Constitutional reform had to be confronted withraised.

the use of Western legal and parliamentary procedures as

well as traditional appeals-. Only when there was a move 

into the predominately welfare and economic sector or
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where demands were founded almost exclusively on tra

ditional norms did tradition begin to dominate government

policy responses.

’THE CULTURAL LEGACIES AND ISSXJES RESOLUTION

The recognition of limitations imposed on the govern

ment by its resources, the culture, the -goal of democratic

institutionalism, and the basic crises of legitimacy and

integration provide the background for an analysis of the

way the two cultural traditions were used in concert to

respond to various issues that arose. This analysis has 

been broken down into sections based on Tables 9:4 and 

9:5 and is organized on the basis of the cultural legacies

listed in Table 9:1.
•m-

Nationbuildinq and the Crises of Political Modernity

Political development and nationbuilding .are not necessar

ily compatible processes. The former recognizes the growth

in scope- and complexity of political roles and secular

' orientations to political, things. The latter attempts to

weld parochial, ethnic, and regional diversity into single

ness of purpose for the benefit of the nation. One is an

empirically observable process and the other is a normative

goal Kenya's political history witnessed the gro-wth of a
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relatively modern political system ^compassing competing 

parties, incipient but recognizable interest groups, many 

new and specific role positions within the administration, 

and the practirfe of' political skills no-t indigenous to the

traditional African environment. The multiplicity of such 

new roles and practices in a system underlain by tribal-

ist sentiment could have presaged serious consequence for

the government. In illustration of this point, the army

mutiny, the demands of the Unemployed, the disaffection
V; ?

.of the backbenchers, race relations, and controversy between

"ideologues" and the "new nationalists" in KANU were "all

serious questions formulated in a context characterized

They-were issues not to be solved by appealsas modern.

to traditional sentiment. In seeking accommodation, the

government had to be skillful in the most modern sense in

planning its policies.

The Role of the Tribal Legacy; : Despite the fact that

these issues were not primarily tribal/traditional in origin.

they still demanded reference to traditional orientations. - -

From the public record there is evidence that this requisite

sensitivity in response was taken. Government concern for 

- Europeans and Asians was enunciated clearly on a legal.
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equalitarian basis and was supported by maintenance of .

Strict legaleconomic security for alien investment, 

procedure was also followed in the summary courts martial.

The restraining, orders on laborof the mutiny leaders.

and arbitration of the unemployment grievances were first 

supported by the rule-makers in Parliament, 

quiesance to backbencher demands was a tacit acknowledge

ment by the government that it had neglected its obligations

All the ac-

to be responsive and involve elected representation in.

po li cyr-m ak ing.

It Would be unreasonable,to expect, however, that the 

for legitimacy of decisions would take precedence 

over political efficacy. In the issues discussed in this 

section there was no attempt to involve all the people in 

decision-making. Certainly anti-European and anti-Asian 

sentiment among the population would have opted for the

concern

abrogation of the^rights ..and^privileges of those minorities

Suppression of theif a popular, referendum had been held, 

mutiny did not have to be justified by consensus. It

The courts martial requirednecessitated immediate action.

The demands of the un-an impartial rendering of justice, 

employed that jobs be found was not within the resources
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of government or industry to grant and the expanding

nature of public protest on the streets of Nairobi could

not be tolerated indefinitely.

Each of those issues Vas conflict-laden. How the poten

tially destabilizing forces might be neutralized was the

Swift adtion was essential.

crucial question. In each'case, certain, traditional norms
.•3

had to be disregarded in favor of more modern values. 

pressure of the moment took precedence over procedur"al 

consistency valued in the traditional order, 

swiftness of action did not overrule obiesance to all pro- 

—cedure.

The

Arid yet, the
V

The result was government action that neglected 

popular participation in dBcision-making but retained con

stitutionalism as the key to the legitimacy of its acts.

Because theurirest'amdrig the backbenchers was within 

the House,-the government was under a less precise mandate

to obtain public support for its actions. The - response was

accommodationist. The conflict.between "ideologues"and
S ^

"new nationalists" required even less concern for legiti- ’

mating consistency or popular sanction. In private, the 

cabinet was reshuffled, and the government position 

strengthened with the results announced as a fait accompli.
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In Kenya the ^b-.The Role of the European Legacy:

sorption of modern political sophistication during the 

last years of colonial rule was particularly intensive 

as the Africans learned to maneuver as skillfully against

.

their European counterparts, but the end of colonial rule 

brought the reversion to old loyalties and the reappear-

ance of strong tribalist sentiment combined with those

Concepts of innovative behavior.Western political skills, 

advocacy, political militancy and tactical analysis of
v

situation supported pursuance of tribal and individual

National polities had incorporated those skills ‘intp 

the operation of the political system, 

tion of new skills went the new affective orientations which 

■permitted associations among a wide circle of contacts;

Men of formerly hostile tribes found issues of common con

cern or'unifying causes which produced new alliances-.

Also, motivation in politics took on new dimensions'.
, , ..... s ’ ' , ■

Tribal sentiments, and obligations still remained strong, 

but the new leaders began to formulate goals in terms of 

personal self-interest, ideologies, and differing views 

of what the future ought to bring to the nation.

The change in the game of politics -testified to the 

increase in secularity of view among the leadership.

■ aims.

Along with the.adop-
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Appeals to divine forces no longer had a bearing on action.

^d decisions were governed by more rational, claculated

criteria. No revolutionary supplications were addressed

To calm niinor-" to unseen dieties ta-halt the Lanet mutiny.

ity fears, the government made clear its intent to stick

by the constitution, in dealing with labor unrest, con-

fidence was not placed in empty appeals for. calm. Manage

ment and industry were forced to increase their labor force

10% and the government hired an additional 15%, unions were

enjoined from striking for a year and the National Youth

Service was promoted -as a popular symbol of government' con

cern, . The confrontation with' the backbenchers brought con

ciliation, new procedures for communication and pay raises 

—al"l-aroundi;—To-deal'with weakness in the party structure

conferences were held, new organizational arrangements

.proposed, and new lines of communication defined. . When “

foreign influence threatened, the government condemned 

its East African neighbors, refused arms from socialist

countries and stated its opposition to Communism no matter _ _

who spoke in favor of it.

Despite the fact that the government wasn't dependent

on traditional appeals, however, it still was not arbitrary

It was flexible"in adhering to a single style of response.
"I
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Labor was dealt with’in stop-gap measures
t^'^^^shier-

and pragmatic.

while the mutiny was crushed utterly - down to ■■ 

ing of the ranks and the courts martial of the officers- . 

The reaction to'the backbenchers was encompassed in soft■

though effective responses^ but Kenyatta still adjourned 

the Parliament and took a 3,arge retinue to the 1964 Common- 

wealth Conference to prevent any likelihood of.a coup. No 

shuffle of high level KANU personnel took place until KADU 

dissolved and the government felt new strength within, 

■'its ranks provided by the fact thSt it- no longer had to

. confront ah opposition. The response to manifBSt;ationa,.of

foreign influence was hardlin§.i Incursions oh national 

sovereignty were"not taken, lightly and disloyalty was con

demned. Yet even on such a crucial issue, Kenyatta. showed 

a certain flexibility in not yielding to demands that Vice 

President Odinga be removed. Maintaining the .guarantees 

of free speech, the government permitted the Vice President 

to move freely about the country condemning, in increas- 

ingly vituperative terms, the government in which he served. 

He was watched but no action was taken which would have

was

-.i

turned the Luo leader into another Lumuniba, dead or alive.

The skills exhibited by.the government showed the level 

of maturity of the leaders and the distance they had traveled
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from the traditional environment. In defense of the
I

nation's interest and the country's stability the govern

ment was conciliatory when necessary and hard"when required. 

It responded to public demands with stop-gap measures when 

it knew that a whole solution was too expensive. It es

poused its belief in the rule of law and impressed on the 

people its determination to maintain the integrity of the 

law while not abandoning its right to use coercive measures 

where their need was dictated by cirGumstances. . In summary, 

‘the analytic rationality of .secular responses, the adherence 

to the rule of law and the flexibility of policy alternatives

all gave ample evidence of the.pehetration of modernity . . .

into the pplitidal system of independent Kenya.

-w-

Nationbuildinq and the Limits of Toleration

The choices of policy became more difficult wh.en issues 

arose which were not so modernist in their origin but also

In such cases., were not amenable to traditional appeals.

the policy choices." of the government were narrowed from

On the one hand, legislative enactments, civilboth sides.

actions, or all the paraphanalia of the Western legal process

were ineffective because the people at fault did not under

stand or realize the threat posed against them by the
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On the other hand, use of traditional appealsgovernment.

emphasizing agreement and consensus were ineffective

because the positions were too firmly held to be'resolved 

by such appeals. The four issues considered under this

heading were: the Shifts, the former Mau Mau freedom fighters

who remained in the forests as outlaws, the illegal squatters

on European farms and the financial irregularities within

the county councils.

" • -r.A fc'The Role of the Tribal Legacy: The need to rely on 

r coercive measures, however, should not be construed as

evidence that tribal norms had ho role to play. -There was

a need for the government to .show the entire population. .

that all decisions taken were consistently legitimated, 

and -that even though action was coercive, it had been given 

appropriate consideration according to the laws of the land. 

The declaration of the emergency in the Northeastern Pro

vince' had parliamentary approval and successive mandates 
► s *' ' ' '

were sought each time it proved necessary to extend the 

emergency provisions. In dealing with the forest outlaws, 

the government took great pains to explain that, the legal 

amnesty was over and that continued outlawry was criminal 

activity subject to criminal punishment. The squatters
I

were also warned that the land was not theirs. The county
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councils were warned on numerous occasions that violation
. . t

of their fiscal responsibilities would lead to strong

government action.

, ■ The contents of the four issues were such that it became 

difficult to avoid conflict-laden situations, 

problem was aciite because it had failed all earlier attempts

The forest out-

The shifta

.C-

to bring reconciliation before independence, 

laws were given two chances to come out of the forests.

When the outlaws refused the second pardon, the mass of lUw-
V

^abiding citizens were clearly informed, as to why fortier 

heroes had been branded criminals and wby it was necess^ary 

.to carry out reprisals against them. The county councils 

and the squatters were also warned, but the govemment was 

forced in all four cases to abandon th^ traditional.ways 

of obtaining a decision and to use the broader police'powers 

it possessed in order to bring the issues to a solution.

In all cases, it became clear that explicit action was■ 

required" .and that consensus would not be achieved through ,

.discussion.

The Role of the European Legacy; A key consideration

in examining the solutions to those issues was to note how 

the government did not permit parochial sentiments to domin-

Despite its sympathy andate its formulation of policy.
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sensitivity, the government did use strong procedural 

civil and'police actions to resolve the individual questions. 

Kenya's sovereignty was not surrendered to the shifta out- 

Similarly, sentiment over the previous contributions 

of freedom fighters Was not permitted to intervene in deter-’ 

miping the necessity of police actions taken in the forests. 

The county councils presented an even more ,clear cut case 

where illegality for whatever reason was not to be condoned, 

in all the cases, the government took a rational, secular

: '-laws .

‘view of its responsibilities and based its responses on 

hational need and national interest. - • ' -

Throughout its consideration of the four issues, the ■ 

goals were clear', but the means to be employed followed ho 

single pattern.

5^.

The style of response suitable to -dealing 

with the county councils was not amenable to the solving of

Arbitrary seizure of the coun-the problem of the outlaws.

oils could not be paralleled by arbitrary annihilation of
►

the men”in the forests. The extensive punitive actions

■ against the shifta were not suitable as a policy for deal-

The squatters actually were onlying with the squatters.

. a focus of government attention for about two months. A

year was' allowed to elapse between the amnesties for the

The county councils were allowed to pursueforest outlaws.
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their imprudent ways for nearly two years after self- 

government before the government took action. Contrasting 

such flexibility, the response to the shifta and the declar- 

'ation of the emergency was much less sensitive. Harsh 

sanctions against the people of the Northeastern Province 

were less likely to produce mass alienation of the general 

population than similar actions against a-tribe of the Rift

Valley or Central Nyanza.

In all these issues, traditional beliefs and values were

* given prime consideration in determining policy, but ulti- 

..mateiy the solution rested heavily on the willingness to 

use agencies of control alien to tribal life and more rep-

The Parliament, theresentative of modern nation states.

. army, the police, the national civile service - -were- all f 

state institutions that played a role. When procedures and

practices of a consensual nature were exhausted, and the 

issues still had not been resolved, a^ttention turned to the
.

Use of procedures and skills learned from the Europeans.

Nationbuilding and Traditional Attitudes

Tribalism in Kenya society was a major obstacle to 

hational integration. ■ I showed earlier that the leaders 

of Kenya considered tribalism as a most critical problem.
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filling the parliamentary debates with constant references ;

pto the destructive nature of that force. In dealing with■4

t.

the issues of tribalism, of the role of the Opposition ;■

parties, and of constitutional reform, a series of in

cautious policy choices had to be avoided. The success of

the government in using traditional behavior to combat the
S''.C

threat of tribalism can be readily observed in an examin es

s
The primary goal of govern

ment was to convince-Kenya's peoples that they could live 

‘wlthopt fear of tribal domination.

■ The Role of the Tribal Legacy: 

fidence, the government took no actions which were not

In refuting

ation of the policy employed.

i
I
i

To build such, don s'«v.
3
4
I
3
i

consistent with established legal•standard.
I

claims of favoritism in the civil service postings,- I
i

I
1

scholarship grants, and resource distribution, the govern

ment was able to show that all appropriate procedures had I
1

been followed. The debate on reform of the constitution I
iS'

was proc'edurally correct in every, detail. Constitutional .
I
1
i

reform was a difficult issue that could haye., involved an

iexpensive referendum. By consulting with the elders of 5
Ia-•the Opposition tribes, a consensus was brought about. In I
I
ithe debate on the reforms., all views were heard. The same
I

I
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theme of promotion of consensus was evident in the en

treaties to KADU to forsake the opposition. -The dwindling 

KADU opposition was told it lacked real power in the House

even though it could still have its views heard. Through

such a real search for consensus and legitimacy, valuable

support was enlisted from all tribes on issues of crucial

importance to the nation.

The Role of the European Legacy; The importance of

,getting a more efficient and workable set of constitutional

fnstruments and the need to avoid tribal conflict indicated

a secular viewpoint had. triumphed over the narrow arid-paroch

ial views that .might have guided the government, 

rule of law, and the, state were to be served over the paroch-

The nation.

1

ial and the local. That secularity of opinion W5S matched
I

by a pragmatism of approach. The APP was welcomed into KANU 

without reprisals. When it became possible former opposition

leaders were brought into the cabinet, or were given-places

of significance in the quasi-public corporations, 

concern for legitimacy and the procedures of the Parliament 

showed the government dependence on state institutions

Constant •

inherited from the colonial rulers. The confining of

parliamentary dissidence to the chambers of the legislature

showed skillful use of that institution. The speech, the

;
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effective use of oratory, the statutory requirement, and

the House rules of order became effective tools for permit

ting extended criticism while not suffering an unexpected

reverse that might have, occurred if malcontents were to

take to the streets in more violent expressions of dissatis- 

Along with such skills went the full use of thefaction.

news media to inform the populace how the goverhUtent was

holding to its pledge of consensus, legitimacy, and popular

representation in decisipn-making.

Nationbuildihq and the Fulfillment of the Promises

Many of the controversies in Kenyan political life 

originated among specific groups in the population such 

as the army, the racial communities, the labor unions, or
-K*

the backbenchers. This meant that responses could be

tailored to fit the.particular situation, or, in some

cases, the nature of the controversy limited the number 

of viable policy responses< Distinct'from those issues 

involving limited portions of Kenya's population was 

the issue of satisfying the demands of all the people. 

The mass of Kenya's peoples were sophisticated enough to

I

vote and to demand that their representatives maintain

liaison between constituency and capital. More importantly.
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■ there was increased public realization that the government

had obligations to fulfill toward its supporters. Needs. .

formerly filled within the family unit became the rdsponsi- 

. bility of government agencies. The transformation of

national demographic patterns and the consequent weakening ■ 

of tribal and family ties forced new obligations on the

The magnitude of those responsibilities 

became more clearly apparent when the Kenyatta government 

took office. As summarized by’ some of the key personnel.

"Qurs is an almost frightening responsibility—.If there 

is something wrong, now I-am-responsible.,. .And evepy. time

I make a decision, I find l must back.it up with another . .

Those demands differed from, tribe to tribe, but 

nearly all groups in the society were desirous of some form 

of welfare or economic change.

The Role of the'Tribal Legacy; The pressure brought by

national authorities.

V

v''-

r.5.one.

the public at large demanded that the response be pi-tched 

idiom that the public” would understand, 

than ninety per cent of the people still lived in an 

environment that was rural or peri-urban, the policy choices 

were limited to responses formulated primarily out of

The European culture norms had 

some role to play as is recognized in the scope and content

Since morein an

traditional orientations.

5Quotes from interviews with Minister of Natural Resources 
Sagini> Minister of Defense Mungai and Minister for Economic 
Planning and Development Mboya.
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of the people's demands -more schools, more clinics, more 

industry, and" more hospitals, but the environment in which 

those demands were articulated was still very much the

tight, closely-knit world of tribal society.. Against these 

demands, the government had to show the people that there

was not sufficient wealth to build and establish all the

public facilities that the^people desired, but that the

government was doing what it could.

The drily way to develop" such understanding meant going 

A policy communicated ih.a written direct- V
to; the people.

iVe sent unceremoniously from Nairobi Would have-been use- 

Thus, more and more ministerial tours werit about theless.
.3

countryside, praising the people for their self-^help schemes, 

and encouraging contributions to "Harambee" development 

projects. • The tours were a succession of barazas or meet

ings where people gathered to listen and put their comments 

to the government spokesmen in a fashion similar to the old 

By explaining its position, the govern- 

, ment sought to give greater support to its policies of res

traint in spending. By emphasizing policies of uniform 

treatment for the whole country, the impression was conveyed 

that acts were equitable to all people. 'The policy of fiscal 

restraint was not decided by the people, but the strateg.y

tribal councils.
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■ of public involvement lent an image of "popular will" to 

the proceedings and strengthened t^e government's position 

while mitigating the threats that could have been pc'sed by

mags public discontent.

The recognition ofThe Role of the European Legacy;

the valuable role of the,traditional legacy, however, did 

not overshadow the importance of the more modern policy 

alternatives that could be employed by the government, 

restraint in spending showed by the government was indicative 

of its realism concerning the state of its resources and 

the scope of activities it could reasonably consider. 

Operating with this understanding of its position, the
'a ■ ' ’

government had to justify to the people its reasons for'not 

implementing the KANU manifesto with its over-generous

The

V

• V

interpretations of "Uhuru."

It was fortunate' that the people were willing to devote 

extensive voluntary school construction or the building of 

clinics. The people" hM obierv’ed what the Europeans had 

and wanted those things for themselves. Education was

Because of theacknowledged as a key to a better life, 

perspective of European life held by the Africans, the govern

ment found support . for its. "Harambee" campaigns of cooper

ative enterprise and self-help.
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To support' its public appeals and flexible approach,

had the administrative structure established 

The ministries of labor and social’*

and communication, agriculture, lands

the government 

by colonial rule, 

services, works, power 

and settlement and commerce and industry, as well as economic

planning and development constituted a tremendous resource 

for insuring that the "Harambee" efforts prea^ched so widely 

in-the._constituencies could be controlled and directed to 

the real behefit of the government and nation rather .

:thap being a wasteful and frustrating enterprise or too 

much or too little built in.the wrong places for the right^ 

As in other demands faced by the Kenyatta govern-..reasons,

ment, the origin of demands apd the potential solutions 

conditioned by the two cultural traditions in the 

country operating within a restricted framework set by the

were

physical limitations on governmental resources.

PERSPECTIVE

The most hopeful conclusion that emerges from this study
£

of Kenya is the realization that politics in the new nations

The success of Kenya'sis not a determinate process, 

political leaders in managing resources to insure stability 

shows that despite the 'existence of poverty, disease.
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il].iteracy, ignorance, and lack of physical and monetary 

resources, men still did have flexibility in the making of

policy decisions. However, the recognition of the’poten

tial for independent action carries no guarantee of political 

success. For this study has also shown that independence ■

of action had to be sensitive to the environmental situation.

Lacking sufficient resources, the political leaders could 

have chosen to ignore their socio/cultural context only at 

their peril. Despite the "epigenetical" changes which gave

greater congruence between structure and culture in a social V

:rr

systero, the Kenya nation was so dynamic-.in terms of. societal 

inputs that.leaders were called upon to attempt- a series ©f • 

"repetitive resynohronizations" between hopes and realities.

Adaptation and maintenance depended not only on the develop

mental nature of the political system, but also on the 

understanding, skill, and resourcefulness of the leadership 

in meeting problems.

When the politiial' leaders chose to maintain stability

and democracy, they tested their skills to an even greater

degree than would be the case if stability alone had been

the sole object of government. Political efficacy was 

tempered by philosophical commitment... In Africa, where

democratic institutionalism in nation states is enfeebled" _

.1
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11and tribalism is strong, the desertion of philosophical

The personality Icommitments might have been tempting, 

study of the Kenya political slite showed how seif-interest

The pre-occupation with the tribe and 

personal political future was characteristic of the 

Nonetheless, Kenya's leaders chose to preserve

ii
1
Sii ii. tempered idealism. SiP 
isiiJiione' s

elite.

democracy and democratic institutions even when confronted 

with a series of potentially disruptive’ domestic issues.

Sii
iiIB9 m.And in implementing that choice, they drew on the two

Perhaps, in I• cu-iturai legacies existent in the country.

future, such conditions may change, but by t.hep .chpices ^

V

ii
ii
■during a two year period, the Kenya 'leadership showed that ■ 

democracy is viable-in the new states and that support for 

its existence lies in the culture norms that can give 

strength to alien institutional frameworks.

fli;
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APPENDIX I:

A Description of a Ministerial Tour of Nyaribari Con
stituency, Kisii. District, February 2, 1965. with 
Itinerary and Petitions. • - •

'The ministerial tours, discussed in the body of this study 
were a common feature of post-independence politics, 
cabinet minister or a small group of cabinet ministers would 
tour a district for several days, taking a day in each of the 
constituencies in the district... . . .

A

.C

The following documents were collected while, accompanying 
a ministerial tour through Nyaribari constituency. The official 
delegation consisted of Tom Mboya, Minister for Economic 
Planning and Development, Lawrence Sagini, Minister for I^cal 
Government, and James Nyamweya, Assistant Minister to the 
President and the representative from Nyaribari constituency.

The intent of this tour was to promote "Harambee" self- 
help, effoits being undertaken by the local people. ' The'pro-., 
'cedure was for the entourage to stop at a place, have speeches 
given by the members of the del.egation, and receive petitions 
from the local people concerning their needs.

The accompanying documents show the types of petitions 
■presented to the ministerial delegation. Only two are in
cluded, the remainder being printed in Swahili. These docu
ments are notable for the fact that they were mimeographed 
and widely available to all the local people and to every 
member of the. delegation; an indication of just how sophisti- 

- cated the local people had become.in articulating their 
interests. '

I. ITINERARY FOR.THE TOUR

"The programme of the visit o'f various Ministers and 
Members of the,National Assembly in'Kisii District on the 
2nd of February, 1965.

9:00
9:10

The party leaves Kisii Hotel for Kisii DEB School.a.m.
a.m. The party arrives at Kisii DEB School and tours

• the School.
/' »
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The party leaves Kisii DEB School for Nyanchwa 
Mission.
Th.e party arrives and tours Nyanchwa'Mission,
The party leaves Nyanchwa Mission Kereri
Girl's School. '
The party arrives at Kereri Girl's School and 
tours School, “
The party le'aves for Nyaguta.
The party arrives and tours school, nursery school, 
church, co-operative society, and any other ■ 
self-help scheme.
Lunch at the home' of Mr. and Mrs, Nathan Mogire. 
The party leaves for Ibeno Mission 
Party arrives at Ibeno Mission and tours school 
and the dispensary.
The party leaves for Gesusu Mission.
The party stops at Gesusu dispensary.
The party arrives at Gesusu - tours the co
operative society and the school; public meeting. 
The party leaves for Ichuni Mission.
The party arrives at Ichuni Missiontea ,
The party leaves for Nairobi.

OUr next ministerial visit will cover Majoge-Bassi and 
Wanjara-South Mugirango constituencies. Date for the" 
visit will be announced later. A similar visit will 

Kitutu East and North Mugirango constituencies.

•9:30 a.m.

10:40 
11:25 a.m.

3 *111 •

11:40 a.m.

12:00 • 
12:30 p.m,

12:45 
1:30 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.

p.m.

2:30
3:00
3:15

p.m,.
p^m.
p.m.

3;30- p.mi 
5:30 p.m. 
Bi'lO p.m.

■> Note:

cover

**********

"MEMORANDUM TO BE PRESENTED TO THE MINISTERIAL PARTY VISIT
ING GESUSU 'SCHOOL ON THE SECOND OF FEBRUARY, 1965.

We, the Members of the Gesusu. School Committee, on 
behalf of the community have‘' the’pleasure of welcoming you here 
at Gesusu where you^ are now visiting. To your esteemed visit 
we.most respectfully beg to put the following matters before 
you*for-your kind consideration.

GENERAL LIFE HISTORY OF THE SCHOOL .

This school was started in 1928 under the managemen-t of 
Seventh Day-Afiventists {S^D.A.). Through Church cooperation, 
the progress of the school building, and the construction of
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roads to the school was well carried ahead. In 194T the 
community erected a second classroom of hricks. Since then, 
the population of the school children increased tremendously 
and resulted in beginning a new school Getacho which is a 

. few yards below.

SECONDARY SCHOOL

' We feel it- is time for Gesusu to be made a Secondary 
School for the following reasons

(a) There is enough land of 14.8 acres;
(b) There are about 30 schools .in Nyaribari Masaba;
(c) Water is available;
(d) There is a dispensary;
(e) Roads to the school are quite good;
(f) The people have started to collect money for the 

school.

- .-3 DISPENSARY• ■

J fin order to fight against disease, in 1961,- the communify 
■ established a dispensary, though not well equipped. This 
dispensary does not only serve the-people from Bassi location 
and a few from Masai but also the people around Gesusu.
This is due to the great distance from their homes to ttie 
district hospital in Kisii. As such, we appreciate the 

• services Of Gesusu Dispensary and we are looking forward to 
getting the Government's aid.

■ 4. THE CHURCH

The people of Gesusu have realized that the church brings 
good understanding among the people. The,church followers’ 
have proposed to erect^a brick building for services. They 
are busy making bricks. They also wish to seek the aid from 
the Government. '

5. SOCIETY

Our Pyrethrum Society was started in 1959. The farmers 
have been doing well but when the price of pyrethrum went down, 
the people were discouraged. We also ask for increase of price 
of our flowers.: Can the Government lend money to the Society 

can use it?
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’6. STOCK THEFT

The stealing of stock by our neighboring tribes;
Kipsigis and Masai has been a bother tp us- In many cases 
this' has brought several civil fights, which results in 
death. We have often suffered big losses as the bordering 
tribe are not willing to compensate for our stolen properties 
as instructed by the order Committees. We ask the Govern- 
-ment- to strengthen the force of Tribal Police-at the borders 
as. they help in maintaining the peace.

We hope that our request will meet your favorable con
sideration in the spirit of Harambee.

With good wishes to you all.

Yours faithfully.

’isgnd. W. Maranga

. .CHAIRMAN

GESUSU SCHOOL COMMITTEE. '

ON behalf of GEStfSU COMMUNITY

Gesusu Kisii 2nd February 1965,".

*********

"Memorandum of Visit to Ibeno Mission

We are yery happy to welcome the Honorable members of 
Parliament and other distinguished guests to the Church of 
God Mission at Ibeno near Kisii. Thank you for coming,.to ' 
be with us. . -4X'

A very brief histo.ry of the Mission will help you to 
understand our desire to aid the advance of the country of 
Kenya. Work began in this area in the year 1948. African 
church leaders from North Nyanza came to this area to bring 
the,word of God. Following this Missionaries'came from 
time to time. As a result of these interests, churches, 
schools, and a dispensary, were developed. At the present 
time we-have-a-missionary living at Ibeno. There is a full
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Intermediate School being conducted. A new leadership 
training building is being constructed. Church services 
are held regularly. Each month leaders of the churches 
are brought in for training. From time to time conventions 
are held for youth, women .and .church groups. These ..things 
have been made possible because the people of Kisii have 
worked faithfully with the church leaders and missionaries. ' 

' Many people deserve thahlcs for their interests and’ faithful 
work. ■ ■

E

E

r
L

We are thankful for what has been accomplished in the 
past. We have a desire to press on and do more together 
for the people of this area and also for the-nation of Kenya. 
There are two desires we are trying toj^ulfill at. this time. 
They are to advance the medical and educational parts of the 
work as well as the church related work. A request has 
come from the Hon. James Nyamweya to have a maternity 
hospital here. The plan is for the people of this area to 

■■ raise.funds to build and equip the building. The mission - 
v?ill supply a graduate nurse from America- for a period of at 
least five years. This means paying her salary and building 
the necessary residence. . Qualified students can be-trained 

■ in out hospital in North Nyanza and the people of the area 
have been raising funds for the building. Together we can 
accomplish this..

r

r
i
■r .

> j

The second desire is for a secondary school to be 
started.' Permission has been granted to use the existing 
building for a classroom of an unaided day school. This 
permission is given so that if enough funds are secured and 
the Government approves the school it can be'opened this 
year. The-school committee members of the area council-have 
met and scheduled a meeting to be held next week with many 
members of the county council, area council and representatives 
of various .societies ^t0 be presebt' so that we have a clear 
picture of the financial possibilities. A united fund rais- • 
ing campaign is '^nder- way to assist the education and health 
heeds of the area. Sufficient land is now available for 
the development of a secondary school.

Throughout Kenya the spirit of self-help and Harambee 
is-developing. This spirit will develop a great nation. 
All working together by the help of God, will cause us'to 
succeed,. The central Government alone or the community 
alone or the church alone cannot do the thing needed. We
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are doing ,what we can and ask that you will do what you can 
to aid bur projects..

As you leave us we want you to know that we are praying 
^ for you. Your task is great and you will need the wisdom 
and strength that God alone can give to develop a strong* 
righteous nation. We want you to come again and see what 
we. havs accomplished together.

Thank you.

Welcoming Committee

Spokesman 
Mission Secretary 
Resident Missionary 
chairman. School Committee 
H/M Ibeno Intermediate 
School. ' -v - —
Chairman, Gu^ii Minister's 
Assembly \
County, Cpuncf^Member 
Chairman Area cbuncil 
Retired ChieJ . .

Francis Mogaka 
Clair Schultz 
Simon Robinson 
Justo Oyunge 
Timothy Motanya

Elijah Nyang'era -;
;:S

Stephen Getuno 
Momanyi Gifeya 
Musa Myandusi
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APPENDIX II:

The Influence of Constituency Interests on Questions 
Put to the Government During Question Time in the 
House of Representatives: A Survey of the Third Session, 

■ First Parliament, June-December, 1964

'The research of Kenya politics revealed a close relation
ship maintained between elected representatives to the House . 
of Representatives and their constituents» It was an estab
lished fact that members of the House spent a significant 
portion of time in their constituencies, usually the period 
from Friday evening through Tuesday morning.Observation of 
the members meeting with their people showed the- high degree 
of rapport between representative and electorate, with no 
reluctance on the part of individual voters to voice both 
specific and general demands. In turn the representatives 
would agree to carry the questions and demands of their 
■people-to the floor of the House of Representatives.

. To demonstrate the strength of constituent pressure on 
the-elected members, a survey of questions asked during the*' 
question time in the House of Representatives was-compiled, - 
The Official Record for the Third Session of the First 
Parliament was used,June 9, 1964 - December 1, 1964^ Dur
ing that period, the legislative body'was in session 75 days, 
and a total of 624 questions were directed to the government. 
The great majority of the questions-were concerned with' 
inquiry as to when the government would alleviate or improve 
sortie condition existing in the cons-tituency of the questioner.

■^The.choice of member's questions as an indicator of- 
how constituent interest was communicated to the government
was dictated by several considerations: , ;

s ’ '

Ao The use of questions permitted a simple mode of 
content analysis. Itore difficult types of content 
analysis would have been nearly impossible without 

. using such sophisticated techniques as the "General
Inquirer" method (Philip Stone, et. al., MIT Press, 
1967).
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B. Questions provided a more useful index of interest
than the analysis of speeches. This is the case 
because the speeches of the representatives have a 
random quality in which remarks may range over a 
wide range of subjects. By contrast, individual 
questions are confined to a single subject-and. 
therefore can be counted easily in assembling an 
index of interest.

C. Questions were posed on a non-partisan basis. The 
use of the menders questions provided a means for 
indexing constituency pressure exclusive of-the 
more political overtones of "majimboism" or the 
other divisions that split the membership of the 
House of Representatives.

It will be noted that the great majority of the questions 
raised specific issues related to specific places. Where the 
place was unspecified-, I have added it after reading the 
content of the parli^entary exchange that followed present- 

. atioh of the question. . This is noted in parantheses after 
the title of the question. - Some questions may seem itiis- 

. piaced in the index if sole reliance is placed on the-title
•of the question. In such cases, designation for purposes of. .
indexing was made oh the basis -of the content of questioning 
that occurred when the question was presented.

The results of the survey show clearly that in Kenya's 
•parliamentary system, question time was not comparable to 
the British Parliament. Kenya's House members were closely
tied to their constituencies , • and "p-arochial~cohce"rns-took—........ -
precedence over the national interest. By contrast, question 
time in the British House of Commons is used to pose questions 
of a more national or international concern. For purposes 
of comparison, a survey was made of the House of Commons-, 
debates for an eleven day.period in .June of 1964. The 
results, summarized below, reveal the contrast in the 
subjects of questionsIn the British debates, national 
and international issues dominated local issues, 150 to 68.

. While in Kenya, national and international issues totalled
only 264 out of 624 questions posed.

>
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SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE BRITISH HOUSE OF COMMONS, 
FIFTH SESSION, FORTY SECOND PARLIAMENTARY, JUNE 8-19, 1964.

Local FocusNational Focus
2211, Industry 

. Administration 
.Employment 

■ - Foreign Affairs 
Defehsre 
Housing 
Agriculture - 
Health 

•. Roads 
Electricity 
Development 
Crime

•02
1310
077
023

1518
21
31
60,.
112 .c

. 2.2
22

68L60

Source: House of Commons, Official Report, Parliamentary
_ _ Debates (Hansard), (London: HMS07”1964), First

’ ‘ -Series, Volume 696, Fifth Session,- 42nd Parliament,
Session 1963.r-19M,-June 8-19, 1964.'

summary Of QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE KENYA HOUSE OF REPRESENT
ATIVES, THIRD SESSION, FIRST PARLIAMENTJUNE 9-DECEMBER 1, 1964.

Local FocusNational Focus
25Administration 

Shifta outlaws 
Foreign Affairs 
National Issues (undesig

nated)

28
211
031

34' 0

37Local (undesignated) 
Crime

0
75
4LOLabor

Africanization 
Race Relations ' -
Development (undesignated) 

, Tribalism 
Personal

1623
120

285
2526
110

l*
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DEVELOPMENT:
Local Industry
Telecommunications
Roads

^ Electricity 
Railways 
Agriculture 

■ Water 
Education
Agriculture Settlement 
Health

11 32
80

1 26 .
62
62

6 46
0 17

14 10
6 37

21 15
378246

\C

The criteria for dividing the questions into national 
or local focus was whether or not the question title or the 
subsequent parliamentary exchange mentioned any specific 
place by name. If no name was mentioned, then it was assumed 
the question was being posed in the national interest.. The' 
listing that is given below shows the types of questions 

. asjced'ahd gives insight into the interests of the members . 
arid their electorates.

V

ADMINISTRATION:
• -r.-

National Focus:
/135 African Civil Servahts; Stoppage of pensions.* •
151 .Interterritorial transfers of prison officers.
163 Diplomatic posts for non-graduates.
166 Graduate personal tax; civil servants 
178 Compensation; retiring officers.
'220 Redesignation; laboratory assistants.
221 Denial of .passenger service vehicle licence.
233 When will government announce results of Pratt Salaries

Commission. .
234 Withdrawal of authority from disloyal chiefs.
243 Assistant Commissioner, of Police; power’s.
261 District police.; morale and efficiency.
,265 Regional government agents; privileges and authority.
274 Government fire masters qualifications.
275 Powers of the chiefs.

.V

* The .number which precedes each question title is the one 
assigned to the question when submitted by the House member. 
This number is printed with the question on the daily order 
paper on the day set for discussion in the House chamber.
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276 Election of chiefs.
282 Government inspection of fire appliances.
331 Kenya civil servants; transfer from Uganda.
335 Exemption from settlement costs; poor people.

.  347 Mricahs-to receive same salaries as predecessors.
' 350 Law graduates salary^

405 Monthly allowances; trainee nurses.
— 427 Civil servants; changes in designation.

4,50 Legislation to protect women students.
454 Transport of unlicence3 goodt.
470 Fire ams licences for Africans.
481 Price listing of goods.
496 Salaries and conditions of service; sweepers.
497 Legislation for drunkenness.'

Local Focus: ■
148 Irregularities; Abaluhya taxpayers.
162 Post'office; Bomet constituency.
167 Postal facilities for chief's centers: Malara/Navablolo/

Lugari.

■ -212 Termi- and condition of service; Mathari.
: 255 Reopening of Ports Victoria and Sio.

326 -Judical proceedings: Wamba. ' '
.329“'Syali Police station. . , '
■353 Police posts: Kisii and Homo Bay, '
364 Postal facilities: Majoge/Bassi.
398 Postal facilitiest Ukwala.
435 Issuance of licences': Tana River and Lamu.
,443 Strengthening Nyangori police post,
448 Police station; Arrocket farm.
459 Nyamira police station.

. 491 Dismissals of government employees (Kericho).
493 Shikusa Borstal Institution: housing,
500 Regional 'Government Agent San^uru traveling allowance. 
576 Commission of Inquiry: Embu county council.
740 Land rover for Nyanguta-Kibos police station.
113 Machakos .as an adjudication district.
778 Busia as a separate police division.
786 Replacing an old chief in Samburu,

• -795 Redesignation of community development-officer (Nyanza)
802 Stationing of army unit at Del Del.

• !
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SHIFTA OUTLAWS

National Focus;
567 Camel trade with United Arab Republic.

' Local Focus:
129 Compensation for shifta victims.
165 Minister’s visit to Tana River.
192 Kidnapped Kenya citizens.
248 Minister's visit to NO’rtheateth Pr'ovince.
314 Shifta contacts'with forest fighters.
389 Emergency measures against shifta.
546 Pay for NFD tribal police.
548 Fencing for shifta affected'towns.
549 NFD allowances.
561 Further education and training for NFD.
562 Teacher training college for NFD.
563 National Youth Service for Northeastern Province.
564 Confiscation of loyal somalis property.
566 Training of vetrinary instructors (NFD)-. 
•639:^hlfta raids on Meru people.

. ' 689 Movement to "control Kenya , somalis.
....728..A3TOnunition for Tana home, guards,
■ 737-Intensified measures against shifta. •

. 745 Help for "shifta^victims: Marsabit,
749 Police refusal- to shoot shifta.
760 Minister of local,government'a visit to Wajir._

1:

FOREIGN AFFAIRS:

125 Diplomatic relations with Somalia.
136 Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania joint defense talks.
153 Firearms confiscation at sea and airports.
154 East African treasury bills and East African and Aden' 

Government securities.
175 Control of capital outflow from Kenya.: .
202 Government. sa-tisfaction wil:h work of foreign ministers 

abroad...
247 Federation talks: government statement.
277 ..Student' s death in Moscow.
296 Immigration office in Kisumu.
308 Trade agreements: copies to members.
338 Institute for foreign languagfes.
360 S-budents receiving military training in Russia.
381 Karasuk: administration by Kenya.

•S'-.-
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453 Voice of Kenya; external services.
455 Measures to prevent Ethiopian tribes from crossing into 

Kenya.
483 OAU policy, and trade union affiliation.
495 Visa charges.

- - 509 Meeting fo'reign ministers at airport.
515 Foreign embassies in Kenya. ■ • -
525 Chairman of Samburu county council's trip to Russia.
590 Immigration office at Nakuru.
643 Contributions to the E-ast African currency board.
673 Kenya Africans in Uganda and Tanzania.
681 Military college for Kenya.
734 Reduction of passport charges.
744 Statement by Kenya's ambassador in China.,
752 People killed by Ethiopians since 1958.
763 Import of Betel leaves from India.
768 Making an atomic and hydrogen bomb.

NATIONAL ISSUES; (Undesignated)

127 Per-sonal tax receipts; unemployed people.
146 Muslim holidays to be national holidays.
174.Fite losses in Kenya: 1962/63.
189-Cost of British forces;• Lanet mutiny.- 
203 Students studying in communist' countries.
208 Freedom fighters from other-countries in Kenya,
224 Mias Uhuru's appointment to the Prime Minister's office. 
239 Names of sponsors of students in Czechoslovakia.
260 Streng-thening of Kenya army.
323 Women in Kenya National Youth Service.
328 Desert Locust Control: Kenya contribution.
375 Junior leader's company at Kahawa.
390 Fixing of maize prices.
456 Customs duty for fresh fish 
528 Government newspaper.
•600 VOK: corrections of misquotes.
615 Teaching of•French-and Russian in secondary schools.
620 Boundary between Tsavo park and Southern Kitui.
632 Introduction of educational T.V. programs.

_ _ _ 633 Selection and appointment of chiefs.
636 Establishment of a Kenya navy.
638 Destruction of Ramisi dam.
653 Abolitions of African courts.
655 Legality of African customary marriages.

N ■
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664 Self-styled "ministers": chairman of regional ' 

assembly committees.
665 Government officer as honorary counsel.
718 Renaming of Lake Victoria.
719 Rise of Lake Victoria waters.
730 Changing to the Swahili time system, 

s 748 Army or General Service Unit for Marsabit.
753 Exemption from income tax: families more than five* 

chilren.
766 Classification of minerals.
771 Un-expected landing on- Kisii airstrip.
792 Kenya awards and decorations.

.LOCAL ISSUES: (Undesignated)

116 Official news service for Embu.
143 Exposed mine shafts: Kakamega.
157 Agreement with forest fighters.
179 Bush surgery by certain tribes,
181 Settlement of flood vistims: Kadeni location,
190 Ministerial tour to Western countries.
•204 Welfare and upkeep of beggars in cities.

- - , 206 "Legion of MaryV: Nyanza province.
219 Eviction orders: aleviation of hardship:. Central province. 
222-Contamination of River-Kuja.
'226 Property damage by game: Yatta, , .
254 Rehabilitation.of forest fighters.
283 Settlement of Nairobi landless.
287 Day nursery for Home Servants Center, Nairobi.’
291 Killing' of Kipsigis atSoyet.
'294 Flood victims: Nyanza and Western Provinces,
298 Sugar shortage: Nyanza province.
303 Demolition of houses: Kisumu.
305 Casual Laborers pay-; Northeastern pr^ovince.
309 Repair flooded bays: south Nyranza.
321 Control of floods: south Nyanza.
332 Stock theft: Samburu and Dorobp tribes,
363 Geological survey: Elgeyo/Marakwet.
369 Unemployment relief project: Northeastern province. 
400.KANU disturbance of-peace: Bondo.
401 Attack on old woman by police: North Ugenya.
404 Preservation of customary marriage laws.
417 Nairobi domestic servants families.
420 Free education; children of Mr. Mbasu.
458 Housing of Prostitutes.
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479 TSetse fly in Tinga area.
492 Western province job-seekers.
517 Grass fires; Ukambani and Masai.
532 Compensation to dependents of people killed by wild 

animals. ' j
^ 761 People killed by game; Bomet.
781 Reports’of prostitution in Nairobi.

CRIME:

National Focus; '
354 Drunken driving. .

- 355 Registered letters; theft by postal employees.
•386 Protection of public against-'careless drivers.

■ 356 Capital punishment for felonious offences.‘
237 Steps to prevent reprisals; murder of prisoner;

Local. Focus; ■
217Arson casSs: Nyanza.
286 High crime rate in Nairobi.

^ Malindi.
:;jr^';;678 Crime ihcrdase in east Kano.

738 Police constable involved in shooting incident (Kuria). 
757 Shbotlng incident (Wambaj ’
77 2. Kikuyu dfivejr for Machakos land office.

-LABOR:

National Fo'c.us;
310 Registration of Kenya Federation of Trade Unions.
324 Government fulfillment of Tripartite agreement.
346 Wages and equal pay, equal work.
'392 Teacher claims salary, leave, etc.
394 National employment bureau.
395 Kenya Federatibn of Labor split'.
445 Unregistered job seekers. ^ . .

. 555 Teacher's strike; avoidance "of.' *
643 (a) Dismissal of employees since tripartite agreement. 

. . . . 644: .Authorities and the Tripar-tlte agreement.

■ Local Focus!
380 Strike: Kaimosi teacher training college, 

r 641 Labor unrest in Mombasa.
HiS Exploitation of workers: Mombasa.
703 Mombasa Dockworkers Union:.annual election.
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AFRICANIZATION;

National Focas;
244 Africanization of Deputy Inspector General of Police. 
267 Top posts for Africans in the East African Railways and

- Harbors Administration.
270 Number of Africans training .as land valuers. '
319 Africanization of post of Inspector General of police.

' 365 Tribal: breakdown of Regional Government Agents. : ■
376 Africanization; settlement board posts.

- 384 Africanization; director of Kenya National Parks.
385 Africanization; Conservators and Deputies of Forest

Department.
414 Appointment of Kenya African 'judges and magistrates.
449 Africanization of State House offices.
457 Council members to be Kenya citizens.
488 European settlement officers.
5.41 Afric^ization: Commissioner of Prisons.
544 Africanization: Comptroller of Office Services 
551 Africanization; Hostesses on Upper ClasS trains.
574 Africanization: Executive Officer; Transport Licencing 

. ' V Board. . .
Indian businessmen to towns. . „ .

706^Africanization; Department of Mines and Geology.
. 7.'15. Africanization; all town clerks'. , f*'

^ 716 Africanization: Posts and Probation Services.
- 729 Qualification of Registrar Ge.netal and Deputy.

■ ,759 Africanization: Paymaster, Northeastern Province.

* •

Local,- Focus :
159 Africanization; Masen'o National School.
240 Africanization: Agricultural Officers, Kericho.
242 Africanization: Administrative posts - Kericho.
245 Africanization: Commissioner of police for Rift Valley: 
264 Settlement officers: Nyandarua.
472 Africanization of clerical staff; Mombasa. .

. 585 Local women as Community Development Officers; Embu.
594 Africanization of police; Machakos.-
595 Settlement officers in Machakos. .
597 Africa water inspector: yatta furrow.

.646 Africanization; Mombasa city council administration.
692 Africanization; settlement officers; Muhoroni.

, 700 Africanization: Rift Valley regional sports officer.
707 Goan ■civil servants in Killfi district.
789 Africanization: livestock officer, Samburu.
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RACE RELATIONS:

National Focus t
126 Europeans buying up farms.
133 Tlast African Power and Light shareholders.

, 134 Magadi Soda Company.
141 Fencing private European fafms.
149 Prices for compassionate farms.

- 180 Macalder Mines; royalties,
209 Mr. J.A.R. King's income tax. ••
210 Mr. Dickenson's income tax.
230 Citizens; Number of Europeans and Asians.
257 Expatriate civil servants.

. 288 Settlement schemes for hon-Africans.
297 Number of Asian Kenya citizens.
406 Transfer of missionary school teacher.
416 White hunter's organization; membership.
489 Land purchases by Europeans and Asians.
521 Mr. Benbow as Hotel manager in Kenya.
556 Government investment in Industrial Promotion Services, 

LMr..

/

598 Government employment on Mr. Angaine's farm. 
647 Empii^e loyalists living in Kenya.
649..African ownership of urban properties.

Local Focue;
290 Allocation of a plot to Mr, W.M. Spencer,

...
> .

DEVELOPMENT: (Undesignated)

National Focus:
278 Improvement of housing in rural areas. 
391 National marketing nnion.
617 Shop leases in African areas.
624 Imported corrugated iron sheets.

Local Focus: i ’ .
193 Development of Eastern Province.
216 Central Housing Board; allocation of funds - central Nyanza. 
231 Minineral wealth; Mamisi.
382 Additional post office; Kikumu.
424 Lake Hannington minerals; South Baringo.
543 Extension of T.V. services.
547 Financial aid for Marsabit.
571 Survey staff; Coast Province.
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577 Services for Rujtenyes township.
591 Post office for, Home Bay.
611 Acaiiiinistration''*office f®r Bokoli location.
613 Improvement of Kakamega as a Provincial headquarters. 
621 Price controlled crops - reviewed; Ukanibani.
627 Financial aid for self-help groups; tfyando, .
628.Castor seed oil factory for Kibwezi.
672 Government improvement of Lake Victoria as a tourist 

attraction.
•684 Industrial development for Ny'eri.
696 Original price of land in Nandi hills.
699 Trade loans to Nandis,
702 Co-op societies for coast Province.
705 Tourist facilities; Kakamega forest.
711 Establishment of industry in Muranga.
712 Fishing at mouth of Nzoia river.
726 Housing; Mutito division.
736 Offices for clerks: Tana River district.
750 Postal facilities: Marsabit.
767 Search for Radium: Nyanza.

s

TRIBALI-SM:

Hatidhal Focus: • ' . '
•128 Nyanza Luos in the forces; police, prisons, military. 
139 Settlement of former highlands; tribal breakdown.
145 Loans to sawmillers and pitsawyers.
152 Kenya students overseas.
182 Employment relief schemes; officers - selection of.
184 Scholarships for academic and technical,studies.
185 Overseas selection committee; composition of.
246 Racial breakdown of police.
299 Review and composi'tions of service commissions.
313 Favoritijsm; entry into national secondary school.
316 Composition of military appointments board.
317 Recruitment into army and General Service Unit.
320 Kenya airforce; tribal bre,akdown.
407 Accommoda'tion at Siriba College.
438 Appointment o£ chairman to statutory boards.
4v41 Trustees of Land Bank; racial breakdown.
504 Scholarships for Coast Kenyans.
.522 Scholarship grants to students; tribal %)reakdown.
540 Employment of- women at VOK.
560 Overseas education at Somalis.
610 Promotions and dismissals of chiefs.
635 Tribal breakdown .Of administrative officers in North- 

: eastern Province.

“~r.
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637 Uniform salaries; county council officers.
71D Discrimination against KflUU in the army.,- 
732 Racial -breakdown in medical service.
754 Examination for the public service.

Local Focus;
155 Settl^ent for Kisii; West Sotik.
235 Boundary iispu Rift Valley and Western Erovinces.

, , 236 Discrimination in settlement; Rift Valley.- '
255 Bettl^eht of poor Tufkana. '.i 
269 Settlement of. Kalenjin in Central Province.
280 Training of Bajun students.
322 Coast police officers training at Kiganjo.

; -352 Return of freedom.fighter's land. • .
, ' 379 Turkana students overseas.

524 High .administrative posts for Pakot.
530 Rejection of people for police and army (Kibera)
582 Embu people "serving overseas.
586 Embu people in administration.
693 Number-of Kamba Regional Government Agen-ts in Kitui.

: 602 piscriminat^ Fort Hall Road Dispensary. -
■ ; v;-;625:.i;is^lessness : lAio/Nanidi border 

: Senior :,l^dr officer-Mombasa f
■ ;;652lEiTteW> people'; • ■ ■ v

' 666 Removal: of Kamba Settlers from Kyulu,
■675' Stock thefts reported to police (Nyahza)
-690 Transfer of Mr.‘Wahome to Kabarneti . ' ,
70.4 Rernpyal 6'f civil administfation from Busia -to Nyambafe.

-758 -ASeufance to Somalis on scholarship.
7.70 Livestock Officer in Bomet. .
781 Uniting the Abatura people.. . . . . . . . . .

^PERSONAL QUESTIONS: . „

173 inquest into death of eleven year old child; Kampi ya Moto. 
253 Resignation of Dr. Otsyula.
419 Death of Moses Musau.
4126 Reinstatement of Lt. Owino. ”
A31 Treatment of Mr. Sagala's son at Kenyatta Hospital.

”^‘^7politicians'o governing bodies of edncational 
institutions.

:"692 Compensation to Kyale Nzau.
601 Licence-for public meeting; Mr.. Shikuku.'

' 679 Arrest of murderers; of Mr., priyo. ,
687 Employment of Mr. Wacumma;in police.
75r Police guard^s- for senators ■ and members of the house.

«.■
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DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONS DIVIDED BY TOPIC;f..

LOCAL INDUSTRY:

National FocAis:
147 Confidence restoring measures for businessmen.
486'Police protection for local products.
318 Benefit from gdwernment loans,•
336 Distillation and licencing of nubian gin.
357 Bankruptcy for non'-African traders.
425'Legislation for rent control of-business premises. • 
603 National chamber of commerce and industry. ‘
616* Fixed' rents for market.
571 Fish industry revenue.
685 Construction of a paper -factory.

■ •

Local Focus;
140 Refusal of hotel keepers licence (Samburu).
161 Home industries for Ugenya. , ‘
191 Courses for.local traders (Meru).
215 Loans to African traders; Machakbs district.

■ - 232-Loans^^ Hamisi district,
' 25:2.. industrial development; UkapODani..
■ ^v^C229: Central housing loans; coast Province.

293 New:industries for Kericho. , - '
. 30.1-Investment in Nyanza and Western Provinces,
^ 337 Manufacture of tiles in Kakamega.

339 Animal leases to African traders (central Nyanza). 
359 African, plot holders; Ni robi. ■
396 Loans to businessmen; Thompson's Falls/Nanyuki.
436 closing of LamU fisheries.
485 Industries for Kakamega town.
486 Trader loans; Ikolomani.
535 Control of sales of molasses and jaggery ,(centra^

Nyanza). *
536 Business poIts; title deeds (Kisumu).
537'Industries for Masai district. ...
.550'Coast Province deep sea fishing industry.
568 Loans to Somali businessmen.
569 Lea-ther: tanning industry for Wajir.
578TBuiiding loans for Embu.
S79 Vegetable canning for Mbubori.
584 Embu Self-help groups.
;599 Barber licences; Nairobi.
603 National Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
607 Expansion ^pf Kisii Coffee Research Institute.

t.-r-.- ■
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650 Trading loans for Embu people.
733. Non-payment of Miraa Trading Company employees. 
741 Leather tanning industry for Nyanza.
783 Cement factory at Sultan Hamud.
784 Lime factory at Makindu.

•s telecommunications :

170 Automatic telephone exchange for Western Province. 
194 Extension to Kitale/Kapenguria telephone.
198 Radio call sets, Tana River.
361 Telephone extensionChemobet/Tambach.
502 Telephone for Kabarnet.
.514 Radio telephone: Makueni,
557. Telephones for Kaloleni.
•640 Telephone line to Meru-town. ..C

ROADS:

National Focus:
747 Reduction of road fee licences.

. - -Local Eocus:
' 169 Tarmac r^ Leaeru/TOrorp? Kakamega/Broderiek Falls/

Kitale. .
177 Improvement of roads: Isiolo/Maridera/Moyale.
207 Tarmac: Chororia/Meru Boma Road. '

,281 Lamu: all weather rpad.
295 Bridge damaged by fioodsnear Maraboi.
387 Improvement of Maseno/Vihiga road.
418 Deterioration: Londiani/Kericho road.
430 Tarmac: Usain/Gishu road.
4^3 Tarmac: Kitale/Rakamega road.
452 Tarmac: Nakuru/Mariegat road.
505 All-weather road Kitale/Lodwar.
507 Tarmac: Coastal road.
510 Upgrading: Wamuyu/Kitui road. . , :

. 604 Tarmac: Kiaumu/Kisii road. - ' • *
605 Bridge at Kirumi Fer^.
619 Permanent bridge at Athi river.
630 Tarmac; Kisii/Nyangusu road.
■661 Bridge over Tyaa River,
662 Bridge over Tana River.
,677 Access roads for sugar cane growers (Nyando).
694 Tarmac and widening of roads: Bpmet.
680 Tarmac roads; Kiganjo/Nahyuki/Nyeri/Thompson's Falls.
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722 Increased tarmacing for Nyanza Province.
739-Tarmac; Kibos/Songhor road.
746 Improvement of Bridges: Isiolo/Marsabit road. 
762 Subsidy; road maintenance in south Nyanza.

ELECTRICITY:

National Hocus;
201 Electricity frOm Lake Victoria. 
"334 Hydro-electric power: Kenya,River.

Local Focus;
168 Establishment of Kenya Electricity Board. 

-171 Kakamega/Broderick Falls electricity supply. 
358 Go Go hydroelectric power.
'421 Electric power: Eldama Ravine.
460 Electricity plant for Kisii town.
469 Hyd.ro-electric power for Nzoia River.

RAILWAYS:

■ Nationial ^ocus;
.. -c .527 Introduction of electric trains. 
, ,^674!^^^^^^^ accidents, 1963-1964,

Local Fochs: .
223 Sara; increase in heighth of crossing.
250 Railway: Sagana/Embu/Meru.
434 Railway between Kitale and Mbala-.
511 Railway line to Machakos and Kitui,
552 Estension of railway: Kedowa/Kericho/Kisii/*lIoma Bay. 
612 Makadara crossing deaths.

> ■

AGRICULTURE:

National Focus;
272 Allowances; African and non-African farmers. 
415 Formation of co-op farming societies.
490 Agricultural pool for new settlers.
494 Loans to farmers without' land title.
606 TEA scheme.
-634 Bulls for settlement scheme.
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Local Focus: .
114 Long terms to Embu farmers.
138 Development of Kerio Valley..
199 Livestock industry for NFD.
228 Encouragement of Agriculture development in Nyanza.,
258 Land usage: Laikipia.
■^06 Stock sales: south Nyanza.
333 Transport of cattle to Athi River factory.
345 Maize planting by tea workers: Kericho.
366 .Assistance for Kisii self-help schemes.
372 Sisal monopoly in central” Nyanza.
374 Consent to sale of Kehami estate.
402 Tea growing: Mwihbi/Chuka.
423 Cash crop in Baringo area..
446 .Self-help schemes in Hamisi.
461 Removal of restrictions on tea planting acreages (Kisii). 
464 Financial assistance: African tea growers, Kericho.
466 Assistance to self-help schemes: Ugenya.
473 Development loans to African farmers (Uasin Gishu).
474 Farm development loans: WaPokomo and Orma.
477 Co-op.farming: Mwea/Tebere.
480.'.Ranching schemes for Samburu.

”4a.4.: Rice mill factory for Mwea Tebere.
519 Kipsigis cattle for Kenya meat commission. . • _ ■
520 Tea planting by Kipsigis farmers..

■ 542 TEA scheme and Western Province. ' .
565 Stock sales to Kenya Meat Commission (NFD).
580 Water schemes and milk marketing; Embu.
587 Cattle dips for Samburu.
588 Grazing in national forests: Samburu. .
589 KMC Factory at Nakuru.
608 Tea nurseries in Gussi district.
633 Grazing of Lembus forest.
657 Farm loans; Embu North" people.

-  658 Embu coffee'cooperative.
669.Sugar industxy in Shiraba hills.
■686 Branch of Kenya Co-operative Creameries for Kiganjo.
697 Confiscatioh\of stock: Chemilil.
691 Mosquito control; Kano plains. .

. 698 Loans to sugar cane growers; Nandi.
720 increase pyfethrum quota for Gusii.
727 Cattle ranching cooperative for Mtito division.
735 Sale of Pakot cattle to KMC.
742 Uganda sugar estate: settlement of laborers (Muhoroni). 
777 Maize buying market in Busia.

•V
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WATER SUPPLIES

131 Monoculture; Tana irrigation scheme.
142 Irrigation schemes; Bomet.
214 irrigation schemes; Ukamba.
225 Improvement of water supplies in Yatta. 
251 Irrigation schemes; Tana river.
273 Free water for Mombasa African locations. 

• 292 Development; Bomet waterfalls.
: 36S Water;-MbolOlp/Kasigau/M^tan.

378 Water’shortage in Kericho.- 
412 Fresh water for coastal towns.
422 Water for irrigatioh; south Baring©.
463 Water supplies; Bomet., _

' 47a Water supplies in Baragoi division.
513 Water; Makueni.
559 Water supply for eastern Kitui.
659 Water development in Kitui district.
713 Water supplies for Ugenya.

vC

EDUCATION:

National 'Focus; i:
:r;i;::p5:;;Ptortpte.;a^lt lit^^ ^ . •. . . .

' 200 ereation-of ■philosophy faculty for the uni.versity
^:T'^--':-;College,:;. .
■ ^227. Maseno-Jeanes-school to be a commercial college.

:256 Factors determining transfer of secPndary schools to ;

hatiohai status. - '
266 Takeover of educational bodies.

362 Government takeover of missionary schools.
373 Higher education loan funds - number of loans.

_ 408 Pees demanded by new independent schools.
409 Withdrawal of-njissionaries fesponsibirities; education..
410 Revision Of history textbooks. '
471 Disqualified teachers. . ^

\,545ApprPvedschools:executive-officer^-
769 In-service training for unqualified teachers.
779 Inspector teams for schools.

LPcal focus; ■
343 Educational facilities; Wanderobo tribe.

Siriba.'
Kericho.

tr,



429 Sigalala technical and trade school to be a polytechnic. 
462 Teacher training and technical trade school for Kisii. 
538 Adult training college (Kisumu)-.
581 National secondary school: Embu.
682 Wairiburu;farm institute to be an agriculture college.
717 Approved school, for Sangala.

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT SCHEMES; ,

National., focus;
■ 307'Purchased of, misraanged farms. ,

432 Land on settlement schemes on death .of farmer.
626 NatiohalifationoE land."
531 Foreign money for land settlement.

. 609 Wool sheep rearing in Kenyan 
688 Bank loans for co-operative societies.

(

-

Local Focus!
137 Kessup plot. holders: certificates .(Rift Valley) .
16Q Settlement:-Muhoroni area.
172 Land consolidation Lurambi.

-'183v-Mohey-fof: settlement: south Nyanza.
■;18S7Tan;a>yRiver settlement scheme.

. , scheme
: 26f .SetMeraerit; of landless Abaluhya.
563 Seftlement:of European farms in 01-Kalou 
289 i<apt aget settlement scheme. , • . ' '
3.83 Title deeds for farmers in Gedi and Mijimboni.

' 804'Title deeds "for Makueni, settlers...
3l2 Settlement scheme for Meru/Theraka.

■ ; 330 NtMbef of'Uasin/Gishu settlers.
342.Resettlement of Wanderobo.
367 Settlement of Mata people.
377 Land registration in Kericho.
399 Land .adjudication areas; Central Nyanza.
428 Settl.emeht of Kuria people: Muhoroni settlement scheme. 
431 Land for people of Kamu Kuywa. :

- '440 Land title .deeds Hamisi farmers.'7
451 Resefflemeht for Western and Central .Province people. 
465 Settlement of Uasin/Gishu squatters.

■475 Settlement for Salama location people.
4.82 .Lantj title deeds: Sagana settlers.
487 Land Consolidation Ikolomani.
499 Money for land consolidation and land registration:

: ''Machakos.f.

- •;
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512 Cotton and sisal planters: Makueni.
523 Settlement scheme foi: Pakot in Tans Nzoia. 
533 Land consolidation: North Mugirango.
568 Money spent on self-help schemes.
570 Financial aid.for Roka settlement.
583 Mount Kenya forest for settlement.

. .. 622 Land settlement: Kitui,
623 Land consolidation: Central Nyanza.

' 654 Land consolidation in Embu south.
667 Settlement schemes Kambav
675 Settlement schemes for Tindoret squatters.

. HEALTH

National Focus;
• 1'50 Shprt5g;e of doctors.
158 Measures to encourage the birth-rate.
187 Mung cancer cases in Kenya.
188 Legislation to stop smoking.
211 Security for Mathari Mental Hospital staff,
213 Discharges from Mathari Mental Hospital.

■, 22a:N^^ Nocites in vernaculars.
323B;Kdnya"^alifiedr doctors from Makerere.
:26&:Medicai practitioners licence.
285; Princess Elizabeth'Hospital; closure of buildings

. 413- Number of nurses training overseas. » _
^ 439 Free medical treatment? government policy.

442 Vdluntary agencies hoidpitals,
498 Employment of nurses, ' __
670 Insurance .companies in Kenya.
693 Illegal practices in medical profession.
714 Preventive drugs for sleeping sickness,
721 Free medical treatment.
780 Charges by medical practitioners.
794 Legislation 'for compulsory medical diagnosis.

Local Focus:
218 Construction;, of Kisumu hospital.
249 Discharge of patients .from coast regional hospitals. 
300 Malarial mosquitoes in'Nyanza.

' ' '370 Eradioation of disease in Tana River,
506 Clinics -in Tana River.

district..
-555 Circumcision by fOrce among the Abaluhya.

Hospital.

»«•
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573 Modernization of Karatina Mathera Hospital. 
575 Mental illness: Taita-Taveta.
631 Financial aidr Sega Rangala Hospitals.
649 Kala-zar in Kitui district.
683 More beds for Nyeri Hospital.
709 Enlargement of Butere dispensary.
754 Patients uniforms: Kisii hospitals.
725 Extension of Ithero health center.

S
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APPENDIX III ■

A NOTE ON THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF ADOLESCENTS TO ENLISTMENT
f
,L

IN INSPIRED CASES

’ The nineteen .forties for the youth
of -th^"era Ivas a-signifieant bearing on modern Kenya; 
politiGs." In a sample of'103 of the 117 erooted-Members of

'. -the House of Representatives, the average age at the time
of election was 35.2 years. 'Exclusive of the seventeen 

. Cabinet Ministers, the average age was 33.6 years. If 
• fifteen is accepted as the average for initiation into.the 

manhood of traditional society, the majority of House rfeinbers 
came to maturity during the mid-forties. Even allowance for 
a six year distortion in age because many members were either 
unsure of their age or for traditional reasons wanted to 
appear older or younger, members came, to maturity petween■
the date of proscription of the old Kikuyu Central Assoc-_ _ _ _ _

’""ration-"(T:9^0j;^^;=the'l3egTnhihg^of^t^ emetgehOy r^Iitionr •'

Eriksdn-in -Young Man Luther; A ■Study in Psvchoahalysis
■ ■■■■■.and Hi story.. .(New York; Norton-and Co. 1962) and, in his 

.childhood and Society (New -York; Horton and Co^fTl^SO)-, -
reference to -the major crisis of adolescence, 

this crisis as one o-f identity ■ which , "oecurs ’
' in that period in'the life cycle when each youth must forge 
for’himseif some central perspective, some working unity, 
out of the effective remnants of his childhood- and the hopes 
for his anticipated adulthood; he must detect some nTeaning-r 
ful_resemblance between what he -has-^eome fb see in himself 
arid what his sharpened awareness tells him;other judge and

■ expect him to be." Erikson argues that during such trans-
itibnal period, young people are particularly .susceptible 
to enlistment in inspired causes. - " "

. The evidence - collected suggests that the 1940's was 
particularly crucial in that respect. Eor many young 
Keriyaris, the"effective childhood remnants" were confused 
since change was occurring in their lives with regard to 
association to traditional norms that were not congruent 
with what they were learning in the mission schools. The -
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. ch^ging nature of the African community was not providing * 
clear indication of what "others expected of him." There 
were not clear guidelines, hut the return of Kenyatta 
provided a symbol, a m^ of both worlds. - The interview 
responses as to the reasons for Kenyatta's popularity gi^t-en 
by meiribers of parliament and students interviewed at 
Syracuse University supported this hypothesis about the 
basis for Kenyatta’s charisma, “ •

■ As to the Greatrlon e»f political clubs on the campuses 
of. the secondary schools and the political interest stimulati 
in debate societies, the political activity of the Kdriya 
African Union (ICAU) provided an object of emulation that' 
could not" be duplicated by reference to the traditional 

■ Riama which had ceased to be an effective' powerholder.. ^ 
Politics was exciting to the young men who became the 
political leaders of the 1960's. It provided a focus for 
their interests and energies which was not found elsewhere 
in society. -

Pursuing-this question further, an investigation was 
*” -- -^“'mad#^Qjp:'jc®eT::Qf::::thdae people 'vrtib did nbt''selm

. Pf their lives, and either voluntarr
^ been committed to Kenya's only mental

; . hospital, Mathari-. A Sample of 100 male patients (13^ of 
..-..the' nationar;totalT“5i all ce.Ktitiecl male patJl^sr^i 

■ ■selected, at random. In addition to recordinf^t^ir case 
histbries;-:visitstpthewards..permittedopportunityto. 
talk with some‘Of the patients about their conception of 
the.illnesses^in teians of traditional understandings. In 
thewards, conversations were limited to Kikuyu since my 
personal knowledge of both Kikuyu language and culture was 
greatest,. r •

it was discovered that most of the patients believed 
. they were aflicted with thahu, ceremonial uncleanness in the 
traditional sense. Yet despite this association cf-illness 
with traditional custom, the patients studied'had an over
all level of education of nearly four years, 3.66. Of the 
63 who had schooling, the average years of education rose 
to 5.57 or nearly through Standard VI. The average age of 
those 63 patients was 27.6. years, meaning they did their 

• prima:i^ schooling during the late forties and early fifties.
^ an extremely high leyel of education for

■ that as late as 1964 only
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12.7% of the eligible children were receiving education 
,to Standard V in Kenya. The r-andom sample suggested that 
the patients confined at Mathari were'more highly educated 
than the national average and the 63% who had any school
ing had gone through their primary education concurrently 
with or slightly after the present Kenya leadership.

The type of behavior most.often found among the 
“ patients studied Was schrzophrei\ia. This was the 'Offleal;

diagnosia offered :by Dr.;CrOTfprd, staff pss^iatrist. 
He. stated turtKer tha^ the form of pathologi-eal behavior 

' differed from the symptoms" found in,Western mental ilihess 
by the suddenness of withdrawal from society; In talking 

. with patients in the wards it was found that many preserved 
visions.of going back to school, back to 'a job in Nairobi 
or to work for President Kenyatta. It was contaon for tfie 
patients to think they were big political figures and the 
common test for subjective orientation was, "Can you name 
men iri the government?" Often while being oblivious to all 

- .else going on around , them, patients would name not pnly. •
, Kenyatta but a number of other leading politicians.

■fThe;.;CohGlu froin this prelimin.aty investigatlbn and 
bjxe ^S^a/ghthered^irdm interviews with, the present political ^ 
leaders ■suggests the powerful influence of politics- and 
things political on the snCiaV|7:at-inn..-p.rcu2BBS--of-..youngr—--
Kenyfais who were lucky enough to be in schooI'T^eyond' 
t;hat;Veheral-conclusion there are a series of implications 

> for future inquiry about the management of'intra‘-perspnal 
- tensiphs in cultures, undergoing rapid systemic change.

-■<
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APPENDIX IV:

Outline Form Used in__ ^ Summarizing Interview Data
on M^ers of the House of Representatives of 
the Kenya Parliament

•S'

PERSONALITY ANALYSIS SHEET

NAME:. .■" '

CONSTITUENCY: "

NO.

„ PARTY: 
TRIBE:

AGE:

. FATHER'S. OCCUPATION: 
FAMILY; ■ '

DATE^OF RITUAL INITIATION:

Mohogamous
^ ■ Number of brothers and sisters
CHU.RCH AFFILIATION:
SCHOOLING: '

Primary
Secondary

' . . ; Peacher Training
. , , -..•.■;-Nhiyersity.“

..O'Overseas;',
Other -..

--------...gOitelTIoNs' UNDER WHTPH SCH^MG^WM. JJSTAINED :

MARRIED: 
LANDOWNER:' 
OCCUPATIONS;

NUMBER OF CHILDREN; 
NUMBER OF ACRES.HELD:

■ DATE ENTERED POLITICS:
conditions under which

'r'.

INFLUENCES;

_ People- 
Reading

Specific events

reasons for success

ENTERED POLITICS:

IN POLITICS:

-
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PARTY OFFICES HELD:

MEANS OF MAINTAINING CONSTITUENCY CONTACT:

■■ gi^test Problem facing kenya:

WHY IS THIS THE GREATEST PROBLEM FACING KENYA:

OTHER PROBLEMS: (ranked)

1.
i- ■ 2-0

3. ■
V

4.

WHAT IS YOUR OUTLINE OF SOLUTIONS TO MANY OF THESE PROBLEMS:

-

■ :

s?
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APPENDIX V

Inte^iew Responses of Forty Members of the Kenya 
House of Representatives to the Questions: "What 
is-the major problem facing Kenya today?" and "What- 
are other:major problems facing Kenya?", May-Juhe,

. ,1964 .

Jphis %ata cpl^^^^ in the field has been excluded; from*
the.body oT the thesis, but it does offer some •mirtdr support
ing evidence concerning the'performance of fepresentatiyes 
in 'the .House . The reasons for placing little reliance on 
-the statements of the interviewees are. as follows:

•'.■f

■H,v

A. The sample is too small to constitute a dependabie 
~^survey of elite attitudes.

♦

B. In interviewing the representatives, the impression 
was s'trbng that few men-had clearly thought out 
their ■political positions, and, therefore, their

issues of the day were ^kely 
■:Y;ij:Sfe®hahge 'rather: casually. ‘ . . . -

C. The. facufs bf this study is a two year. period,- and 
’ . these, responses were coiiected in two mpQths.: The 

.i dyn'amic ..quality of Kenya politics s'aw mucff change 
during the two year period that was studied. To 
use these responses as a Valid basis for judging 
a-ttitudes during the entire period would be a 
distortion of the responses themselves.

Therefore,.the, text of the study emphasizes only the concerns 
of the representatives which were most prominent from the 
public.record of the parliament or the mass media: tribal
ism/ ahti-cplonialism, and hope for development of the 

■ welfarg.and economic aspects of the society. ^As is indicated 
in the responses listed below, the intervfeWs wfere helpful 
in identifying these three key areas, while more comprehensive 

-1 "d^a from other .sipurces backed up the validity of the general 
concern felt by representatives for the three areas listed.

: :
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As the problems are listed, the representatives eon- 
. cern for ridding the country of the vestiges of colonial
ism is hot apparent except in a tangential way as related 
to problems of land settlement schemes. The impact of 
tribalism is readily observable, however. With regard to 
the third point of political orthodoxy, the skewed interest 
of the baekbenchers overv"fulfillment of pre-independence 
promises" as well as the more direct references to need 

— foeiaevelopmeht, need for employment opportunity, educational 
facilities,' health facilities, and economic planning with 
adequate tech'nicai personnel, is support for the point developed 
in .the text, . .

DESIGNATION OF MAJOR PROBLEMS FACING KE^A AS SEEN BY 
MINISTERS, ASSISTANT MINISTERS, AND BACKBENCHERS

Assistant
Ministers Ministers Backbenchers

..

6Tribalism 
Unemployment•

. Land aettlement schemes ' 0
Foreign influence 

: rEiiueatiOH :: ; '
Ecoihifflie-planningi 

.^^,,,..:,Fuifii:lingrt«^^ o
. Lack of technical 

, _pprsonnel-

4 ■1
432
3..0
i1 ■0
10 ,1
232

■ 0 7
0 •■ 01

"^^22
•117.

■ MAJOR AND SUBSIDIARY PROBLEMS FACING'KENYA AS SEEN BY FORTY 
MEMBERS OF THE KENYA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMPOSITE

■ OF Aif'RESPONSES'GIVEN.
Rank Order 

I II_ III* IV 
11 8 6 
9 4 4

6 5

V Total 
5 0 30
2.1 20 
0 0 14.

.3 s 1 C' 2 ' 12'
2 0 .. 11
0 0 10
0 0 7
o' 0 2
0 0 2

0 0 0 4
40 37 22 10 3 112-

*man^Tinterviewees "could hot or did not care to list more 
than two problems . .

Tribaltsm,
Unemplpyrnent 
Land settlement 

• Foreign influence 
Educatibh 
Economic planning 
Fulfiriing the promises 
Lack of technical" personnel 

'’ Health facilities 
; Crime/shifta

' 3
2 4
2 5 2
5 5. 0
7 0 0
i 1 0
0 0 1
0 4
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in responses were insightful and
but SrresJor^'^^a^r^ comprehensive
justSy eSoratf ^ave the empirical strength
Dustrfy elaborate conclusxons^about the attitudes Tf political

useful' 
evidence.

to

>■

X
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